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Everything from a single provider – 
Your partner for professional woodworking!
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How to identify our  
highlights at a glance

Only from Felder! Unique solutions  
from Felder are shown with this symbol.

You can rely on it! Developments with  
particularly long factory guarantees  
are specially marked.

For every challenge! With this symbol you 
will find individually adaptable equipment 
features to meet all requirements.

In no time at all! With "Quick-Set-Inside" 
the edgebander adjustments to 
different edge thicknesses can 
be made in seconds.

"Quick-Set“  
inSide

year guarantee
on “X-Roll”, the sliding  

table guiding 
system!

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

Table OF cOnTenTS

Workshop equipment 406
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Martin Felder & Hansjörg Felder
CEOs Felder Group

EUS

Welcome to the Felder group!

The Felder Group with company headquarters 
in Hall in Tirol is one of the leading world-
wide suppliers of woodworking machines 
for hobby, business and industrial use.

With passion, conviction and the courage 
to innovate, the family company have been 
following a central philosophy since 1956 
and that is: to provide the customers with 
the exact machine that they need.  

employees in 84 countries and more than 
250 sales and service center worldwide 
carry our vision under the mission statement, 
“everything from a single supplier”. Despite 
growing global challenges, the Felder Group 
remains committed to quality and precision 
from austria. 

Felder woodworking machines hace for 
decades been guarantors of perfect results 
accompanied by excellent ease of use. The 
extensive range of models offers the exact 
machine for every requirement. Optimized 
machine concepts and innovative detail solu-
tions with first class workmanship for regular 
professional use. Felder machines guarantee 
perfect woodworking results and decision 
making reliablity for many years to come.
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Martin Felder & Hansjörg Felder
CEOs Felder Group

EUS

everyday woodworkers all over the world decide 
on a woodworking machine from the Felder Group. 
With this decision they become not just a customer 
but an ambassador for perfect woodworking.
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Felder Quality 
your SucceSS! 

The quality of our products determines 
the success of our customers. For that 
reason we are always looking to work 
together and get feedback from wood-
workers in workshops, business and in-
dustry. This continuous exchange of in-
formation makes it possible for us to take 
into consideration the requirements of the 
machine users when we are developing 
new machine users when we are deve-
loping new machine concepts, ensuring 
the competitiveness of our customers. 
The most up to date manufacturing tech-
nology and strict production standards 
ensure excellent precision and the best 
processing quality. Our own in house re-
search and development department, nu-
merous international patents and ground-
breaking solutions ensures that we retain 
our leading development department, nu-
merous international patents and ground-
breaking solutions ensures that we retain 
our leading developmental advantage.
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Felder group SHoWroomS, 
diScover a WHole World oF 
WoodWorking productS. 
In our sales, service and training centers, you 
will find a large selection of new machines, 
tools accessories and used machines.
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5.5–10.0 HP
(4.0–7.35 kW)

80¾"–145¾"  
(2,050–3,700 mm)

5¼" (133 mm)
31½“–49¼“  

(800–1,250 mm)

5.5–10.0 HP
(4.0–7.35 kW)

98½“–145¾“  
2,500–3,700 mm

98½“–145¾“  
2,500–3,700 mm

4" (104 mm)
31½“–49¼“  

(800–1,250 mm)

31½“–49¼“  
(800–1,250 mm)

31½“–49¼“  
(800–1,250 mm)

7.5–10.0 HP
(5,5–7,35 kW)

80¾"–145¾"  
(2,050–3,700 mm)

5¼" (133 mm) 31½"–49¼"  
(800–1,250 mm)

10.0–20.0 HP
(7.35–15.0 kW)

86½"–145¾"  
(2,200–3,700 mm)

86½"–145¾"  
(2,200–3,700 mm)

8" (202 mm)

8" (202 mm)

39¼"–63"  
(1,000–1,600 mm)

39¼"–63"  
(1,000–1,600 mm)

4.0–10.0 HP
(3.0–7.35 kW)

51¼"–98⅞"  
(1,300–2,500 mm) 4" (104 mm)

31½“–49¼“  
(800–1,250 mm)

5.5–7.5 HP
(4.0–5.5 kW)

98⅞"–126"  
(2,500–3,200 mm)

5¼"–4 
(137/104 mm)

31½“–49¼“  
(800–1,250 mm)

4.0–5.5 HP
(3.0–4.0 kW)

51¼"–98⅞"  
(1,300–2,500 mm) 4" (102 mm)

31½“–49¼“  
(800–1,250 mm)

5.5–7.5 HP
(4.0–5.5 kW)

126"  
(3,200 mm) 4" (103 mm) 49¼“  

(1,250 mm)

31"–78"  
(800–2,000 mm) 4" (103 mm)

31½“–49¼“  
(800–1,250 mm)4.0 HP

(3.0 kW)

Motor power cutting lengthcontrol cutting height Rip capacity

OveRvIeW: Panel SaWS

Price category

5½“ (140 mm)

5½“ (140 mm)

7.5–10.0 HP
(5.5–7.35 kW)

7.5–10.0 HP
(5.5–7.35 kW)

14.0–20.0 HP
(10–14 kW)

80¾“–98⅞“ 
(2.050–2.500 mm) 

51¼“–98⅞“  
(1.300–2.500 mm)
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Preventive Contact  
System - PCS®www.felder-group.com

kappa 550 e-motion PCS®

EUS

Accidents are a thing of the past 
Prevent accidents at the speed of light

A danger foreseen is a danger 
avoided. Surveillance of danger zone 
with approach detection

The revolutionary world 
debut for sliding table 
panel saw safety devices

Serious accidents on sliding table saws are a thing of the past. 
 Successful woodworking is in safe hands with PcS®. every wood-
worker (and woodworking company) has ten good reasons not 
to compromise when it comes to working safely - PcS® prevents 
 accidents and guarantees dexterity and a quality handshake forever!
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Preventive Contact  
System - PCS®www.felder-group.com

kappa 550 e-motion PCS®

EUS

Safety should not be expensive
Unrivalled: Damage free and immediately 
usable at the push of a button

One cut that changes your life
“One accident and they are gone”.  
Meet Sascha Wein, who lost four fingers on 
his left hand on a sliding table panel saw. 
Read the story now and discover the world’s 
first: http://fg.am/pcs-eng
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kappa 590 e-motion kappa 590 x-motion

EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

the ingenious panel saw with double 
pivoting for angle cuts in all positions
With innovative details, the new kappa 590 becomes the new bench-
mark for Premium Sliding Table Panel Saws. The new twin-pivot unit has 
a total swivel range of 92° and achieves a cutting height of 202 mm for 
saw blades with a diameter of 550 mm. This saves valuable working 
time and simplifies the cutting of internal mitre and simple compound cuts.

The new double 
pivoting circular 
saw unit

Synchronous motor 
with continuously 
adjustable speed 
control

“easy-Glide” – 
6-year guarantee!

Scoring unit with 
park position

The “X-Roll” Format 
sliding table

Intuitive control with 
many functions

12
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 ➔ cutting height 202 mm
 ➔ aluminum sliding table with “X-Roll”  
precision guiding system

 ➔ cutting length 2,200–3,700 mm
 ➔ Tool compartment with leD for  
5 saw blades (option)

 ➔ Double pivoting circular saw unit +/–46°
 ➔ Intuitive “smartouch” control with 15” touch screen
 ➔ ∞ program spaces + ARDIS cutting optimisation
 ➔ automatic rip fence
 ➔ “control” scoring unit with 3 controllable  
axes and parking function

 ➔ Highly efficient synchronous motor with  
continuously adjustable rotating speed

 ➔ cutting height 152 mm (optional 202 mm)
 ➔ aluminum sliding table with “X-Roll”  
precision guiding system

 ➔ cutting length 2,200–3,700 mm
 ➔ Tool compartment with leD for  
5 saw blades (option)

 ➔ Double pivoting circular saw unit +/–46°
 ➔ Intuitive “smartouch” control with 15” touch screen
 ➔ automatic rip fence
 ➔ “control” scoring unit with 3 controllable  
axes and parking function

 ➔ Highly efficient synchronous motor with  
continuously adjustable rotating speed

13
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kappa 550 e-motionkappa 550 e-motion
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the top model for maximum performance and  
productivity with up to 7 controllable axes
The first choice for panel saws: The particular highlights of the  
kappa 550 e-motion are the automatic rip fence, unlimited tooling data  
storage positions and programmable cutting sequences. On the clearly laid 
out TFT touch-screen operating panel you can intuitively carry out  
all the working steps from a central position.

“digi-compensation 
plus”

Tool free saw blade 
change system

“X-Roll” outrigger 
table

Parking the outriggerThe new “X-Roll“  
sliding table

Scoring unit with 
park position

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.14
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➔ cutting height 8" (202 mm)
➔ aluminum sliding table with “X-Roll”  

precision guiding system
➔ cutting length 86½"–145¾"  

(2,200–3,700 mm)
➔ Tooling compartment with space for  

5 saw blades (Optional)
➔ Overhead control panel at eye level  

with 10.4" color touch screen
➔ electronic height adjustment with digital 

leD display; position controlled
➔ electronic angle adjustment with digital 

leD display (0°–46°); position controlled
➔ Unlimited number of cutting program 

storage positions
➔ Unlimited tool storage positions
➔ automatic rip fence

kappa 550 e-motion
➔ cutting height 8" (202 mm)
➔ aluminum sliding table with “X-Roll”  

precision guiding system
➔ cutting length 86½"–145¾"  

(2,200–3,700 mm)
➔ Tooling compartment with space for  

5 saw blades (Optional)
➔ Overhead control panel at eye level  

with lcD touch screen 5.7"
➔ electronic height adjustment with digital 

leD display; position controlled
➔ electronic angle adjustment with digital 

leD display (0°–46°); position controlled

➔ cutting height 8" (202 mm)
➔ aluminum sliding table with “X-Roll”  

precision guiding system
➔ cutting length 86½"–145¾"  

(2,200–3,700 mm)
➔ Tooling compartment with space for  

5 saw blades (Optional)
➔ electronic height adjustment  

with digital leD display
➔ electronic angle adjustment with  

digital leD display (0°–46°)

kappa 550 x-motion kappa 550
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convincing in all areas
The Format4 kappa 400 x-motion convinces in all areas.  
Other than the great price/performance ratio, the panel saw also impres-
ses with the 3 axes control, heavy saw aggregate, format sliding table,  
operating comfort and precision.

The new “X-Roll“  
sliding table

Position control of the 
rip fence

“easy-Glide“ 
tilting guide system

Saw blade change 
without tools

“X-Roll” outrigger 
table

“automatic”  
scoring unit

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.16
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EUS

➔ cutting height 5¼" (133 mm)
➔ aluminum sliding table with “X-Roll”  

precision guiding system
➔ cutting length 80¾"–145¾"  

(2,050–3,700 mm)
➔ Tooling compartment with space for  

5 saw blades (Optional)
➔	cnc-drive control unit  

with 5.7" (145 mm) lcD screen
➔ a choice between 2–5 axes control

kappa 400 x-motion
➔ cutting height 5¼" (133 mm)
➔ aluminum sliding table with “X-Roll”  

precision guiding system
➔ cutting length 81¾"–145¾"  

(2,050–3,700 mm)
➔ Tooling compartment with space for  

5 saw blades (Optional)
➔ electronic height adjustment with  

digital leD display
➔ electronic angle adjustment with  

digital leD display (0°–46°)

kappa 400
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precision circular saw unit, 8" (202 mm)  
cutting height

3-axis “control“ scoring unit -  
Save and retrieve scoring positions
➔ electronic control for setting the saw blade height, 

angle and the rip capacity
➔ Save and retrieve scoring blade positions
➔ Saw blade diameter not limited as scoring blade 

can be moved into the park position

large cutting depth,  
even with a scoring unit
➔ 7¾" (8" (202 mm)) cutting height at 

90°, 5½" (141 mm) at 45°  
(saw blade dia. 21" (550 mm))

➔ 5" (127 mm) cutting height with scoring 
unit (saw blade dia. 15¾" (400 mm)

➔ Saw blades with a max dia. 15¾" 
(400 mm) can be lowered under the 
table

Sensational: Scoring unit with park position
➔ The scoring blade no longer needs to be removed!
➔ The scoring blade can be parked at the push of a button
➔ Saw blades with a diameter of up to 21" (550 mm) can be  

inserted without having to remove the scoring blade

Saw shaft in cast iron housing,  
double bearing precision
➔ absolute vibration-free machining
➔ Incredible power transmission due to the ultra 

efficient Poly-V-belt drive technology

18
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EUS

grooves using the saw
➔ Removable flange (standard)
➔ clamping unit for slotting cutters (601-130)
➔ Dado tooling with a width of up to ¾" (19.5 mm) 

can be inserted

the “easy-glide”  
tilt segment, unrivalled!
➔ Precise, double sided guide support
➔ High load-bearing capacity and 

operating life
➔ Play-free tilt
➔ Unaffected by dust
➔ completely maintenance free
➔ no lubrication required
➔ 6 Year Guarantee

Saw blade tilt
➔ Saw blade tilt 0°–46°
➔ 8" (202 mm) cutting height 90°,  

5½" (141 mm) cutting height at 45°

precision height adjustment
robust - precise - durable
➔ Hardened precision linear guides
➔ Maintenance-free recirculating ball bushings
➔ High load-bearing capacity and  

operating life
➔ Unaffected by dust
➔ completely maintenance free
➔ no lubrication required

dust extraction below the table for  
great extraction results
➔ extremely well designed dust extraction pipe for 

optimum results
➔ Optimized flow of dust from the scoring unit

Spraying unit (optional)
➔ For the processing of light metals and 

plastics

year guarantee
on “easy-Glide”, the  

Format4 tilting  
segment guide!

Panel Saws
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“control“ scoring unit
The scoring unit blade width and height adapt automatically to the stored tool information 
and also to the respective tooth width of the main saw blade. any changes to these standard 
scoring settings can be saved and retrieved when using the same tool in the future.  
The 3-axis scoring unit “control” is available as an option with the x-motion and  
e-motion models.

Scoring unit with 2 controlled axes
The scoring unit blade height and lateral position relating to the saw blade can be 
positioned with ease using the control panel. The scoring blade data can be saved in the 
database specific to a certain saw blade. Next time the saw blade is used, the scoring 
blades moves automatically into position.

“classic“ scoring unit
The height and lateral scoring blade settings can  
be manually adjusted from the top of the saw table. Optionally you can equip the  
“classic” scoring unit with the electrically controlled ”automatic” height positioning option.

“automatic“ height adjustment
The scoring blade height setting is electrically adjusted with the turn of a knob, whereas 
the lateral settings are adjusted manually. Once the scoring blade is switched on, it moves 
automatically to its previously set vertical position and moves back completely under the 
saw table when switched off. Top of the range comfort!

Scoring unit

20
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Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!

The scoring unit no longer  
needs to be removed
The scoring blade no longer needs to be removed when using 
a larger saw blade. The new Format4 parks the scoring blade 
at the touch of a button, leaving enough space for a large dia-
meter blade, and in doing so, saves valuable production time. 
additionally the park position also protects the scoring blade 
from resin.

Safety made visible -  
Scoring unit operation display
a red leD strip immediately signals the operation of the scoring 
unit and offers even more working safety. (Option)

machine equipment options
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“classic“ scoring unit - - O O O O O
“automatic“ height adjustment - - O O O O O
Scoring unit with 2 controlled axes - - - O - O -
“control“ scoring unit O O O O - - -
O … Option     - … not available     W ...Option available without a surcharge

Panel Saws
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change the saw blade without using any tools - ”easy-lock“

Fast, uncomplicated and totally without tools: changing the saw blade on 
the new Format4 machine is incredibly simple - simply incredible! The  
patented power transfer system creates the required pressure on the flange. 
a clamping lever ensures the tool free clamping of the riving knife.  
Maximum operating safety and maximum productivity are  
guaranteed with Format4.

Simple, safe & quick -  
”Quick-lock“ saw blade 
clamping
an alternative to the worldwide unique  
Format4 tool - free saw blade quick 
change system. ”easy-lock“ is now the 
”Quick-lock“ clamping system, which with 
the use of just one tool makes it quick and 
easy to change the saw blade.

machine equipment options
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easy-lock O O O O O O O
Quick-lock O O O O O O O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available
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Panel Saws

kappa 590, the new double pivoting circular saw unit

The Format4 innovation forge highlight
Pivoting in both directions (+/- 46) allows a completely  
new dimension in working with the panel saw:

 ➔ Mitre cuts of frame parts with continuously overhead visible side
 ➔ complex compound cuts
 ➔ Grooves in a mitre and much more
 ➔ Overhead saw guard for the pivoting in both  
directions is adaptable quickly and effortlessly

23
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kappa 590 x-motion control:

all axes of the machine can be controlled ergonomically and 
intuitively by the central operating unit with 15 “touch screen. The 
in-house software with graphical user interface, a multitude of pro-
grams, a USb interface and the prepared network connection make 
work easier and guarantee efficiency and productivity. The USb 
interface for importing and exporting data is prepared for network 
connection and remote maintenance.

Intuitive “smartouch” control with 15” touch screen 

kappa 590 e-motion kappa 590 e-motion plus
Upon request, the “smartouch” machine 
control can be extended with numerous ad-
ditional programs for geometric functions: 

 ➔ Knee wall
 ➔ Parallelogram
 ➔ Trapez
 ➔ Polygon
 ➔ Stairs
 ➔ Triangle
 ➔ Pyramid
 ➔ cuboid
 ➔ Slots/tenons
 ➔ corner seat backrest

Functions and cutting reference 
programs 

 ➔ Rebating
 ➔ Groove
 ➔ Rows of grooves
 ➔ Mitre cut
 ➔ Diagonal cut plus
 ➔ Wrong mitre
 ➔ compound mitre cut plus
 ➔ covered v cuts
 ➔ Hip and valley rafters

Functions and cutting 
programs: 

 ➔ Rebating
 ➔ Groove
 ➔ Rows of grooves

 ➔ Mitre cut
 ➔ Diagonal cut
 ➔ compound mitre cut
 ➔ Wrong mitre

24
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EUS
Your Format4,  

as individual as you!

cnc control with 5¾" (145 mm)  
colour touch screen in the overhead  
control panel
➔ Positioning control of the saw blade height
➔ Positioning control of the saw blade angle
➔ automatic cutting depth compensation when tilted
➔ Saw speed display
➔ control for variable saw blade speed (option)
➔ Positioning control of the rip fence with automatic measurement 

correction when the saw blade is at an angle (option)
➔ all functions can also be adjusted in touch control mode
➔ 99 memory positions in the tooling database
➔ 9x 99 storage locations for cutting programs
+ control of the 3-axes scoring unit “control” (option)
+ control of the 2-axes scoring unit (option)
+ Programs with stored functions (grooves, row of grooves,  

rabbets, wrong miter, miter cuts, calculator, length  
compensation of miter cuts, double miter cut)

kappa 400 x-motion, up to 5 positionable axes 
kappa 550 x-motion, up to 6 positionable axes

Special functions, x-motion standard
These special functions are always recalculated  
for the tool currently being used and  
converted into a program (cutting sequence).

1 Grooves
2 Row of grooves
3 Rabbets
4 Diagonal cuts
5 Wrong miter
6  calculator
7 compensation of length for miter cuts
   and double miter cuts

machine equipment options
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control unit with leD display for height and angle adjustment - - - - - - S
3-line leD control unit for height, angle and rotating speed - - - - S - -
x-motion control unit with leD screen - - - S - S -
e-motion control with TFT screen - - S - - - -
e-motion control with 15“ smartouch screen S S
Thermodirect label printer O O O - - - -
Format4 “Opti-4” cutting optimization software powered by ardis O O O - - - -
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Panel Saws
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cnc control with 10¾" (264 mm)  
TFT touch screen in the overhead  
control panel
➔ Positioning control of the saw blade height
➔ Positioning control of the saw blade angle
➔ automatic cutting depth compensation when tilted
➔ Saw speed display
➔ control for variable saw blade speed (option)
➔ Positioning control of the rip fence with automatic  

position correction when the saw blade is at an angle
➔ all functions can also be adjusted in touch control mode
➔ Unlimited tool storage positions

➔ Unlimited number of storage positions for cutting programs
+ control of the 3-axes scoring unit “control” (option)
+ Program with stored functions (grooves, row of grooves, rabbets, 

wrong miter, mitered cuts, calculator)
+ Programming level with the possibility of free program designation
+ USb Port
+ Preparation for network connection
+ ardis cutting optimization Software (option)
+ barcode scanner, label printer (option)

kappa 550 e-motion,  
up to 7 positionable axes

26
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label printer
not only does the label printer enable the 
workpieces to be labeled correctly, it also 
enables a logical post-processing. This makes 
it possible to load programs for subsequent 
processes on the cnc and edgebanders simply 
by using the bar code scanner. Save valuable 
production time with the label printer and 
increase productivity, quality and as a result, 
your profit.

It is now even easier to optimise the cuts 
on your Format4 panel saw. This has been 
made possible by the integration of the 
ardis cutting optimization software into 
the Format4 operating concept. all of the 
functions are clearly displayed on the user 
interface. This makes it possible to check the 
tool width and the first cut quickly and ea-
sily, and with décor boards the direction of 
grain depicted in the material list - this saves 
you time, material and ultimately money.

the advantages are clear
all processing steps can be carried out 
quickly, efficiently and centrally as a result 
of the integration of the Format4 cutting 
optimization system into the machine and 
operating concept. Training is not necessary 
as the user friendly interface is intuitive, clear 
and easy to use.

ardis cutting optimization 
Software

kappa 550 e-motion plus
On request, we equip your kappa 550 e-motion with the software 
package ”e-motion plus“ We offer our customers many more 
additional and useful functions this way. The following dimensions 
can be calculated and then the workpiece cut using the e-motion 
plus package.

Panel Saws
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rip fence

Rip cuts of the highest quality
The rip fence is easy and smooth to adjust, with a single-handed 
clamping mechanism. The optional fine adjustment makes precise 
measurements possible. The rip scale is easy to read and perfect-
ly integrated into the machine table. The aluminum rip fence can 
be pushed further back to improve user comfort and safety when 
making repeat offcuts.

electronic digital display can be read from every position.
Perfectly integrated into the rip fence, the electrical digital display 
shows the rip setting accurate to a tenth of a millimeter. The 
display can be rotated through 90° depending on the working 
position. additional functions such as the setting for incremental 
cuts also help to make day to day work easier.

When working with narrow and thin cuts of 
wood with the saw blade at an angle, the 
aluminum rip fence can be placed face down.

additional highlights such as the electronic digital display:
➔ easy to read values, with a bright, red leD display
➔ no batteries required as it is connected to the 

power supply of the machine
➔ automatic recognition, whether the fence  

is in the vertical position or laid flat
➔ compensation for the tooth width of the saw blade

top standard equipment
clear scale on the machine table for 
the exact setting and also the swing 
away function of the rip fence.
➔ Table scale as standard
➔	Fine adjustment as standard

option
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Positioning control of the rip fence
The rip fence is positioned by a motor and runs via a dust-free integrated 
ball spindle in the saw table. The 1/10 mm precision, the high positioning 
speed, as well as the simultaneous positioning of the crosscut fence, saw 
blade height and saw blade angle ensure precision and save valuable 
working time.

➔ Automatic measurement correction when the rip fence is laid flat
➔ Rip fence park position
➔ no collision possible with the saw blade due to the  

coordination of the tool database by the positioning control
➔ The rip fence can be swung away at any point  

along the full rip capacity

machine equipment options
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Rip fence with fine adjustment, 47¼“ (1,200 mm) - - - S S - -
Digital indicator for rip fence - - - O O - -
Position controlled rip fence, digital display on the fence, 49¼“ (1,250 mm) - - S O O O -
Position controlled rip fence, digital display on the control panel, 1,250 mm S S - - - - -
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Panel Saws
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large dimensioned and designed with high use in mind, 
the aluminum format sliding table ”hovers” on the “X-Roll”, 
a highly developed guiding technology for Format4 sli-
ding tables. The “X” shape (“X-Roll”) design of the rollers 
distributes the load optimally on all sides. The linear 
surface of the steel rollers running on the hardened and 
ground guiding surface guarantees unbeatable precision 
and smoothness. “X-Roll” will guarantee you the quality 
and precision that you expect from your new panel saw. 
and another reason to choose Format4: 10 year factory 
guarantee to underline the reliability of “X-Roll”.

a masterpiece of engineering. 
The ultimate in precision and smoothness!

”X-roll“ sliding table, 10 year guarantee

year guarantee
on "X-Roll", the Format4  

sliding table guiding 
system!

machine equipment options
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Format sliding table, 81¾“ (2,050 mm)* - - - - - O O
Format sliding table, 87⅝“ (2,200 mm)* - - O O O - -
Format sliding table, 98½“ (2,500 mm)* - - - - - S S
Format sliding table, 110¼“ (2,800 mm)* S S S S S O O
Format sliding table, 126“ (3,200 mm)* O O O O O O O 
Format sliding table, 145¾“ (3,700 mm)* O O O O O O O
Remote On switch on sliding table O O O O O O O
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … Not available      
* … Cutting length with outrigger table at maximum cutting height
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the durability:
Durable guides with Format4 linear 
guidance system: no single point 
contact due to the roller bearings.

maintenance-free:
Maintenance free and protected from 
dust due to the covered guides facing 
inwards and mounted to the side.

the stability:
completely torsion resistant due to the 
solid profile construction.

protected from contamination:
Dust protection due to the special “12-fold” 
wiper system
➔ 4 wiping brushes
➔ 8 silicone debris cups

this is why:
➔ extremely smooth, long life guiding  

system! The roller bearings have  
no single point of contact!

➔ Dust resistant construction of  
the guiding system, ensuring  
clean and dust free guides.

➔ Hardened and ground guide tracks.
➔	10 Year guarantee on “X-Roll”, the 	

Format4 sliding table guiding system!

as an option, it is also possible to equip the 
saw with remote push buttons which control the 
“On” switch of the main blade and scoring 
blade and are mounted to the sliding table.

lock in every position -  
Multiple position locking  
of the sliding table
The tried and tested “X-Roll” sliding table 
with linear guide system is now equipped 
with a stainless steel latch plate which 
enables the sliding table to be locked in 
almost any position. (option)

Panel Saws
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Your Format4,  

as individual as you!

outrigger table, the choice is yours...

“X-Roll” outrigger table
has an ”X-Roll” moveable support rail which 
is quick to position and is fine adjustable. It 
is possible to set the angle to an accuracy of 
1/100° using the digital display. The crosscut 
fence can be mounted onto the outrigger in 
either the front or rear position. The “X-Roll” 
outrigger table combines the advantages of 
the standard outrigger and the parallelogram 
outrigger at an incredibly attractive price.

➔	Precise 90° stop
➔	Simple setting of the miter angle
➔	large support surface
➔ Maximum stability as a result of the 

welded frame construction

neW: ”digi-compensation plus”
The digital angle and length compen-
sation module ”digi-compensation plus” 
for ”X-Roll” or parallelogram outrigger 
tables compensate any changes in the 
length difference of the crosscut fence 
settings, as the angle is changed. The 
direct communication with the controls, 
also enables it to compensate the 
fence position of the crosscut stop to 
the width of the tooth and the tilt of 
the saw blade. This ensures that you 
always get an exact measurement 
without any recalibration when using 
different saw blades.

machine equipment options
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Outrigger table S S S S S S S
”X-Roll” outrigger table O O O O O O O
Precision miter guide index system  
outrigger table O O O O O O O

Parallelogram outrigger table O O O O O O O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available
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Parallelogram  
outrigger table
The solidly built parallelogram outrigger 
table enables miter cuts from –45° to +45°. 
The workpieces support surface remains the 
same, regardless of the angle setting.  
It is possible to set the angle to an accuracy 
of 1/100 degree using the digital display. 

Precision miter guide index system outrigger table
a time consuming cautious approach at setting the angle, as well reading and calculation 
errors are a thing of the past. adjusting and locking without losing any time - the highly 
precise index points enable the exact production of polygons. additional locking points 
in increments of five degrees between 15° and 45° can be used from the both the front 
and rear position. each locking point is equipped with length compensation and  
can be individually finely adjusted.

Panel Saws
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electronic crosscut fence
The e-motion models can be equipped with the 
cnc controlled crosscut fence. The controlled 
crosscut fence can be used on both sides of 
the outrigger and is equipped with two fence 
stops.The controlled crosscut fence can be used 
on both sides of the outrigger and is equipped 
with two fence stops. The maximum adjustable 
length measures 133⅞" (3,400 mm). The ex-
tendable component can be removed to save 
space. The length compensation takes place 
automatically depending on the angle set.

Parking the outrigger
The outrigger no longer requires dismant-
ling, very easy to operate and small space 
requirement. The outrigger table can be 
swung out of the way with ease! no more 
complicated mounting and removing of the 
outrigger table. The swing away device for 
the new kappa 550 ensures operating com-
fort that is of the extra class and also saves 
valuable workshop space.

available as an option for the:
➔ Standard outrigger table
➔ Outrigger table with precision miter guide 

index system
➔ ”X-Roll” outrigger table
➔ Parallelogram outrigger table

Outrigger crosscut fence
The outrigger crosscut fence makes it possible 
to carry out crosscuts up to 126" (3,200 mm). 
already in the standard equipment, techno-
logy and comfort of the highest class. The 
scale that is tilted towards the operator and 
the lens on the crosscut fence stop guarantee 
precise settings.

Digital and accurate  
to a tenth of a millimetre
as an option we can equip your Format4 
with a digital outrigger crosscut fence. The 
stylish integrated electronic digital display 
shows the adjustment accurate to a tenth of 
a millimetre. additional functions such as the 
fine-adjustment and the setting for incremen-
tal cuts also help to make day to day work 
easier.

On the right track -  
laser cutting line marker
The maintenance free linear laser is moun-
ted to the overhead saw guard and can be 
adjusted to any position. The easily visible 
cutting marker makes it easier to trim or cut 
along cracked wood.
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overhead saw guard

Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!

The Format4 overhead saw guard is elegantly integrated into the machine design.  
The operation is simple and comfortable. With a turn of a knob, the overhead saw guard 
can be unlocked and swung completely out of the machine table area. The extraction 
hood adjusts itself automatically to the workpiece height and offers optimum working 
safety and extraction performance.

The newly developed overhead saw guard and under table extraction system deliver 
perfect extraction results. The overhead saw guard, runs on linear guides that help to 
facilitate the height adjustment. The dust and shavings are sucked from the saw guard into 
the extraction pipe via a short hose.

machine equipment options
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Swing away overhead saw guard S S S S S S S
Foot pedal to swing away - - O O O - -
lever on the hood to swing away O O - - - - -
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Panel Saws

Remote lock release
If desired, the machine can be equipped with a remote lock 
release. This enables you to easily swing the overhead saw 
guard away from the front of the machine.
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clamping systems

Pneumatic workpiece holder
Easy clamping of workpieces with maximum flexibility. Can be 
used on all panel saws and spindle moulders that are equipped 
with a sliding table. 
advantages:
➔ Easy set up due to magnetic fittings
➔ Safety cylinder ensures maximum working security
➔ Pressure bar function is possible with every sliding table length
➔ clamping height: 3¾" (95 mm), clamping force  

approx. 660 lbs (300 kg)
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Spray equipment
Your Format4 can be optionally fitted with 
a spraying unit for the processing of non- 
ferrous metals or plastics. High performance 
lubricating oil can be sprayed directly onto 
the saw blade, transported via piping from 
the spraying unit.

adjustment tool  
storage
adjustment tool storage to the left 
of the saw blade integrated into 
the chassis - close to hand for 
comfortable working.

details that impress!

always at hand - additional storage options 
in the front tool compartment (Optional)
The tried and tested tool compartment positioned directly at the front of 
the machine has now been made even more practical with the addition 
of two magnets for the storage of the riving knife and the scoring blade. 
There will also be the possibility to attach the edging shoe directly to the 
machine for storage. So everything is always in its place!

Panel Saws
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Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Space requirement

Scale

1:50

kappa 590 e-motion kappa 590 x-motion kappa 550 e-motion kappa 550 x-motion kappa 550 kappa 400 x-motion kappa 400

cutting height 8“ (202 mm) 6“ (152 mm)  
(optional 8“ (202 mm)) 8" (202 mm) 8" (202 mm) 8" (202 mm) 5" (133 mm) 5" (133 mm)

Saw blade tilt Double pivoting +/- 46° Double pivoting +/- 46° 0°–46° 0°–46° 0°–46° 0°–45° 0°–45°

Rip capacity 39⅜“–63“  
(1.000–1.600 mm)

39⅜“–63“  
(1.000–1.600 mm)

39⅜"/49¼"/63" 
(1,000/1,250/1,600 mm)

39⅜"/49¼"/63" 
(1,000/1,250/1,600 mm)

39⅜"/49¼"/63" 
(1,000/1,250/1,600 mm)

31½"/49¼"  
(800/1,250 mm)

31½"/49¼"  
(800/1,250 mm)

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) - - - - - S S

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) - S S S S O O

13.5 HP (10.0 kW) S O O O O - -

20.0 HP (15.0 kW) O O O O O - -

Working height 35“ (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

length [l]**

80¾" (2,050 mm)* - - - - - 183" (4,647 mm) 183" (4,647 mm)

86¾“ (2,200 mm)* - - O O O - -

98⅜" (2,500 mm)* - - - - - 218⅜" (5,547 mm) 218⅜" (5,547 mm)

110¼" (2,800 mm)* 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 255 ⅞" (6,500 mm) 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 242" (6,147 mm) 242" (6,147 mm)

126" (3,200 mm)* 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 287 ⅜" (7,300 mm) 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 273½" (6,947 mm) 273½" (6,947 mm)

145⅝" (3,700 mm)* 326¾" (8,300 mm) 326¾" (8,300 mm) 326¾" (8,300 mm) 326 ¾" (8,300 mm) 326¾" (8,300 mm) 316⅛" (8,030 mm) 316⅛" (8,030 mm)

Width [W1]
53⅛“/76⅞“/79⅝“ 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛“/76⅞“/79⅝“ 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛"/76⅞"/79⅝" 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛"/76⅞"/79⅝" 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛"/76⅞"/79⅝" 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
47¾"/65⅞"  

(1,212/1,672 mm)
42¼"/59⅜"  

(1,074/1,509 mm)

Width [W2]
80¼“/131¾“  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼“/131¾“  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼"/131¾"  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼"/131¾"  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼"/131¾"  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
72"/131¾"  

(1,830/3,345 mm)
72"/131¾"  

(1,830/3,345 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,046 lbs (930 kg) 2,046 lbs (930 kg)

extraction connection-dia. saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/80 mm 120/80 mm
*Cutting length with outrigger table and at maximum cutting height, **Details of the maximum traveling distance based on the length of the sliding table;
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Symbolic image kappa 590 e-motion, kappa 590 x-motion, 
kappa 550, kappa 550 x-motion, kappa 550 e-motion

technical specifications
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kappa 590 e-motion kappa 590 x-motion kappa 550 e-motion kappa 550 x-motion kappa 550 kappa 400 x-motion kappa 400

cutting height 8“ (202 mm) 6“ (152 mm)  
(optional 8“ (202 mm)) 8" (202 mm) 8" (202 mm) 8" (202 mm) 5" (133 mm) 5" (133 mm)

Saw blade tilt Double pivoting +/- 46° Double pivoting +/- 46° 0°–46° 0°–46° 0°–46° 0°–45° 0°–45°

Rip capacity 39⅜“–63“  
(1.000–1.600 mm)

39⅜“–63“  
(1.000–1.600 mm)

39⅜"/49¼"/63" 
(1,000/1,250/1,600 mm)

39⅜"/49¼"/63" 
(1,000/1,250/1,600 mm)

39⅜"/49¼"/63" 
(1,000/1,250/1,600 mm)

31½"/49¼"  
(800/1,250 mm)

31½"/49¼"  
(800/1,250 mm)

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) - - - - - S S

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) - S S S S O O

13.5 HP (10.0 kW) S O O O O - -

20.0 HP (15.0 kW) O O O O O - -

Working height 35“ (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

length [l]**

80¾" (2,050 mm)* - - - - - 183" (4,647 mm) 183" (4,647 mm)

86¾“ (2,200 mm)* - - O O O - -

98⅜" (2,500 mm)* - - - - - 218⅜" (5,547 mm) 218⅜" (5,547 mm)

110¼" (2,800 mm)* 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 255 ⅞" (6,500 mm) 255⅞" (6,500 mm) 242" (6,147 mm) 242" (6,147 mm)

126" (3,200 mm)* 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 287 ⅜" (7,300 mm) 287⅜" (7,300 mm) 273½" (6,947 mm) 273½" (6,947 mm)

145⅝" (3,700 mm)* 326¾" (8,300 mm) 326¾" (8,300 mm) 326¾" (8,300 mm) 326 ¾" (8,300 mm) 326¾" (8,300 mm) 316⅛" (8,030 mm) 316⅛" (8,030 mm)

Width [W1]
53⅛“/76⅞“/79⅝“ 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛“/76⅞“/79⅝“ 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛"/76⅞"/79⅝" 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛"/76⅞"/79⅝" 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
53⅛"/76⅞"/79⅝" 

(1,348/1,954/2,022 mm)
47¾"/65⅞"  

(1,212/1,672 mm)
42¼"/59⅜"  

(1,074/1,509 mm)

Width [W2]
80¼“/131¾“  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼“/131¾“  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼"/131¾"  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼"/131¾"  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
80¼"/131¾"  

(2,037/3,346 mm)
72"/131¾"  

(1,830/3,345 mm)
72"/131¾"  

(1,830/3,345 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,860 lbs (1,300 kg) 2,046 lbs (930 kg) 2,046 lbs (930 kg)

extraction connection-dia. saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/100 mm 120/80 mm 120/80 mm
*Cutting length with outrigger table and at maximum cutting height, **Details of the maximum traveling distance based on the length of the sliding table;
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Further information about the technical  
data, individual configuration options and all 
noise level values can be found on the  
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image kappa 400, kappa 400 x-motion
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EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Rip fence with 
positioning control

cutting height  
133 mm, 3 rotation 
speeds (3500/4500/ 
5500 rpm)

automatic scoring unit“X-Roll” format 
sliding table

the top model for highest demands
The special model with innovative operating elements, intelligent detail solutions 
and maximum user-friendliness. The large dimensioned saw unit allows large blade 
diameters and maximum power transfer at all three speeds. The cnc control via 
5.7” (145 mm) color touch screen in the overhead control panel offers professional 
productivity: positioning control for saw blade height and angle, automatic cutting 
height correction during tilting, display for circular saw blade speed, control for con-
tinuous adjustable saw blade speed (optional), positioning control for rip fence with 
automatic dimension correction when saw blade is tilted (optional).

The standard lcD 
screen control with 
touch function

Saw blade change 
without tools 
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➔ cutting height 5¼" (133 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter  

15¾" (400 mm)
➔ cutting width 31½"–49,2“  

(800–1250 mm) 
➔ Rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ cutting length 81¾"–145¾"  

(2,050–3,700 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ 51⅛" (1,300) outrigger table
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102⅜" 

(2,600 mm)
➔ Overhead saw guard
➔	 3 rotating speeds: 

3,500/4,500/5,500 rpm

➔ cutting height 5¼“ (133 mm)
 ➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°

➔ Maximum saw blade diameter  
15¾“ (400 mm)

➔ cutting width 31½“–49,2“  
(800–1250 mm) 

➔ cutting length 81¾“–145¾“  
(2,050–3,700 mm)

 ➔ Scoring unit “classic”
 ➔ cnc machine control with a 5.7” (145 
mm) colour lcD overhead control panel

 ➔ 9x 99 program channels and  
cutting sequences

➔ 51⅛“ (1,300) outrigger table
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102⅜“  

(2,600 mm)
 ➔ Overhead saw guard
 ➔ 3 speeds: 3,500/4,500/5,500 rpm

➔ Cutting height 5¼̎ (133 mm)  
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter  

15¾̎ (400 mm)
➔ Rip capacity 49¼̎ (1250 mm)
➔ Cutting length 126̎ (3200 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ 1500 outrigger table
➔ crosscut fence 102” for outrigger table
➔ Overhead saw guard

k 940 Sk 940 S x-motion k 900 S
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K 740K 740 professionalK 740 S K 740

EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

“X-Roll” sliding table 
guiding system

Remote On switches, 
directly on the sliding 
table

Spraying unit for 
processing of light 
metals and plastics

circular saw unit 
with a cutting height 
of 140 mm, scoring 
unit Ø 120 mm

large cutting height, compact size and 
great operating comfort
The new Felder K 740 S convinces with the combination of performance and 
comfort in a space-saving, solid design. The machine is characterized by a large 
and powerful circular saw unit with a maximum cutting height of 140 mm when 
using a Ø 400 mm saw blade. It is also possible to use an electrically driven 
scoring unit with a Ø of 120 mm in combination with a Ø 315 mm main saw 
blade. even cuts through materials with sensitive surfaces become a breeze.

“easy Glide” 
tilting guide system

“Power Drive” K2  
Full electronic 
adjustment
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➔ cutting height 5½“ (140 mm) 
➔ (rotating) speed 4000 rpm
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter 15¾“  

(400 mm)
➔ cutting width 31½“–49“  

(800–1,250 mm)
➔ Cutting length 98⅜“–145“  

(2,500–3,700 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ 51” Outrigger table for  

51”–98” sliding talbes
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102“ (2,600 mm)
➔ Swing away overhead saw guard

➔ cutting height 5½“ (140 mm) 
➔ (rotating) speed 4000 rpm
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter 15¾“  

(400 mm)
➔ cutting width 31½“–49“  

(800–1,250 mm)
➔ Cutting length 80¾“–98⅜“  

(2,050–2,500 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ 1100 mm Outrigger table for  

1300–2500 mm sliding tables
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102“  

(2,600 mm)
➔ Swing away overhead saw guard

➔ cutting height 5½“ (140 mm) 
➔ (rotating) speed 4000 rpm
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter 15¾“  

(400 mm)
➔ cutting width 31½“–49“  

(800–1,250 mm)
➔ Cutting length 51⅛“–98⅜“  

(1,300–2,500 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ crosscut fence 43“ (1100 mm)  

for all sliding table
➔ Swing away overhead saw guard
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EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

“X-Roll“  
sliding table guiding 
system

Remote On  
switches, directly on 
the sliding table

”easy-Glide” 
tilting guide system

"Power-Drive" K2  
Full electronic  
adjustment

automatic  
rip fence

Precision mitre guide 
with cutting length 
compensation

guaranteed Felder quality with every cut
The K 700 S panel saw from Felder impresses with its unique technological 
solutions and operating comfort, especially when working with large 
dimensioned workpieces. The 1300 and 1500 outrigger tables guarantee 
efficiency and precision even when processing heavy or bulky workpieces. 
The innovative saw aggregate with precision double guiding system 
ensures exact angle adjustment, zero point tilt and precise linear height 
adjustment. This is to name but a few of the numerous Felder innovations 
ensuring perfection in woodworking.
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k 700k 700 professional
➔	 cutting height 4" (104 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 

90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter  

12⅜" (315 mm)
➔ 31½" (800 mm) rip capacity  

(49" optional)
➔ Cutting length 98⅜"–145"  

(2,500–3,700 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ Outrigger table 51¼“ (1,300 mm)
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102½" 

(2,600 mm)

k 700 S
➔	 cutting height 4" (104 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle  

90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter  

12⅜" (315 mm)
➔ 31½" (800 mm) rip capacity  

(49" optional)
➔ Cutting length 80¾"–98⅜"  

(2,050–2,500 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ Outrigger table 43¼“ (1,100 mm)
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102½"  

(2,600 mm)

➔	 cutting height 4" (104 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle  

90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter  

12⅜" (315 mm)
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity  

(49" optional)
➔ Cutting length 51⅛"–98⅜"  

(1,300–2,500 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ crosscut fence 43¼“ 

(1,100 mm)
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Grooves using the 
saw Grooves using 
the saw

k 540 S
➔	 Cutting height 5⅜" (137 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter 15¾" 

(400 mm) (12⅜" (315 mm))
➔ 31½" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Cutting length 98⅜"–126"  

(2,500–3,200 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ 51⅛" (1300) outrigger table
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102⅜" (2,600 mm)
➔ Overhead saw guard

Felder k 540 S with innovative  
scoring unit quick-change-system
The Felder K 540 stands out in its class with its impressive 137 mm cutting 
height, a new precision saw unit and maximum efficiency. The swing 
away overhead saw guard and proven Felder system solutions such as 
the smooth-running “X-Roll” format sliding table and the "easy-Glide” dual 
guiding system ensure highly professional working conditions as standard.  
The optional electrical scoring unit, sliding tables up to 126" (3,200 mm)  
in length and the “X-Roll” outrigger crosscut fences up to 102⅜" (2,600 mm) 
satisfy all requirements of a top quality panel saw.

“X-Roll“ sliding table 
guiding system

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.46
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k 500k 500 professional
➔	 cutting height 4" (104 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter 12⅜" 

(315 mm)
➔ 31½" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Cutting length 98⅜"–126"  

(2,500–3,200 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ 51⅛" (1300) outrigger table
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102⅜"  

(2,600 mm)

k 500 S
➔ Max. cutting height 4" (102 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter 12⅜" 

(315 mm)
➔ 31½" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ cutting length 80¾"–98⅜“  

(2,050–2,500 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ 43½" (1,100 mm) outrigger table
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102⅜"  

(2,600 mm)

➔ Max. cutting height 4" (102 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ Maximum saw blade diameter 12⅜" 

(315 mm)
➔ 31½" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Cutting length 51⅛"–98⅜“  

(1,300–2,500 mm)
➔ Scoring unit
➔ crosscut fence 51¼" (1,300 mm)
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year guarantee
on "easy-Glide", the Felder 

tilting segment guide!

this is why:
 > Precise double sided guide support
 > Maximum load bearing capacity
 > Play-free tilt
 > Unaffected by dust
 > completely maintenance free
 > no lubrication required

The patented tilt segment “easy-Glide” used 
in the Felder 700 and 900 series saw 
and spindle moulder aggregates and also 
Format-4, fulfils the highest requirements in 
business and industry. a precise, forced 
guided, double suspension guarantees 
maximum load bearing, zero backlash 
tilting, and is absolutely maintenance free. 
a special, highly durable synthetic material 
situated in the guide of the tilting segment 
ensures extremely smooth movement and 
long-lasting precision. The tilting guide 
system, a synthetic material tried and tested 
in aerospace and lock construction, works 
without the requirement of lubrication and is 
totally resistant to dust. With a 6 year fac-
tory guarantee this Felder component offers 
reliabilty for many years to come.

tilt segment “easy-glide”
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Panel SawsPanel Saws

The large dimensioned Felder cast iron aggregate offers not only maximum 
power and precision but also extremely smooth running and efficiency.

 > Single cast aggregate made from solid cast iron without welding joints. 
Stability and safety are increased considerably as a result

 > 133 mm cutting height with a 400 mm saw blade diameter
 > electrical height adjustment
 > Optional: electronic angle adjustment with digital leD display
 > Dovetail guidance system of the height adjustment
 > Maximum power transmission achieved through  

the Poly-v belts and counter surface
 > 3 speeds: 3500/4500/5500 rpm
 > Optimal dust extraction with the completely  

enclosed, below table extraction system 
 > Oversized saw arbor with double trunnions

the Felder- circular Saw unit “133”
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the Felder- circular Saw unit “140”

Option: Grooves using the saw
 > Removable flange
 > Removable table insert
 > Use of dado tooling up to  

19.5 mm in width

The advanced circular saw unit with the 
patented tilt segment “easy-Glide” impresses 
with a cutting height of 140 mm when using 
a Ø 400 mm saw blade. The electric scor-
ing unit for scoring blades with a diameter of 
120 mm can be used in combination with a 
Ø 350 mm saw blade.

• 140 mm cutting height with a 400 mm 
saw blade diameter

• electronic height adjustment of the saw 
blade (“Power -Drive” K1)

• electrical height and angle adjustment  
of the saw unit with leD display  
(“Power-Drive” K2)

• Precise height adjustment via  
precision linear guides

• Optimal dust extraction with the  
completely  
enclosed, below table extraction system 

• large scale, double ball bearing saw 
arbour
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Panel SawsPanel Saws

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

panel saw control with an accuracy  
of a tenth of a millimetre

Top class Felder operating comfort

comfortable precision with  
“power-drive” k1
Push-button height adjustment, precise 
to a tenth of a millimetre. Manual saw 
blade tilt adjustment also available 
as an option with a dial display for 
maximum precision.

constant repeat accuracy  
with “power-drive” k2
The fully electrical “Power-Drive” K2 control 
offers exact adjustment and repeat accuracy. 
The saw blade height and the angle settings 
can be adjusted at the turn of a knob, the 
fine setting adjustments are carried out to 
tenth of a millimetre accuracy using a push 
button. leD numerals on the control panel 
show the actual value in real time.

machine equipment options
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Handwheel - S S S S S S S S S S S
“Power-Drive” K1 S S O O O O O O - - - -
“Power-Drive” K2 O - O O O O O O - - - -
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available

k 940 S x-motion, up to 5 positionable axes
cnc-drive control unit with 5.7” (145 mm) lcD screen  
situated in the overhead control panel
 > automatic cutting depth compensation when tilted
 > Saw speed display
 > Positioning control of the rip fence with automatic measurement 

correction when the saw blade is at an angle (option)
 > all functions can also be adjusted in touch control mode
 > 99 memory positions in the tooling database

up to 5 positionable axes 
 > Saw blade height control
 > Saw blade angle control
 > Positioning control of the rip fence
 > 9x 99 cutting program, incremental measurement function
 > 2 axes scoring unit as an option
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Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

change your saw blades safely and without any tools in record time:  
the maintenance-free “easy-lock” quick-change saw blade system offers  
unique user comfort that is unmatched worldwide!

The patented power transfer system creates the required pressure on the flange. The 
clamping system is maintenance free and offers premium comfort for many years: 
change saw blades effortlessly in literally no time at all. no more looking for tools, 
no worn out clamping screws or injury caused by the blade slipping whilst changing - 
complete workplace safety and maximum productivity are guaranteed with “easy-lock”.

Simple, safe & quick - “Quick-lock” saw blade clamping
an alternative to the worldwide unique Felder tool-free saw blade quick change system 
“easy-lock”, the “Quick-lock” clamping system is now available, which with the use of 
just one tool makes it quick and easy to change the saw blade.

„easy-lock” tool free saw blade change
Unique worldwide

machine equipment options
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Saw blade quick change system 
“easy-lock” O - - - - - - - - - -

“Quick-lock” saw blade clamping O - - - - - - - - - -
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available
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Panel Saws

machine equipment options
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Scoring unit O O O O O O O O O O O
automatic scoring unit O - - - - - - - - - -
Scoring unit operation display O - - - - - - - - - -
2 axes scoring unit O - - - - - - - - - -
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available

Scoring unit
For chip free cuts in laminated panels. The saw blade can be mechanically 
or electrically driven and can be adjusted in both height and lateral position.

classic: With an additional motor, the electrically driven scoring unit can 
be switched on independently from the main blade. The vertical and lateral 
adjustment of the scoring saw blade is carried out manually.

automatic K 940 S: The height adjustment of the motor driven scoring blade 
can be done electrically at the turn of a knob, whereas the lateral settings are 
done manually. Once the scoring blade is switched on, it automatically lifts 
itself to the previously set height position and after switching off it moves back 
completely under the saw table. Top of the range comfort!

Felder scoring unit

Safety made visible - Scoring unit 
operation display
a red leD strip immediately signals the 
operation of the scoring unit and offers 
even more working safety. Option

Scoring unit with 2 controlled axes 
The scoring unit blade height and lateral 
position relating to the saw blade can 
be positioned with ease using the control 
panel. The scoring blade data can be 
saved in the database specific to a certain 
saw blade. next time the saw blade is 
used, the scoring blades moves automati-
cally into position.
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Masterpiece sliding table. 
Unrivalled precision and smooth running!
large dimensioned and designed with high use in mind, the aluminium 
format sliding table ”hovers” on the ”X-Roll”, a highly developed 
guiding technology for Felder sliding tables. The X shape (”X-Roll”) 
design of the rollers distributes the load optimally on all sides.  
The linear surface of the steel rollers running on the hardened and 
ground guiding surface guarantees unbeatable precision and smoo-
thness. ”X-Roll” will guarantee you the quality and precision that you 
expect from your new panel saw. another reason to choose  
Felder: Ten year factory guarantee to underline the reliability of ”X-Roll”.

the stability:
completely torsion resistant due to the 
solid profile construction.

year guarantee
on “X-Roll”,  

the Felder sliding table 
guiding system!

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

Felder Sliding table
Unrivalled smoothness and precision

machine equipment options
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Format sliding table, 51⅛" (1,300 mm)* - - - - S - - S - - - S
Format sliding table, 61" (1,550 mm)* - - - - O - - O - - - O
Format sliding table, 80½" (2,050 mm)* O - - S O - S O - - S O
Format sliding table, 98½" (2,500 mm)* S - S O O S O O S S O O
Format sliding table, 110" (2,800 mm)* O - O - - O - - O O - -
Format sliding table, 126" (3,200 mm)* O S O - - O - - O O - -
Format sliding table, 145⅝" (3,700 mm)* O - O - - O - - - - - -
Remote On switch on sliding table O - O O O O O O - - - -
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available      
* … Cutting length with outrigger table at maximum cutting height
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Sliding table handle grip as standard

main on switches  
on sliding table
as an option we can equip 
your Felder with start buttons 
for the main and scoring blade 
located directly on the sliding 
table. How about that for 
convenience!

Other guiding systems  
with single contact points

Sliding table handle grip for
➔ cutting length 61" (1,550 mm)
➔ cutting length 98⅜" (2,500 mm)
➔ cutting length 145⅝" (3,700 mm)

the durability:
long lasting table guides with Felder linear guidance system:  
no single point contact with roller bearings.

this is why:
– extremely smooth, durable guiding system.  

The roller bearings have no single point of contact.
– Dust resistant construction of the guiding system,  

ensuring dust free and clean guides!
– Hardened and ground guide tracks

protected from contamination:
Dust protection due to the special ”12-fold” 
wiper system
➔ 4 wiping brushes
➔ 8 silicone debris cups

maintenance-free:
Maintenance free and protected from dust  
due to the covered guides facing inwards  
and mounted to the side.

Panel Saws
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1300 and 1500  
outrigger tables
The workpiece roller at the end of the 
outrigger guarantees the smooth loading 
of workpieces (from 700 series). The 
telescopic fence can be moved to any 
position between 90° and 45°. For those 
that require even more support surface, 
the 1500 outrigger table is available 
instead of the 1300 outrigger table at  
no additional cost.

The 1100 outrigger table
(Standard on professional models)
The outrigger table makes it much easier to process large 
and heavy workpieces when using the sliding table. 
There are four ball bearing guide rollers in the outrigger 
telescopic arm for maximum precision and smoothness.

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

outrigger table
For every challenge

machine equipment options
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1100 outrigger table - - - S O - S O - - S O
1300 outrigger table - - - - - - - - S S O O
Outrigger table 1300 with workpiece roller S - S O O S O O - - - -
Outrigger table 1500 with workpiece roller W S W - - O - - - - - -
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available     W ...Option available without a surcharge
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Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

The outrigger crosscut fence with an  
adjustable length of up to 102"  
(2,600 mm) can be moved to any position 
between 90° and 45°. a mitre index 
system with locking points at 5° intervals  
is available as an option.

The large crosscut fence stops are constructed 
in such a way that a small tongue on the stop 
fits perfectly into a groove on the fence. This 
keeps the stop firmly in place for both straight 
and tight angle mitred cuts.

The beveled miter scale with  
accurate readout is visible from 
the operating area, enabling set-
ting of the required crosscut value.

outrigger crosscut fence
Precise cross and mitre cutting

Optional: Digital crosscut fence 
stops with settings to an accuracy 
to a tenth of a millimetre.

Panel Saws
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Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

accurate angle adjustment with the mitre 
index system including fence length 
compensation
(Optional for 1300 and 1500 outrigger tables)
no reading errors due to scales and nonius. no lost time with pain-
staking cautious attempts at setting the angle value. Hundred percent  
accurate adjustment and setting without lost time and reading errors,  
these are the advantages of the precision mitre guide index system.
Highly precise index points enable the exact production of polygons 
such as e.g. 5.625° (32 sides), 11.25° (16 sides), 22.5° (8 sides). 

additional index points at 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 40° and 45° can 
be used when the crosscut fence is both at the front and at the back of 
the outrigger. every index position is provided with length compensation. 
The highly precise mitre index system is adjusted at the factory and every 
index position can also be individually fine adjusted. The index system 
integrates itself well into the machine design and will increase your 
productivity for an amazingly low investment amount.

Precision mitre guide on the  
outrigger table
The precision mitre index system on the outrigger table allows you to 
freely select preset positioning stops at increments of 5°, and also at 
22.5°. Using the index locating pin on the telescopic fence you can 
position it any position from +45° to –45°.

precision mitre index system
Pinpoint mitre settings

machine options
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Precision miter index system O O O O O O O O O O O O
Precision miter guide with cutting length 
compensation for 1300/1500 outrigger O O O O O O O O - - - -

O … Optional     - … Not available
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the crosscut fence 43¼" (1,100 mm)  
and 51⅛" (1,300 mm).  
perfect construction – perfect function!
The 1,100/1,300 crosscut fence for angled 
cuts between +45° and -45° is mounted 
directly onto the sliding table without the use  
of any tools. The exact 90° position of the 
table is guaranteed by the end stop. 
an end stop allows for quick and  
precise 90° degree cuts.

The 51⅛" (1,300 mm) crosscut 
fence for the K 500.

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

crosscut fence
Perfect design - perfect function

machine options
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Crosscut fence 43½̎ (1100 mm) O O O O S O O S - - - -
Crosscut fence 51¼̎ (1300 mm) - - - - - - - - O O O S
S … Standard features     O … Optional     - … Not available

Panel Saws
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Rip fence
a rip capacity of 31½" (800 mm) is 
standard with the option of 49¼"  
(1,250 mm). The rip scale is easy to read 
and perfectly integrated into the machine 
table.

The rip fence is easy and smooth to adjust, with a single-
handed clamping mechanism. The optional fine adjustment 
makes precise measurements possible.

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

neW: rip fence running along  
a chrome-plated round guiding bar
Rip cuts of the highest quality
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automatic  
rip fence
The electric motor positioned rip fence run-
ning on a maintenance free lineal guiding 
system with ball bearing bushings, moves 
quickly and accurately to within a tenth of 
a millimetre of the required cutting width. 
The rip fence can be tilted away at any 
point along the full rip length and  
guarantees perfect cuts with a  
maximum width of 49¼" (1,250 mm).

When working with narrow and thin cuts 
of wood with the saw blade at an angle, 
the aluminium rip fence can be placed  
face down.

The aluminium rip fence can 
be pushed further back to  
improve user comfort and safety 
when making repeat offcuts.

optional: rip fence with electronic  
digital display
Perfectly integrated into the rip fence, the 
electrical digital display shows the rip setting 
accurate to a tenth of a millimetre.  
The display can be rotated through 90°  
depending on the working position.  
additional functions such as the setting for  
incremental cuts also help to make  
day to day work easier.

the Felder control panel - intuitive and clear
The operating panel provides you with all of the information 
relating to the rip fence in real time. You can enter the required 
value quickly and easily into the operating panel, saving time 
and increasing your productivity.

Panel Saws
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technical data

Space requirement

Scale

1:50

l

W
1

W
2

Symbolic image k 500 p, k 500 S, k 540 S,  
k 700 p, k 700 S, k 740 p, k 740 S, k 940 S
1) Power connection K 500 P, K 500 S,  
K 540 S, K 700 P, K 700 S, K 740 P, K 740 S
2) Power connection K 940 S

k 940 S k 900 S k 740 S k 700 professional k 700 k 700 S k 700 professional k 700 k 540 S k 500 S k 500 professional k 500
cutting height 5¼" (133 mm) 5" (133 mm) 5,51“ (140 mm) 5,51“ (140 mm) 5,51“ (140 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 5⅜" (137 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 4" (102 mm) 4" (102 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Rip capacity 31½"/49¼"  
(800/1,250 mm) 49¼" (1250 mm) 31½“/49¼“  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½“/49¼“  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½“/49¼“  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼" 

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼" 

 (800/1,250 mm)

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - - - - S S - - S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S - - - - S O O - S O O

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O S S S S O O O S O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O - O O O O O O - - - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Sliding table length

51" (1,300 mm)* - - - - 118“ (2.997 mm) - - 117¼" (2,977 mm) - - - 111¼" (2,825 mm)

61" (1,550 mm)* - - - - 137“ (3.490 mm) - - 137⅜" (3,490 mm) - - - 130⅞" (3,325 mm)

80¾" (2,050 mm)* 171⅝" (4,358 mm) - - 172“ (4.361 mm) 172“ (4.361 mm) - 171¾" (4,361 mm) 171¾" (4,361 mm) - - 183½" (4,660 mm) 183½" (4,660 mm)

98⅜" (2,500 mm)* 207¾" (5,278 mm) - 215“ (5.473 mm) 208“ (5.280 mm) 208“ (5.280 mm) 215½" (5,473 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 211¾" (5,380 mm) 211¾" (5,380 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm)

110¼" (2,800 mm)* 230⅝" (5,858 mm) - 237“ (6.017 mm) - - 236⅞" (6,017 mm) - - 235⅜" (5,980 mm) 235⅜" (5,980 mm) - -

126" (3,200 mm)* 262⅛" (6,658 mm) 273" (6,940 mm) 268“ (6.817 mm) - - 268⅜" (6,817 mm) - - 266⅞" (6,780 mm) 266⅞" (6,780 mm) - -

145⅝" (3,700 mm)* 303½" (7,708 mm) - 310“ (7.867 mm) - - 309¾" (7,867 mm) - - - - - -

Width [W1]
42¼"/59⅜" 

(1,074/1,509 mm)
29"–65" (750–1660 

mm)
41,7“/58,8“ 

(1.058/1.493 mm)
41,7“/58,8“ 

(1.058/1.493 mm)
41,7“/58,8“ 

(1.058/1.493 mm)
41⅝"/58¾" 

(1,058/1,493 mm)
41⅝"/58¾" 

(1,058/1,493 mm)
41⅝"/58¾" 

(1,058/1,493 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)

breite [b2]
73¾"–103¾"  

(1,872–2,636 mm) 93" (2,370 mm) 43,3“/78,7“ 
(1.100–2.000 mm)

43,3“/78,7“ 
(1.100–2.000 mm)

43,3“/78,7“ 
(1.100–2.000 mm)

73¾"–103¾"  
(1,872–2,636 mm)

73¾"–103¾"  
(1,872–2,636 mm)

43¼"–78¾"  
(1,100–2,000 mm)

68⅞"–103¾"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

68⅞"–103¾"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

68⅞"–103¾"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

51⅛"–78¾"  
(1,300–2,000 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment,  
without packaging) 1,980 lbs (900 kg) 1,984.5 lbs (900 kgs) 1,631 lbs (740 kg) 1,234 lbs (560 kg) 1,102 lbs (500 kg) 1,630 lbs (740 kg) 1,232 lbs (560 kg) 1,100 lbs (500 kg) 1,430 lbs (650 kg) 1,320 (600 kg) 880 lbs (400 kg) 770 lbs (350 kg)

extraction connection-dia.  
saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 120/80 mm (120/50 mm) 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 mm 120/50 mm 120/50 mm

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height, **Details of the maximum travelling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available
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k 940 S k 900 S k 740 S k 700 professional k 700 k 700 S k 700 professional k 700 k 540 S k 500 S k 500 professional k 500
cutting height 5¼" (133 mm) 5" (133 mm) 5,51“ (140 mm) 5,51“ (140 mm) 5,51“ (140 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 5⅜" (137 mm) 4⅛" (104 mm) 4" (102 mm) 4" (102 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Rip capacity 31½"/49¼"  
(800/1,250 mm) 49¼" (1250 mm) 31½“/49¼“  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½“/49¼“  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½“/49¼“  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼"  

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼" 

(800/1,250 mm)
31½"/49¼" 

 (800/1,250 mm)

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - - - - S S - - S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S - - - - S O O - S O O

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O S S S S O O O S O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O - O O O O O O - - - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35“ (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Sliding table length

51" (1,300 mm)* - - - - 118“ (2.997 mm) - - 117¼" (2,977 mm) - - - 111¼" (2,825 mm)

61" (1,550 mm)* - - - - 137“ (3.490 mm) - - 137⅜" (3,490 mm) - - - 130⅞" (3,325 mm)

80¾" (2,050 mm)* 171⅝" (4,358 mm) - - 172“ (4.361 mm) 172“ (4.361 mm) - 171¾" (4,361 mm) 171¾" (4,361 mm) - - 183½" (4,660 mm) 183½" (4,660 mm)

98⅜" (2,500 mm)* 207¾" (5,278 mm) - 215“ (5.473 mm) 208“ (5.280 mm) 208“ (5.280 mm) 215½" (5,473 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 211¾" (5,380 mm) 211¾" (5,380 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm)

110¼" (2,800 mm)* 230⅝" (5,858 mm) - 237“ (6.017 mm) - - 236⅞" (6,017 mm) - - 235⅜" (5,980 mm) 235⅜" (5,980 mm) - -

126" (3,200 mm)* 262⅛" (6,658 mm) 273" (6,940 mm) 268“ (6.817 mm) - - 268⅜" (6,817 mm) - - 266⅞" (6,780 mm) 266⅞" (6,780 mm) - -

145⅝" (3,700 mm)* 303½" (7,708 mm) - 310“ (7.867 mm) - - 309¾" (7,867 mm) - - - - - -

Width [W1]
42¼"/59⅜" 

(1,074/1,509 mm)
29"–65" (750–1660 

mm)
41,7“/58,8“ 

(1.058/1.493 mm)
41,7“/58,8“ 

(1.058/1.493 mm)
41,7“/58,8“ 

(1.058/1.493 mm)
41⅝"/58¾" 

(1,058/1,493 mm)
41⅝"/58¾" 

(1,058/1,493 mm)
41⅝"/58¾" 

(1,058/1,493 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)
41⅜"/57⅛" 

(1,050/1,450 mm)

breite [b2]
73¾"–103¾"  

(1,872–2,636 mm) 93" (2,370 mm) 43,3“/78,7“ 
(1.100–2.000 mm)

43,3“/78,7“ 
(1.100–2.000 mm)

43,3“/78,7“ 
(1.100–2.000 mm)

73¾"–103¾"  
(1,872–2,636 mm)

73¾"–103¾"  
(1,872–2,636 mm)

43¼"–78¾"  
(1,100–2,000 mm)

68⅞"–103¾"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

68⅞"–103¾"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

68⅞"–103¾"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

51⅛"–78¾"  
(1,300–2,000 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment,  
without packaging) 1,980 lbs (900 kg) 1,984.5 lbs (900 kgs) 1,631 lbs (740 kg) 1,234 lbs (560 kg) 1,102 lbs (500 kg) 1,630 lbs (740 kg) 1,232 lbs (560 kg) 1,100 lbs (500 kg) 1,430 lbs (650 kg) 1,320 (600 kg) 880 lbs (400 kg) 770 lbs (350 kg)

extraction connection-dia.  
saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 120/80 mm (120/50 mm) 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 (80) mm 120/50 mm 120/50 mm 120/50 mm

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height, **Details of the maximum travelling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available Further information about the technical 

data, individual configuration options 
and all noise level values can be found 
on the internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image k 500, k 700, k 740

l

W
1

W
2
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➔ Motor power 5.5 HP (7.5 HP)
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90°–45°
➔ Format sliding table 3,200 mm
➔ cutting width 1,250 mm
➔ cutting height 103 mm
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
➔ 2,600 mm double mitre crosscut fence
➔	 2,600 mm crosscut fence  

for the 1,290 outrigger table
➔ Professional fence with
 cast iron housing
➔	 Optional: Overhead saw guard

k4 performthe strongest Hammer  
circular saw of all time
Top performance at a great value price. The new Hammer K4 is the entry 
model into the world of Felder Group industrial panel saws. The optimised, 
large dimensioned aluminium format sliding table has been designed for 
maximum load bearing. The smooth precision guiding system guarantees 
absolute precision when trimming, formatting, cross and rip cutting.  
The Hammer K4 offers as part of the standard equipment, all options that 
could be required from a solid saw to cut large panels. electrical scoring 
unit, 1,250 mm rip capacity, a 3,200 mm sliding table and a 1,290 mm 
outrigger table are just some of the key highlights.

Heavy-duty Saw unit 
Hammer K4

The aluminum sliding 
table, the heart of 
every panel saw

an electrical scoring 
unit is standard

Professional rip fence 
with round bar guide

Saw blade  
tilt 90°–45°

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.64
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➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Main saw-blade Ø 10“–12“  

(250–315 mm), Saw unit speed 4,800 rpm
➔ Saw blade tilts from 90°–45°
➔ Max. cutting height 4“ (103 mm)
➔ Dado capability for tooling up  

to ¾“ (19.5 mm) width
➔ Sliding table 49“ (1,250 mm)
➔ cutting width continuously adjustable  

0–48“ (0–1,250 mm)
➔ Double miter fence system
➔ Table extension 15¾” (400 mm) for Sliding 

Table with ball- bearing Guiding System
➔ Professional rip-fence with round guide bar

➔	 Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Main saw-blade Ø 10“–12“  

(250–315 mm), Saw unit speed 4,800 rpm
➔ Saw blade tilts from 90°–45°
➔ Max. cutting height 4“ (103 mm)
➔ Dado capability for tooling up  

to ¾“ (19.5 mm) width
➔ Sliding table 78“ (2,000 mm)
➔ cutting width continuously adjustable  

0–48“ (0–1,250 mm)
➔ Mechanical scoring unit,  

scoring blade dia. 3⅛“ (80 mm)
➔ Outrigger Table 43¼“ (1,100 mm)
➔ crosscut fence 51“ for outrigger table 1,100
➔ Professional rip-fence with round guide bar

➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Main saw-blade Ø 10"–12"  

(250–315 mm), Saw unit speed 4,800 rpm
➔ Saw blade tilts from 90°–45°
➔ Max. cutting height 4" (103 mm)
➔ Dado capability for tooling up  

to ¾" (19.5 mm) width
➔ Sliding table 31“ (800 mm)
➔ cutting width continuously adjustable  

0–48" (0–1,250 mm)
➔ Double miter fence system
➔ Professional rip-fence with round guide bar

➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Main saw-blade Ø 10“–12“  

(250–315 mm), Saw unit speed 4,800 rpm
➔ Saw blade tilts from 90°–45°
➔ Max. cutting height 4" (103 mm)
➔ Dado capability for tooling up  

to ¾" (19.5 mm) width
➔ Sliding table 31“ (800 mm)
➔ cutting width continuously adjustable  

0–31½" (0–800 mm) 
➔ Double miter fence system
➔ Professional rip-fence with round guide bar

k3 winner 48x48 k3 winner 79x48

k3 winner 31x48k3 winner 31x31
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exclusive to the Hammer k4 panel saw

The optimized, large dimensioned aluminium format sliding 
table has been designed for maximum load bearing.  
The smooth precision guiding system guarantees absolute  
precision when trimming, formatting, cross and rip cutting.

constructed completely out of cast iron, the new Hammer K4 saw unit 
represents a new era of running stability and efficiency.
➔ 104 mm cutting height with a 315 mm saw blade diameter
➔	 Use of dado tooling up to 19.5 mm in width
➔	 Zero point tilt
➔	 large dimensioned, double ball bearing saw arbour
➔	 Maximum power transmission achieved through  

the Poly-v belts and counter surface
➔ Optimal extraction with a completely enclosed saw aggregate
➔	 Precise height adjustment via precision linear guides
➔ Precise, double sided guide support
➔	 Tilt segment “easy-Glide”

• Maximum load bearing capacity
• Play-free tilt
• Unaffected by dust
• Completely maintenance free
• Completely lubrication free
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Modern machine technology and decades of experience 
in mechanical engineering have been combined in the 
development of the Hammer sliding table saws. The strong 
ribbed aluminium sliding table with the Hammer guiding 
system ensures precision from the very first cut. The saw unit 
impresses with its smooth running and precision.  
Mitre cuts between between 90° and 45° are quickly  
adjusted with the excellent Hammer user friendliness.  
Precise fences, crosscut and rip fences, guarantee a high 
degree of operational accuracy.Precise fences, crosscut and 
rip fences, guarantee a high degree of operational accuracy.  
The comfort Package guarantees a top class  
equipment package and also saves you money!

Sawing with Hammer

Hammer accuracy: The stable 
and compact circular saw unit, 
guarantees years of satisfaction.

Saw blade angle  
adjustment from 90°–45°.

The beveled miter scale with 
accurate readout is visible from 
the operating area, enabling 
setting of the required cross-
cut value. The crosscut stop 
position indicator is perfectly 
integrated into the body  
of the crosscut stop.

the standard Hammer sliding table
Guaranteed Hammer stability and precision: the strong ribbed, milled 
and anodised aluminium hollow-chamber profile of the sliding table  
in combination with the high quality guiding system ensures  
maximum accuracy and precision!

Panel Saws
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impressive details

The comfort Package offers you even 
more performance at factory prices with 
the 78" (2,000 mm) anodized format 
sliding table, outrigger table and  
precision miter index system for cutting 
at an angle. Repeatability of accurate 
miter cuts is greatly improved with  
the precision miter index system.

Preparation for dado tooling up to  
¾" (19.5 mm) width (optional)

Fine adjustment of the rip fence position (option)Rip fence adjustment basic

angles at 5 degree intervals 
and at 22.5° can be cut with 
the help of the index locating 
pins. exception: 35° position

The scoring saw blade is tolerance free and adjustable in both 
height and lateral position: The scoring blade is driven by a 
1.0 HP motor (perform).

available as an option with a 
professional cast iron fence
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technical data

k4 perform k3 winner 79x48 k3 winner 48x48 k3 winner 31x48 k3 winner 31x31
cutting height 4" (104 mm) 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm)

Saw-blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Rip capacity 49¼" (1,250 mm) 49¼" (1,250 mm) 49¼" (1,250 mm) 49¼" (1,250 mm) 31½" (800 mm)

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S S S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S - - - -

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O - - - -

Working height 36" (914 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

length [l]**

800 mm (31”)* - - - 80 ⅛ (2,045 mm) 80 ⅛" (2,045 mm)
1,250 mm (49”)* - - 106 ⅝” (2,708 mm) - -
2,000 mm (78”)* - 167 ⅝" (4,268 mm) - - -
3,200 mm (126”)* 267" (6,782 mm) - - - -

Width [W1] 59" (1,489 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 32⅝" (829 mm)

Width [W2]
39"–67"  

(1,000–1,700mm)
39 ¼"– 53 ⅞" 

(1,000–1,300 mm)
39 ¼"– 53 ⅞” 

(1,000–1,300 mm)
39 ¼"– 53 ⅞" 

(1,000–1,300 mm)
39 ¼"– 53 ⅞" 

(1,000–1,300 mm)

Weight (depending on configuration, without packaging) 1,364 lbs (620 kgs) 851 lbs (385 kgs) 668 lbs (300 kgs) 644 lbs (290 kgs) 606 lbs (275 kgs)

vacuum connection-Ø Sliding Table Saw/saw guard  
(Overhead saw guard )

4"/2" (3") 
(120/50 (80) mm)

4"/2" 
(120/50 mm)

4"/2" 
(120/50 mm)

4"/2" 
(120/50 mm)

4"/2" 
(120/50 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger at max. cutting height, **Details of the maximum traveling distance depending on the length of the sliding table.;  
S … Standard features     O … Optional     - … Not available

Space required

Scale

1:50

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options 
and all noise level values can be found 
on the internet at  
www.felder-group.com

Dimensions given can vary if special equipment is used

actual item may differ from photo k4 perform actual item may differ from photo  
k3 winner 31x31, k3 winner 31x48,  
k3 winner 48x48, k3 winner 78x48
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5.5–13.5 HP
(4.0–10.0 kW)

4.0–10.0 HP
(3.0–7.35 kW)

7.5–13.5 HP
(5.5–10.0 kW)

7.5–20.0 HP
(5.5–15.0 kW)

4.0–10.0 HP
(3.0–7.35 kW)

5.5–13.5 HP
(4.0–10.0 kW)

4.0–5.5 HP
(3.0–4.0 kW)

2.6–5.5 HP
(1.9–4.0 kW)

5.5 HP
(4.0 kW)

Motor power

Page 72/86

Page 78

Page 98/100

Page 98/100

Page 99

Page 101

Page 101

Page 114

Page 115

plan 51l/dual 51

exact 51/63

a 951l/ad 951

d 963/951

a 941/ad 941

ad 741

ad 531

a3 41 a/a3 41/a3 31/a3 26

a3 41 d
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OveRvIeW JOInTeR-PlaneRS/JOInTeRS/PlaneRS

88⅝"/106¼" 
(2,250/2,700 mm) 5/8 mm

20⅛"/19⅞" 
(510/504 mm)

⅛"–10" 
(3–254 mm)

86⅝" (2,200 mm) 5/5 mm
16⅛"/15⅞" 

(410/404 mm)
⅛"–9⅞" 

(3–250 mm)

88⅝"/118⅛" 
(2,250/3,000 mm) 8/8 mm 20⅛"/19⅞" 

(510/504 mm)
⅛"–10" 

(3–254 mm)

10 mm 19⅞" (504 mm)
24¾" (630 mm)

⅛"–11¾" 
(3–300 mm)

78¾" (2,000 mm) 4/4 mm 15" (404 mm)⅛"–9"  
(3–230 mm)

8 mm 19⅞" (504 mm)
24¾" (630 mm)

⅛"–10"  
(3–254 mm)
⅛"–11¾"  

(3–300 mm)

59" (1,500 mm) 5/5 mm 12" (304 mm)⅛"–8⅝" 
(4–220 mm)

44"/55"/71" 
(1,120/1,400/ 

1,800 mm)
4/4 mm

10",12",16"/ 
15", 12", 10"  

(260, 310, 410/ 
406, 306, 254 mm)

⅛"–8⅞" 
(4–225 mm)

4 mm 15" (406 mm)
⅛"–8⅞" 

(4–225 mm)

Jointer table lengthcontrol chip thickness
Jointer/Planer

Surface jointing 
width/planing width

Planingheight  
min.-max.

Price category
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the jointer with 118" (3,000 mm) 
table length!
The heavy-duty plan 51l jointer impresses from the first glance with a  
118" (3,000 mm) jointer table length. The infeed jointer table alone offers 
70 7/8" (1,800 mm) of adequate supporting surface for larger dimen-
sioned workpieces. The solid ribbed cast iron jointer tables, 20" (510 
mm) jointer width and most modern machining concept fulfils the highest 
demands of professional users.

Silent-POWeR® Spiral 
cutterblock

change the blades  
in record time

118" (3,000 mm) 
jointer table length

Jointer table  
adjustment with 
”Power-Drive”

Professional jointer 
fence with parallelo-
gram adjustment

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

concave and 
convex joints
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➔ 20" (510 mm) surface jointer width
➔ 118" (3,000 mm) surface jointer  

table length
➔ Quick adjustment of the depth of cut  

at the push of a button
➔ 4 knife Felder system cutterblock as 

standard, optional 4 knife-standard blade 
cutterblock or Silent-POWeR® spiral  
cutterblock

plan 51l

plan 51l + exact 63
Tip: The combination of the exact 63 planer with the plan 51l 
jointer and the space saving jointer fence has resulted in the 
perfect combination.

Bringing together what 
belongs together.
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Smaller chips - more compact 
filling of the dust bags
The optimized extraction hood 
ensures that the noticeably shorter 
chips are effectively extracted 
and land considerably more 
compact in the dust bags.

incredibly quiet
For your health and that of your 
employees. The Silent-POWeR® 
cutterblock reduces noise levels 
by 50 % (10 db a) when 
compared with conventional 
systems.

reduced power consumption -
save power costs
Regardless of the jointer width, 
the Silent-POWeR® cutterblocks 
require significantly less power 
consumption when compared 
with similar systems.

Blade life up to 20 times longer 
- saves money!
Tungsten carbide cutters in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock ensure 
a useable life up to twenty times 
that of standard HSS blades.

Four cutting edges - more  
“jointer knife”, at the same  
price in each piece!
each tungsten carbide knife in 
the Silent-POWeR® cutterblock 
has four cutting edges. Quick 
change of the cutter with a simple 
single “turn”.

revolutionary: Silent-poWer® cutterblock

exclusive for jointer/planers from the Felder group
The Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock reduces noise emissions by 
more than half when jointing. The continuous pulling cut ensures 
tear-free results when jointing all types of wood. With this revolu-
tionary new development from Felder you are obtaining all of the 
advantages of a spiral cutterblock at considerably lower operating, 
investment and adjustment costs.

the advantages of the Silent-poWer® cutterblock at a glance...
➔ Sensationally quiet, noise emissions halved
➔ blade life up to 20 times longer
➔ Four highly precise cutting edges on each knife
➔ Optimized chip extraction and reduced chip volume
➔ Tear-free jointing results
➔ Reduced power consumption when compared to similar systems
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machine equipment options

pl
an

 5
1l

4-knife Format4 system cutterblock S
4-knife standard cutterblock O
4-knife TeRSa cutterblock O
Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock O
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

Surface jointing with a 4-knife cutterblock
The plan 51l jointer with the Format4 system cutterblock, 4¾" (120 mm) 
blade cutting diameter and 4 knives, offers performance, precision and 
operating comfort in a nutshell.

The Format4 system with double-sided disposable jointer knives has proven 
itself for decades. Perfectly manufactured and adjusted in the factory, there 
are no further adjustments needed and no unnecessary expensive adjusting 
tools are required. It‘s fast and easy to change the jointer knives. In less 
than a few minutes the 4 knife cutterblock is ready for use with new sharp 
Format4 knives. as an option you can also equip your Format4 with a 
Silent-Power® spiral cutterblock, or with standard or Tersa knife systems.

Jointer knife setting without tools − 
tenth of a millimeter accuracy as standard with Format4!
➔ 4 knife cutterblock
➔	 Knife change in less than two minutes
➔ Self-aligning knives are perfectly set each and every time
➔ no resin buildup on the clamping bolts
➔ extremely smooth operation due to the enclosed design
➔ Maximum durability of the knives
➔ expense saving with cheaper knife costs

Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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details that impress!

Jointer table adjustment with ”Power-Drive”
The high-precision jointer table adjustment system provides excellent jointing quality. The 
long, solid cast iron jointer tables can be adjusted to a tenth of a millimeter at the touch of 
a button, using the electromotive ”Power-Drive” adjustment which is included as standard 
and ensures maximum user comfort. The ergonomic control panel is always at eye level.

concave and convex joints
The plan 51l is the first Format4 jointer to 
offer a tilt setting of the infeed jointer table 
for the production of convex and concave 
pieces. With the concave or convex planed 
workpieces you will achieve perfect gluing 
results without any visible joints.
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The new space saving 
FORMaT4 jointer fence
a masterpiece of space saving  
design that ensures stability and precision - 
the innovative Format4 parallelogram jointer 
fence system design allows you to be able 
to position your machine directly next to 
the workshop wall, without restricting the 
jointing width.

The FORMaT4 auxiliary fence
When processing thin or narrow workpieces the 
new tiltable auxiliary fence attached to the jointer 
fence, guarantees safe and comfortable jointing.

comfort jointer guard
Folds in two places, this ensures that  
it does not restrict you whilst jointing.

SUva jointer guard
The SUva jointer guard covers the entire join-
ting area and lifts automatically when jointing.

Professional jointer fence

The FORMaT4  
jointer guard
Maximum operational safety and an unpre-
cedented ease of use: The space saving 
jointer guard integrated into the machine 
chassis also stabilizes the workpiece when 
jointing and beveling the narrow edge.

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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Silent-POWeR® Spiral 
cutterblock

change the blades  
in record time

"Digi-Drive“  
Full electronic  
adjustment

Rubber rollers 
segmented pressure 
bar

variable adjustable  
feed rate  
5–20 ft/min

precision and comfort for heavy use.
Optimized for maximum demands, these planers are a complete package 
of absolute top performance and precision. Innovative operating controls 
and large dimensioned, heavy-duty precision components with top class 
manufacturing quality and high durability. Tried and tested Format4 system 
components such as the solid planer bed, exact setting accuracy and the 
four trapezoidal spindles combine together with innovative new  
developments such as the Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock to offer  
a whole new dimension of jointer finish quality. Professional machine  
operators from small and big workshops all the way through to  
industry profit from perfect jointing results.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Scissor lifting table
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➔ 24¾" (630 mm) planing width
➔ 3–300 mm planing height
➔ variable speed 16.4–65.6 ft/min  

(5–20 m/min) 
➔ cutterblock diameter 4¾" (120 mm)
➔ 4 knife Felder system cutterblock as 

 standard, as an option with Silent-POWeR®  
spiral cutterblock, or with standard or Tersa 
knife Systems

➔ electronic thicknessing table  
height adjustment

➔ 19¾" (504 mm) planing width
➔ 3–300 mm planing height
➔ variable speed 16.4–65.6 ft/min  

(5–20 m/min)
➔ cutterblock diameter 4¾" (120 mm)
➔ 4 knife Felder system cutterblock as 

 standard, as an option with Silent-POWeR®  
spiral cutterblock, or with standard or Tersa 
knife Systems

➔ electronic thicknessing table  
height adjustment

exact 63 exact 51
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machine equipment options
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ac

t 5
1

Spring loaded segmented pressure beam, infeed S S
Spring loaded segmented pressure beam, outfeed S S
Steel segmented infeed roller, spiral toothed dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) S S
Steel segmented infeed roller, spiral toothed O O
Steel outfeed roller, micro teeth dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) S S
Rubber infeed roller dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) O O
Rubber outfeed roller dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) O O
+ Second steel outfeed roller, micro teeth dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) O O
+ Second rubber coated outfeed roller dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) O O
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

The cast iron cutterblock housing can easily handle  
any type of work. as an option, the machine can be equipped 
with rubber coated in and outfeed rollers, for the problem 
free processing of workpieces with different thicknesses.

cutterblock housing

Kickback guard

Segmented pressure beam at the infeed

Steel segmented infeed roller,
spiral toothed dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) (option)

Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!80
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Infeed rollers
The infeed rollers are suspended which allows them to lift gently 
when processing with a large depth of cut. There are 3 different 
different infeed roller options available:
➔ a spiral toothed infeed roller (exact 63) guarantees a smooth  

transport of the workpiece, with maximum traction.
➔ a rubber coated roller is ideal for the gentle feeding of particu-

larly thin workpieces or when jointing with a small depth of cut. 
Workpieces with a minor thickness difference can be processed 
simultaneously.

➔ a segmented steel infeed roller can balance out different wood 
thicknesses without a problem. The spiral tooth design guarantees 
maximum feed traction and is practically wear and tear resistant.

The pressure roller on the infeed side is segmented. every segment is 
spring loaded and can move individually to the other segments. This 
guarantees an optimal pressure on every workpiece size.

Outfeed rollers
a sand-blasted steel feed roller ensures an optimal contact pressure 
and transport of the workpiece on the outfeed side.
For larger cross sections and wide workpieces a second driven 
outfeed roller is available as an option. by using a second outfeed 
roller, the workpiece feed through the machine can be considerably 
improved, especially when processing large workpieces or prob-
lematic material (materials with high frictional resistance) and when 
no lubrication is used. For a perfect surface finish, we recommend a 
rubber outfeed roller.

Second rubber coated outfeed roller, 
dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) (option)

Spring-loaded pressure 
bar on the outfeed

Rubber coated transport roller, 
dia. 3⅜" (85 mm) (Option)

cutterblock dia. ¾" (120 mm)

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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Four different knife systems to choose between:
➔ 4 knife system cutterblock 

jointer knife setting without tools − tenth of a millimeter  
accuracy as standard with Format4!
– 4 knife cutterblock
– Knife change in less than two minutes
– Self-aligning knives are perfectly set each and every time
– no resin buildup on the clamping bolts
– extremely quiet operation due to the enclosed design
– Maximum durability of the knives
– cost saving with cheaper knife costs

➔ 4 knife terSa-system cutterblock
➔	 4-knife standard cutterblock
➔ Silent-poWer® Spiral cutterblock

Jointer knives

Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!

machine equipment options

ex
ac

t 6
3

ex
ac
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1

4-knife Format4 system cutterblock S S
4-knife standard cutterblock O O
4-knife TeRSa cutterblock O O
Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock O O
S … Standard equipment    O … Option
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Smaller chips - more compact 
filling of the dust bags
The optimized extraction hood 
ensures that the noticeably shorter 
chips are effectively extracted and 
land considerably more compact 
in the dust bags.

incredibly quiet
For your health and that of your 
employees. The Silent-POWeR®  
cutterblock reduces noise levels by  
50 % (10 db a) when compared 
with conventional systems.

reduced power consumption -
save power costs
Regardless of the jointing width, 
the Silent-POWeR® cutterblocks 
require significantly less power 
consumption when compared with 
similar systems.

Blade life up to 20 times longer -
saves money!
Tungsten carbide cutters in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock ensure 
a useable life up to twenty times 
that of standard HSS blades.

Four cutting edges - more  
“jointing knife”, at the same  
price in each piece!
each tungsten carbide knife in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock has four 
cutting edges. Quick change of the 
cutter with a simple single “turn”.

exclusive for jointer/planers from the Felder group
The Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock reduces noise emissions by 
more than half when jointing. The continuous pulling cut ensures 
tear-free results when jointing all types of wood. With this revolu-
tionary new development from Felder you are obtaining all of the 
advantages of a spiral cutterblock at considerably lower operating, 
investment and adjustment costs.

the advantages of the Silent-poWer® cutterblock at a glance...
➔ Sensationally quiet, noise emissions halved
➔ blade life up to 20 times longer
➔ Four highly precise cutting edges on each knife
➔ Optimized chip extraction and reduced chip volume
➔ Tear-free jointing results
➔ Reduced power consumption when compared to similar systems

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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... with “Power-Drive” it is all electric
Turn knob for quick adjustments, push button for fine  
adjustments. The leD display shows the actual values.

... and with “Digi-Drive” - just type it in
enter the thickness required, press Start and the planer bed 
adjusts exactly to the desired position. leD displays for the 
required and actual values. additional functions: incremental 
adjustments, 4 programmable planer table positions.

Feeder device
variable feed speed of between 16.4–65.6 ft/min  
(5–20 m/min). Whether its a perfect finish or quick 
thickness calibration that is required, the correct feed 
speed can always be set to match.

controls exact 63 + exact 51

machine equipment options

ex
ac

t 6
3

ex
ac

t 5
1

“Power-Drive” S S
“Digi-Drive” O O
variable speed 16.4–65.6 ft/min 
(5–20 m/min) S S

S … Standard equipment    O … Option
Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!84
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Outstanding stability and 
long-lasting precision
Four trapezoidal support spindles ensure 
utmost precision and high load bearing 
capacity. vertical guides integrated into the 
side of the machine chassis absorb the  
resulting outfeed side pressure and guide 
the planer table into position with an  
accuracy of a tenth of a millimeter.

Optional: adjustable under table rollers

For the processing of wet and resinous wood,  
we would recommend the option of the  
workpiece roller with automatic lubrication  
on the infeed side of the machine.

Increased comfort: Stable table extensions 
with workpiece roller on the outfeed side.

details that impress!

Scissor lifting table
For especially large and heavy workpi-
eces there is a scissor lifting table with 
a length of 45¼" (1,150 mm) available. 
The scissor lifting table moves together 
with the planer table.

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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"Digi-Drive“  
Full electronic  
adjustment

Silent-POWeR® Spiral 
cutterblock

Synchronous  
opening of the  
jointer tables

change the blades 
in record time

variable adjustable  
feed rate 13–52 ft/min 
(4–16 m/min)

electric automatic 
changeover

uncompromisingly strong, the jointer/planer 
combination for highly demanding tasks
The well laid out machine design displays the key competences  
of the new Format4 jointer at first glance: Stability, reliability and opera-
ting comfort of the highest level. The intuitive Format4 operating concept 
offers extreme comfort and maximum efficiency. Moving from jointing to 
planing with the dual 51 can be done in just a few steps or at the touch 
of a button with the quickest changeover times of its class.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.86
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➔ 20" (510 mm) surface jointer width
➔ 88½" (2,250 mm) surface jointer table length
➔ variable speed 13−52 ft/min (4–16 m/min)
➔ cutterblock diameter 4¾" (120 mm)
➔ 4 knife Felder system cutterblock as  standard, as an 

option with Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock, or with 
standard or Tersa knife Systems

➔ electronic planer table height adjustment
➔ electrical position control of the planer table

dual 51
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4-knife cutterblock

machine equipment options

du
al

 5
1

4-knife Format4 system cutterblock S
4-knife standard cutterblock O
4-knife TeRSa cutterblock O
Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock O
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

See and feel the incredible smooth finish!
The Format4 system with double-sided disposable jointer knives has proved 
itself for decades. Perfectly manufactured and adjusted in the factory, there 
are no further adjustments needed and no unnecessary expensive adjusting 
tools are required.

It’s simple to change the jointer knives. In less than a few minutes the 4 knife 
cutterblock can be fitted with sharp Format4 jointer knives that are set and 
ready to use! With an 4¾" (120 mm) knife cutting diameter, 4 knives and 
the unique system cutterblock technology, the planed finish from Format4 
reaches a new higher level. as an option you can also equip your Format4 
with a Silent-Power® spiral cutterblock, or with Standard or Tersa knife 
systems.

Jointer knife setting without tools − 
tenth of a millimeter accuracy as standard with Format4!
➔ 4 knife cutterblock
➔	 Knife change in less than two minutes
➔ Self-aligning knives are perfectly set each and every time
➔ no resin buildup on the clamping bolts
➔ extremely smooth operation due to the enclosed design
➔ Maximum durability of the knives
➔ expense saving with cheaper knife costs

Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!88
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Smaller chips - more compact 
filling of the dust bags
The optimized extraction hood 
ensures that the noticeably shorter 
chips are effectively extracted and 
land considerably more compact 
in the dust bags.

incredibly quiet
For your health and that of your 
employees. The Silent-POWeR®  
cutterblock reduces noise levels by  
50 % (10 db a) when compared 
with conventional systems.

reduced power consumption -
save power costs
Regardless of the jointing width, the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblocks require 
significantly less power consump-
tion when compared with similar 
systems.

Blade life up to 20 times longer -
saves money!
Tungsten carbide cutters in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock ensure 
a useable life up to twenty times 
that of standard HSS blades.

Four cutting edges - more  
“jointer knife”, at the same  
price in each piece!
each tungsten carbide knife in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock has four 
cutting edges. Quick change of the 
cutter with a simple single “turn”.

exclusive for jointer/planers from the Felder group
The Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock reduces noise emissions by 
more than half when jointing. The continuous pulling cut ensures tear-
free results when jointing all types of wood. With this revolutionary 
new development from Felder you are obtaining all of the advanta-
ges of a spiral cutterblock at considerably lower operating, invest-
ment and adjustment costs.

the advantages of the Silent-poWer® cutterblock at a glance...
➔ Sensationally quiet, noise emissions halved
➔ blade life up to 20 times longer
➔ Four highly precise cutting edges on each knife
➔ Optimized chip extraction and reduced chip volume
➔ Tear-free jointing results
➔ Reduced power consumption when compared to similar systems

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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... with “Power-Drive” - 
everything is electrical
Turn knob for quick adjustments, push button 
for fine adjustments. The LED display 
shows the actual values.

... and with “Digi-Drive” - just type it in
enter the thickness required, press Start and the planer bed 
adjusts exactly to the desired position. leD displays for the 
required and actual values. additional functions: incremental 
adjustments, 4 programmable planer table positions.

dual 51 control

customised feed speed
Regardless of the type of wood and 
grain, the variable feed speed of  
between 13–52 ft/min (4−16 m/min) al-
ways guarantees a perfect planing result.

machine equipment options

du
al

 5
1

“Power-Drive” S
“Digi-Drive” O
variable speed 13–52 ft/min 
(4–16 m/min) S

S … Standard equipment    O … Option
Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!90
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Four trapezoidal support spindles ensure utmost precision 
and high load bearing capacity. vertical guides integrated 
into the side of the machine chassis absorb the resulting 
outfeed side pressure and guide the planer table into position 
with an accuracy of a tenth of a millimeter. Optional:  
Integrated adjustable rollers for the processing of  
workpieces with high resin or moisture content.

extraction hood: Heavy chip 
loads are no problem for the 
chip extraction hood due to its 
efficient design and large size.

Two pressure bars prevent the 
fluttering of the workpiece, in 
particular thinner pieces when 
planing.

The optional rubber infeed 
and outfeed transport rollers 
are highly recommended 
when working with difficult, 
very thin or different thickness 
workpieces and those jobs re-
quiring minimal final thickness. 
On request, we can provide 
a spring-loaded, segmented 
infeed pressure bar, combined 
with infeed rubber roller for 
simultaneous processing of 
timber of varying thickness.

details, that impress!

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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Intuitive, synchronised opening  
of the dual jointer table
The tried and tested Format4 operating concept reduces the effort 
in changing from jointer to planer to a minimum. The intuitive 
table clamping system makes it possible to synchronously unlock 
and lift the jointer tables with one hand movement,  
industrial springs assist in the opening.

The new electric automatic changeover
That is first class operating comfort: At the touch of a button you can open 
and close the jointer table when changing from jointing to planing and 
vice versa.

machine equipment options

du
al

 5
1

Intuitive, synchronised opening of the dual 
jointer table S

electrical Opening of the jointer table O
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

Your Format4,  
as individual 

as you!92
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Patented jointer  
adjustment system
adjustment precision. This is ensured by 
the patented jointer table adjustment 
system which has prismatic guides.

The depth of cut can be adjusted 
and set at any position up  
to 8 mm. The integrated lens 
makes it possible to accurately 
read the setting, ensuring  
exact results.

With the new ergonomically shaped 
depth of cut adjustment handle, you 
can adjust the depth of cut quickly and 
precisely.

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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The new space saving 
FORMaT4 jointer fence
a masterpiece of space saving design 
that ensures stability and precision - the 
innovative Format4 parallelogram jointing 
fence system design allows you to be 
able to position your machine directly 
next to the workshop wall, without restricting  
the jointing width.

machine equipment options

du
al

 5
1

Professional jointer fence with parallelogram adjustment S
aigner combination jointer fence with auxiliary fence O
Standard eURO jointer guard S
comfort eURO jointer guard O
SUva jointer guard O
S … Standard equipment    O … OptionYour Format4,  

as individual 
as you!94
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aigner combination fence
The auxiliary fence is built into the aigner combination 
fence ensuring that it does not get in the way when the 
fence is at an angle. always at hand when required.

comfort jointer guard
Folds in two places, this ensures that it does not 
restrict you whilst jointing.

The new FORMaT4  
jointer guard
Maximum operational safety and an unpre-
cedented ease of use. The space saving 
jointer guard integrated into the machine 
chassis also stabilizes the workpiece when 
jointing and beveling the narrow edge.

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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technical data

plan 51l exact 63 exact 51 dual 51
Jointer table length 118" (3,000 mm) - - 88½" (2,250 mm)
Max. depth of cut jointer/planer 8 mm 10 mm 10 mm 8/8 mm
Surface jointing width 20" (510 mm) - - 20" (510 mm)
planer table length - 41¼" (1,050 mm) 35⅜" (900 mm) 35⅜" (900 mm)
planer width - 24¾" (630 mm) 19¾" (504 mm) 19¾" (504 mm)
Min.-max. planing height - 3–300 mm 3–300 mm 3–254 mm
7.5 HP (5.5 kW) S - S S
10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O S O O
13.5 HP (10.0 kW) - O O O
20.0 HP (15.0 kW) - O -
Height (closed) 50" (1,270 mm) 47" (1,193 mm) 46" (1,170 mm) 50" (1,270 mm)
Working height 35¼" (896 mm) - - 35" (890 mm)
length [l] 118" (3,000 mm) 48¼" (1,226 mm) 43¾" (1,113 mm) 88½" (2,252 mm)

Width [W] 62¼" (1,583mm) 42½" (1,262 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 38"–49⅝"  
(965–1,642 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,764 lbs (800 kg) 2,205 lbs (1,000 kg) 1,764 lbs (800 kg) 1,918 lbs (870 kg)
extraction connection dia. jointer 5½" (140 mm) 6¼" (160 mm) 5½" (140 mm) 5½" (140 mm)
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available 

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Symbolic image plan 51l, dual 51
1) Power connection dual 51
2) Power connection plan 51L

l

W

Space requirement

Scale

1:50
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plan 51l exact 63 exact 51 dual 51
Jointer table length 118" (3,000 mm) - - 88½" (2,250 mm)
Max. depth of cut jointer/planer 8 mm 10 mm 10 mm 8/8 mm
Surface jointing width 20" (510 mm) - - 20" (510 mm)
planer table length - 41¼" (1,050 mm) 35⅜" (900 mm) 35⅜" (900 mm)
planer width - 24¾" (630 mm) 19¾" (504 mm) 19¾" (504 mm)
Min.-max. planing height - 3–300 mm 3–300 mm 3–254 mm
7.5 HP (5.5 kW) S - S S
10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O S O O
13.5 HP (10.0 kW) - O O O
20.0 HP (15.0 kW) - O -
Height (closed) 50" (1,270 mm) 47" (1,193 mm) 46" (1,170 mm) 50" (1,270 mm)
Working height 35¼" (896 mm) - - 35" (890 mm)
length [l] 118" (3,000 mm) 48¼" (1,226 mm) 43¾" (1,113 mm) 88½" (2,252 mm)

Width [W] 62¼" (1,583mm) 42½" (1,262 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 38"–49⅝"  
(965–1,642 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,764 lbs (800 kg) 2,205 lbs (1,000 kg) 1,764 lbs (800 kg) 1,918 lbs (870 kg)
extraction connection dia. jointer 5½" (140 mm) 6¼" (160 mm) 5½" (140 mm) 5½" (140 mm)
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available 

Further information about the technical  
data, individual configuration options and  
all noise level values can be found on the  
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image exact 51, exact 63

l

W

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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➔ 16⅛" (410 mm) jointing width
➔ 86⅝" (2,200 mm) jointer table length
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ 51⅛" x 6¾" (1,300 x 170 mm)  

jointer fence
➔ Jointing table with prismatic guides

a 941a 951 l
➔ 20⅛" (510 mm) jointer width
➔ 106¼" (2,700 mm) jointer table length
➔ 4-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ 51⅛" x 6¾" (1,300 x 170 mm)  

jointer fence

106¼" (2,700 mm) 
jointer table
Designed for the highest requirements 
of stability, performance and user 
comfort, the new a 951 l ensures 
excellent jointing results with the  
latest in cutterblock technology.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Silent-POWeR®  
Spiral cutterblock

combination fenceProfessional jointer 
fence with 
parallelogram  
adjustment

comfort eURO  
jointer guard

change the blades  
in record time

106¼" (2,700 mm) 
jointer table length
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➔ 19⅞" (504 mm) planing width
➔ ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm) planing height
➔ 4-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ Protective felt cover
➔ 4-spindle lift of the planer table
➔ variable speed 13−52 ft/min  

(4−16 m/min)

d 951
Optimised for maximum requirements – 
with 24¾" (630 mm) planing width, this 
planer is a powerhouse of performance 
and precision. Innovative operating  
controls and large dimensioned, heavy-duty 
precision components ensure superb 
machining, maximum precision  
and durability.

powerful precision
➔ 24¾" (630 mm) planing width
➔ ⅛"–11¾" (3–300 mm) planing height
➔ 4-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ Protective felt cover
➔ 4-spindle lift of the planer table
➔ variable speed 13−52 ft/min  

(4−16 m/min)

d 963

Rubber rollers,
segmented  
pressure bar

variable adjustable 
feed rate  
13−52 ft/min  
(4−16 m/min)

Scissor lifting tableStability and  
durable precision
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Quality and  
precision in  
a nutshell
Impressive design and convincing 
key components - the optimised 
machine concept and numerous 
innovative detailed solutions  
incorporated into the aD 951  
have been specially designed  
for the high requirements of  
professional woodworking.

➔ 16⅛" (410 mm) jointing width
➔ 86⅝" (2,200 mm) jointer table length
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ Dual opening jointer tables
➔ Jointing table with prismatic guides
➔ 15⅞" (404 mm) planing width
➔ ⅛"–9⅞" (3–250 mm) planing height
➔ 4-spindle lift of the planer table
➔ 2-speed synchronised feed,  

24 and 47 ft/min (6 and 12 m/min)

ad 941ad 951
➔ 20⅛" (510 mm) jointer width
➔ 88⅝" (2,250 mm) jointer table length
➔ 4-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ Synchronous opening of the planer tables
➔ Jointing table with prismatic guides
➔ 19⅞" (504 mm) planing width
➔ ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm) planing height
➔ 4-spindle lift of the planer table
➔ variable speed 13−52 ft/min  

(4−16 m/min).

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Silent-POWeR®  
Spiral cutterblock

variable adjustable 
feed rate  
13−52 ft/min  
(4−16 m/min)

Rubber rollers,
segmented  
pressure bar

"Digi-Drive“  
Full electronic  
adjustment

Synchronous opening 
of the jointing tables

change the blades  
in record time
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➔ 12¼" (310 mm) jointing width
➔ 59" (1,500 mm) jointer table length
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ 12" (306 mm) planing width
➔ Planing height ⅛"–8⅝" (4–220 mm)
➔ Synchronous feed speed  

24 ft/min (6 m/min)

ad 531ad 741
➔ 16⅛" (410 mm) jointing width
➔ 78¾" (2,000 mm) jointer table length
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ Dual opening jointer tables
➔ 15⅞" (404 mm) planing width
➔ ⅛"–9" (3–230 mm) planing height
➔ 2-speed synchronised feed,  

24 and 47 ft/min (6 and 12 m/min)

The tried and tested jointer-planer 
from the Felder 700 series is  
renowned for its excellent results  
and reliability. In the new design, 
the aD 741 offers an unbeatable 
price/performance ratio and is  
a perfect entry level model into  
professional woodworking.

proven quality  
at the best price

Table extensions"Power Drive“  
Full electronic  
adjustment

Optional: Mortising 
attachment

Dual opening of the 
planer tables
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Stability for high performance
The solid cast iron cutterblock housing is built for heavy duty  
work. The serrated steel infeed roller and the micro-serrated  
steel outfeed roller guarantee a perfect transport of the workpiece 
through the machine. both steel rollers are large dimensioned and 
non-wearing. The combination of cutterblock, transport feed rollers 
and type of wood are essential for perfect jointing results.

cast iron cutterblock 
housing

poly-v drive

Spring loaded segmented 
pressure beam

Spring loaded 
infeed roller

Spring loaded segmented pressure beam
a recommended option when jointing with  
a small depth of cut, with very thin workpieces  
or workpieces with varying thicknesses.

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

Jointing with Felder
Perfect technology for perfect results
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Silent-poWer® 
cutterblock

Second motor driven 
outfeed roller

outfeed roller

Optional: Rubber coated feed rollers
rubber coated infeed rollers
➔ Pressure mark free and steady feed of thinner workpieces  

also when working at a minimal depth of cut
➔ compensates for height differences when  

planing several workpieces at the same time

rubber coated outfeed roller
➔ avoids causing damage to the surface of the workpiece whilst outfeeding
➔ The braking effect of the rubber rollers prevent possible planing marks

machine equipment options

a
d 

53
1

a
d 

74
1

a
d 

94
1

a
d 

95
1

d 
95

1

d 
96

3

Steel infeed roller S S S S S S
Steel outfeed roller S S S S S S
Rubber infeed roller - - - O O O
Rubber outfeed roller - - - O O O
+ Second steel outfeed roller - - - - - O
+ Second rubber coated outfeed roller - - - - - O
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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The Felder System cutterblock has been  
a particular highlight of every Felder  
planer for over 25 years. First introduced 
in 1987, the unique cutterblock system  
for stationary woodworking machines  
was launched with the slogan “never  
adjust your knives again”. The advantages 
the system had back in 1987 are still  
relevant today: quick change of the  
blades without any adjustments, zero  
investment in expensive setting devices, 
low-cost reversible blades available from 
stock, perfect and sensational results  
in every type of wood.

Jointer knife adjustment without tools − accurate  
to a tenth of a millimetre, standard with Felder
➔ 2 or 4 knife cutterblock
➔ Knife change in less than two minutes
➔ Self-aligning knives are perfectly  

set each and every time
➔ no resin buildup on the clamping bolts
➔ extremely smooth operation due to the enclosed design
➔ Maximum durability of the knives
➔ cost saving with cheaper knife costs

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

Standard: Felder System cutterblock
See and feel the incredible smooth finish!

machine equipment options

a
d 

53
1

a
d 

74
1

a
d 

94
1

a
d 

95
1

d 
95

1

d 
96

3

a
 9

41

a
 9

51
 l

2-knife Felder system cutterblock S S S - - - S -
4-knife Felder system cutterblock O O O S S S O S
4-knife standard cutterblock O O O O O O O O
3-knife TeRSa cutterblock O O O - - - O -
4 knife TeRSa cutterblock - - - O O - - O
Silent-POWeR® Spiral cutterblock O O O O O O O O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available
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exclusive for jointer-planers from the Felder group
The Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock reduces noise emissions by more than 
half when jointing. The continuous pulling cut ensures tear-free results when 
planing all types of wood. With this revolutionary new development from 
Felder you are obtaining all of the advantages of a spiral cutterblock at 
considerably lower operating, investment and adjustment costs.

the advantages of the Silent-poWer® cutterblock at a glance...
➔ Sensationally quiet, noise emissions halved
➔ blade life up to 20 times longer
➔ Four highly precise cutting edges on each knife
➔ Optimised chip extraction and reduced chip volume
➔ Tear-free jointing results
➔ Reduced power consumption when compared to similar systems

revolutionary: Silent-poWer® cutterblock
Sensationally quiet jointing and money saving!

Smaller chips - more compact 
filling of the dust bags
The optimised extraction hood 
ensures that the noticably shorter 
chips are effectively extracted and 
land considerably more compact 
in the dust bags.

incredibly quiet
For your health and that of your 
employees. The Silent-POWeR®  
cutterblock reduces noise levels by 
50 % (10 db a) when compared 
with conventional systems.

reduced power consumption -
save power costs
Regardless of the jointing width, the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblocks require 
significantly less power consumption 
when compared with similar systems.

Blade life up to 20 times  
longer - saves money!
Tungsten carbide cutters in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock ensure 
a useable life up to twenty times 
that of standard HSS blades.

Four cutting edges - more  
“jointing knife”, at the same  
price in each piece!
each tungsten carbide knife (in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock) has four 
cutting edges. Quick change of the 
cutter with a simple single “turn”.

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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The FelDeR prismatic 
guidance, accurate 
adjustment for  
many years
The patented Felder planer table  
adjustment system, uses prism  
guidance for the highest level  
of adjustment precision.

The new 900 series depth  
of cut quick adjustment
With the new ergonomically shaped depth of cut adjustment 
handle, you can adjust the depth of cut quickly and precisely.

precise adjustments, easy to read
The depth of cut can be adjusted and 
set at any position. The integrated lens 
makes it possible to accurately read  
the setting, ensuring exact results. The 
magnifying lens is set slightly into the 
machine table ensuring that even with 
heavy use it is protected from  
being damaged.

long, solid cast iron planer tables  
with prismatic guides for maximum 
accuracy and unrivalled precision

With the proven Felder table extension 
systems, you can extend your planer  
table quickly and without tools.

long, solid jointing tables
extreme reliability even under maximum load
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Space saving  
FelDeR jointing fence
The jointer fence: a masterpiece of space 
saving design that ensures stability and 
precision! The jointer fence can be tilted 
to any position from 90° to 45°. There  
is an end stop at both the 90° and  
45° positions.

FelDeR jointer guard
Maximum operational safety and  
user comfort. The space saving jointer  
guard is integrated into the machine  
chassis and stabilises the workpiece  
when jointing and bevelling.

The FelDeR  
auxiliary fence
When processing thin or narrow  
workpieces the new tiltable auxiliary 
fence attached to the jointer fence,  
guarantees safe and comfortable jointing.

Jointer fence
Stable, accurate and space saving

65" (1,650 m
m

) a
d 951

59½
" (1,510 m

m
) a

d 941
58½

" (1,485 m
m

) a
d 741

53⅞
" (1,370 m

m
) A

D 531

42¾´" (1,086 mm) ad 951
40⅛" (1,020 mm) AD 941
41⅛" (1,044 mm) AD 741

24" (610 mm) ad 531

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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Synchronous opening of the jointing tables
The tried and tested Felder operating concept reduces the effort in  
changing from jointing to planing to a minimum. The intuitive table  
clamping system makes it possible to synchronously unlock and lift  
the jointing tables with one hand movement.

Felder changeover comfort
From jointing to planing in record time

108
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planing height
D 963 ⅛–11¾" (3–300 mm)
D 951 ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm)
aD 951 ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm)
aD 941 ⅛"–9⅞" (3–250 mm)
aD 741 ⅛"–9" (3–230 mm)
aD 531 ⅛"–8⅝" (4–220 mm)

Maximum planing  
height for the highest 
requirements
The large dimensioned planing height  
of 300 mm ensures that even large  
solid wood beams can be processed  
with ease.

planing with Felder
Perfect planing technology

Stability and durable precision
Four trapezoidal support spindles ensure 
utmost precision and high load bearing 
capacity. vertical guides integrated into 
the side of the machine chassis absorb 
the resulting outfeed side pressure and 
guide the planer table into position with 
an accuracy of a tenth of a millimetre.

Optional: Integrated adjustable 
rollers for the processing of 
workpieces with high resin  
or moisture content.

The perfect feed speed for every type  
of wood and grain. From the clearly laid 
out operating panel you can adjust the 
feed speed intuitively and in seconds.

Feedrate
D 963 continuously variable 13−52 ft/min (4−16 m/min).
D 951 continuously variable 13−52 ft/min (4−16 m/min).
aD 951 continuously variable 13−52 ft/min (4−16 m/min).
aD 941 24 + 47 ft/min (6+12 m/min)
aD 741 24 + 47 ft/min (6+12 m/min)
aD 531 24 ft/min (6 m/min)

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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constant repeat accuracy 
with “Power-Drive“
The fully electrical “Power-Drive“ planer  
table control offers maximum precision  
adjustment and repeat accuracy. With  
a turn of the knob, you can quickly  
adjust the planing height, then fine-adjust 
using the button. With the integrated  
leD-display, you can easily see  
the current actual value.

planing table control accurate  
to a tenth of a millimetre
Top class FelDeR operating comfort

everything at the touch  
of a button with “Digi-Drive“
The programmable “Digi-Drive“ planing table control makes it possible to 
enter the thicknessing height using the numeric keypad and the thicknessing 
bed positions itself automatically and precisely. Two integrated leD displays 
show the current target and actual values. To optimise production you can 
save incremental measurements and individual planing table positions.

machine equipment 
options

Handwheel with 
digital display “power-drive” “digi-drive”

aD 531 O - -
aD 741 S O -
aD 941 S O -
aD 951 S O O
D 951 S O O
D 963 - S O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not availableYour Felder,  

as individual  
as you!
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a clean solution
The aerodynamically optimised construction 
of the dust extraction hood with its ample 
chip space guarantees an ideal chip  
extraction and clean working surface.

No more fluttering
Two pressure bars prevent the “fluttering“  
of the workpiece, especially thinner  
pieces, when planing.

pressure bar

planing with Felder
Perfect extraction technology

Your FelDeR,  
as individual as you!
at Felder it is our company philosophy 
to offer you the exact machine that you 
require. This is why we offer you the  
possibility to select from the range of  
specifications and configure the machine 
that is perfect for your requirements.

power feeders
a constant feeding speed  
achieves exact, precise results.

Scissor lifting table
The increased surface area 
makes it easier for you to operate 
your jointer-planer without the 
need for assistance.

mortising unit attachment
Increases the number of applications  
on your Felder machine and ensures  
maximum flexibility.

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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Space requirement

Scale

1:50

technical data

Symbolic image ad 531, ad 741,  
ad 941, ad 951, a 941, a 951
1) Power connection AD 531, AD 741, AD 951, A 951
2) Power connection AD 941, A 941

l

W

ad 951 ad 941 d 963 d 951 a 951 l a 941 ad 741 ad 531
Planer table length 88⅝" (2,250 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) - - 106¼" (2,700 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) 78¾" (2,000 mm) 59" (1,500 mm)
Max. depth of cut jointer-planer 5/8 mm 5/5 mm 8 mm 8 mm 8 mm 5 mm 4/4 mm 5/5 mm
Jointing width 20⅛" (510 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) - - 20⅛" (510 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) 12¼" (310 mm)
Planing width 19⅞" (504 mm) 15⅞" (404 mm) 24¾" (630 mm) 19⅞" (504 mm) - - 15⅞" (404 mm) 12" (306 mm)
Min.-max. planing height ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm) ⅛"–9⅞" (3–250 mm) ⅛–11¾" (3–300 mm) ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm) - - ⅛"–9" (3–230 mm) ⅛"–8⅝" (4–220 mm)
4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S - - - S S S
5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S O - S S O O O
7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O O - O O O O -
10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O S O O O O -
13.5 HP (10.0 kW) O - O O - - - -
Height (closed) 50" (1,270 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 44⅝" (1,135 mm) 42¾" (1,085 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 41⅛" (1,043 mm) 45⅝" (1,160 mm)
Height (open) 65" (1,650 mm) 59½" (1,510 mm) 74⅜" (1,890 mm) 71⅝" (1,820 mm) - 59½" (1,510 mm) 58½" (1,485 mm) 53⅞" (1,370 mm)
Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) - - 35" (896 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)
length [l] 94¼" (2,395 mm) 92⅞" (2,360 mm) 48½" (1,233 mm) 40½" (1,030 mm) 106¼" (2,700 mm) 92⅞" (2,360 mm) 85⅜" (2,168 mm) 64¾" (1,644 mm)
Width [W] 35⅜" (900 mm) 32⅛" (815 mm) 42¾" (1,087 mm) 37⅝" (957 mm) 41" (1,041 mm) 32⅛" (815 mm) 30⅛" (765 mm) 24⅞" (633 mm)
extraction connection dia. jointer-planer 140 mm 120 mm 160 mm 140 mm 140 mm 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm
***An allowance must be made to compensate for tolerances with the specified emission values K= 4 dB (A).; S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available; 

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected112
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ad 951 ad 941 d 963 d 951 a 951 l a 941 ad 741 ad 531
Planer table length 88⅝" (2,250 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) - - 106¼" (2,700 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) 78¾" (2,000 mm) 59" (1,500 mm)
Max. depth of cut jointer-planer 5/8 mm 5/5 mm 8 mm 8 mm 8 mm 5 mm 4/4 mm 5/5 mm
Jointing width 20⅛" (510 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) - - 20⅛" (510 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) 12¼" (310 mm)
Planing width 19⅞" (504 mm) 15⅞" (404 mm) 24¾" (630 mm) 19⅞" (504 mm) - - 15⅞" (404 mm) 12" (306 mm)
Min.-max. planing height ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm) ⅛"–9⅞" (3–250 mm) ⅛–11¾" (3–300 mm) ⅛"–10" (3–254 mm) - - ⅛"–9" (3–230 mm) ⅛"–8⅝" (4–220 mm)
4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S - - - S S S
5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S O - S S O O O
7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O O - O O O O -
10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O S O O O O -
13.5 HP (10.0 kW) O - O O - - - -
Height (closed) 50" (1,270 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 44⅝" (1,135 mm) 42¾" (1,085 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 50" (1,270 mm) 41⅛" (1,043 mm) 45⅝" (1,160 mm)
Height (open) 65" (1,650 mm) 59½" (1,510 mm) 74⅜" (1,890 mm) 71⅝" (1,820 mm) - 59½" (1,510 mm) 58½" (1,485 mm) 53⅞" (1,370 mm)
Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) - - 35" (896 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)
length [l] 94¼" (2,395 mm) 92⅞" (2,360 mm) 48½" (1,233 mm) 40½" (1,030 mm) 106¼" (2,700 mm) 92⅞" (2,360 mm) 85⅜" (2,168 mm) 64¾" (1,644 mm)
Width [W] 35⅜" (900 mm) 32⅛" (815 mm) 42¾" (1,087 mm) 37⅝" (957 mm) 41" (1,041 mm) 32⅛" (815 mm) 30⅛" (765 mm) 24⅞" (633 mm)
extraction connection dia. jointer-planer 140 mm 120 mm 160 mm 140 mm 140 mm 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm
***An allowance must be made to compensate for tolerances with the specified emission values K= 4 dB (A).; S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available; 

Symbolic image d 951, d 963
1) Extraction connection (optional)

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com
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A3 41 A3 31 A3 26 VIDEO
fg.am/sp-eng

EUS

the best combination for top  
quality planing and jointing results
The Hammer jointer-planers offer high quality detailed solutions and  
years of machine manufacturing tradition from austria. Solid cast iron 
planing and jointing tables, precise jointer table adjustment and planing 
adjustment accurate to a tenth of a mm – Hammer machines  
guarantee a perfect finish.

Planer knife change 
without adjustments  
in seconds

Solid cast iron jointer 
and planer tables  
for absolute precision

Dual opening  
of the jointing tables

Maximum planer 
height for large 
dimensioned  
requirements

as and when  
required: adapt  
the table size  
to the workpiece 
dimensions

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.114
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➔ Motor power 5.5 HP (4.0 kW)
➔ 16" (406 mm) planing width
➔ 23⅝" (600 mm) planing table length
➔ Planing height ⅛"–8⅞" (4–225 mm)
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Synchronous feed speed 24 ft.min.

a3 41d
➔ Motor power 5.5 HP (4.0 kW)
➔ 16" (410 mm) Jointer width
➔ 70⅞" (1,800 mm) jointer table length
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Jointing fence tilts from 90°–45°

a3 41a

➔ Motor power 5.5 HP (4.0 kW)
➔ Jointing width 16" (410 mm)
➔ Jointer table length 71" (1,800 mm)
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Jointer fence tilts from 90°–45°

a3 41
➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Jointing width 12" (310 mm)
➔ Jointer table length 55" (1,400 mm)
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Jointer fence tilts from 90°–45°

➔ Motor power 2.6 HP (1.9 kW)
➔ 10¼ (260 mm) jointer width
➔ 44⅛" (1,120 mm) jointer table length
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Jointer fence tilts from 90°–45°

a3 31 a3 26
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Quick changeover from jointing  
to planing. Dual simultaneous  
opening of the jointing table.

details, that impress!

For mortising and chiselling 
work you can also equip your 
Hammer with an optional 
boring unit.
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Silent-poWer® cutterblock

Smaller chips - more compact 
filling of the dust bags
The optimised extraction hood 
ensures that the noticably shorter 
chips are effectively extracted and 
land considerably more compact 
in the dust bags.

incredibly quiet
For your health and that of your 
employees. The Silent-POWeR® 
cutterblock reduces noise levels by  
50 % (10 db a) when compared 
with conventional systems.

reduced power consumption -
save power costs
Regardless of the jointing width, the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblocks require 
significantly less power consumption 
when compared with similar systems.

Blade life up to 20 times longer -
saves money!
Tungsten carbide cutters in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock ensure 
a useable life up to twenty times 
that of standard HSS blades.

Four cutting edges - more  
“jointing knife”, at the same  
price in each piece!
each tungsten carbide knife in the 
Silent-POWeR® cutterblock has four 
cutting edges. Quick change of the 
cutter with a simple single “turn”.

exclusive for jointers/planers from the Felder group
The Silent-POWeR® spiral cutterblock reduces noise emissions by more than 
half when planing. The continuous pulling cut ensures tear-free results when 
jointing all types of wood. With this revolutionary new development from 
Felder you are obtaining all of the advantages of a spiral cutterblock at 
considerably lower operating, investment and adjustment costs.

the advantages of the Silent-poWer® cutterblock at a glance...
➔ Sensationally quiet, noise emissions halved
➔ blade life up to 20 times longer
➔ Four highly precise cutting edges on each knife
➔ Optimised chip extraction and reduced chip volume
➔ Tear-free planing results
➔ Reduced power consumption when compared to similar systems

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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perfect planing results are guaranteed with  
perfectly balanced machine technology!  
The most important components are: Solid cast iron tables, 
ensuring precision when jointing and planing. ergonomically 
perfect machine operating elements such as the jointer table 
adjustment system which facilitates the everyday adjustments! 
The robust Hammer cutterblock housing with cutterblock and in 
and outfeed rollers - guarantee longer useable life and durability. 
The 3 knife automatic cutterblock ensures a great planing 

finish. With the Hammer knife locking system, the knives can be 
changed in just seconds without adjustments! The jointer fence 
ensures precise guiding of the workpiece and is tiltable between 
90º and 45º. Impressive planer dimensions: 8⅞" (225 mm) 
planing height and 10"/12"/16" (254/304/404 mm) planing 
width enable the processing of large dimensioned workpieces. 
Regardless whether it is soft or hard wood, jointing or planing: 
Your new Hammer jointer-planer delivers perfect  
jointing results day in and day out.

planing with Hammer
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a space saving solution with optimum ergonomics:  
Jointer tables tilt away from the user operating area, ensuring not 
only the space saving positioning of your Hammer, but also the 
ergonomically correct working when planing. (Planing width of 
up to 10" (254 mm) (a3 26), 12" (304 mm) (a3 31, c3 31, 
c3 31 perform), planing width up to 16" (404 mm) (a3 41).

The sturdy Hammer cutterblock assembly - a guarantee  
for perfect planing results. The self-setting Hammer 3 knife  
automatic cutterblock ensures a knife change in seconds  
without settings. The jonter fence is tiltable from 90°–45°  
for jointing and bevelling work. The long jointer fence profile 
allows accurate guiding of the workpiece. With the table  
extension you can greatly extend the jointer table dimensions  
in order to process large and heavy workpieces without  
assistance. Depth of cut when jointing of up to 4 mm. The  
maximum planing height of 8⅞" (225 mm) for large and‚ 
heavy workpieces can optionally be equipped with a digital 
handwheel enabling settings accurate to a tenth of a millimetre.

impressive details

Jointer-Planers/
Jointers/Planers
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Space requirement

Scale

1:50

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

technical data

a3 41 a3 41a a3 41d a3 31 a3 26
Jointer table length ⅜" (1,800 mm) ⅜" (1,800 mm) - 55⅛" (1,400 mm) 44⅛" (1,120 mm)
Max. depth of cut jointer/planer 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm
Jointing width 16" (410 mm) 16" (410 mm) - 12" (310 mm) 10" (260 mm)
Planing width 16" (406 mm) - 16" (406 mm) 12" (306 mm) 10" (254 mm)

Min.-max. planing height ⅛"–8⅞" 
(4–225 mm)

⅛"–8⅞"  
(4–225 mm)

⅛"–8⅞"  
(4–225 mm) - ⅛"–8⅞"  

(4–225 mm)
2.6 HP (1.9 kW) - - - - S
4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - S -
5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S S S - -

Height (closed) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 37"  
(941 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm)

Height (open) 62⅛" (1,578 mm) 62⅛" (1,578 mm) 58⅝" (1,490 mm) 57⅛" (1,450 mm) 55½" (1,410 mm)
Working height 33½" (850 mm) 33½" (850 mm) - 33½" (850 mm) 33½" (850 mm)
length [l] 78⅛" (1,983 mm) 78⅛" (1,983 mm) 29⅜" (746 mm) 62⅜" (1,585 mm) 52¾" (1,340 mm)
Width [W] 27¼" (692 mm) 27¼" (692 mm) 33¼" (846 mm) 23¼" (592 mm) 21⅜" (542 mm)
extraction connection dia. jointer/planer 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available 

Symbolic image a3 26, a3 31, a3 41, a3 41a
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a3 41 a3 41a a3 41d a3 31 a3 26
Jointer table length ⅜" (1,800 mm) ⅜" (1,800 mm) - 55⅛" (1,400 mm) 44⅛" (1,120 mm)
Max. depth of cut jointer/planer 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm
Jointing width 16" (410 mm) 16" (410 mm) - 12" (310 mm) 10" (260 mm)
Planing width 16" (406 mm) - 16" (406 mm) 12" (306 mm) 10" (254 mm)

Min.-max. planing height ⅛"–8⅞" 
(4–225 mm)

⅛"–8⅞"  
(4–225 mm)

⅛"–8⅞"  
(4–225 mm) - ⅛"–8⅞"  

(4–225 mm)
2.6 HP (1.9 kW) - - - - S
4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - S -
5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S S S - -

Height (closed) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 37"  
(941 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm)

Height (open) 62⅛" (1,578 mm) 62⅛" (1,578 mm) 58⅝" (1,490 mm) 57⅛" (1,450 mm) 55½" (1,410 mm)
Working height 33½" (850 mm) 33½" (850 mm) - 33½" (850 mm) 33½" (850 mm)
length [l] 78⅛" (1,983 mm) 78⅛" (1,983 mm) 29⅜" (746 mm) 62⅜" (1,585 mm) 52¾" (1,340 mm)
Width [W] 27¼" (692 mm) 27¼" (692 mm) 33¼" (846 mm) 23¼" (592 mm) 21⅜" (542 mm)
extraction connection dia. jointer/planer 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm 120 mm
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available 

Symbolic image a3 41d

Further information about the technical  
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com
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F 900 Z

F 900 M

profil 45 M/x-motion

profil 45 Z/x-motion

profil 92 M e-motion

F 700 Z

F 700 M

F 500 MS/M

F3

EUS

7.5–13.5 HP
(5.5–10.0 kW)

7.5–13.5 HP
(5.5–10.0 kW)

7.5–13.5 HP
(5.5–10.0 kW)

7.5–13.5 HP
(5.5–10.0 kW)

5.5–10.0 HP
(4.0–7.35 kW)

5.5–10.0 HP
(4.0–7.35 kW)

5.5 HP
(4,0 kW)

4.0–5.5 HP
(3.0–4.0 kW)

Motor power

Page 130

Page 124

Page 132

Page 143

Page 142

Page 145

Page 144

Page 146

Page 160

10.0–13.5 HP
(7.35–10.0 kW)
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F 900 Z

F 900 M

profil 45 M/x-motion

profil 45 Z/x-motion

profil 92 M e-motion

F 700 Z

F 700 M

F 500 MS/M

F3

EUS

12⅝" (320 mm) 3,500/4,500/6,000/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

Continuously adjustable up to 
10,000 rpm

90°–45°

12⅝" (320 mm) 3,500/4,500/6,000/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

Continuously adjustable up to 
10,000 rpm

90°–45°

12⅝" (320 mm) 3,500/4,500/6,000/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

Continuously adjustable up to 
10,000 rpm

90°–45°

12⅝" (320 mm) 3,500/4,500/6,000/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

Continuously adjustable up to 
10,000 rpm

90°–45°

9" (230 mm) 3,500/6,500/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

90°–45°

9" (230 mm) 3,500/6,500/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

90°–45°

7" (180 mm) 3,000/6,000/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

90°

7" (180 mm) 3,000/6,000/ 
8,000/10,000 rpm

90°–45°

OvervieW SHaPerS

Table openingControl Speeds Shaper spindle tilt Price category

12⅝“ (320 mm) Continuously adjustable up to 
1,000–18,000 rpm

±46°
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profil 92 M e-motion

EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Set-up times are a thing of the past
The new 92 M table spindle moulder is the Format4 premium model for maximum operat-
ing comfort and guarantees absolute efficiency with minimal set-up times when milling. 
The sophisticated electro-spindle is equipped with an HSK 63F interface for automatic tool 
quick-change system with pneumatic clamping. The tilting range of +/- 46 degrees allows 
unlimited processing possibilities. The rotation speed, spindle height and angle as well as 
the spindle fence and table opening can be adjusted intuitively and precisely with the self-
explanatory e-motion control in the 15” touchscreen control panel. The memory for tools, 
spindles and mortising programs enable perfect repeatability and short set-up times.

“Easy-Glide” 
tilting guide system

Table opening with 
controlled, eccentric 
insert rings

Large tilting range of 
46 degrees in either 
direction

Newly developed, 
swing-away spindle 
fence with two con-
trolled axes

Highly efficient electro-
spindle with variable 
speed and HSK 63F 
interface

electrically height-
adjustable power 
feeder
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 ➔ Position controlled height adjustment;
 ➔ Position controlled angle adjustment +/-46°
 ➔ Position controlled spindle moulder fence
 ➔ Electro-spindle with variable speed and HSK 63F interface
 ➔ Double pivoting 2x 46°
 ➔ Swing-away fence stop with two controlled axes
 ➔ HSK 63 quick-change tool system
 ➔ Table opening with controlled, eccentric insert rings
 ➔ Intuitive e-motion control for moulder spindle,  
fence stop and table opening

 ➔ Dual dust extraction system
 ➔ Electrically height-adjustable power feeder
 ➔ Solid cast iron table for vibration-free stability

profil 45 M e-motion
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e-motion control

Intuitive e-motion control for moulder spindle,  
fence stop and table opening
The rotation speed, spindle height and angle, as well as the spindle fence and even 
the table opening can be adjusted intuitively and precisely with the self-explanatory 
e-motion control from the 15” touchscreen control panel. The memory for tools, spin-
dles and mortising programs enable perfect repeatability and short set-up times.

 ➔ 15” smartouch in the overhead panel
 ➔ Touch screen control
 ➔ USB Port
 ➔ Preparation for network connection
 ➔ The shaper fence can be positioned 
precisely

 ➔ Controlled spindle height and angle 
adjustment

 ➔ Specific configurable shaping programs
 ➔ Table opening precisely controllable

 ➔ Individual user administration
 ➔ Tool database
 ➔ Quick referencing of the spindle 
height and angle after changing 
the tool

 ➔ Correction of the spindle operat-
ing height and fence following 
an angle adjustment

 ➔ Changing between absolute 
and incremental values
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Shapers

Large tilting range  
of 46 degrees in  
either direction
The swivel range of ± 46 allows limitless 
processing variety and opens up various pos-
sibilities for new working techniques, such as 
profiling from below without feed change or 
profiling and grooving of large workpieces.

Highly efficient electro-spindle with variable 
speed and HSK 63F interface
The highly developed electro spindle features a HSK 63F interface for 
a quick tool change system with pneumatic clamping and an air jet 
nozzle system for cleaning the contact surfaces.

Minimal set-up times for moulding work
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Safety Bar Guides
The safety bar guides, great for  
“end-grain” work (optional). 

Details, that impress!

Newly developed, swing-away spindle 
fence with two controlled axes
The newly developed heavy-duty precision spindle moulder 
fence has two controlled axes for precise depth adjustment of 
the entire stop and in addition, an independent depth position-
ing of the right-hand, feeding jaw. Furthermore, the fence can be 
completely swivelled away from the work area for convenient 
access during curved moulding operations.
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Shapers

Table opening with controlled, 
eccentric insert rings
Controlled, eccentric inserts ensure maximum table 
supporting surface and considerably reduce the 
setting effort especially when tilting the spindle.

Spindle moulder extraction
The dual dust extraction for the shaper via 
the shaper fence and the chip collection 
bin under the cutter head ensures clean 
and trouble free operation.

electrically height-adjustable 
power feeder
Optionally, the profile 92 M can also be 
equipped with an electrically height-adjustable 
power feeder. The power feeder can be eas-
ily swivelled away while retaining all settings.
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“Easy Glide“ 
tilting guide system

Shaper fence with tilt 
away function

rearward tilting 
shaper spindle

“X-Roll“ slot and 
tenoning table

Quick-change system 
of the shaper spindle

Shaping comfort of another class
Elegant, perfectly designed and intelligent - the Format4  
profil 45 Z offers perfection at the push of a button regardless of the  
operation. The highlights for the professional user: height and angle adjustment 
of the spindle as well as the positioning of the shaper fence can be quickly 
and easily adjusted from the control panel. Spindle quick change system 
ensures quick changeover times and maximum flexibility. Premium  
woodworking of the highest level with quality from Austria.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Spindle moulder 
fence quick clamping 
system
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profil 45 Z
➔ Electrical height adjustment  

of the shaper spindle
➔ Electrical spindle tilt adjustment
➔ Electrical shaper fence adjustment
➔	 LeD display on the control panel
➔ LED display on shaper fence
➔ Below table dust extraction
➔ Table opening: 12⅝" (320 mm)
➔ Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ Slot and tenoning table and much more.
➔ “x-motion“-control package: 7“  

TFT-Touch-screen control unit at eye 
height - maximum productivity with 
program storage, incremental function 
and real time actual and required  
value display

profil 45 Z x-motion
➔ Electrical height adjustment  

of the shaper spindle
➔ Electrical spindle tilt adjustment
➔ Electrical shaper fence adjustment
➔	 LeD display on the control panel
➔ LED display on shaper fence
➔ Below table dust extraction
➔ Table opening: 12⅝" (320 mm)
➔ Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ Slot and tenoning table and much more
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The powerhouse with premium comfort
The new high tech shaper from Format4 offers top quality Austrian machine 
manufacturing precision with elegant design, premium operating comfort 
and innovative detailed solutions. Stability and high performance even 
when pushed to the limit: The solid, highly precise cast iron table guarantees 
maximum stability and completely vibration-free processing even when 
under maximum load. The 7" TFT colour monitor in the “x-motion“ package 
offers unique, top class operating comfort. The touch screen user control  
is at eye level and shows all the important information on one screen.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

“Easy Glide“ 
tilting guide system

electrically adjustable 
shaper fence

rearward tilting 
shaper spindle

Shaper fence with tilt 
away function

Shaper spindle  
quick change system

Spindle moulder 
fence quick clamping 
system
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profil 45 M
➔ Electrical height adjustment  

of the shaper spindle
➔ Electrical spindle tilt adjustment
➔ Electrical shaper fence setting
➔ LeD display on the control panel
➔ LED display on shaper fence
➔ Below table dust extraction
➔ Table opening: 12⅝" (320 mm)
➔ Quick-change system of the  

shaper spindle
➔ Solid cast iron table for  

vibration-free stability
➔ “x-motion“-control package: 7“  

TFT-Touch-screen control unit at eye 
height - maximum productivity with 
program storage, incremental function 
and real time actual and required  
value display

profil 45 M x-motion
➔ Electrical height adjustment  

of the shaper spindle
➔ Electrical spindle tilt adjustment
➔ Electrical shaper fence setting
➔ LeD display on the control panel
➔ LED display on shaper fence
➔ Below table dust extraction
➔ Table opening: 12⅝" (320 mm)
➔ Quick-change system of the  

shaper spindle
➔ Solid cast iron table for  

vibration-free stability
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Shaper assembly

The profil 45 shaper assembly leaves nothing to be desired!
Every detail of the heavy duty profil 45 shaper reflects decades  
of engineering combined with the most up-to-date technology.

The powerful profil 45 shaper assembly has been specially developed for industrial use. With the precision 
dual guidance ensuring exact angle adjustments and the dovetail guiding system guaranteeing exact 
linear height adjustment, you are assured accurate settings for many years to come.

➔ Spindle operating height up to 5½" (140 mm) with shaper spindle dia. 1¼" (30 mm)  
or operating height 6¼" (160 mm) with shaper spindle dia. 40/50 mm

➔ Table opening: 12⅝" (320 mm)
➔ Quick-change system of the shaper spindle
➔ Change the speed simply from the front of the machine
➔ Collet chuck spindle for router tools with a speed of 15,000 rpm (optional)
➔ Electrical height adjustment with digital LED display
➔ Electrical angle adjustment with digital LED display
➔ Rearward tilt 0° to 45°/5° forwards with x-motion
➔ Dovetail guidance system of the height adjustment
➔ Maximum power transmission is achieved through the large surface of the Poly-V belts
➔ Excellent vibration absorption from heavy cast iron unit
➔ 6 year guarantee on “Easy-Glide”,  

the Format4 tilting segment guide!
• Maximum load bearing capacity
• Play-free tilt
• Unaffected by dust
• Completely maintenance free
• Completely lubrication free

year guarantee
on “Easy-Glide”, the 
Format4 tilting seg-

ment guide!

The shaper assembly with 
precision double suspension is 
guided within solid cast iron tilting 
segments. The “forced“ guiding 
system ensures precision and 
repeatable accuracy of settings.

Maximum power 
transmission achieved 
through the large  
surface of the  
Poly-v belts.

Tilt segment “Easy-Glide”
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Control

“Power-drive“ control
The “Power-Drive” package offers maximum user comfort 
ensuring that the height and angle adjustment of the shaper 
spindle can be quickly and precisely electronically controlled. 
The quick settings can be adjusted at the turn of a knob and 
the fine adjustment is carried out at the push of a button.  
red LeD digits display the current position in real  
time on the control panel.

“x-motion” control
Top class operating comfort
An absolute highlight of the “x-motion“ package is the 7" TFT 
colour monitor for unique operating comfort that is top class. 
The touch screen user control is at eye level and shows all 
the important information on one screen. Along with all of the 
shaper spindle settings, the Format4 shaper fence can also be 
controlled directly from the touch screen. The premium quality 
offers maximum efficiency with the possibility to load programs 
at the touch of a button, with individually configurable shaping 
programs and the tooling database.

Shaper fence control
With precise quick adjustment (depending on the 
machine configuration either directly on the shaper 
fence or from the optional overhead touch screen) 
the shaper fence is electrically adjustable and the 
current setting is displayed in real time.

➔ 7" TFT colour monitor built into the overhead panel
➔ Touch screen control
➔ The shaper fence can be positioned precisely
➔	Controlled spindle height and angle adjustment
➔ Specific configurable shaping programs
➔ Individual user administration
➔ Tool database
➔ Quick referencing of the spindle height  

and angle after changing the tool
➔ Correction of the spindle operating height  

and fence following an angle adjustment
➔ Changing between absolute and incremental values

Shapers
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Save valuable production time with the  
shaper spindle quick change system  
and premium operating comfort
Take full advantage of the technology that Format4 has to offer with  
incredibly quick tool changes and setting adjustments for production 
work. The shaper spindle can be changed in seconds and together with 
the user friendly control system you are guaranteeing maximum efficiency 
with every type of work. The "Power-Drive" control included as standard, 
makes it possible to set the shaper spindle operating height and angle, 
accurate to a tenth of a millimetre quickly and with fine adjustment. With 
the premium control system on the profil 45 M x-motion, all of the settings 
can be done quickly and precisely using the 7" TFT-colour display  
with touch screen. The tooling database and unlimited number of  
programmable programs offer additional operating comfort. Along  
with all of the shaper spindle settings, the Format4 shaper fence can  
also be positioned at the push of a button. With machine technology 
from Format4 you will always be one step ahead of the competition.

The high speed spindle takes all router shaft  
diameters of dia. 6–16 mm. Rotational speed of 
15,000 rpm, with full motor power of up to 10 HP.

Shaper spindle

Quick-change system of the shaper spindle
The almost unlimited applications of your new profil 45 shaper are 
enhanced even further by the spindle quick change system. Spindles 
with pre-mounted tools for serial shaping work and spindles with 
differing diameters can be changed over in seconds.  
A particular highlight is the high speed spindle for router tools with 
a rpm of 15,000. For maximum stability and durability, Format4 
spindles have been designed with 3 sets of high quality, high 
precision bearings!

Advantages of the quick change system:
➔ Quick, easy change between different types of spindles
➔ Ability to use 30, 32, 35, 40, 50 mm and 1¼” diameter spindles
➔ Use of the Format4 high speed spindle for router  

bits or high speed tools at 15,000 rpm
➔ Automatic repeatable setting for series production work
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The shaper spindle tilts rearwards:  
An important operating advantage for you!

Forward tilting of the shaper spindle  
can be dangerous and has serious  
handling disadvantages:
➔ Increased risk of accidents
➔ restricted workpiece height
➔ Power feeder operation is not possible
➔ Inferior workpiece finish
➔ Poor or even impossible chip removal

With Format4: Correct “rearwards”  
tilting of the shaper spindle with maximum 
operating comfort:
➔ Working safely
➔ Suitable for any workpiece size
➔ Problem-free power feeder application
➔ Impeccable workpiece finish
➔ Optimal chip removal

Shapers
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Shaper fence

Precise adjustments have  
never been so easy
The high level of standard equipment guarantees you maximum  
precision, excellent operating comfort and quick setup:
➔ Convenient electrical shaper fence positioning using a turn knob
➔ Electrical fine adjustment accurate to one tenth of a millimetre
➔ LED display for precise reading of measurement and a reset function
➔ The removable fence plates can be adjusted  

between –10 and +35 mm
➔ Tooling with a dia. of up to 250 mm
➔ The complete shaper fence can be tilted away  

below the table level
➔ Aigner Centrex shaper guard
➔ Dual dust extraction from shaper fence and beneath the table

Shaper fence control via touch screen
With the profil 45 x-motion, positioning the fence is done simply 
and precisely using the centrally located TFT colour display with 
7" touch screen. Increase your efficiency and productivity in 
series production with adjustments being made in seconds  
and repeatability always guaranteed.
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Your Format4,  
as individual  

as you!

Machine equipment options
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Shaper fence 250 for tools- dia. max. 250 mm S S S S
Aigner Centrex shaper guard S S S S
Electromotive MULTI adjustment system for shaper fence 250 enabling 
parallel alignment and quick adjustments with digital display S S S S

21⅝" (550 mm) fence plates anodised aluminium S S S S
21⅝" (550 mm) fence plates anodised aluminium with safety bar guides O O O O
“Integral“ safety bar guides O O O O
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

Spindle moulder fence quick clamping system 

“Quick-Lock“
Change moulding tools easily and safely 
The “Quick-Lock“ clamping system allows a convenient change of cutters 
on the table router and reduces the risk of injury from slipping. Suitable 
for Ø 3 cm spindles

As an option: Attach and release the moulding 
fence in a single hand movement.
By simply moving the quick-clamp lever, the moulder fence can be fixed in 
the desired position and released completely with just the turn of a hand 
and without any force.

With an additional hand movement, the moulder fence can be completely 
removed from the machine table through a 90-degree rotation of the quick-
clamp lever.

Shapers
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Slot and tenons
Large dimensioned and designed for maximum load bearing capacity, the aluminium 
format sliding table “hovers“ on the “X-Roll“, a highly developed guiding technology. 
The X shape (“X-Roll“) design of the rollers distributes the load optimally on all 
sides. The linear surface of the steel rollers running on the hardened and ground 
guiding surface guarantees unbeatable precision and smoothness. “X-Roll“ will 
guarantee you the quality and precision that you expect from your new tilting 
spindle shaper. Another reason to choose Format4: 10 year factory  
guarantee to underline the reliability of “X-Roll“.

year guarantee
on "X-Roll", the Format4  

sliding table  
guiding system!

Integrated slot and tenoning table

Machine equipment options
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Slot and tenoning table 51⅛" (1,300 mm), anodised S S - -
Slot and tenoning table 80¾" (2,050 mm), anodised O O - -
Slot and tenoning table 98⅜" (2,500 mm), anodised 
incl. support leg O O - -

S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available
Your Format4,  
as individual  

as you!
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profil 92 M  
e-motion

profil 45 Z  
x-motion profil 45 Z profil 45 M  

x-motion profil 45 M

Table opening 15⅝“ (320 mm) 15⅝" (320 mm) 15⅝" (320 mm) 15⅝" (320 mm) 15⅝" (320 mm)
Shaper spindle tilt ±46° +5°–45° 90°–45° +5°–45° 90°–45°
dia. 30 mm spindle shaft S S S S S
Speeds 3,500/4,500/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm S S S S S
Variable speed control up to 10,000 rpm - O O O O
High-speed spindle 15,000 rpm O O O O O
7.5 HP (5.5 kW) - S S S S
10.0 HP (7.35 kW) S O O O O
13.5 HP (10.0 kW) O O O O O
Working height 35“ (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Machine table 45“ x 30“ 
(1,160 x 770 mm)

45" x 20" 
(1,140 x 510 mm)

45" x 20" 
(1,140 x 510 mm)

45" x 30" 
(1,160 x 770 mm)

45" x 30" 
(1,160 x 770 mm)

Length [L1] 45" (1,160 mm) - - 45" (1,160 mm) 45" (1,160 mm)
Length [L2] 98" (2,500 mm) - - 98" (2,500 mm) 98" (2,500 mm)

Length [L3] **

51" (1,300 mm)* - 113" (2,872 mm) 113" (2,872 mm) - -

80" (2,050 mm)* - 181½" (4,610 
mm)

181½" (4,610 
mm) - -

98" (2,500 mm)* - 216" (5,510 mm) 216" (5,510 mm) - -
Width [W1] 46“ (1,172 mm) 50" (1,294 mm) 50" (1,294 mm) 46" (1,172 mm) 46" (1,172 mm)

Width [W2] 12“ (323 mm) 59"/90" 
(1,522/2,288 mm)

59"/90" 
(1,522/2,288 mm) 12" (323 mm) 12" (323 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1675 ibs (760 kg) 1430 lbs (650 kg) 1430 lbs (650 kg) 1606 lbs (730 kg) 1606 lbs (730 kg)
Extraction connection-dia. Shaper fence/spindle 
aggregate below table level 140/80 mm 140/80 mm 140/80 mm 140/80 mm 140/80 mm

*Moveable distance with outrigger table at maximum cutting height,  
**Details of the maximum travelling distance depending on the length of the sliding table.
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Symbolic image profil 45 Z, profil 45 Z x-motion
1) Mains connection (option)

Further information about the technical  
data, individual configuration options and all 
noise level values can be found on  
the internet at www.felder-group.com

Technical data
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Space requirement

Scale

1:50

Shapers

Symbolic image profil 92 M, profil 45 M, 
profil 45 M x-motion
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The heaviest built FELDER shaper ever
The new optimised machine concept of the F 900 M spindle shaper  
convinces in all requirements of professional woodworking. Maximum 
machine construction precision from Austria and high quality premium 
components ensure absolute precision, maximum operating comfort and 
guaranteed reliability. Numerous innovations and proven Felder quality 
ensures that the F 900 M is an absolute highlight in its class.

“Easy Glide“ 
tilting guide system

Spindle locking from 
the outside

rearward tilting 
shaper spindle

Shaper spindle
Quick change system

Table opening:
12⅝" (320 mm)

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

“Quick-Lock“ - 
Change moulding 
tools quickly and 
safely
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F 900 Z
➔ Spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔	Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ “230” shaper fence for  

max. tooling dia. 230 mm
➔	MULTI fine adjustment system for  

spindle shaper fence
➔ Table opening 12⅝" (320 mm)
➔	Below table dust extraction
➔ Electrical height adjustment

F 900 M
➔ Spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔	Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ “230” shaper fence for  

max. tooling dia. 230 mm
➔	MULTI fine adjustment system for  

spindle shaper fence
➔ Table opening 12⅝" (320 mm)
➔ Below table dust extraction
➔ Slot and tenoning table
➔ Electrical height adjustment
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Vibration free stability for perfect results
With the new F 700 M tilting spindle shaper, Felder is n ot only offering 
an affordable solution for all woodworking shops, but also the ideal 
complement to CNC supported processing. With a solid cast iron 
table for vibration free stability, you will be ready for every 
challenge of modern woodworking.

“Power-Drive“ F2
Full electronic 
adjustment

Shaper spindle
Quick change 
system

“Easy Glide“
tilting guide system

Precision spindle 
shaper fence “230“, 
with MULTI-fi ne 
adjustment system

rearward tilting 
shaper spindle

Table opening:
12⅝" (230 mm)

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarifi cation on which options are included.144
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F 700 Z
➔ Spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ “230” shaper fence for 

max. tooling Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ MULTI fine adjustment system 

for shaper fence
➔ Table opening 9" (230 mm)
➔ Below table dust extraction
➔ Electrical height adjustment

F 700 M
➔	Shaper spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔	Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ “230” spindle shaper fence for 

max. tooling dia. 230 mm
➔	MULTI fine adjustment system 

for spindle shaper fence
➔ Table opening 230 mm
➔ Below table dust extraction
➔ Slot and tenoning table
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F 500 MS fg.am/mf-eng
VIDEO

eUS

For convincing spindle shaping results
An unbeatable offer for discerning woodworkers: The large, solid, ribbed 
cast iron table, stable table extensions (F 500 MS), a professional shaper 
fence and height adjustable shaper assembly with dual support, offers 
professional results at a great price.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarifi cation on which options are included.

MF spindle system Switch for forward 
and reverse run

MULTI-fi ne 
adjustment system 
(optional)

Table opening:
180 mm

Safety bar guides 
(optional equipment)
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F 500 M
➔ “220” spindle shaper fence for 

max. tooling dia. 9" (220 mm)
➔ Solid table extensions and 

pull out front support
➔ Height adjustable shaper spindle
➔ Table opening 7" (180 mm)
➔ Forward and reverse run

F 500 MS
➔ “220” spindle shaper fence for 

max. tooling dia. 9" (220 mm)
➔ Height adjustable shaper spindle
➔	MULTI fine adjustment system for spindle 

shaper fence
➔ Table opening 7" (180 mm)
➔ Forward and reverse run
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The FELDER “900“ shaper assembly

The FELDER 900 shaper assembly
Decades of machine construction experience combined with modern production  
techniques is reflected in every detail of the heavy-duty 900 series spindle aggregate.

➔ Useable spindle height of up to 5½" (140 mm) (160 for dia. 40 and 50 mm)
➔ Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ Simple change of the rotation speed from front of machine
➔ Collet chuck spindle for router tools with a speed of 15,000 rpm
➔ Electronic height adjustment with digital LED display
➔ Electronic angle adjustment with digital LED display
➔ Dovetail guidance system of the height adjustment
➔ 2 bearing seats for the shaper spindle
➔ Excellent vibration absorption with heavy cast iron unit
➔ variable speed control 1,500−10,000 rpm
➔ Digital rotation speed display

The high speed spindle can be used 
for all routing tools with a shaft dia. 
6–16 mm. Rotation 15,000 rpm, with 
full motor power of up to 13.5 HP.
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High-speed spindle
Use of the Felder high speed spindle 
for router bits or high speed tools at 
15,000 rpm.

The new FELDER “700“ shaper assembly
Complete new design, the Felder 700 series shaper assembly 
sets standards that are unparalleled.

➔ 4½" (115 mm) spindle operating height above the table
➔ Quick-change system for shaper spindle
➔ Simple change of the rotation speed from front of machine
➔ Highspeed spindle for router tools with a speed of 15,000 rpm
➔ Electronic height adjustment with  

digital LeD display
➔ Electronic angle adjustment with digital LED display
➔ 4 speeds 3500, 6500, 8000, 10,000 rpm
➔ rearward tilt 0° to 45°
➔ Precise, double sided guide support
➔ Dovetail guidance system of the height adjustment
➔ Excellent vibration absorption with heavy cast iron unit

FELDER “700“ shaper assembly

Shapers
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year guarantee
on “Easy-Glide”, the 

Format-4 tilting segment 
guide!Cast iron tilt segments

Precise, double sided guide support

This is why:
➔ Precise, double sided guide 

support
➔ Maximum durability
➔ Play-free tilt
➔ Unaffected by dust
➔ Completely maintenance free
➔ No lubrication required

Tilt segment “Easy-Glide”
The patented tilt segment “Easy-Glide“ used in the Felder 700 
and 900 series saw and spindle shaper aggregates and also 
Format-4, fulfils the highest requirements in business and industry. 
A precise, guided, double-sided support, guarantees maximum 
load bearing and tolerance free tilting and is absolutely  
maintenance free. A special, highly durable synthetic material 
situated in the guide of the tilting segment ensures extremely 
smooth movement and long-lasting precision. The tilting guide 
system, a synthetic material tried and tested in aerospace and 
lock construction, works without the requirement of lubrication 
and is totally resistant to dust. With a 6 year factory guarantee, 
this Felder component offers reliability for many years to come.

Your FELDER, as individual as you!
At Felder it is our company philosophy to offer you the exact machine 
that you require. This is why we offer you the possibility to select 
from the range of specifications and configure the machine that is 
perfect for your requirements.

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!
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Shaper spindle tilt
Smooth and easy

Forward tilting shaper spindles can be dangerous  
and have serious handling disadvantages:
➔ Increased risk of accidents
➔ Limited height of workpiece
➔ Power feeder operation is not possible
➔ Inferior workpiece finish
➔ Poor or even impossible chip removal

Correct spindle tilting “rearwards”  
with maximum operating comfort:
➔ Work safely
➔ Suitable for any workpiece size
➔ Problem-free power feeder use
➔ Impeccable machined surface
➔ Optimal chip removal

Shapers
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The fully electrical “Power-Drive“ con-
trol offers exact adjustment and repeat 
accuracy. The saw blade height and the 
angle settings can be adjusted at the turn 
of a knob, the fine setting adjustments are 
carried out to tenth of a millimetre accu-
racy using a push button. an LeD display 
screen shows the actual current value in 
real time directly on the control panel. 
Series-900 machines also have a digital 
display for the current rotation speed.

Constant repeat accuracy with ”Power-Drive” F2

Comfortable precision with ”Power-Drive” F1
Shaper spindle adjustment accurate to a 
tenth of a mm at the turn of a knob, step 
mode for fine adjustment. Red LED display  
shows actual value of the shaper spindle 
operation height. Spindle tilt using a 
handwheel and integrated digital clock. 
Series-900 machines also have a digital 
display for the current rotation speed.

Shaper spindle control with accuracy to a tenth of a millimetre
Top class FELDER operating comfort

Machine equipment options

F 
50

0 
M

F 
50

0 
M

S

F 
70

0 
Z

F 
70

0 
M

F 
90

0 
Z

F 
90

0 
M

Handwheel with digital display O O S S S S
“Power-Drive“ F1 - - O S S S
“Power-Drive“ F2 - - O O O O
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!
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The shaper spindle quick-change system
The almost unlimited applications of your new machine is 
enhanced even further by the Felder spindle quick change  
system. Spindles with pre-mounted tools for serial shaping work 
and spindles with differing diameters can be changed over in 
seconds. A particular highlight is the Felder high speed spindle 
that can be used for router cutters and run at 15,000 rpm.

For maximum stability and durability the Felder shaper has 
been designed with 2 high quality, high precision bearings!

Advantages of the FELDER spindle quick change system:
➔ Quick, easy change between different types of spindles
➔ Ability to use 30, 32, 35, 40, 50 mm and 1 ¼",  

diameter spindles
➔ Use of the Felder high speed router spindle for  

router bits or high speed tools at 15,000 rpm.
➔ Automatic repeatable setting for series production work

Fig. Example of use F 700

Quick-change system of the shaper spindle
Changing of the spindle shaft with minimal effort

When changing the spindle, the tried and tested shaper 
spindle quick change system ensures maximum productivity. 
Sshapers with different diameters and pre-mounted tools  
for serial shaping work can be swapped over and used in 
seconds.

➔ Loosen the belt
➔ By pulling out the pin that ´blocks the spindle from turning 

you can lift the spindle shaft straight out
➔ Pull the pin out once again when you want to put in a 

new spindle
➔ Tighten the belt again - finished!

“Quick-Lock“
Change molding tools more quickly and safely
The Quick-lock clamping system reduces the risk of slipping by 
a convenient change of cutters on the table router. Suitable for 
0 to 30 mm (1⅛“) spindles

Shapers
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The precision ”230” shaper fence
The fence is suitable for tools with a diameter up to max. dia. 
9" (230). The fine adjustment of the outfeed fence can be set 
between -5 to +25 mm. The extraction of the dust is done via 
the integrated extraction connection.

The dual extraction system from the shaper 
fence and the chip collection under the 
shaping table, ensures that the machine stays 
clean and excellent results are achieved.

Machine equipment options

F 
50

0 
M

F 
50

0 
M

S

F 
70

0 
Z

F 
70

0 
M

F 
90

0 
Z

F 
90

0 
M

Shaper fence “220“, 12⅝" (320 mm) fence plates S S - - - -
Shaper fence “230“, 15¾" (400 mm) fence plates O O S S - -
Shaper fence “230“, 21⅝" (550 mm) fence plates - - - - S S
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Shaper fence “230“ with MULTI-fine adjustment system
Easy operation from above

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!
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Machine equipment options

F 
50

0 
M

F 
50

0 
M

S

F 
70

0 
Z

F 
70

0 
M

F 
90

0 
Z

F 
90

0 
M

MULTI-fine adjustment system for the shaper fence “230” O O S S S S
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

Hardened anodised aluminium fence 
plates are standard. The outfeed fence 

plates can be adjusted using the scale to 
any position between –5 and +25 mm.

Shaper tooling dia. up to 230 mm

Easy operation from above

MULTI-fine  
adjustment system
The MULTI-fine adjustment system  
guarantees the parallel guiding of the 
fence and enables the quick adjustment of 
the shaper fence to the tool diameter.

Its quicker with the MULTI-fine  
adjustment system!
➔ Automatic repeat setting  

after removing the fence
➔ Parallel adjustments of the shaper fence
➔ Quick and accurate adjustment
➔ Measurement scale for depth of cut

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

Shapers
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Slot and tenoning perfection
Large dimensioned and designed with 
high use in mind, the aluminium format 
sliding table “hovers“ on the “X-Roll“, a 
highly developed guiding technology for 
Felder sliding tables. The X shape (“X-Roll“) 
design of the rollers distributes the load 
optimally on all sides. The linear surface 
of the steel rollers running on the hardened 
and ground guiding surface guarantees 
unbeatable precision and smoothness.

This is why:
➔ Extremely smooth, durable 

guiding system. The roller 
bearings have no single 
point of contact!

➔ Dust resistant construction of 
the guiding system, ensuring 
clean and dust free guides

➔ Hardened and ground 
bearing tracks

As and when required: Adapt your  
working surface to the workpiece
Ever since 1969 the Felder table extensions have  
proved themselves a thousands times over. In just a few 
seconds and without tools you can increase the support 
length of your machine by up to 78" (2,000 mm).

Slot and tenoning perfection
High quality components ensure reliability

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

year guarantee
on “X-Roll”, the Felder  
sliding table guiding 

system!

Machine equipment options

F 
50

0 
M

F 
50

0 
M

S

F 
70

0 
Z

F 
70

0 
M

F 
90

0 
Z

F 
90

0 
M

Slot and tenoning table 39" (1,000 mm) - - S - - -
Slot and tenoning table 51" (1,300 mm) - - - - S -
Slot and tenoning table 80" (2,050 mm) - - O - O -
Slot and tenoning table 98⅜" (2,500 mm) - - - - O -
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available
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Long, solid machine table
Made from cast iron which ensures  
vibration-free stability, even when  
processing heavy workpieces.

Pull out support
The sturdy front pull out support extends the work  
surface by up to 15¾" (400 mm)

Long, solid machine table
Reliability even when processing heavy workpieces

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

Shapers
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Symbolic image F 500 M, F 500 MS, F 700 M, F 900 M
1) Mains connection (option)
2) Extraction connection-dia. Shaper fence

F 900 M F 900 Z F 700 M F 700 Z F 500 M F 500 MS
Table opening 12⅝" (320 mm) 12⅝" (320 mm) 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 7" (180 mm) 7" (180 mm)

Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° - -

dia. 30 mm spindle shaft S S S S S S

Speed 3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm - - - - S S

Speeds: 3,500/6,500/8,000/10,000 rpm - - S S - -

Speeds 3,500/4,500/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm S S - - - -

Variable speed control up to 10,000 rpm O O - - - -

High-speed spindle O O O O O O

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - - S -

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) - - S S O S

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) S S O O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O O O - -

13.5 HP (10.0 kW) O O - - - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Machine table 45⅝" x 30¼"  
(1,160 x 770 mm)

44⅞" x 20⅛"  
(1,140 x 510 mm)

45⅝" x 30¼"  
(1,160 x 770 mm)

38¼" x 17⅜"  
(970 x 440 mm)

39⅜" x 21¾"  
(1,000 x 550 mm)

39⅜" x 21¾"  
(1,000 x 550 mm)

Length [L1] 47¼" (1,200 mm) - 47¼" (1,200 mm) - 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm)

Length [L2] 98" (2,500 mm) - 86" (2,200 mm) - - 78¾" (2,000 mm)

Length [L3]**

39⅜" (1,000 mm)* - - - 85⅞" (2,182 mm) - -
51" (1,300 mm)* - 121" (3,090 mm) - - - -
80" (2,050 mm)* - 175" (4,465 mm) - 171⅝" (4,360 mm) - -
98" (2,500 mm)* - 211" (5,373 mm) - - - -

Width [W1] 35"–47" (890–1,210 mm) 38" (970 mm) 34⅜"–47⅛"  
(874–1,197 mm) 34¼" (870 mm) 27½" (700 mm) 30⅜"–43⅛"  

(770–1,096 mm)

Width [W2] - 58"–88"  
(1,492–2,256 mm) - 58"–88"  

(1,492–2,256 mm) - -

Extraction connection-dia. Shaper fence/shaper  
assembly below table level 120/80 mm 120/80 mm 120/80 mm 120/80 mm 120 mm 120 mm

*Scope of movement with outrigger table attached, **Details of the maximum travelling distance depending on the length of the sliding table.  
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

L1

L2

W
1

Space requirement

Scale

1:50
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F 900 M F 900 Z F 700 M F 700 Z F 500 M F 500 MS
Table opening 12⅝" (320 mm) 12⅝" (320 mm) 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 7" (180 mm) 7" (180 mm)

Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° - -

dia. 30 mm spindle shaft S S S S S S

Speed 3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm - - - - S S

Speeds: 3,500/6,500/8,000/10,000 rpm - - S S - -

Speeds 3,500/4,500/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm S S - - - -

Variable speed control up to 10,000 rpm O O - - - -

High-speed spindle O O O O O O

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - - S -

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) - - S S O S

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) S S O O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O O O - -

13.5 HP (10.0 kW) O O - - - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Machine table 45⅝" x 30¼"  
(1,160 x 770 mm)

44⅞" x 20⅛"  
(1,140 x 510 mm)

45⅝" x 30¼"  
(1,160 x 770 mm)

38¼" x 17⅜"  
(970 x 440 mm)

39⅜" x 21¾"  
(1,000 x 550 mm)

39⅜" x 21¾"  
(1,000 x 550 mm)

Length [L1] 47¼" (1,200 mm) - 47¼" (1,200 mm) - 39⅜" (1,000 mm) 39⅜" (1,000 mm)

Length [L2] 98" (2,500 mm) - 86" (2,200 mm) - - 78¾" (2,000 mm)

Length [L3]**

39⅜" (1,000 mm)* - - - 85⅞" (2,182 mm) - -
51" (1,300 mm)* - 121" (3,090 mm) - - - -
80" (2,050 mm)* - 175" (4,465 mm) - 171⅝" (4,360 mm) - -
98" (2,500 mm)* - 211" (5,373 mm) - - - -

Width [W1] 35"–47" (890–1,210 mm) 38" (970 mm) 34⅜"–47⅛"  
(874–1,197 mm) 34¼" (870 mm) 27½" (700 mm) 30⅜"–43⅛"  

(770–1,096 mm)

Width [W2] - 58"–88"  
(1,492–2,256 mm) - 58"–88"  

(1,492–2,256 mm) - -

Extraction connection-dia. Shaper fence/shaper  
assembly below table level 120/80 mm 120/80 mm 120/80 mm 120/80 mm 120 mm 120 mm

*Scope of movement with outrigger table attached, **Details of the maximum travelling distance depending on the length of the sliding table.  
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image F 700 Z, F 900 Z
1) Mains connection F 900 Z
2) Mains connection F 700 Z
3) Extraction connection-dia. (shaper fence)

L3

W
1

W
2
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The tilting shaper spindle with 
incredible performance and 
ease of use!
... the quick change between the 4 speeds, the precise and time saving 
adjustment, the professional shaper fence, the tiltable spindle and the slot 
and tenoning table: In addition to a precise machine construction, the F3 
also offers a machine concept for maximum demands at the lowest price!

➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (5.5 kW)
➔ Shaper spindle tilt from 90° to 45°
➔ 4-speed shaper 3,000/6,000/ 

8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Slot and tenoning table 31" (800 mm) 
➔ Solid cast iron tables and assemblies
➔ “220” shaper fence for  

max. tool dia. 8½" (220 mm)

F3

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Shaper spindle tilt 
from 90° to 45°

Slot and  
tenoning

The MULTI fine 
adjustment system with 
parallel alignment  
and quick adjustment

MF spindle system
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The “forward” tilting shaper  
with serious operational disadvantages:
➔ Increased risk of accidents, such as increased kickback
➔ Limited height of workpiece
➔ Power feeder usage restricted or not possible
➔ Necessary to place the shaping tool at the top of the spindle 

which leads to vibration, which has an effect on the shaping 
surface and puts excessive load on the spindle bearings

The “rearward” tilting spindle  
has the following advantages:
➔ Safe operation, the workpiece covers the shaping tool
➔ Suitable for any workpiece size
➔ Problem-free use of power feeders
➔ Excellent shaping finish and substantially  

smaller load on the spindle bearings

Hammer shaper assembly guarantee you the highest precision for 
standard shaping work and when using heavy-duty shaping tools  
for slot and tenoning! 
 
Totally vibration-free and reliably precise when shaping - the cast  
iron shaper table! The 90°–45° rearward tilting spindle (exception 
C3 31/B3 basic) saves tooling costs and guarantees maximum  
versatility and working safety. Extreme smoothness and precision:  
The shaping spindle hangs in two places from the machine table.  
The solid cast iron tilting segments guarantee precision at any angle 
required with a tilted spindle. The shaper fence is fine adjustable  
and equipped with anodised shaper fence plates.

4 rotational speeds: select the speed that 
corresponds to the diameter of the tool.

Shaper fence 220 for tools up to a  
maximum diameter of 8½" (220 mm).  
The fence plates are anodised. The out-
feed fence can be adjusted from –¼"  
to 1" (–5 mm to +25 mm).

The standard: Shaper spindle-dia. 
30 mm for standard shaping tools 
for all “classic” shaping work.

The heavy, double sided cast 
iron suspension of the shaper 
assembly provides stability and 
maximum smoothness.

Shaping with Hammer

Shapers
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NEW: Spindle shaper fence with  
MULTI adjustment system (optional).

Consistently even pressure and maximum work 
safety for an absolutely even jointing result

Impressive details

Unique in its class: spindle shaft change 
in no time at all - the new quick change 
spindle shaft system from the Felder Group 
brings professional productivity to every 
workshop. Spindles with various diameters 
(30, 32, 35 mm and 1¼“) can be changed 
quickly and easily without having to modify 
the current settings. Regardless of your position, 
the shaper spindle can be released with a 
few simple movements and then securely 
fixed again. The cutter spindle change 
system is available as part of the basic 
equipment of all milling and combination 
machines in the Felder 500 series.

➔	Shaper spindle change in next to no time
➔	Different shaper spindle diameters
➔	Use of router bits

Spindle shaft quick change system
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Space requirement

Scale

1:50

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Technical data

F3
Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45°

Shaper spindle-dia. 30 mm, 100 mm useable  
height maximum above table operating height S

Rotation speed 3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm S

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) O

Working height 33⅝" (855 mm)

Machine table 37⅜" x 14⅝"  
(950 x 370 mm)

Length [L]**
31½" (800 mm)* 81¾" (2,076 mm)
49¼" (1,250 mm)* 106¾" (2,710 mm)
78¾" (2,000 mm)* 167⅜" (4,250 mm)

Width [W1] 27½" (700 mm)

Width [W2] 43¼" (1,100 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 770 lbs (350 kg)

Vacuum connection-dia. Shaper fence/below table level 120/80 mm
*Scope of movement with outrigger table attached,  
**Details of the maximum travelling distance depending on the length of the sliding table.  
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Symbolic image F3
1) Extraction connection-dia. Shaper fence

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

L3

W
1

W
2

Shapers
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Motor power

4.0–5.5 HP
(3.0–4.0 kW)

5.5 HP
(4,0 kW)

4.0–10.0 HP
(3.0–7.35 kW)

5.5–10.0 HP
(4.0–7.35 kW)

4.0–5.5 HP
(3.0–4.0 kW)

Page 166

Page 167

Page 168

Page 178

Page 179

B3 basic/winner/comfort

B3 perform

KF 500/professional

KF 700/professional

KF 700 S professional
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OVERVIEW: SAW/SHAPER

Control Price category

39⅜"–80¾"  
(1,000–2,050 mm)

4" (102 mm) 7" (180 mm) 90°–45°

98⅞" (2,500 mm) 4" (103 mm) 7" (180 mm) 90°–45°

51⅛"–98⅞"  
(1,300–2,500 mm)

4" (104 mm) 9" (230 mm) 90°–45°

98⅞"–126"  
(2,500–3,200 mm)

4" (104 mm) 9" (230 mm) 90°–45°

31½"–78¾"  
(800–2,000 mm)

4" (103 mm) 7" (180 mm) 90°–45°

Table opening Shaper and  
saw blade tilt

Cutting length Cutting height
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Performance and precision without compromise
Panel saw and tilting shaper spindle - with the KF 700 shaper spindle Felder has 
combined two top quality professional woodworking machines forming an unbeatable 
combination. Innovative detail solutions, tried and tested Felder technology and 
perfect components for perfect woodworking.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

“X-Roll“ sliding table 
guiding system

Remote ON switch, 
directly on the  
sliding table

rearward tilting 
spindle

Shaper spindle  
quick change system

“Easy-Glide“ 
tilting guide system

Precision  
shaper fence
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➔ Cutting height 4" (104 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Shaper spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ “230” shaper spindle fence for  

max. tooling Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ 51"–59" (1,300/1,500 mm)  

outrigger table

KF 700 S professional
➔ Cutting height 4" (104 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Shaper spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ “230” shaper spindle fence for  

max. tooling Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence 102" (2,600 mm)
➔ 80 1/2" (2,050 mm) sliding table
➔ 43" (1,100 mm) outrigger table

➔ Cutting height 4" (104 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Shaper spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ “230” shaper spindle fence for  

max. tooling Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ Format sliding table 51" (1,300 mm)

KF 700 professional KF 700
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Felder quality with every cut
The Felder KF 500 is the great value saw shaper for professional  
woodworking. The tiltable saw blade, the precise professional fence  
and the patented aluminum format sliding table “X-Roll“ with a 10 year  
factory guarantee as well as the proven 500 shaper unit, ensures reliability,  
stability and excellent results. With the 80½" (2,050 mm) sliding table  
and 43" (1,100 mm) outrigger table included in the professional package,  
the KF 500 can easily compete with the larger machines.

“X-Roll“ sliding table 
guiding system

Fine adjustment of 
the rip fence

MF spindle system Precision  
spindle fence

Cutting height 4" 
(102 mm) 
Saw blade  
Ø 12" (315 mm)

rearward tilting 
spindle

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.168
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➔ Cutting height 4" (102 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Shaper spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ “230” shaper fence for  

max. tool Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence  

102¼" (2,600 mm) 500 Series
➔ 80½" (2,050 mm) sliding table
➔ 43" (1,100 mm) outrigger table

➔ Cutting height 4" (102 mm)
➔ adjustable saw blade angle 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ Shaper spindle tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ “220” shaper fence for  

max. tool Ø 8½" (220 mm)
➔ 51" (1,300 mm) crosscut fence
➔ 39" (1,000 mm) Format sliding

KF 500 professional KF 500
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FELDER panel saw highlights

Scoring unit
For chip free cuts in laminated panels. The saw blade  
can be mechanically or electrically driven and can  
be adjusted in both height and lateral position.

The FELDER circular saw unit “104”
Manufactured entirely from cast iron, the new Felder "104" saw  
unit fulfils the highest demands of modern woodworking.

➔ 4" (104 mm) cutting height with a 12⅜" (315 mm) saw blade diameter
➔ Electrical height and angle adjustment of the  

saw unit with LeD display (“Power-Drive“ K2)
➔ Precise height adjustment via precision linear guides
➔ Optimal extraction with a completely enclosed saw aggregate
➔ Large scale, double ball bearing saw arbor

year guarantee
on “Easy-Glide”, the Felder 

tilting segment guide!
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FELDER Format Sliding Table
The Felder aluminum format sliding table is designed for ma-
ximum load bearing and running smoothness. The exclusive 
use of aluminum ensures that the „mono profile“ of the sliding 
table and base track is completely resistant to warpage,  
regardless of the temperature. The X shape (“X-Roll“) design of 
the rollers distributes the load optimally on all sides. The “X-Roll 
guiding system“ and numerous further details that can be found 
in the Felder 700 Series have been protected with  
patents - this much technology and precision deserves  
the title of “World-Class“!

Solid outrigger for  
every challenge
The solid outrigger table 
makes it possible to process 
large and heavy workpieces. 
There are four ball bearing 
guide rollers in the outrigger 
telescopic arm for maximum 
precision and smoothness.  
For customized perfection in 
woodworking, you can  
optionally equip your Felder 
saw with a 1,300 Felder  
outrigger or the 1,500 
 premium version.rip fence

The rip fence is easy and smooth to 
adjust, with a single-handed clamping 
mechanism. Beim präzisen Justieren 
hilft die integrierte Feineinstellung. a rip 
capacity of 31" (800 mm) is standard 
with the option of upgrading to a rip 
capacity of 49" (1,250 mm). The rip 
scale is easy to read and perfectly 
integrated into the machine table.

year guarantee
on “X-Roll”,  

the Felder sliding table 
guiding system!

Machine equipment options
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43" (1,100 mm)  
outrigger table O S O S -

51" (1,300 mm)  
outrigger table O O O O S

59" (1,500 mm)  
outrigger table - - - - W

S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available      
W ...Option available without a surcharge

Machine equipment options
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Format sliding table, 39" (1,000 mm)* S - - - -
Format sliding table, 51" (1,300 mm)* O - S - -
Format sliding table, 61" (1,550 mm)* O - O - -
Format sliding table, 80½" (2,050 mm)* O S O S -
Format sliding table, 98" (2,500 mm)* - - O O S
Format sliding table, 110" (2,800 mm)* - - - - O
Format sliding table, 126" (3,200 mm)* - - - - O
Remote ON switch on sliding table - - O O O
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available      
* … Cutting length with outrigger table at maximum cutting height

Saw Shapers
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Accurate angle adjustment with the  
miter index system and fence length compensation
Scales and Nonius eliminate reading errors. No lost time with  
painstaking cautious attempts at setting the angle value. Hundred  
percent accurate adjustment and position locking are the advantages  
of the precision miter guide index system. 
 
Highly precise index points enable the exact production of polygons  
as well as e.g. 5.625° (32 sides), 11.25° (16 sides), 22.5° (8 sides). 
Additional index points at 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 40° and 45°  
can be used when the crosscut fence is both at the front and at the 
back of the outrigger.  
 
Each locking point is provided with length compensation and can be 
individually finely adjusted.Each locking point is provided with length 
compensation and can be individually finely adjusted.

Machine equipment options
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Precision miter index system O O O O O
Precision miter index with cutting length 
compensation for 51"/59" 
(1,300/1,500 mm) outrigger

- - O O O

O … Option     - … Not available

Outrigger crosscut fence
The outrigger crosscut fence with  
an adjustable length of up to 102"  
(2,600 mm) can be moved to any  
position between 90° and 45° for  
miter cuts. A miter index system with 
locking points at 5° intervals is  
available as an option.

Machine equipment options
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43" (1,100 mm) outrigger table O S O S -
51" (1,300 mm) outrigger table O O O O S
59" (1,500 mm) outrigger table - - - - W
102" (2,600 mm) outrigger crosscut fence O S O S S
126" (3,200 mm) outrigger crosscut fence - - O O O
O … Option     - … Not available

Outrigger crosscut  
fence 500 Series
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The new FELDER “700“ 
spindle aggregate
Complete new design, the Felder 700 
Series spindle aggregate sets standards 
that are unparalleled.

➔ 115 mm spindle useable height above 
the table (140/160 mm)

➔ Quick-change system for moulder spindle
➔ 4 rotating speeds 3,500, 6,500, 

8,000, 10,000 rpm
➔ Table opening 9" (230 mm)

Slot and  
tenoning perfection
Large dimensioned and designed with 
high use in mind, the aluminium format 
sliding table “hovers“ on the “X-Roll“, a 
highly developed guiding technology 
for Felder sliding tables. The X shape 
("X-Roll“) design of the rollers distributes 
the load optimally on all sides. The linear 
surface of the steel rollers running on the 
hardened and ground guiding surface 
guarantees unbeatable precision and 
smoothness. “X-Roll“ will guarantee you 
the quality and precision that you expect 
from your new panel saw. Another reason 
to choose Felder: Ten year factory guaran-
tee to underline the reliability of “X-Roll“.

Saw Shapers
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Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

FELDER shaper highlights

Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45°
The tilting shaper spindle for unrestricted work:  
This hugely increases the range of application of your  
Felder and also saves on tool costs from day one. 
The shaper spindle can be tilted to the  
required angle easily and smoothly.

Quick-change system for shaper spindle
The complete spindle including mounted tooling can be  
removed from the shaper in seconds, without losing any settings. 
The automatic repeat accuracy guarantees absolutely precise 
series production with incredibly quick changeover times.  
Different shaper spindles with diameters of 25, 30, 32,  
35, 40, 50 mm as well as ¾“ and 1¼“ can be  
inserted in record time.

the precision “230” shaper spindle fence
The fence is suitable for tools with a diameter up to max. Ø 9" (230). 
The fine adjustment of the outfeed fence can be set between 
 -5 to +25 mm. The extraction of the dust is done via the integrated 
extraction connection. The table opening is 9" (230 mm) (180 mm 
with 500 Series), this is a big advantage when panel raising:  
The tool can be lowered below the moulder table level.

Spindle shaft quick change system
Unique in its class: Shaper spindle change in next to no time –  
the new MF spindle shaft change system from Felder brings  
professional productivity into every workshop. Routers and  
spindles with various diameters (30, 32, 35, 50 mm and 1¼“)  
can be changed quickly and easily without having to change the  
current settings. Regardless of your position, the shaper spindle can  
be released with a few simple movements and then securely fixed again.
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Constant setting repeatability of the shaper spindle ...
The fully electrical “Power-Drive” control offers exact adjustment  
and repeat accuracy. The saw blade height and the angle settings can be 
adjusted at the turn of a knob, the fine setting adjustments are carried out to 
tenth of a millimeter accuracy using a push button. An LED display screen 
shows the actual current value in real time directly on the control panel.

... and saw blade with “Power Drive“
Similarly, the saw blade height and angle settings can be set to an accuracy  
of a tenth of a millimeter. For fine tuning there is also a push button and  
a clear LED display screen to show you the actual current value.

Machine equipment options Panel saw Shaper spindle
“Power-Drive” “Power-Drive”

KF 500 - -
KF 500 professional - -
KF 700 O O
KF 700 professional O O
KF 700 S professional O O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

The MULTI-fine adjustment system
additional to the parallel guiding  
of the spindle fence the MULTI- 
adjustment system also enables
➔ The quick adjustment to the tool diameter
➔ Automatic repeat setting  

after removing the fence
➔ Parallel adjustments of the  

moulder fence
➔ Quick and accurate adjustment
➔ Measurement scale for depth of cut

Machine equipment options
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MULTI-fine adjustment system for the shaper fence “230” O S O S S
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

Saw Shapers
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Symbolic image KF 500,  
KF 500 P, KF 700
1) Extraction connection KF 500 P, KF 700
2) Extraction connection KF 500, KF 500 P

L

W
1

W
2

Space requirement

Scale

1:50

KF 700 S professional KF 700 professional KF 700 KF 500 professional KF 500
Cutting height 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (102 mm) 4" (102 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Table opening 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 7" (180 mm) 7" (180 mm)

Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S S S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S O O O O

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O O O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O O - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Length [L]**

39" (1,000 mm)* - - - - 111¼" (2,826 mm)

51" (1,300 mm)* - - 111¼" (2,828 mm) - 131" (3,326 mm)

61" (1,550 mm)* - - 131" (3,328 mm) - -
80½" (2,050 mm)* - 171" (4,361 mm) 171" (4,361 mm) 171" (4,361 mm) 171" (4,361 mm)
98" (2,500 mm)* 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) - -
110" (2,800 mm)* 230" (5,858 mm) - - - -
126" (3,200 mm)* 262" (6,658 mm) - - - -

Width [W1]
42"/59"  

(1,058/1,493 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,058/1,493 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,058/1,493 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,063/1,498 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,063/1,498 mm)

Width [W2]
74"/104"  

(1,872–2,636 mm)
74"/104"  

(1,872–2,636 mm)
74" / 104"  

(1,872–2,636 mm)
69" / 104"  

(1,750–2,636 mm)
69"/104"  

(1,750–2,636 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,565 lbs (710 kg) 1,411 lbs (640 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 772 lbs (350 kg)

Extraction connection-Ø saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 4 ⅝"/2" (3 ⅛")  
120/50 (80) mm

4⅝"/2" (3⅛")  
120/50 (80) mm

4⅝" / 2" (3⅛")  
120/50 (80) mm 4⅝"/2" (120/50 mm) 4⅝"/2" (120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle aggregate 
below table level

4⅝"/3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

4⅝"/3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

4⅝"/3⅛"  
(120/80 mm) 4⅝" (120 mm) 4⅝" (120 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height,  
**Details of the maximum travelling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available
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Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image KF 700 P, KF 700 SPL

W
1

W
2

KF 700 S professional KF 700 professional KF 700 KF 500 professional KF 500
Cutting height 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (102 mm) 4" (102 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Table opening 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 7" (180 mm) 7" (180 mm)

Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S S S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S O O O O

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O O O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O O - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Length [L]**

39" (1,000 mm)* - - - - 111¼" (2,826 mm)

51" (1,300 mm)* - - 111¼" (2,828 mm) - 131" (3,326 mm)

61" (1,550 mm)* - - 131" (3,328 mm) - -
80½" (2,050 mm)* - 171" (4,361 mm) 171" (4,361 mm) 171" (4,361 mm) 171" (4,361 mm)
98" (2,500 mm)* 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) - -
110" (2,800 mm)* 230" (5,858 mm) - - - -
126" (3,200 mm)* 262" (6,658 mm) - - - -

Width [W1]
42"/59"  

(1,058/1,493 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,058/1,493 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,058/1,493 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,063/1,498 mm)
42"/59"  

(1,063/1,498 mm)

Width [W2]
74"/104"  

(1,872–2,636 mm)
74"/104"  

(1,872–2,636 mm)
74" / 104"  

(1,872–2,636 mm)
69" / 104"  

(1,750–2,636 mm)
69"/104"  

(1,750–2,636 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,565 lbs (710 kg) 1,411 lbs (640 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 772 lbs (350 kg)

Extraction connection-Ø saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 4 ⅝"/2" (3 ⅛")  
120/50 (80) mm

4⅝"/2" (3⅛")  
120/50 (80) mm

4⅝" / 2" (3⅛")  
120/50 (80) mm 4⅝"/2" (120/50 mm) 4⅝"/2" (120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle aggregate 
below table level

4⅝"/3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

4⅝"/3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

4⅝"/3⅛"  
(120/80 mm) 4⅝" (120 mm) 4⅝" (120 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height,  
**Details of the maximum travelling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available

Saw Shapers
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B3 perform fg.am/mf-eng
VIDEO

fg.am/b3eng
VIDEO

B3 perform B3 comfort B3 winner B3 basic

eUS

a “combination machine” can also fulfill professional requirements, as long 
as it is a Hammer! The B3 perform impresses both as sliding table panel 
saw and as a tilting spindle moulder, in every detail. The heavy duty industrial 
format sliding table, the large dimensioned outrigger table with workpiece 
roller, the scale on the crosscut fence tilted to the user, the professional rip 
fence running along a round bar, four speeds for the tilting moulder spindle 
and the large dimensioned spindle fence - Details that in this  
performance class, can only be found in a Hammer!

➔ 2 motors 5.5 HP
➔ Saw blade and spindle tiltable 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional) 
➔ 4 moulding speeds 3,000/6,000/ 

8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Winner rip fence with round  

guiding bar with fine-adjustment
➔ Outrigger table with workpiece roller
➔ Format sliding table 98" (2,500 mm)
➔ Miter index system (optional)
➔ 102" (2,600 mm) double miter crosscut 

fence on the outrigger table
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units

Panel saw with integrated 
tilting shaper spindle

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

The aluminium sliding 
table, the heart of every  
panel saw

The MULTI fine  
adjustment system with 
parallel alignment and 
quick adjustment

Spindle moulder  
tiltable from 90°–45°

Grooving, slot  
and tenoning  
with the saw

MF spindle systemSaw blade  
tilt 90°–45°
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➔ 2 motors 4.0 HP (5.5 HP)
➔ Saw blade and spindle tiltable 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ 4 moulding speeds 3,000/6,000/ 

8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Rip fence winner with round guiding bar
➔ 49" (1,250 mm) sliding  

table (optional 78")
➔ 35" (900 mm) double miter crosscut fence
➔ Preparation for dado tooling 

up to 3/4" (19.5 mm) width (optional)
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units

➔ 2 motors 4.0 HP
➔ Saw blade tilts from 90°–45°
➔ Cutting width 0–27 ½" (700 mm)
➔ 4 moulding speeds 3,000/6,000/ 

8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ 31" (800 mm) sliding table (optional 49")
➔ 35" (900 mm) double miter crosscut fence
➔ Preparation for dado tooling up  

to ¾" (19.5 mm) width (optional)
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units

➔ 2 motors 4.0 HP (5.5 HP)
➔ Saw blade and spindle tiltable 90°–45°
➔ 31" (800 mm) rip capacity (49" optional)
➔ 4 moulding speeds 3,000/6,000/ 

8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Rip fence winner with round guiding bar
➔ Outrigger table
➔ Format sliding table 78" (2,000 mm)
➔ Miter index 
➔ 51" (1,300 mm) double  

miter crosscut fence
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
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Space requirement

Scale

1:50

B3 perform B3 winner comfort B3 winner B3 basic
Cutting height 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Moulder spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° -

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S - - -

Working height 34⅝" (880 mm) 34⅝" (880 mm) 34⅝" (880 mm) 34⅝" (880 mm)

Length [L]**

31" (800 mm*) - - - 71¼" (1,810 mm)
49" (1,250 mm*) - - 106⅝" (2,710 mm) 106⅝" (2,710 mm)
98" (2,000 mm*) - 172 ⅜" (4,380 mm) 172⅜" (4,380 mm) -
98" (2,500 mm*) 204⅞" (5,205 mm) - - -

Width [W1] 40¾" (1,035 mm) 61" (1,550 mm) 61" (1,550 mm) 43½" (1,110 mm)
Width [W2] 67½" (1,720 mm) 43¼" (1,100 mm) 43¼" (1,100 mm) 43¼" (1,100 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,257 lbs (570 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 772 lbs (350 kg)

Extraction connection-Ø saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle aggregate 
below table level

4¾"–3 1/8"  
(120/80 mm)

4¾"–3 1/8"  
(120/80 mm)

4¾"–3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

4¾"–3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height,  
**Details of the maximum traveling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available

Technical data

Symbolic image B3 perform

L

W
1

W
2
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B3 perform B3 winner comfort B3 winner B3 basic
Cutting height 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm) 4" (103 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Moulder spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° -

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S - - -

Working height 34⅝" (880 mm) 34⅝" (880 mm) 34⅝" (880 mm) 34⅝" (880 mm)

Length [L]**

31" (800 mm*) - - - 71¼" (1,810 mm)
49" (1,250 mm*) - - 106⅝" (2,710 mm) 106⅝" (2,710 mm)
98" (2,000 mm*) - 172 ⅜" (4,380 mm) 172⅜" (4,380 mm) -
98" (2,500 mm*) 204⅞" (5,205 mm) - - -

Width [W1] 40¾" (1,035 mm) 61" (1,550 mm) 61" (1,550 mm) 43½" (1,110 mm)
Width [W2] 67½" (1,720 mm) 43¼" (1,100 mm) 43¼" (1,100 mm) 43¼" (1,100 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,257 lbs (570 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 882 lbs (400 kg) 772 lbs (350 kg)

Extraction connection-Ø saw aggregate/saw guard (overhead) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm) 4¾"–2" (120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle aggregate 
below table level

4¾"–3 1/8"  
(120/80 mm)

4¾"–3 1/8"  
(120/80 mm)

4¾"–3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

4¾"–3⅛"  
(120/80 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height,  
**Details of the maximum traveling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image B3 basic, B3 winner, 
B3 winner comfort

L

W
1

W
2

Saw Shapers
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Motor power Control

5.5–10.0 HP 
(4.0–7.35 kW)

4.0–10.0 HP 
(3.0–7.35 kW)

4.0–5.5 HP 
(3.0–4.0 kW)

Page 184

Page 185

Page 186

CF 741 S professional

CF 741 professional

CF 531 professional

4,0–5,5 Cv 
(3.0–4.0 kW)

4,0–5,5 Cv 
(3.0–4.0 kW)

4,0 Cv 
(3.0 kW)

4,0 Cv 
(3.0 kW)

Page 202

Page 200

Page 201

Page 203

C3 31 perform

C3 41 perform

C3 31 basic/winner/comfort

C3 41 basic/winner/comfort
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Price categoryTable opening Moulder 
spindle tilt

Cutting length Cutting height

98"–125"  
(2,500–3,200mm)

4"  
(104 mm)

9" (230 mm) 90°–45°16 ⅛" (410 mm) 
15 ⅞" (404 mm)

⅛"–9"  
(3–230 mm)

51"–98"  
(1,300–2,500 mm)

4" 
(104 mm)

9" (230 mm) 90°–45°16 ⅛" (410 mm) 
15⅞" (404 mm)

⅛"–9" 
(3–230 mm)

39"–98"  
(1,000–2,500 mm)

4"
 (102 mm)

7" (180 mm) 90°–45°12 ⅛" (310 mm) 
12" (306 mm)

⅛"–8 ⅞" 
(4–220 mm)

Surface planing width/
thicknessing width

Thicknessing  
height min.-max.

16 ⅛“ 
(410 
mm) 

406 mm

12 ⅛“ (310 mm) 
12“ (306 mm)

12 ⅛“ (310 mm) 
12“ (306 mm)

16 ⅛“ 
(410 
mm) 

406 mm

98“
 (2,500 mm)

98“
 (2,500 mm)

4“
 (103 mm)

4“
 (103 mm)

7“ (180 mm)

7“ (180 mm)

–

–

⅛“–8 ⅞“ 
(4–225 mm)

⅛“–8 ⅞“ 
(4–225 mm)

34“–81“
 865–2.050 mm

34“–81“
865–2.050 mm

4“
 (103 mm)

4“
 (103 mm)

7“ (180 mm)

7“ (180 mm)

–

–

⅛“–8 ⅞“ 
(4–225 mm)

⅛“–8 ⅞“ 
(4–225 mm)
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CF 741 S professional VIDEO
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eUS

a perfect combination  
of 5 stand alone machines
The CF 741 S professional combination machine is the premium machine 
for modern woodworking and with its different equipment packages leaves 
nothing to be desired. The all-rounder impresses with its well laid out  
machine design and offers the perfection and user comfort provided by 
stand alone professional machines, in an incredibly small area.  
The machine offers excellent quality when planing, sawing,  
moulding and mortising.

“X-Roll“ sliding table 
guiding system

Silent-POWer® 
Spiral Cutterblock

“Power-Drive“  
Full electronic  
adjustment

Moulder spindle  
quick change system

Precision  
spindle fence

Change the blades  
in record time

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.184
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➔ 16" (410 mm) Jointer width
➔ 65" (1,650 mm) Jointer length
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ 2-speed synchronised feed,  

20 and 39 ft/min (6 and 12 m/min)
➔ Spindle moulder tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ “230” spindle moulder fence for  

max. tooling Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ MULTI-fine adjustment system
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ 80" (2,050 mm) sliding table  

(optional 98"/2,500 mm)
➔ 43" (1,100) outrigger table
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence  

102"–125" (2,600/3,200 mm)

➔ 16" (410 mm) Jointer width
➔ 65" (1,650 mm) Jointer length
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ 2-speed synchronised feed,  

20 and 39 ft/min (6 and 12 m/min)
➔ Spindle moulder tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ “230” spindle moulder fence for  

max. tooling Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ 51" (1,300 mm) Sliding table
➔ 43" (1,100 mm) Crosscut fence 

CF 741 S professional CF 741 professional CF 741
➔ 16" (410 mm) Jointer width
➔ 65" (1,650 mm) Jointer length
➔ 4-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ 2-speed synchronised feed,  

20 and 39 ft/min (6 and 12 m/min)
➔ Spindle moulder tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ “230” spindle moulder fence for  

max. tooling Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ MULTI-fine adjustment system
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ 98" (2,500 mm) Format sliding table
➔ 51"–59" (1,300/1,500 mm)  

Outrigger table
➔ Outrigger crosscut fence  

102"–125" (2,600/3,200 mm)

185
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The all-rounder at an amazing price
The CF 531 combination machine is a true all-rounder in woodworking. 
Top quality planing, thicknessing, moulding, sawing and as an option 
mortising in such a small area. The professional equipment with 230 
moulder fence, up to 98" (2,500 mm) sliding table, 43" (1,100 mm) 
outrigger and 102" (2,600 mm) crosscut fence ensures that 
even large scale work can be carried out with ease.

“X-Roll“ sliding table 
guiding system

Silent-POWer® 
Spiral Cutterblock

MF spindle systemChange the blades  
in record time

rearward tilting 
spindle

Precision  
spindle fence

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.186
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➔ 12" (310 mm) Jointer width
➔ Surface planer table length 59" (1,500 mm)
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ Synchronous feed speed 20 ft/min  

(6 m/min)
➔ Spindle moulder tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ “230” spindle moulder fence for  

max. tool Ø 9" (230 mm)
➔ MULTI-fine adjustment system
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ 80" (2,050 mm) sliding  

table – 98" (2,500 mm)
➔ 43" (1,100 mm) outrigger table

CF 531 professional
➔ 12" (310 mm) Jointer width
➔ Surface planer table length 59" (1,500 mm)
➔ 2-knife Felder system cutterblock
➔ Synchronous feed speed 20 ft/min  

(6 m/min)
➔ Spindle moulder tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ “220” spindle moulder fence for  

max. tool Ø 220 mm
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90° to 45°
➔ 39" (1,000 mm) Format sliding

CF 531
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FeLder cutterblocks

Machine equipment 
options 2-
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CF 531 S O - O
CF 531 professional S O - O
CF 741 S O O O
CF 741 professional S O O O
CF 741 S professional - S O O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option    
 - … not available

the advantages of the FeLder system cutterblock at a glance ...
➔ Knife change in less than two minutes
➔ Self-setting blades for high precision when changing the blades
➔ No resin buildup on the clamping bolts
➔ Extremely quiet operation due to the enclosed design
➔ Maximum durability of the knives
➔ Cost saving with cheaper knife costs

The advantages of the Silent-POWER® cutterblock at a glance ...
➔ Sensationally quiet, noise emissions halved
➔ Blade life up to 20 times longer
➔ Four highly precise cutting edges on each knife
➔ Optimized chip extraction and reduced chip volume
➔ Tear-free planing results
➔ Reduced power consumption when compared to similar systems

Mortising unit attachment
The mortising unit is mounted to the jointer side. 
On request, the mortising unit can be ordered with 
a transport unit which allows easy mounting and 
removal of the mortiser.

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!188
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Planing
Quick and accurate adjustment of cutting depth 
from the operator side of the infeed table.

Jointer table length Extendable to a max.
CF 531 59" (1,500 mm) 137¾" (3,500 mm)
CF 531 professional 59" (1,500 mm) 137¾" (3,500 mm)
CF 741 65" (1,650 mm) 143" (3,650 mm)
CF 741 professional 65" (1,650 mm) 143" (3,650 mm)
CF 741 S professional 65" (1,650 mm) 143" (3,650 mm)

a clean solution
The aerodynamically optimized construction 
of the dust extraction hood with its ample chip 
space guarantees an ideal chip extraction and 
clean working surface.

FELDER changeover comfort
The intuitive Felder design means that changing 
from planing to thicknessing is quick and easy.

5 Function  
Combination Machines
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Scoring unit
For chip free cuts in laminated panels. The saw blade  
can be mechanically or electrically driven and can be  
adjusted in both height and lateral position.

The FELDER circular saw unit “104”
Manufactured entirely from cast iron, the new Felder “104“  
saw unit fulfils the highest demands of modern woodworking.

➔ 104 mm cutting height with a 315 mm saw blade diameter
➔ Electrical height and angle adjustment of the  

saw unit with LeD display (“Power-Drive“ K2)
➔ Precise height adjustment via precision linear guides
➔ Optimal extraction with a completely enclosed saw aggregate
➔ Large scale, double ball bearing saw arbour

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

FeLder panel saw highlights
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FELDER  
Sliding Table
The Felder aluminium format sliding table 
is designed for maximum load bearing 
and running smoothness. The exclusive 
use of aluminium ensures that the 'mono 
profile' of the sliding table and base track 
is completely resistant to warpage,  
regardless of the temperature. The X  
shape (“X-Roll“) design of the rollers 
distributes the load optimally on all sides. 
The “X-Roll guiding system“ and numerous 
further details that can be found in the 
Felder 700 Series have been protected 
with patents - this much technology and 
precision deserves the title  
of “World-Class“!

Solid outrigger  
for every challenge
The solid outrigger table makes it possible 
to process large and heavy workpieces. 
There are four ball bearing guide rollers in 
the outrigger telescopic arm for maximum 
precision and smoothness. For customized 
perfection in woodworking, you can 
optionally equip your Felder saw with a 
51" (1,300) Felder outrigger or the 59" 
(1,500) premium version.

year guarantee
on “X-Roll”,  

the Felder sliding table 
guiding system!

The rip fence
The rip fence is easy and smooth to adjust, 
with a single-handed clamping mechanism. 
The optional fine adjustment makes precise 
measurements possible. The rip scale is easy 
to read and perfectly integrated into the 
machine table.

Machine equipment options
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Format sliding table, 39" (1,000 mm)* S - - - -
Format sliding table, 51" (1,300 mm)* O - S - -
Format sliding table, 61" (1,550 mm)* O - O - -
Format sliding table, 80" (2,050 mm)* O S O S -
Format sliding table, 98" (2,500 mm)* O O O O S
Format sliding table, 110" (2,800 mm)* - - - - O
Format sliding table, 125" (3,200 mm)* - - - - O
Remote ON switch on sliding table - - O O O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available
* ... Cutting length with outrigger at max. cutting height

Machine equipment options
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43" (1,100) outrigger table O S O S -
51" (1,300) outrigger table O O O O S
59" (1,500) outrigger table - - - - W
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available      
W ...Option available without a surcharge
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The 43" (1,100 mm) 
crosscut fence:  
perfect construction - 
perfect functionality!
The 43" (1,100) crosscut fence for angled 
cuts between +45° and −45° is mounted 
directly onto the sliding table without the 
use of any tools. An end stop allows for 
quick and precise 90° degree cuts.

Accurate angle adjustment with  
the miter index system and fence  
length compensation
Scales and Nonius eliminate reading errors. No lost time with painstaking 
cautious attempts at setting the angle value. Hundred percent accurate 
adjustment and position locking are the advantages of the precision  
miter guide index system. 
 
Highly precise index points enable the exact production of polygons such 
as e.g. 5.625° (32 sides), 11.25° (16 sides), 22.5° (8 sides). additional 
index points at 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 40° and 45° can be used 
when the crosscut fence is both at the front and at the back  
of the outrigger. 
 
Each locking point is provided with length compensation  
and can be individually finely adjusted.

Machine equipment options
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Precision miter index system O O O O O
Precision miter index with cutting length compen-
sation for 51"/59" outrigger (1,300/1,500 mm) - - O O O

O … Option     - … Not available

Machine equipment options
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43" (1,100 mm) crosscut fence - - S O O
51" (1,300 mm) crosscut fence S O - - -
S … Standard features     O … Option     - … not available

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!192
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The new FELDER “700“ 
spindle aggregate
Complete new design, the Felder 700 
Series spindle aggregate sets standards 
that are unparalleled.

➔ 115 mm spindle useable height above 
the table (140/160 mm)

➔ Quick-change system for moulder spindle
➔ 4 rotating speeds 3,500, 6,500, 

8,000, 10,000 rpm
➔ Table opening 9" (230 mm)

Slot and  
tenoning perfection
Large dimensioned and designed with 
high use in mind, the aluminium format 
sliding table “hovers“ on the “X-Roll“, a 
highly developed guiding technology 
for Felder sliding tables. The X shape 
(“X-Roll“) design of the rollers distributes 
the load optimally on all sides. The linear 
surface of the steel rollers running on the 
hardened and ground guiding surface 
guarantees unbeatable precision and 
smoothness. “X-Roll“ will guarantee you 
the quality and precision that you expect 
from your new panel saw. Another reason 
to choose Felder: Ten year factory guaran-
tee to underline the reliability of “X-Roll“.

5 Function  
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Moulder spindle tilt 90°–45°
The tilting shaper spindle for unrestricted work: This 
hugely increases the range of application of your Felder 
and also saves on tool costs. The moulder spindle can 
be tilted to the required angle easily and smoothly.

Quick-change system of the moulder spindle (CF 741)
The complete spindle including mounted tooling can be removed from the moulder in 
seconds, without losing any settings. The automatic repeat accuracy guarantees absolutely 
precise series production with incredibly quick changeover times. Different moulder spindles 
with diameters of 25, 30, 32, 35, 40, 50 mm as well as ¾“, 1" and 1¼“ can be 
inserted in record time.

Spindle shaft quick change system (CF 531)
Routers and spindles with various diameters (30, 32, 35, 50 mm and 1¼“)  
can be changed quickly and easily without having to change  
the current settings. Regardless of your position, the moulder spindle  
can be released with a few simple movements and then securely fixed again.

As and when required: Adapt your  
working surface to the workpiece
Ever since 1969 the Felder table extensions have proved themselves a thousands  
times over. In just a few seconds and without tools you can increase the support  
length of your machine by up to 39" (1,000 mm) on both sides.
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Machine equipment options
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Spindle fence “220“, 12½" (320 mm) fence plates S - - - -
Shaper fence “230“, 15¾" fence plates (400 mm) O S S S S
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Machine equipment options
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MULTI-fine adjustment system for the moulder fence “240” O S O S S
S … Standard equipment    O … Option

The precision “230“ 
spindle moulder fence
The fence is suitable for tools with a 
diameter up to max. Ø 230. The fine 
adjustment of the outfeed fence can be set 
between −5 to +25 mm. The extraction 
of the dust is done via the integrated ext-
raction connection. The table opening is 
9" (230 mm) (180 mm with 500 Series), 
this is a big advantage when panel rai-
sing: The tool can be lowered below the  
moulder table level.

The MULTI-fine adjustment system
Additional to the parallel guiding of the spindle fence the  
MULTI-adjustment system also enables
➔ The quick adjustment to the tool diameter
➔ Automatic repeat setting after removing the fence
➔ Parallel adjustments of the moulder fence
➔ Quick and accurate adjustment
➔ Measurement scale for depth of cut

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!

5 Function  
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Control to an accuracy of a tenth of  
a millimeter Top class FELDER operating comfort

With the “Power-Drive“ equipment package you can adjust the height and angle of the saw 
blade and moulder spindle comfortably and accurately to within a tenth of a millimeter.  
For fine tuning there is also a push button and a clear LED display screen to show you the 
actual current value.

“Power-drive“ for the saw and spindle unit

Comfortable precision  
with “Power-Drive“ F1
Height adjustment, precise to a tenth of a millimeter 
at the turn of a knob. Manual saw blade tilt  
adjustment also available as an option with  
a dial display for maximum precision.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.196
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The fully electrical “Power-Drive“ planer table control offers maximum precision  
adjustment and repeat accuracy. With a turn of the knob, you can quickly  
adjust the thicknessing height, then fine-adjust using the button. With the  
integrated LED-display, you can easily see the current actual value.

“Power-Drive” planer table control

Machine equipment 
options

Jointing/Planing Sliding Table Saw Shaper spindle Shaper spindle
“Power-Drive” D1 “Power-Drive” K2 “Power-Drive” F1 “Power-Drive” F2

CF 531 - - - -
CF 531 professional - - - -
CF 741 O O O O
CF 741 professional O O O O
CF 741 S professional O O O O
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Your Felder,  
as individual  

as you!
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

CF 741 S professional CF 741 professional CF 741 CF 531 professional CF 531
Jointer table width 16" (410 mm) 16" (410 mm) 16" (410 mm) 12" (310 mm) 12" (310 mm)

Jointer table length 65" (1,650 mm) 65" (1,650 mm) 65" (1,650 mm) 59" (1,500 mm) 59" (1,500 mm)

Min.-max. planing height 3–9" (230 mm) 3–9" (230 mm) 3–9" (230 mm) 1/5"–8½" (4–220 mm) 1/5"–8½" (4–220 mm)

Cutting height 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (102 mm) 4" (102 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Spindle table opening 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 7" (180 mm) 7" (180 mm)

Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S S S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S O O O O

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O O O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O O - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Length [L]**

39¼" (1,000 mm)* - - - - 111⅝" (2,836 mm)

51" (1,300 mm)* - - 111¼" (2,828 mm) - 131" (3,326 mm)

61" (1,550 mm)* - - 131" (3,328 mm) - -

80⅝" (2,050 mm)* - 171⅝" (4,361 mm) 171⅝" (4,361 mm) 171⅝" (4,361 mm) 171⅝" (4,361 mm)

98½" (2,500 mm)* 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 206¼" (5,238 mm) 208" (5,283 mm)

110¼" (2,800 mm)* 230¾" (5,858 mm) - - - -

126" (3,200 mm)* 262⅛" (6,658 mm) - - - -

Width [W1] 44½" (1,132 mm) 44½" (1,132 mm) 44½" (1,132 mm) 40½" (1,028 mm) 40 1/2" (1,028 mm)

Width [W2]
73¾"–103¾" (1,872–

2.636 mm)
73¾"–103¾" (1,872–

2.636 mm) 43" (1,100 mm) 69"–104"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

51⅛"–98½"  
(51"–98" (1,300–

2,000 mm))

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 2,470 lbs (1,120 kg) 3,307 lbs (1,050 kg) 2,161 lbs (980 kg) 1,808 lbs (820 kg) 1,610 lbs (730 kg)

Extraction connection Ø jointer/planer 4¾" (120 mm) 4 3/4" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø saw/saw guard 4¾"/2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾"/2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾"/2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾" / 2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾" / 2"  
(120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle  
aggregate below table level 4¾"/3⅛" (120/80 mm) 4¾"/3⅛" (120/80 mm) 4¾"/3⅛" (120/80 mm) 4¾" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table and at maximum cutting height,  
S … Standard configuration O … Option - … not available     1 … Planer     2 … Planer & Feed drive Working position 1      
3… Planer & Feed drive Working position 2     1,2,3 … measured using the Silent-Power® spiral cutterblock
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CF 741 S professional CF 741 professional CF 741 CF 531 professional CF 531
Jointer table width 16" (410 mm) 16" (410 mm) 16" (410 mm) 12" (310 mm) 12" (310 mm)

Jointer table length 65" (1,650 mm) 65" (1,650 mm) 65" (1,650 mm) 59" (1,500 mm) 59" (1,500 mm)

Min.-max. planing height 3–9" (230 mm) 3–9" (230 mm) 3–9" (230 mm) 1/5"–8½" (4–220 mm) 1/5"–8½" (4–220 mm)

Cutting height 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (104 mm) 4" (102 mm) 4" (102 mm)

Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

Spindle table opening 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 9" (230 mm) 7" (180 mm) 7" (180 mm)

Shaper spindle tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - S S S S

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) S O O O O

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) O O O - -

10.0 HP (7.35 kW) O O O - -

Working height 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm) 35" (890 mm)

Length [L]**

39¼" (1,000 mm)* - - - - 111⅝" (2,836 mm)

51" (1,300 mm)* - - 111¼" (2,828 mm) - 131" (3,326 mm)

61" (1,550 mm)* - - 131" (3,328 mm) - -

80⅝" (2,050 mm)* - 171⅝" (4,361 mm) 171⅝" (4,361 mm) 171⅝" (4,361 mm) 171⅝" (4,361 mm)

98½" (2,500 mm)* 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 207⅞" (5,280 mm) 206¼" (5,238 mm) 208" (5,283 mm)

110¼" (2,800 mm)* 230¾" (5,858 mm) - - - -

126" (3,200 mm)* 262⅛" (6,658 mm) - - - -

Width [W1] 44½" (1,132 mm) 44½" (1,132 mm) 44½" (1,132 mm) 40½" (1,028 mm) 40 1/2" (1,028 mm)

Width [W2]
73¾"–103¾" (1,872–

2.636 mm)
73¾"–103¾" (1,872–

2.636 mm) 43" (1,100 mm) 69"–104"  
(1,750–2,636 mm)

51⅛"–98½"  
(51"–98" (1,300–

2,000 mm))

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 2,470 lbs (1,120 kg) 3,307 lbs (1,050 kg) 2,161 lbs (980 kg) 1,808 lbs (820 kg) 1,610 lbs (730 kg)

Extraction connection Ø jointer/planer 4¾" (120 mm) 4 3/4" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø saw/saw guard 4¾"/2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾"/2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾"/2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾" / 2"  
(120/50 mm)

4¾" / 2"  
(120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle  
aggregate below table level 4¾"/3⅛" (120/80 mm) 4¾"/3⅛" (120/80 mm) 4¾"/3⅛" (120/80 mm) 4¾" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table and at maximum cutting height,  
S … Standard configuration O … Option - … not available     1 … Planer     2 … Planer & Feed drive Working position 1      
3… Planer & Feed drive Working position 2     1,2,3 … measured using the Silent-Power® spiral cutterblock

Symbolic image CF 531, CF 741
1) Extraction connection CF 741
2) Extraction connection CF 531
3) Extraction connection all models
4) Extraction connection all models

Symbolic image CF 531 P, CF 741 P, CF 741 SP
1) Extraction connection CF 741 P, CF 741 SP
2) Extraction connection CF 531 P
3) Extraction connection all models
4) Extraction connection all models

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Space requirement

Scale

1:50
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C3 41 perform

eUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

With the perform equipment, the 98⅜” (2500 mm) format sliding table, the 1250 
outrigger table and the 2600 mm crosscut fence, the C3 41 is ready for the toughest 
woodworking challenges. In small workshops, where a permanent all-round access to 
the machine is not possible, the comfortable rolling carriage allows easy mobility for 
optimum access to respective application area. For drilling and chiselling work, your 
Hammer C3 41 can be equipped with a horizontal mortiser.

Ready for the biggest challenges - an entire 
woodworking workshop in one machine!

Planer knife change 
without adjustments 
in seconds

Solid planer tables 
for absolute precision

Dual opening of the 
jointing tables

Rip fence on the saw 
table (adjustable from 
0–900 mm)

The MULTI fine adjust-
ment system with 
parallel alignment and 
quick adjustment
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C3 41 perform
➔ 3 motors 4.0 HP (5.5 HP)
➔ Jointing width 16” (410 mm)
➔ Surface planer table length 70⅞” 

(1,800 mm)
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90°–45°
➔ 4 moulding speeds 

3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Format sliding table 98⅜” (2,500 mm)
➔ 2,600 mm double mitre crosscut fence 

on the outrigger table
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ Preparation for dado tooling up to 

19.5 mm width (optional)
➔ Spindle shaft quick change system 

(optional)

➔ 3 motors 4.0 HP (5.5 HP)
➔ Jointing width 16” (410 mm)
➔ Surface planer table length 70⅞” 

(1,800 mm)
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90°–45°
➔ 4 moulding speeds 

3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔	Format sliding table 34” (800 mm) 

(1250 mm/2000 mm)
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ Preparation for dado tooling up to 

19.5 mm width (optional)
➔	Spindle shaft quick change system 

(optional)

➔ 3 motors 4.0 HP (5.5 HP)
➔ Jointing width 16” (410 mm)
➔ Surface planer table length 70⅞” 

(1,800 mm)
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90°–45°
➔ 4 moulding speeds 

3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ Preparation for dado tooling up to 

19.5 mm width (optional)
➔ Spindle shaft quick change system 

(optional)
➔	Format sliding table 2000 mm
➔	Outrigger table
➔	Mitre index
➔	1300 mm double mitre  

crosscut fence

C3 41 comfort C3 41
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C3 31 perform fg.am/mf-eng
VIDEO

VIDEO
fg.am/sp-eng

eUS

Professional planing and thicknessing, moulding, sawing and as an option, 
mortising, in the smallest of spaces? No problem! The C3 31 offers you first 
rate machine technology, outstanding performance and incredible precision 
with the smallest of space requirements.The extreme user-friendliness, the precise 
adjustments, the quick changeover times and the high-quality workmanship 
guarantees a great investment for many years to come.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

A powerful package of performance 
and precision in the smallest of spaces

Planer knife change 
without adjustments 
in seconds

Solid cast iron jointer 
& planer tables  
for absolute precision

Dual opening  
of the planing tables

as and when requi-
red: Adapt the table 
size to the workpiece 
dimension

The MULTI fine  
adjustment system with 
parallel alignment and 
quick adjustment

MF spindle system
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C3 31 perform
➔ 3 motors 4.0 HP
➔ Jointing width 12" (310 mm)
➔ Jointer table length 1,400 mm (55")
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90°–45°
➔ 4 moulding speeds 

3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ 98" (2,500 mm) Format sliding table
➔ 102" (2,600mm) double miter  

crosscut fence on the outrigger table
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ Mitre index system (optional)
➔ Preparation for dado tooling up to ¾" 

(19.5 mm) width (optional)

➔ 3 motors 4.0 HP
➔ Jointing width 12" (310 mm)
➔ Jointer table length 1,400 mm (55")
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90°–45°
➔ 4 moulding speeds 

3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ Preparation for dado tooling 

up to ¾" (19.5 mm) width (optional)

➔ 3 motors 4.0 HP
➔ Jointing width 12" (310 mm)
➔ Jointer table length 1,400 mm (55")
➔ 3 knife automatic cutterblock
➔ Saw blade tiltable from 90°–45°
➔ 4 moulding speeds 

3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm.
➔ Solid cast iron tables and units
➔ Forward and reverse run
➔ Preparation for dado tooling 

up to ¾" (19.5 mm) width (optional)
➔ Format sliding table 78" (2,000 mm)
➔ Outrigger table
➔ Mitre index 
➔ 51" (1,300 mm) double miter crosscut fence

C3 31 comfort C3 31
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

C3 31 perform C3 31 comfort C3 31 C3 41 perform C3 41 comfort C3 41
Jointer table width 12“ (310 mm) 12“ (310 mm) 12“ (310 mm) 16,1“ (410 mm) 16,1“ (410 mm) 16,1“ (410 mm)
Jointer table length 55“ (1,400 mm) 55“ (1,400 mm) 55“ (1,400 mm) 1.800 mm 1.800 mm 1.800 mm
Min.-max. planing height ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm)
Cutting height 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm)
Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°
rotation speed  3.000/6.000/8.000/10.000 rpm. S S S S S S
4.0 HP (3.0 kW) S S S S S S
Working height 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm)

Length [L]

800 mm* - - 71¼“ (1,810 mm) - - 71¼“ (1,810 mm)
1.250 mm* - - 180“ (2,740 mm) - - 180“ (2,740 mm)
2.000 mm* - 173“ (4,380 mm) 173“ (4,380 mm) - 173“ (4,380 mm) 173“ (4,380 mm)
2.500 mm* 205“ (5,205 mm) - - 205“ (5,205 mm) - -

Width [W1] 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm)
Width [W2] 68“ (1,720 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm) 68“ (1,720 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm)
Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,720 lbs (780 kg) 1,345 lbs (610 kg) 1,345 lbs (610 kg) 1,785 ibs (810 kg) 1,587 ibs (720 kg) 1,587 ibs (720 kg)
Extraction connection Ø jointer/planer 4¾“ (120/ 

120 mm)
4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø saw/saw guard 4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle  
aggregate below table level

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height, **Details of the maximum travelling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available
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Space requirement

Scale

1:50

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image C3 31 perform, C3 41 perform

L

W
1

W
2

L

W
1

W
2

C3 31 perform C3 31 comfort C3 31 C3 41 perform C3 41 comfort C3 41
Jointer table width 12“ (310 mm) 12“ (310 mm) 12“ (310 mm) 16,1“ (410 mm) 16,1“ (410 mm) 16,1“ (410 mm)
Jointer table length 55“ (1,400 mm) 55“ (1,400 mm) 55“ (1,400 mm) 1.800 mm 1.800 mm 1.800 mm
Min.-max. planing height ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm) ⅛“–8⅞“ (4–225 mm)
Cutting height 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm) 4“ (103 mm)
Saw blade tilt 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45° 90°–45°
rotation speed  3.000/6.000/8.000/10.000 rpm. S S S S S S
4.0 HP (3.0 kW) S S S S S S
Working height 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm)

Length [L]

800 mm* - - 71¼“ (1,810 mm) - - 71¼“ (1,810 mm)
1.250 mm* - - 180“ (2,740 mm) - - 180“ (2,740 mm)
2.000 mm* - 173“ (4,380 mm) 173“ (4,380 mm) - 173“ (4,380 mm) 173“ (4,380 mm)
2.500 mm* 205“ (5,205 mm) - - 205“ (5,205 mm) - -

Width [W1] 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm) 34½“ (880 mm)
Width [W2] 68“ (1,720 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm) 68“ (1,720 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm) 43½“ (1,100 mm)
Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 1,720 lbs (780 kg) 1,345 lbs (610 kg) 1,345 lbs (610 kg) 1,785 ibs (810 kg) 1,587 ibs (720 kg) 1,587 ibs (720 kg)
Extraction connection Ø jointer/planer 4¾“ (120/ 

120 mm)
4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

4¾“ (120/ 
120 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø saw/saw guard 4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

4¾“/2“  
(120/50 mm)

Extraction connection-Ø Spindle fence/spindle  
aggregate below table level

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

4¾“/3⅛“  
(120/80 mm)

*Cutting length with outrigger table with maximum cutting height, **Details of the maximum travelling distance based on the length of the sliding table:  
S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available

5 Function  
Combination Machines
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Page 258

Page 218

Page 264

Page 214

Page 224

Page 234

Page 236

Page 270

Page 270

Page 238
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profit H500
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profit H200
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CNC maChiNe raNge overview

Cabinets Doors Staircases Special designs Panel processing  
of various 
materials

Frames 5 axes  
applications

Price category

Doweling device
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Outstanding productivity: Format4  
in your networked workshop

Data transfer to ardis

Data transfer to the 
panel saw

Planning with “F4Design”
individual cabinet furniture is created  
quickly and professionally, simply by  
inputting a few parameters into the  
“F4Design” software (e.g during a  
sales talk). The “F4Design” software  
automatically generates the data for:
 Presentation
 Construction
 Calculation
 Production (CNC  

and edgebanders)

Cutting optimisation with Ardis
Cutting optimisation with Format4 panel 
saws has now become even easier. This 
has been made possible by the integration 
of the ardis cutting optimisation software 
into the Format4 operating concept. Tool 
width, edge and direction of grain are all 
displayed on the clear user interface and  
enable an efficient processing of perfect 
cuts from a central position. That saves 
time, material and ultimately money.

Trimming and formatting
The optimised production information comes 
from the process preparation via the information 
network to the panel saw. The working 
process is displayed on the panel saw  
TFT screen. The fence and the saw blade 
position themselves automatically. a label  
is printed for every workpiece, with barcode 
information that is required for the  
following processing steps on the CNC.
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Data transfer to 
the label printer

CNC machining
The appropriate program will be 
loaded once the barcode has been 
scanned into the CNC. Data import 
eliminates errors and increases quality 
assurance; each workpiece machined 
is a quality product.

Edgebanding
information such as the type of edging,  
the thickness and onto which side  
of the workpiece the edging is to be  
glued, is shown on the label. again,  
saving valuable production time!

The finished piece – sensationally quick
The increase in productivity of Format4  
machines interconnected with a data  
network, is simply sensational regardless  
of the complexity. whatever the workpiece, 
the use of a Format4 production system will 
dramatically reduce the production time.

The modern workshop: all machines are linked with each other
Take advantage of the potential of increasing the productivity in your work-
shop even further and combine the “F4Design” and “wood-Flash” software 
from the work planning stage with the panel saw, CNC and edgebanders.

CNC machining Centers
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on the basis of craftsmanship, the CNC triangle expands  
the current and future competitiveness and profitability  
of every workshop, in every market, in every field.

How big is the step up really?

The solution for your future ...

Competitiveness/ 
Profitability

PrecisionFlexibility

Pr
od

uc
tiv

ity

Craftsmanship

Material  
expertise

Design expertise Production  
expertise

Machine  
expertise

Programming  
expertise

Craftsmanship Competitiveness/ 
Profitability

Programming 
expertise

Assembly times
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every carpenter is aware that they require various machines, with different,  
yet correctly selected tools, to get to the finished product that they want  
to produce and that these machines need to be adjusted, controlled and  
operated. it is exactly the same with a CNC machine, but with one difference: 
The working processes are linked together and summarised (programming) 
and then carried out on the CNC.

The “machine expertise“ has been the basic  
requirement of the woodworker for decades.

When will you take the next step?

95 out of 100
Rationalise
Focus: Revenue potential

32 out of 100
Expansion
Focus: Market potential

75 out of 100
Innovation
Focus: Performance potential

34 out of 100
Optimisation
Focus: Business potential

Type of company
• established
• Dynamic:

Company size

market 
•  Competition
• Customers
•  Dynamic

Performance 
area

Furniture/kitchens
Doors
interior decoration
windows
Staircases
Contract  
manufacturing
Tenders

The CNC triangle opens up four directions  
for every workshop, in order to maximise profitability  
in a whole range of market scenarios.

... increased productivity, more profit
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With Format4 CNC technology you can double the output 
and triple your profit with every unit produced!

without CNC  
approx. 29 hours

with CNC  
in just 14 hours

PROFiT

Labour costs

Machine costs

Machine costs

Material costs Material costs

PROFiT

Labour costs

Data based on an independent, academic study on the production of an L shape kitchen with 89 workpieces. 
The production time includes all of the working processes, from planning to calculation, manufacturing and 
finally the end product. To see the complete report please contact our team of sales advisors.

Take the first step to more success with profit making CNC technology.  
We will help you find a tailor made financing strategy for your desired investment.

The solution for your future ...
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6 reasons to go for a CNC!
Today many woodworkers are fulfilling  
their dream of owning a CNC

“CNC is the standard machine of tomorrow!“ 
what seems complex today is clear tomorrow! Today, CNC  
machines already play a central role in every workshop. The  
concept of CNC should not be shied away from, but should  

be seen as a chance and a new challenge 
for the future.

Programming within 3 days
anyone with basic computer knowledge, who can draw their 
product and knows the required production steps, can develop 
a solid CNC programming base within 3 days.

Founded on craftsmanship!
The basics of programming and an efficient CNC use is  
craftsmanship. Programming is a new skill, which can be  

used to increase the profitability and 
competitiveness.

CNC requires big changes
CNC considerably changes a carpenters workshop.
CNC removes the limitations that a workshop faces.

CNC power is 3 dimensional 
CNC expands the competitiveness as well as the profitability  
of the workshop over three central dimensions. it is a com-
mon misconception, CNC should only be seen as a way of  

increasing the “production speed“.

From a batch size of 1 and up! The 1 piece series is a reality!
CNC is extremely flexible, individual and customer require-
ment focused. CNC optimises standard work as well as the 
highly demanding, design orientated non-standard work. 

once, twice, a hundred times ...

100 of 100 CNC users:  
“CNC has become crucial  
to my work”

87 of 100 CNC users: 
“... my CNC expectations 
were exceeded.”

Can one compete against CNC 
workshops without a CNC? 
81 of 100 CNC users say: “no!“

“Easier to program than expected“ 
 78 out of 100 CNC users

1.
The standard  
machine of  
tomorrow

3.
CNC = flexibility = 

individuality

4.
Craftsmanship 

and profitability

5.
CNC =  

3 dimensional

6.
CNC is coming

2.
Quick and  

easy to learn  
programming

... increased productivity, more profit
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Complete processing of cabinets in only 3.4 m²
The Format4 c-express 920 classic CNC drilling and milling machine executes all repeat drilling 
and simple milling work quickly, economically and precisely. Developed specially for small workshops, 
the c-express 920 classic offers a sensational price-performance ratio. The uncompromising new 
release from the Felder group is profit making CNC productivity in a nutshell. repeat drilling programs 
can be recalled and reused at the touch of a button, workpiece after workpiece, order after order. 
CNC controlled cabinet manufacturing is now profitable for every workshop, regardless of how 
much free space is available.

The CNC drilling  
and milling head

milling of cutouts, 
pockets, grooves 
and rebates

workpiece transport workpiece width 
from 2¾"-7⅛"  
(70−180 mm)

Simple programming  
and operation

Freely positionable 
hand terminal

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.214
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c-express 920 classic
 Compact CNC manufacturing 

in only 3.4 m²
 highly precise 15 spindle  

drilling head for maximum flexibility
 excellent value for money
 Smooth transport system
 Unrestricted workpiece lengths
 innovative machine technology
 Simple programming and operation

The CNC drilling and milling head
The c-express 920 classic is equipped with a Dh17 8h 1S drilling 
head as standard. The 17 spindles can be individually equipped as 
required for the processes to be carried out. The grooving saw is  
equipped with a scoring function and enables chip free cutting  
of rear walls or construction joints.

 9 vertical spindles
 8 horizontal spindles
 1 grooving saw blade in the X direction

moulder spindle
one of the equipment options on the machine is the milling aggregate.  
The tool is clamped using an er32 chuck. Changing the tool is carried 
out manually. This main spindle is used for the routing of cutouts,  
pockets, grooves and rebates in the workpiece.

Spindle moulding
The routing spindle can be used for 3 sided formatting  
cuts as well as for making cutouts in panels, as long as the  
workpiece keeps its right angled shape along the outer edge.

fg.am/c-express

CNC machining Centers
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workpiece transport
The horizontally designed transport system  
ensures the smooth transport and accurate positioning of  
workpieces of up to 30 kg in weight, allowing them to be pro-
cessed from below by the aggregates. This design of the clamp 
transport system allows the workpieces to be fed in horizontally.  
This method of workpiece processing prevents the workpieces 
being moved or burnt by the tooling. The fence positioned on 
the side allows the width of the workpiece to be set at any 
value up to 36¼" (920 mm). The workpiece is then supported 
and guided from both sides guaranteeing a highly precise result.

roller pressure device
when processing very wide or  
thin workpieces the pressure device  
guarantees an exact processing depth.

workpiece widths 
2¾"–7⅛"  
(70-180 mm)
an extra attachment for narrower 
workpieces enables the exact 
processing of workpieces  
of between 2¾"–7⅛"  
(70–180 mm) in width.

measuring  
technique
The use of the most modern 
measuring technology guaran-
tees precise measuring of the  
dimensions. a laser and enco-
der measuring system are used 
to measure the exact length 
of the workpiece. This is of parti-
cular importance when it comes 
to construction connections  
for cabinets, ensuring that 
there is no overhang between 
the panels.

additional  
vertical clamp
ideal for the improved processing  
of longer workpieces.

additional working table 
optional additional table for the infeed 
and outfeed side. 
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Simple programming  
and operation
The controls of the Format4 have been  
specially developed for woodworking 
machines for drilling, routing and sawing. 
operation of the machine is carried out 
using a graphical user interface (self-expla-
natory diagram display). The programming 
software “wood-Flash“ makes it very simple 
and quick to program workpieces. all  
operations to be carried out on the workpiece 
are clearly displayed on the 19" LCD colour 
display. as an option it is possible to link 
the machine with the cabinet programming 
software Flash 3D, that guarantees an even 
more rational processing of customer orders.

Space requirement
Scale

1:50

Symbolic image c-express 920 classic

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Unload the workpiece from the rear
This function allows the operator to program the machine to feed 
the workpiece out to the rear when finished. This system allows the 
c-express 920 classic to be used in a production line. Selecting 
the unloading direction is easy to do, using a selection switch.

L

W

c-express 920 classic
height [h] 76¾" (1,950 mm)

Length [L] 82⅝" (2,100 mm)

width [w] 63¼" (1,605 mm)

weight (depending on  
equipment, without packaging) 1,870 lbs (850 kg)

Working areas max. Min.

X 118" (3,000 mm) 11" (280 mm)

Y 36¼" (920 mm) 2¾" (70 mm)
Z  
(Clamping range) 2" (50 mm) ⅜" (10 mm)

Pressure setting 
of the clamps
in order to achieve an optimal result  
even when processing sensitive  
surfaces. maximum adjustable  
pressure up to 220 lbs (100 kg).

Freely positionable  
hand terminal
The working process is simplified  
as the hand terminal can be  
positioned as required. it is  
always there, where it is needed.

CNC machining Centers
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EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Complete processing for interior 
design just 54 sqft (5 m²)
efficient CNC processing at a fair price, this is the main goal of the creator machine series. 
all models are attractively equipped with the most modern CNC technology and can be 
adapted to specific needs with additional individual configuration options.
The creator is not only a simple and safe entry into the world of CNC, but can also act as 
an additional machine to relieve the workload on your other CNC machining centers. No 
lost time in changing tools - the big advantage when compared to other CNC machines no 
vacuum pods and console positioning, no field selection, starts working console positioning, 
no field selection, it just starts working!

intuitive controlling 
via the 24“ display

high performance 
with 12 kw main 
spindle and drilling 
head

Dowel aggregate  
in X direction

Simple loadingmobile dowel station Processing from above
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4-position 
tool changer

Strong hold of 
narrow workpieces
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DH25
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The main spindle and drilling head are continuously adjustable
The 12 kw main spindle offers maximum performance and makes it possible to process various materials. 
The Dh 17 drilling head included as a standard, ensures comprehensive processing of workpieces. as an 
option, the machine can be fitted with a Dh25 drill-head.

4 position tool changer
The 4 position linear tool changer guaran-
tees quick tool and aggregate change. 

2nd row of stops for 
longer workpieces
The simple handling of longer workpieces 
is facilitated by a second row of stops.

versatile with units
remain flexible in your applications 
through the use of units.
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horizontal workpiece transport - processing from above 
Convincing at first glance, the creator 950 has a concept of horizontal processing.  even with a single 
person operation, the heaviest workpieces can be processed easily.  Common transport aids such as 
the Felder FaT 300/300 S/500 S are height adjustable work tables, facilitate the material handling 
in front of and to the rear the machine. 

Table size
as a standard, the creator 950 is  
equipped with a phenol resin table. 
The air cushion table guarantees 
a completely smooth transportation 
for material with sensitive surfaces. 

Unload to the rear
workpieces can be unloaded at the 
rear. optimally integrate the creator 950 
into your production flow.

Table extensions
as an option, the roller-table extensions can 
be equipped with an air cushion and offers an 
improved handling of larger format workpieces 
over 1,400 mm (55“) length. 

CNC machining Centers
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Feed with grip  
movement system
The dual grip movement system runs along the 
X-axis. The grips are driven individually and 
guided via a cambered toothed rack. 
 
The continuously adjustable feed speed 
ensures the highest quality of work with 
various different materials 

The “variable speed“ enables the dynamic 
clamping of longer workpieces, allowing them 
to be processed more quickly

automatic tool length 
measurement system
ready to go: the automatic length 
measurement system increases your 
productivity even further

Four-sided formatting 
The router unit makes 4 sided Formatting 
and cutouts in panels possible. The only 
requirement is that the workpiece maintains 
its right angled shape along the outer edge. 

workpiece 
measurement system 
Sensors check the workpiece dimensions 
in two axes 

mobile dowel station
The mobile dowel station is quickly ready for 
use and with easy access it makes it particu-
larly user friendly. Being mobile it ensures that 
it is always exactly where it is needed.

vertical rollers
whenever the vertical pressure rollers 
activates it ensures an optimum workpiece 
guidance.
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Dowel unit in x-axis
The dowel unit automatically and precisely 
inserts the dowels into the workpiece in both 
directions of the x-axis

additional seals
For working with abrasive materials 
all guides can be fitted with additional 
seals as an option.

activation controlled  
extraction connections
with the automatic control of the extraction 
connection, the full extraction capacity is 
moved between the drilling head and main 
spindle, depending on what is being used 
at the time. efficient extraction results are 
guaranteed.

Space requirement
Scale

1:50

creator 950
height [h] 88⅞“ (2,257 mm)
Length [L] 94½“ (2,400 mm)
width [w] 82¾“ (2,100 mm)
weight (depending 
on equipment, without 
packaging)

4,300 lbs (1,950 kg)

creator 950 – models creator 950 
classic

creator 950 
advanced

creator 950 
premium

main spindle 7,5 kw er32 12 kw hSKF63 12 kw hSKF63

Drilling head Dh17/Dh25 Dh17/Dh25 Dh17/Dh25

Dowel unit - - included

Rods

Standard equipment

W

Symbolic image creator 950

L

Working areas max. min.
X 137“ (3,500 mm) 10⅛ (256 mm)
Y 37“ (950 mm) 3¼ (80 mm) 

Z (Clamping 
range) 3 ⅛“ (80 mm) ¼(6 mm)

X 2 grip Varius Drive - rail with angled, cambered teeth.

Y Rail with angled, cambered teeth.

Z Ball screw

Length measurement 
in X

In the package

CNC machining Centers
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Convincing in all areas
affordable CNC technology is becoming increasingly important in the universal 
workshop. regardless of whether a series of regular standard products or  
individually designed one-offs are to be made, the universal Format4 profit  
h200 and profit h300 CNC machining centres produce finished workpieces  
with maximum efficiency and are a real profit earner even from day one.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

hose free dual 
circuit vacuum pod 
system

visual display of the 
status using changing 
coloured lights

maintenance ope-
ning for quick access

lightPos - position-
ing of consoles and 
vacuum cups, incl. 
status visualisation

F4vision  - Position-
ing & operation with 
augmented reality 
glasses

No restrictions for 
workpiece position-
ing thanks to park 
position 
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The solid gantry 
design including 
gantry drive

Controlled extraction 
hood
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hose-free Format4  
dual circuit system with  
vacuum pod height of 
3,9“ (100 mm)
The dual circuit vacuum console table 
with manual pod positioning prevents  
any unintentional movement of the clamps  
whilst loading the workpiece. various   
Format4 vacuum pods can be used to 
hold in place all conceivable workpiece 
shapes and sizes quickly and securely.

Working area

Positioning display of  
consoles and vacuum pods
The workpiece, consoles and vacuum pods are all 
displayed in the CNC board at the same time. This 
guarantees, that the workpiece is securely positioned 
and that there can be no collision between the tool and 
vacuum pod. The exact position of the vacuum pods on 
the consoles is shown accurately using a laser.

Unique worldwide: millimetre-precise positioning accuracy thanks to 
500 individually controllable, white LeDs per meter. additional informa-
tion such as vacuum type or clamping status of the vacuum cups and 
workpieces etc. are visualised by additional rgB colour LeDs mounted 
in a scaled aluminium profile at intervals of 20 millimetres. at the touch 
of a button, the LeDs indicate exactly where and which vacuum cups 
need to be positioned, and they also provide constant information on 
the current machine status. In the pendulum configuration, the consoles 
and clamping devices can also be positioned with the lightPos-System 
in hidden times (during active operation). 

lightPos - LeD vacuum 
pods positioning –  
revolutionary easy & 
precise
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Rows of stops

Frame processing
Continuous fence in the Y direction 
for an exact positioning of frame 
components.

moving gantry
The gantry is driven on both sides along 
the X-axis, running on an angled and  
cambered tooth rail. (h300)

CNC machining Centers

F4vision - Panel support, vacuum- and 
workpiece positioning with augmented 
reality glasses
augmented reality is the technology of the future for smart ma-
chine operation and interactive service support. 
• at CNC preparation, the user sees exactly the calculated 

ideal position of the vacuum cups and panel support and can 
position them accordingly.

• Precise workpiece placement without ceiling laser or other 
optional equipment. A virtual model of the finished component 
is displayed directly on the loaded blank, therefore it can be 
placed easily and accurately.

• The current machine status is virtually clearly displayed in the 
ar glasses. information such as current speed, axle load, 
condition of vacuum pumps, emergency stop and compressed 
air can be checked within the field of view at any time.

even in the standard version, each panel support is equipped with 
two travelling stop cylinders (central and rear). in addition, it is also 
possible to set up a front stop row on the panel support in order to 
achieve maximum flexibility when referencing components.

Stop rows and component 
referencing
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Template milling
For template milling there is a separate connection available.  
Using templates makes it possible to fix complex components in  
place, that cannot be processed using vacuum pods.

Console activation
Specially designed for use with  
compressed air controlled frame clamp 
systems, this function offers new  
possibilities and enormous clamping 
strength when it comes to the processing 
of solid wood. The ability to be able to 
deactivate the consoles individually makes 
it possible to remove offcuts without having 
to release the vacuum that is holding the 
workpiece. This ensures that the workpiece 
stays in exactly the right position for the 
next working process (inner profiles etc.).

Loading support
Loading supports assist in the simple loading  
and unloading of large or heavy  
workpieces. a major advantage is that  
they enable you to operate the  
machining centre alone.

reinforced  
loading supports
optional reinforced  
supports for particularly heavy 
workpieces.
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workpiece stop for veneered panels
additional to the workpiece fence cylinders there are also 
separate fences available for the processing of veneered 
surfaces with a projecting edge or laminated panels.

Field configuration of consoles,
clamping options

E

A

C G

F

D

B

9,4“
(240 mm) 

9,8“ 
(250 mm)

3,9“ 
(100 mm)

profit H300 
16.53

profit H300 
16.33

profit H200 
13.33

working areas, traverse distances

a 157,4“ 
(4,000 mm)

B 65,7“  
(1,670 mm)

C 129,9“ 
(3,300 mm)

D 50,3“ 
(1,280 mm)

e 21,2“  
(540 mm)

F 15,3“  
(390 mm)

g 6,2" 
(160 mm)

a 157,4“ 
(4,000 mm)

B 77,5“  
(1,970 mm)

C 129,9“ 
(3,300 mm)

D 62,2“ 
(1,580 mm)

e 21,2“  
(540 mm)

F 15,3“  
(390 mm)

g 6,2“ 
(160 mm)

a 236,2“ 
(6,000 mm)

B 77,5“  
(1,970 mm)

C 208,6“  
(5,300 mm)

D 62,2“ 
(1,580 mm)

e 21,2“  
(540 mm)

F 15,3“  
(390 mm)

g 6,2“ 
(160 mm)

2 working fields in the X direction for pendulum 
operation; with front and rear fences

CNC machining Centers

Flexible positioning of  
extra-long components
By arranging the tool changer and control cabinet below 
the zero level of the working area, extra-long components 
can be flexibly clamped and processed in two steps. 
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The drilling head with 24 drilling spindles
 18 vertical drilling spindles, 32 mm distance between spindles: each can be used individually
	 6 horizontal drilling spindles, spaced at 32 mm: 4 in the X and 2 in the Y axis, each can  
 be used individually
 integrated grooving saw units positioned in both the X-axis and Y-axis direction
 inverter driven motor up to 7,500 rpm

highlight
The complete working field can be 
covered by the drilling head for 
vertical and horizontal drilling.

Drilling head

Configuration option DH 16 4H 2SDh 24 6h 2S

horizontal spindle motor
The horizontal spindle motor is the perfect complement to 
the standard moulder spindle and an optimum alternative 
to the unit application on the machine for side milling work. 
The controlled swivel device allows the moulding head to 
be automatically swivelled up to 7° for special applications 
during door processing. 
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with a motor power of 12 and 15 kw and up to 24,000 rpm, 
 the main milling motor is controlled using an inverter and is attached 
directly to the support module of the drilling head in the Z axis. 
Dual linear guides guarantee highly precise vertical guiding. The 
main milling motor is positioned using ground ball screws. The hSK 
F63 tool clamping is done automatically. The clamping of the tool 
is checked using sensors, which then confirm that it is safe to start 
the operation. The tool holder is cleaned pneumatically. The C-axis 
is optionally available as the fourth axis and is interpolating (360°) 
with a compressed air interface for the units.

Spindle

Chip deflector
A chip deflector mounted to the spindle 
controlled by the C-axis enables the 
unrestricted use of existing tools.  
when processing workpiece edges, 
the dust and chips are directed  
towards the extraction canal.

extraction connection
with the automatic control of the extraction 
connection, the full extraction capacity is 
moved between the drilling head and main 
spindle, depending on what is being used 
at the time.

Compressed air nozzle/ 
spraying unit
mounted onto the main spindle  
to optimise routing.

Chip conveyor
Chip conveyor for waste pieces and 
residual chips and dust: For the removal of 
offcuts and chips from the machine chassis 
(right hand side). at the end of the conveyor 
belt they are separated using a separating 
slide and then extracted. The offcuts are 
collected in a container.

Controlled  
extraction hood
The extraction hood positions itself fully 
automatically to one of 3 positions in relation 
to the workpiece height which significantly 
reduces the dust and noise emissions.
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Tooling positions and space requirements

4 position linear tool changer 
moving in the X-axis direction
Tool changer for 4 tools or  
aggregates, mounted to the gantry. 
ensures quick tool changes even 
when working in pendulum  
operation.

18-position rotary tool changer  
mounted to the outrigger
The rotary tool changer with 18 tool 
positions is mounted to the back of 
the gantry and moves together with 
the gantry along the X-axis. The 18 
position rotating tool changer,  
keeps tool changing times  
to the bare minimum.

profit H200 13.33 profit H300 16.33 profit H300 16.53
height [h] 90½“ (2,300 mm) 90½“ (2,300 mm) 90½" (2,300 mm)
Length [L] with bumper 259⅜" (6,588 mm) 259⅜" (6,588 mm) 338⅛" (8,588 mm)
width [w] with bumper 138⅝" (3,521 mm) 144⅝" (3,672 mm) 144⅝" (3,672 mm)
Length [L] with light barrier 249⅝" (6,338 mm) 249⅝" (6,338 mm) 328¼" (8,338 mm)
width [w] with light barrier 170½" (4,328 mm) 176⅜" (4,478 mm) 176⅜" (4,478 mm)
Length [L] with safety mats 249⅝" (6,338 mm) 249⅝“ (6,338 mm) 328¼" (8,338 mm)
width [w] with safety mats 168⅜" (4,275 mm) 174¼" (4,425 mm) 174¼" (4,425 mm)
Length [L] with bumper + light barrier 260" (6,628 mm) 260" (6,628 mm) 339" (8,628 mm)
width [B] with bumper + light barrier 176⅜" (4,480 mm) 177" (4,500 mm) 177" (4,500 mm)

12 position linear tool changer 
The standard 12-fold linear tool 
changer on the left side of the ma-
chine base-frame facilitates to store 
up to three units in the machine. in 
addition, the front-most unit position 
can be used as a pick-up station to 
load further tool changers that are 
difficult to access. an optional cover 
also protects the precision tool hold-
ers from dust and chips.
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various materials: 
Plastics, alucobond, mineralised 
substances, packing material
The variable speed control (max. 24,000 rpm) and the  
variable feed rate in combination with the right  
tool, guarantee outstanding results, even when processing 
plastic. regardless of whether it is thin workpieces on a template 
or heavy workpieces, Format4 covers everything.

Application examples

12 position linear tool changer  
mounted to the machine chassis
The tool changer with 12 tooling 
positions improves productivity and 
creates more space for additional 
tools on the machine.

Steps/staircase production Frame processingSolid wood manufacturing

Cabinet productionTemplate milling working with veneer fences

CNC machining Centers

Tool length measuring unit
The automatic length measuring unit 
guarantees hundredths of a millimetre 
accurate measuring of the tool length 
directly at the machine and reduces 
measuring errors by the machine 
operator.
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One machine, five axes, limitless possibilities

hose free dual 
circuit vacuum pod 
system

visual display of  
the status using  
changing coloured 
lights

variable position  
controlled extraction 
hood

it is universal workshops in particular, where the individual processing of 
various materials is becoming increasingly important. The most up-to-date 
5 axes CNC technology guarantees limitless creativity, and at the same 
time reduces the initial investment cost and subsequent costs for special 
aggregates and tools. individual tooling configurations and fully automa-
tic production at a manageable investment level - the Format - 4 profit 
h350 makes the future of component manufacturing profitable.

lightPos - position-
ing of consoles and 
vacuum cups, incl. 
status visualisation

F4vision  - Position-
ing & operation with 
augmented reality 
glasses

increased service life 
of the 5-axis moulder 
spindle due to 
mechanical locking of 
the C and a axes
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No restrictions for 
workpiece position-
ing thanks to park 
position 

maintenance open-
ing for quick access
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visual display of  
the status using  
changing coloured 
lights

5 axes - no  
restrictions

hose free dual 
circuit vacuum pod 
system

No restrictions for 
workpiece position-
ing thanks to park 
position 

increased service life 
of the 5-axis moulder 
spindle due to 
mechanical locking of 
the C and a axes

Unlimited processing 
possibilities

One machine, five axes, limitless creativity
modern CNC woodworking with individual flexibility as efficient and simple 
as possible - the profit h500 mT CNC machining centre puts industrial use at 
the centre of an innovative operating concept. 34 tool positions included in the 
standard equipment offer a wide range of processing options. The h500 is 
also available as a fully automatic machine with the s-motion table.
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aggregate carrier  
with two Z-axes

automatic consoles 
and vacuum  
positioning
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visual display of  
the status using  
changing coloured 
lights

5 axes - no  
restrictions

Phenol resin table with 
optimised  vacuum 
 distribution for limitless 
 workpiece variation

1000 options, put simply
modern CNC woodworking with individual flexibility as efficient and simple as possible 
- the new CNC processing centre profit h500 mT puts industrial use in the centre point 
of an innovative operating concept. 34 tool positions included in the standard equipment 
offer a wide range of processing options. The large dimensioned matrix table made 
from phenolic resin guarantees secure processing of workpieces of any material and size 
due to optimal vacuum distribution. The machine is equipped with an aluminium table 
as standard, which allows individual mechanical clamping systems allowing any type of 
workpiece or template to be fixed to the machine. The in-house developed software with 
clear menu guidance and intuitive operating concept makes programming simple.

No restrictions for 
workpiece position-
ing thanks to park 
position 

increased service life 
of the 5-axis moulder 
spindle due to 
mechanical locking of 
the C and a axes

Clamping options 
in the Z axis  up to 
325 mm
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aggregate carrier  
with two Z-axes

automatic unloading 
possible
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Working area

hose-free FormaT4 dual circuit system  
with vacuum pod height of 100 mm
The dual circuit vacuum console table with manual pod positioning  
prevents any unintentional movement of the pods whilst loading the  
workpiece. various different Format4 vacuum pods can be used to hold  
in place all conceivable workpiece shapes and sizes quickly and securely.

Position display of the  
consoles and vacuum pods
The workpiece, consoles and vacuum pods are all  
displayed in the CNC board at the same time. This  
guarantees, that the workpiece is securely positioned  
and that there can be no collision between the tool and  
vacuum pod. The exact position of the vacuum pods on  
the consoles is shown accurately using a laser.

Frame processing
Continuous fence in the Y direction  
for an exact positioning of frame components.

lightPos - LeD vacuum pods positioning –  
revolutionary easy & precise
Unique worldwide: millimetre-precise positioning accuracy thanks to 
500 individually controllable, white LeDs per meter. additional infor-
mation such as vacuum type or clamping status of the vacuum cups 
and workpieces etc. are visualised by additional rgB colour LeDs 
mounted in a scaled aluminium profile at intervals of 20 millimetres. 
at the touch of a button, the LeDs indicate exactly where and which 
vacuum cups need to be positioned, and they also provide constant 
information on the current machine status. in the pendulum configura-
tion, the consoles and clamping devices can also be positioned with 
the lightPos-System in hidden times (during active operation).
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Rows of stops

The “s-motion“ consoles
The fully automatic “s-motion consoles“ enable you to 
completely process door and window components 
extremely quickly and with first class quality.

Quick, hose-free change from frame to panel processing  
without any additional changeover work required.

“s-motion“ table for the automatic positioning of 
the vacuum pods and frame clamps in less than 
30 seconds. as the workpiece is being pro-
cessed on the right hand side of the machine, 
the table on the left will already be automati-
cally preparing everything for the next stage 
of production. The productive “s-motion“ table 
guarantees real time savings when working in 
pendulum operation.

CNC machining Centers

Stop rows and component  
referencing
even in the standard version, each panel support is 
equipped with two travelling stop cylinders (central 
and rear). in addition, it is also possible to set up a 
front stop row on the panel support in order to achieve 
maximum flexibility when referencing components.
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Loading support
Loading supports assist in the simple loading and unloading 
of large or heavy workpieces. a major advantage is that they 
enable you to operate the machining centre with one person.

Template milling
There are 4 separate connections per working field available for  
template milling. Using templates makes it possible to fix complex  
components in place, that cannot be processed using vacuum pods.

2 level loading supports for  
frame processing when working alone
Loading supports at level 2: glued frames are brought into position  
using the frame clamps for the outer profiling. Loading supports then  
drop to level 1, the frame clamps clamp the glued frame.

workpiece stop  
for veneered panels
additional to the workpiece fence cylinders  
there are also separate fences available  
for the processing of veneered surfaces  
with a projecting edge or laminated panels.

Linear positioning laser
Linear laser for virtual 0-position in the  
Y direction for precise positioning of  
segmental arch frames.

Dual line laser
when positioning workpieces on split  
working fields, the optionally available double  
line laser which is positioned on the middle of  
the working field in X can be of assistance.
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Console activation
Specially designed for use with compressed air controlled frame clamp  
systems, this function offers new possibilities and enormous clamping 
strength when it comes to the processing of solid wood. The ability  
to be able to deactivate the consoles individually makes it possible  
to remove offcuts without having to release the vacuum that is holding  
the workpiece. This ensures that the workpiece stays in exactly the  
right position for the next working process (inner profiles etc.).

Perfect nesting with the FormaT4 matrix table
The nesting table with optimal matrix geometry can be placed directly  
on the consoles and enables the full panel support of workpieces of  
any size and design, guaranteeing exact positioning.

CNC machining Centers

Flexible positioning of extra-long 
components
Due to the arrangement of the tool changer and control cabi-
net below the zero level of the working area, extra-long com-
ponents can be flexibly clamped and processed in 2 steps. 
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Field configuration of  
consoles, lamping options

working areas, traverse distances

a 157.4“ 
(4,000 mm)

B 77.5“  
(1,970 mm)

C 118.1“ 
(3,000 mm)

D 61“  
(1,550 mm)

e 21.2“ (540 mm)
F 16.5“ (420 mm)
g 18“(460 mm)

a 236.6“ 
(6,010 mm)

B 77.5“  
(1,970 mm)

C 196,9“ 
(5,000 mm)

D 61“  
(1,550 mm)

e 21.2“ (540 mm)
F 16.5“ (420 mm)
g 18“(460 mm)

a 194“  
(4,930 mm)

B 75.8“  
(1,925 mm)

C 147.2“  
(3,740 mm)

D 61.8“  
(1,570 mm)

e 27.2“ (690 mm)
F 16.5“ (420 mm)
g 19.7“ (500 mm)

a 265“  
(6,730 mm)

B 75.8“  
(1,925 mm)

C 218“  
(5,540 mm)

D 61.8“  
(1,570 mm)

e 27.2“ (690 mm)
F 16.5“ (420 mm)
g 19.7“ (500 mm)

7.8"–9.4"  
(200–240 mm)

9.8"–13.7" 
(250–350 mm)

3.9" 
(100 mm)

e

a

C g

F

D
w

profit H500 16.58: 4 working fields in the X direction 
with a central row in X for pendulum operation using  
a laser; with front and rear fences 

profit H500 16.58: One working area 
for 8 workpieces for frame production

2 working fields in the X direction for 
pendulum operation; with front and 
rear fences

2 working areas in X, 2 in Y for pendulum operation
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The drill head with: 
18 drilling spindles
 12 vertical drilling spindles, 32 mm 

distance between spindles:  
each can be used individually

 6 horizontal drilling spindles, spaced at 
32 mm: 4 in the X and 2 in the Y axis, 
each can be used individually

Drilling head highlight
The complete working field can be 
covered by the drilling head for 
vertical and horizontal drilling.

Limitless machining  
diversity with the FormaT4 
drilling group and the  
powerful 5-axes spindle

30 drilling spindles
 22 vertical drilling spindles, 32 mm 

distance between spindles:  
each can be used individually

 8 horizontal drilling spindles, spaced at 
32 mm: 4 in the X and 4 in the Y axis, 
each can be used individually

20 drilling spindles
 12 vertical drilling spindles, 32 mm 

distance between spindles:  
each can be used individually

 8 horizontal drilling spindles, spaced at 
32 mm: 4 in the X and 4 in the Y axis, 
each can be used individually

 integrated slot cutter in the X-axis
 inverter driven motor up to 7,500 rpm

CNC machining Centers
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The main spindle:  
5 axes - no restrictions
The high performance 5 axes spindle with 12 or optionally 15 kw 
motor guarantees excellent results when routing, drilling and cutting  
at every angle. The special liquid cooling and high quality ceramic 
bearings ensure durable precision and processing smoothness of 
every material. an inverter regulates the speed up to 24,000 rpm.
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Chip deflector
a chip deflector mounted to the spindle  
controlled by the C-axis enables the  
unrestricted use of existing tools. when  
processing workpiece edges the dust and  
chips are directed towards the extraction canal.

Chip conveyor
Chip conveyor for waste pieces and residual 
chips and dust: For the removal of offcuts and 
chips from the machine chassis (right hand 
side). at the end of the conveyor belt they  
are separated using a separating slide  
and then extracted. The offcuts are  
collected in a container. 

2 CNC controlled Z axes
The aggregate carrier with two Z axes enables the quick, varying 
use of drilling head and main spindle. The travel distance of the  
Z axis is 19,6" (500 mm), ensuring that long tools can be used 
even on high workpieces.

variable position  
controlled extraction hood
The extraction hood adjusts itself fully automatically  
to the workpiece height which significantly reduces  
the dust and noise emissions.

Controlled  
extraction connections
with the automatic control of the 
extraction connection, the full extraction 
capacity is moved between the drilling 
head and main spindle, depending  
on what is being used at the time.  
efficient extraction results guaranteed.

CNC machining Centers
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Tooling positions and 
space requirements

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

profit H350 16.30 profit H350 16.50 profit H500 16.38 profit H500 16.56 profit H500 16.38 MT profit H500 16.56 MT
height [h] 102⅜" (2,600 mm) 102⅜" (2,600 mm) 104" (2,640 mm) 104" (2,640 mm) 104" (2,640 mm) 104" (2,640 mm)

Length [L] with bumper 269¼" (6,838 mm) 348" (8,838 mm) 319⅜" (8,110 mm) 391¾" (9,948 mm) 332⅛" (8.435 mm) 403" (10.235 mm)

width [w] with bumper 146" (3,706 mm) 146" (3,706 mm) 163⅝" (4,154 mm) 163⅝" (4,154 mm) 163⅝" (4,154 mm) 163⅝" (4,154 mm)

Length [L] with light barrier 259⅜" (6,588 mm) 338¼" (8,590 mm) 319⅜" (8,110 mm) - 319⅜" (8,110 mm) 388⅝" (9.869 mm)

width [w] with light barrier 178¾" (4,538 mm) 178¾" (4,538 mm) 197¼" (5,015 mm) - 197½" (5,015 mm) 197½" (5,015 mm)

Length [L] with safety mats 259⅞" (6,588 mm) 338¼" (8,590 mm) 319½" (8,110 mm) 387¾" (9,848 mm) - -
width [w] with safety mats 176⅝" (4,484 mm) 176⅝" (4,484 mm) 195⅞" (4,975 mm) 195⅞" (4,975 mm) - -
Length [L] with bumper + 
light barrier 269" (6,854 mm) 345½" (8,854 mm) - - - -

width [w] with bumper + 
light barrier 178" (4,538 mm) 178" (4,538 mm) - - - -

Sy
m
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An additional 24 position rotary tool 
changer (H500)
Positioned to the side of the machine 
chassis, it offers an additional 24 tooling 
positions for even quicker production cycles.

Saw blade changer
Travels with the outrigger  
for saw blades with a  
max. Ø. 13,7" (350 mm).

Linear changer, mounted to the machine chassis
The tool changer with 10/12 tooling positions improves productivity  
and creates more space for additional tools on the machine.

Rotary tool changer, mounted  
to the outrigger
The rotary tool changer with 18/24 tool 
positions is mounted at the back of the 
outrigger and moves with the outrigger 
along the X-axis. The 18/24 position rota-
ting tool changer, keeps tooling changing 
times to the bare minimum. This makes the 
Format4 even more productive!

W

W
W

W

L

4 position linear tool changer moving in the X-axis direction (H350)
Tool changer for 4 tools or aggregates, mounted to the gantry. ensures 
quick tool changes even when working in pendulum operation.
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Application examples

Door processing

Door frame manufacturing

Staircases

Clamex-P

Standard aggregate use incl. controlled compressed air

Lock recess

Cabinet production

Tilts upwards 10°

Sharpening of corners

CNC processing in every format

3D applicationsSimultaneous 5 axes processing

CNC machining Centers
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Safety systems

Light barrier

Safety mats

Bumper

Bumper + Light barrier
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with this equipment variant the CNC machining center can only be 
accessed by crossing a light barrier. if the beam is interrupted, the 
process stops immediately.

maximum axis travel speed guarantees the best process times with 
this cost-effective safety solution. Loading with a forklift from the front 
of the machine is possible as there are no sensitive pressure sensors. 
Two workpieces can be machined in the parallel working mode on 
the two machining fields.

The three section, pressure-sensitive mat ensures the safety 
distance from the protective hood. when the operator enters the 
safety zone, the processing process stops.

Due to the three way split of the mat, the machine can be 
loaded in pendulum operation and allows maximum processing 
speeds with shortest processing times.

CNC machining Centers

The bumper safety technology allows you to have direct access to the 
CNC machining centre, without compromising work safety. Numerous 
sensors on the sawguard record every touch and protect you reliably in 
potentially dangerous situations.

without safety mats or light barriers it is possible to place the material 
right next to the machine or to prepare workpieces next to the machine 
for further processing. ideal for smaller workshops: the installation size 
of the machine in the Y direction can be significantly reduced by using 
the new bumper technology.

The combination of bumper and light barrier combines the 
advantages of both safety systems for maximum user-friendliness 
and shortest process times.

if required, the light barrier can simply be deactivated at the 
operator terminal for direct machine access, while the bumper 
always remains active.
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Vacuum pods and clamping systems

Types of vacuum pods for hose free 2 circuit hose system
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POS Name L x W X/Y

1 vacuum pods 140 x 115 -
2 vacuum pods 125 x 75 X
3 vacuum pods 125 x 75 Y
4 vacuum pods 125 x 75 (rotatable by 360°) -
5 vacuum pods 125 x 50 X
6 vacuum pods 125 x 50 Y
7 vacuum pods 125 x 50 (rotatable by 360°) -
8 vacuum pods 130 x 30 X
9 vacuum pods 130 x 30 Y

Schmalz vacuum block pod 2 circuit console system height 3,9" (350 mm)

version with height of 125 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm  
(“s-motion“ on the h500) on request 

Perfect nesting with the FormaT4 matrix table
The nesting table with optimal matrix geometry can be placed directly  
on the consoles and enables the full panel support of workpieces of  
any size and design, guaranteeing exact positioning.

CNC machining Centers
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For all clamping ranges and every 
shape of frame
2 vacuum circuits holds the frame 
clamp to the console and locating 
pins ensure maximum repeatability. 
Clamping requires 6 bar com-
pressed air. The ability to lower the 
base plate by ⅛" (3 mm) (excluding 
positions 12+15) guarantees simple 
re-clamping when moving from inner 
to outer profiles. There are various 
different plate shapes available, de-
pending on the amount of clamping 
force required.

POS Name Clamping range

19 Clamping plate 15–65
20 Clamping plate 55–105
21 Teardrop shaped clamping plate 55–105
22 rectangular clamping plate 55–105

Frame clamp accessories profit h200/h300/h350/h500

POS Name Clamping range

10 Frame clamp (with locking flaps using via compressed air) 55–105
11 Single piece frame clamp (with locking flaps using compressed air) 55–105
12 Frame clamp with horizontal clamps (with locking flaps using compressed air) 0–140
13 Frame clamps for s-motion consoles (using compressed air) 55–105
14 Single piece frame clamp for s-motion consoles (using compressed air) 55–105
15 s-motion console frame clamp with horizontal clamps (using compressed air) 0–140
16 Frame clamp for the profit H500 MT (using compressed air) 55–105
17 Single component frame clamp for the profit H500 MT (using compressed air) 55–105
18 Frame clamp for the profit H500 MT with horizontal clamps (using compressed air) 0–140

Frame clamps profit h200/h350/h500

New: increased grip 
with the use of pads

Clamps
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Status indicator
The changing colours of the innovative 
lighting system display the various machine 
statuses. This makes it possible to keep  
up-to-date on the current status of your  
profit CNC Machining Centre.

green Line
The green Line Packa-
ge reduces the energy 
consumption when the 
machine is not being used 
or only running at partial 
capacity.

Control

• Repeatability
• Saves time when changing the tooling
• Exact reading of the angle to a 1/10th of a degree
• Fixed positioning (0, 90, 45 positions)

many more  
possibilities...

many more  
possibilities...

accessories for the eT interface

eT adapter for the mounting of tooling  
onto aggregates with an er 25  
interface mini adapter for eT interfaces
Order no. 300-24-028

eT adapter for the mounting of tooling  
onto aggregates with an eT interface  
weLDoN adapter for eT interfaces
Order no. 300-24-030

eT adapter for the mounting of tooling  
onto aggregates with a Clamex eT  
interface adapter for eT interfaces
Order no. 300-24-027

eT adapter for the mounting of tooling  
onto aggregates with an eT-set  
(1 x weLDoN/2 x er 25) eT interface
Order no. 300-24-031

eT adapter for the mounting of tooling  
onto aggregates with an eT interface  
eT-set (2 x weLDoN/1 x er 25)
Order no. 300-24-032

ET interface

CNC machining Centers
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hSK F63 single angle head,  
for use with a drill bit or a  
router with 1 connection
Order no. 300-24-001

hSK F63 single angle head,  
for use with a screw mounted  
saw blade with one weLDoN connection,
max. Ø 180 mm order no. 300-24-002 
max. Ø 240 mm order no. 300-24-003 
max. Ø 300 mm order no. 300-24-007

hSK F63 single angle cutter,  
for use with a saw blade with  
1 connection (aTLoCK lock),
max. Ø 240 mm order no. 300-24-009 
max. Ø 300 mm order no. 300-24-008

hSK F63 door lock aggregate  
with 1 er 32 connection for drill bits  
or router tools with two compressed  
air jets and 1 er 16 connection at  
the rear for drill bits or router tools
Order no. 300-24-017
Order no. 300-24-038 (H08 21-31P)

hSK F63 Floating unit for  
vertical copying of the exact  
routing depth hSK F63
Order no. 300-24-041

hSK F63 dual angle head 
with 2 connections, er 25 
drill bit and router tools
Order no. 300-24-011

CNC aggregates

hSK F63 dual-sided angle 
head with 2 weLDoN con-
nections for drilling tools
Order No. 300-24-033

hSK F63 belt sanding aggregate 
for sanding lateral surfaces
Order No. 300-24-039

hSK F63 hollow mortise  
aggregatefor the chiseling  
out of square holes 
Order No. 300-24-040

hSK F63 knife aggregate, 
pneumatic, for cutting soft 
materials
Order No. 300-24-042

hSK F63 Low level unit, 1 out-
put for screw-in tool m8 thread 
+ Ø 9h7 centring, for horizon-
tal drilling on components in 
nested panels or directly on 
the protective panel
Order No. 300-24-043
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hSK F63 3+1 angle head  
with Ø 10 mm connection,  
spaced at 22 mm
Order no. 300-24-016

hSK F63 four-sided angle head  
with 2x er 25 connections  
for drill bits and routing tools 
and 2x er 32 connections
Order no. 300-24-014
4 er 25 connections
Order no. 300-24-015

hSK F63 dual-sided angle 
head with 1 er 25 connection 
for drill bits and router tools and  
1 weLDoN connection with 
screw mounted saw blade,  
max. ·Ø ·180 ·mm
Order no. 300-24-012

hSK F63 single weLDoN 
connection tilting head  
for saw blades with 
max. dia. 180 mm
Order no. 300-24-006

hSK F63 tilting aggregate  
with 1 er 25 connection for  
drilling, routing or sawing  
tools max. Ø 180 mm
Order no. 300-24-005

hSK F63 tilting aggregate,  
digital with eT interface for  
drilling, routing or sawing.tools,
max. dia. 240 mm angle  
adjustment and quick connector
Order no. 300-24-024

hSK F63 tilting aggregate with  
eT interface for drilling, routing  
or sawing tools, max. Dia 7" (180 mm)
Order No. 300-24-037

hSK F63 tilting aggregate with 
1 er 25 connection for drilling, 
routing or sawing tools, digital, 
max. ·Ø ·240 ·mm angle adjust-
ment and quick connection
Order No. 300-24-026

hSK F63 digital tilting aggregate 
with 1 weiDoN shank 
for saw blades with 
max. dia 9½" (240 mm)
Order No. 300-24-035

CNC machining Centers
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CNC-Nesting – Efficiency  
in the smallest of spaces
The profit h08 from Format4 is the CNC-machining center for professional nesting 
applications, and requires only minimal space. especially developed for universal  
application, this profitable all-rounder convinces with top precision and impressive 
productivity when processing different materials.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Up to 750 m3/h 
vacuum power  
(600 m3/h - 60 hZ)

Perfect nesting with 
the Format4  
matrix table

automatic unloading 
unit including  
electric motor driven 
offloading pusher

additional seals for 
extreme operating 
conditions

automatic measuring 
system of the  
tool length

SmarT ZoNiNg 
vacuum management
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profit H08 classic  
Special models from this machine 
range are exclusively for the  
Felder group export markets
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gantry system
The rack and pinion drive in the X and Y direction ensures maximum 
traverse speeds for the shortest processing and tool changing times.

Working area
routing and drilling in any desired  
shape, in a single working process
The dual side driven gantry on the profit h08 guarantees  
maximum precision and repeatability of your processes.

hand-held terminal
hand-held terminal with potentiometer 
and emergency stop.

Working areas, traverse distances

a 128⅜“ (3,260 mm)
B 64⅛“ (1,630 mm)
C 98⅜“ (2,500 mm)
D 49¼“ (1,250 mm)
e 23⅜“ (593 mm)
F 7⅜“ (186 mm)
g 6½“ (166 mm)

a 151⅞“ (3,860 mm)
B 75⅞“ (1,930 mm)
C 121⅝“ (3,090 mm)
D 60¼“ (1,530 mm)
e 23⅜“ (593 mm)
F 7⅜“ (186 mm)
g 6⅞“ (176 mm)

e

a

Cg

F

D
B a 151⅞“ (3,860 mm)

B 98⅜“ (2,500 mm)
C 121¾“ (3,090 mm)
D 82¾“ (2,100 mm)
e 4⅞“ (125 mm)
F 14⅞“ (375 mm)
g 25⅜“ (645 mm)
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Perfect nesting with the Format4 matrix table
The nesting table with optimal matrix geometry enables the full panel support of workpieces 
of any size and design, guaranteeing exact positioning. reference stops mounted directly to 
the table offer additional support in reducing wastage and can be optionally equipped with 
collision protection sensors to monitor their position.

Optional high flow 
nesting table

Phenolic material
The vacuum table is made out of phenolic resin, which has the 
benefit of being non-corrosive and is not affected by heat or cold 
(expansion and contraction). accurate precision is guaranteed. 

The working area is by default subdivided into 6 (h08 13.25) or  
8 vacuum fields (h08 16.31) in order to ensure the best holding 
force for the most varied panel sizes. The vacuum fields are controlled 
manually using a hand lever on the front side of the machine. 

vacuum system
air-permeable materials as well as small 
parts can be fixed with maximum holding 
force. Up to 441 cfm.

Vacuum table grid: 2⅜“ x 2⅜“ (60 x 60 mm)
4 vacuum outlets per area
The vacuum table of your profit h08 classic comes with a grid of 2⅜" by 2⅜" and 
4 vacuum connections per field for even distribution of vacuum and maximum suction 
performance across the full nesting table. an upgrade to a grid pattern of 30 by 30 mm  
(1⅛" x 1⅛") is available for best possible hold down effects for all sorts of shapes and 
sizes but especially for smaller pieces. 

CNC machining Centers
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EUSDimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Drilling heads
	Dh 8 drilling head with 8 vertical spindles
	Dh 12 drilling head with 12 vertical spindles
	Dh 16 drilling head with 12 vertical and  

4 horizontal spindles and 2 saw blades
 inverter driven motor up to 6,000 rpm

The machine carries out vertical drilling.

Drilling head

Dh 8

Dh 8 Dh 12 Dh 16

Smart Zoning (profit h08 21.31)
Due to the smart zoning vacuum control, 
the vacuum zones can be switched to 
 either fully automatic or manual control 
and activated based on the workpiece 
size 

The predefined vacuum zones of the 
matrix table are based on three 
common panel sizes

2500 mm x 1250 mm ≙ 4“ x 8“
3090 mm x 1530 mm ≙ 5“ x 10“
3090 mm x 2100 mm ≙ 7“ x 10“

This makes it incredibly quick to  
change from one panel size 
to the next. 

it also makes it possible to position and 
process individual workpieces with variable 
sizes in the working fields 1 to 6
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“Professional“: for  
maximum productivity  
and complete flexibility
in the professional package, the  
high performance routing spindle has a  
hSK-F63 tool chuck and together with the  
10kw motor rotating at 24,000 rpm  
delivers perfect results even when  
machining difficult to process materials.  
Up to 10 tool positions ensure that a  
quick tool change is possible, making  
the h08 even more productive.

Spindle

automatic measuring  
system of the tool length
measuring your tools made easy: each tool 
length in the database is provided with an  
accuracy of a hundredth of a millimetre.

1 tool changer
8- or 11 position tool changer  

     on the side of the machine chassis

Symbolic image profit H08 13.25, profit H08 16.31,  
profit H08 21.31

Tooling positions and 
space requirements

L

W

CNC machining Centers

profit H08 13.25 profit H08 16.31 profit H08 21.31
height [h] 65“ (1,650 mm) 65“ (1,650 mm) 77“ (1,968 mm)
Length [L] 220“ (5,600 mm) 244“ (6,200 mm) 242“ (6,150 mm)
width [w] 149“ (3,790 mm) 161“ (4,090 mm) 186“ (4,720 mm)
weight (depending 
on equipment,  
without packaging)

5,423 ibs  
(2,460 kg)

6,547 ibs  
(2,970 kg)

7,605 ibs 
(3,450 kg)

register mark recognition: For the processing 
of printed plate materials in the advertising 
industry, a camera ensures the highest precision 
through the automatic recognition of the printed 
register marks on the workpiece.

Plastic and composite processing 
with c-tech from Format4
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CNC production - efficient, economical & profitable
The panel cutting, drilling and milling center profit h80 brings highly efficient 
furniture production into future-proof cabinetmakers and carpenters work-
shops. entire custom-made furniture with all holes, grooves and connections 
are produced in one single operation. The latest nesting technologies ensure 
the best possible savings in terms of materials and time. Up to full automa-
tion, the profit h80 can be extended with different loading and unloading 
solutions, thus achieving maximum material processing.

10kw or 12kw high 
performance moulder 
spindle with hSK tool-
receiving socket

each tool length is 
stored in the tool 
database to the nea-
rest hundredth of a 
millimeter

Different fence 
options for additio-
nal flexibility

easy use of vacuum 
cups

Status display with 5 
colors informs about 
the current machine 
status

height adjustable 
tool changer inclu-
ding cover
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variant “stand alone”
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The maintenance door on the rear of the 
hood makes the mortising unit easy 
quickly and ergonomically accessible.

“Smart Zoning” vacuum management system
Depending on the frame size, the working area of the 
profit h80 series is divided into 9 or 10 individual vacuum 
fields. The distribution and size of these vacuum fields 
depends on standardized board dimensions. 
Smaller vacuum fields, built in the front from the left, are 
perfect for a comfortable and ergonomic positioning of 
residual materials. Depending on the panel size, the soft-
ware selects fully automatically all necessary vacuum fields 
before starting the program. when necessary, individual 
fields can of course also be deactivated.

2500 mm x 1250 mm = 4” x 8”
3090 mm x 1530 mm = 5” x 10”
3090 mm x 2100 mm = 7” x 10”

The drill heads Dh8 and Dh12 are desi-
gned for vertical mortising operations. The 
mortising spindles are arranged in X and Y 
direction. each spindle is flexibly positioned 
vertically for machining a row of holes.

The insertion of rear panel grooves in the 
Y-direction also enables maximum corpus 
material utilisation through the best possible 
interlace of the parts in the nesting. with the 
Dh16 drill head, with 12 vertical, 4 horizon-
tal spindles and 2 grooving saws, efficiency 
is guaranteed. 

individual drill head types

vacuum table grid: 60 x 60
4 vacuum outlets per area
The vacuum table of your profit h80 comes with 
a grid of 60 by 60 mm and 4 vacuum outlets 
per field for even distribution of vacuum and 
best suction performance throughout the whole 
nesting table. an upgrade to a grid pattern of 
30 by 30 mm is available for best possible hold 
down effects for all sorts of shapes and sizes but 
especially for smaller pieces.

Phenolic material
The vacuum table is made out of phenolic with 
the benefit of being non corrosive and not affec-
ted by heat and cold (expansion and contraction), 
making a big impact on the tolerances.
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The C-axis is optionally available as the 
fourth axis and is interpolating (360°) with 
a compressed air interface for the units.

Lamello Clamex-P

Floating device

Lock recess

Knife-aggregate

indexable aggregate 

Low level unit

The alignment of the panel materials takes 
place directly on the lifting table and synchro-

nously for processing on the working area. 
This saves time and increases productivity.

at automatic loading, the lifting table 
positions the stack of panels directly to 
the appropriate working height.

The adjustable linear tool changer including 
cover on the machine base-frame optimally pro-
tects the tool-receiving socket against chips and 
dust,ensures shortest change-over times and can 

accommodate up to 12 tools and 3 units.

The nesting table with optimal matrix geometry ena-
bles the full panel support of workpieces of any size 

and design, guaranteeing exact positioning.

high production
The hSK F63 mounting in the 10 
to 12 kw moulder spindle ensures 
perfect concentricity.

The standardized use of units allows 
almost limitless applications. with the 
already integrated compressed air 
interface with blow-off and cooling 
function even the most custom-built 
units are compatible for special 
applications.

CNC  
machining Centres
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Tool changer
Depending on the frame size, there are between 
11 and 15 tool storage places on the machine. 
in addition, there is space for up to three units 
in the tool changer. The adjustable linear tool 
changer including cover on the machine base-
frame optimally protects the tool holders against 
chips and dust. 

Tooling positions and space requirements

L1 [mm] B1 [mm] L2 [mm] B2 [mm]
h80 16.38 3720 mm 1530 mm 7050 mm 3900 mm
h80 21.31 3090 mm 2100 mm 6400 mm 4500 mm
h80 21.38 3720 mm 2100 mm 7050 mm 4500 mm

* Dimensions vary when using special equipment

Automation options
whether as a standalone machine or fully automated cell, the profit h80 offers 
different automation options for maximum efficiency and shortest cycle times.

well thought-out solutions and sophisticated 
concepts - available in three different sizes.

variant “stand alone” variant “automatic unloading” variant  “automatic loading and unloading”

variant  “automatic loading and unloading” with storage link-up

Symbolic image profit H80
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Best possible extraction results

The newly developed suction bell 
ensures clean workpieces at the end 
of processing and is suitable for use in 
wood, plastics and composites.
remaining dust and chips are reduced 
to a minimum by the optimized hood.

additional seals for extreme operating conditions.

The numerous innovative solutions for workpiece cooling, for the 
increase of tool life, for improving the surface quality or for optimal 
chip removal guarantees maximum productivity and thus more profit.

Plastic and composite processing 
with c-tech from Format4
with the specially developed equipment options of c-tech, the profit h80 
becomes the perfect machine for plastic and composite machining.

Final chips are completely ex-
tracted by the under-table extraction 
between conveyor belt and work 
table.

The upper table extraction on the 
conveyor belt cleans the workpieces 
on the surface during transport. This 
guarantees that the labels will remain 
in place on the dust free surface.

application of special units for processing various 
plastic and composite materials.

CNC  
machining Centres
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5-axis nesting for furniture production
The Nesting CNC machining centers profit h150 and h100 are panel cutting, 
drilling and milling centers all in one. Four sizes are available with integrated 
SmarT ZoNiNg vacuum management, high-end automation levels, excellent 
drill heads, new safety concepts and much more. The high-performance Format4 
high-tech 5-axis moulder spindle of the profit h150 enables individual workpiece 
design in record time. For unrestricted use of the 5-axis spindle as well as for posi-
tioning workpieces on vacuum suction pads, a recessed fence row is available. 
a large Z passage size of 200 mm offers flexible machining of high workpieces.

maintenance ope-
ning for quick access

gantry drive on 
both sides

5 axes for  
unlimited processing 
possibilities

No restrictions for 
workpiece positio-
ning thanks to par-
king position

increased service life 
of the 5-axis moul-
der spindle due to 
mechanical locking 
of the C and a axes

high and 
unchanged passage 
size even in the 
highest degree of 
automation
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profit h100

SmarT ZoNiNg 
vacuum manage-
ment system

high number of 
standard tool spaces 
including cover 
hood
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Drilling head
Drilling head types with up to 30 drilling spindles can be retrie-
ved individually to ensure the shortest production times in carcass 
production. in addition, a grooving saw in the X-direction and a 
grooving saw in the Y-direction are available for machining slots, 
enabling optimum panel utilization in the nest. 

a 3, 4 or 5-axis spindle as well as different types 
of drill heads with integrated grooving saws are 
available for workpiece machining.

The powerful moulder spindles up to 15 kw and 
is also fit for processing solid wood. an inverter 
continuously regulates the speed up to 24.000 rpm 
and thus guarantees best surface results.

Available machining 
units

Parking position
if the hood is in parking position, the entire 
working area is freely accessible. This 
enables ergonomic and precise component 
referencing.

Status indicator
The additionally available 5-color status 
display constantly informs the machine 
operator from all sides about the current 
machining progress. 

Dust extraction hood
During 5-axis machining, the automatically 
controlled extraction hood adjusts to the 
respective workpiece height, tool length and 
moulding depth.
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Precise component referencing

intelligent “Smart Zoning” 
vacuum management system

Depending on the machining strategy, the degree of automation 
and the customer requirements, the working area can be complete-
ly equipped with different referencing options. Front, behind and a 
set back fence row, or continuous straight edge in X-direction offer 
maximum machining possibilities and operating comfort.

Depending on the frame size, the working area of the profit 
h100/h150 series is divided into 12 or 19 individual vacuum 
fields. The distribution and size of these vacuum fields depends 
on standardized board dimensions.

Small vacuum fields, built from the front, are perfect for a 
comfortable and ergonomic positioning of residual materials. 
Depending on the panel size, the software automatically selects 
all necessary vacuum fields before starting the program. when 
necessary, individual fields can be deactivated.

well thought-out concepts for highly productive series produc-
tion: The two working area halves were designed completely 
symmetrically for pendulum assignment on the machine. 

CNC  
machining Centres
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Automation options
a wide variety of automation options allow the basic machine to be successively 
expanded to a fully automatic cell with automatic labelling function. 

Labelling unit
The automatic labelling unit applies the 
adhesive labels fully automatically to a 
dust-free surface before processing and 
simultaneously aligns the panel material 
precisely directly on the lifting table. This gu-
arantees the highest degree of automation, 
minimized operator errors and significantly 
reduces production time.

our l-motion storage systems are adapted to the res-
pective spacial conditions and customer requirements. 
Stacking positions, warehouse size, degree of automati-
on and loading systems can be freely selected.

Thus different loading concepts are possible beforehand 
on a fixed table, lifting table with or without labelling 
unit as well as directly on the working field.

variant “stand alone” variant “automatic unloading” variant  “automatic loading and unloading”

variant  “automatic loading and unloading” with storage link-up

extraction bell
The extraction bell optimized the extraction 
results and reduces the extraction volume 
due to its compact design.

Upper table extraction
The upper table extraction on the conveyor 
belt cleans the workpieces on the surface du-
ring transport. This guarantees that the labels 
will remain in place on the dust free surface.
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Depending on the degree of automati-
on, available additional options as well 
as the safety concept at the machine, the 
space required varies. 

The large machining dimension of 
workpiece heights up to 200 mm is 
not reduced even with fully automated 
machines and offers limitless machining 
possibilities.

Tooling positions and space requirements

profit H100 16.38 profit H100 19.38 profit H100 22.32 profit H100 22.43
Length L1 3,720 mm 3,720 mm 3,120 mm 4,300 mm
width B1 1,560 mm 1,860 mm 2,160 mm 2,160 mm
Length L2 7,680 mm 7,680 mm 7,080 mm 8,270 mm
width B2 4,900 mm 5,500 mm 6,100 mm 6,100 mm

* Dimensions vary when using special equipment

Tool changer
even in the standard version, the profit 
h100/h150 range offers up to 17 
tool changing stations. This linear tool 
changer is located on the left side of the 
machine.

The additional, automatically controlled 
cover ensures that the stored tools are 
always optimally protected against dust 
and chips.

with the standard and optional travelling 
tool changers as well as the pick-up place 
for a large saw blade, a total of up to 35 
tool places are available.

CNC  
machining Centres
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Vacuum pods

vacuum blocks for the matrix table

Quick and easy positioning of the vacuum pods, suitable for every workpiece size
The matrix design of the table makes it easy to handle and position the pods. a distributor 
can also be used, in order to be able to create a 2 circuit vacuum system.

Vacuum pods - positioned quickly 
(profit h100/150/500mT)
The cross laser can be activated 
from the hand-held terminal.

POS Name L x W x H Order no.

1 Distribution plate (profit H100/H150/H500 MT) 300-05-964
2 Distribution plate (profit H08/H80) 305-101
3 Stop block (profit H08/H80) 305-100
4 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H08/H80/H100/H150) 126 x 126 x 40 300-05-960
5 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H08/H80/H100/H150) 126 x 75 x 40 300-05-961
6 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H08/H80/H100/H150) 126 x 50 x 40 300-05-962
7 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H08/H80/H100/H150) 126 x 35 x 40 300-05-963
8 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H500 MT/H100/H150) 126 x 126 x 75 300-05-860
9 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H500 MT/H100/H150) 126 x 75 x 75 300-05-861
10 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H500 MT/H100/H150) 126 x 50 x 75 300-05-862
11 Hose-free vacuum pods for MT nesting tables (profit H500 MT/H100/H150) 126 x 35 x 75 300-05-863
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The integrated unloading unit on the 
portal pushes the finished workpiece 
out and at the same time cleans the 
table. any residual dust and chips are 
removed by the below table extrac-
tion. During the pushing off process, 
the first label will be printed and the 
workpiece that is to be labelled will 
be shown in color on the label printer 
screen. This procedure is then repea-
ted for all of the workpieces.

Cut, push-off and label

Application examples profit H08/H80/H100/H150

engraving

Cutting foam

edge processing

Chip deflector

Door panel

CNC  
machining Centres
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variable controlled, height-adjustable push-off unit for 
various thicknesses of material and protective board.

Fence options
individual stop variants around the working area (front, 
rear, left, right) guarantee maximum operating comfort 
and additional flexibility when processing workpieces. 
on automatic machines the continuous fences ensures a 
steady off load on to the conveyor belt.

Activation controlled  
extraction connections 
with the automatic control of the extraction connection, the 
full extraction capacity is moved between the drilling head 
and main spindle, depending on what is being used at the 
time. efficient extraction results guaranteed.
with the pushing unit option, a third position of the extrac-
tion connection is controlled. This extracts the dust from the 
table ensuring an optimized work process. 

Below table and pusher extraction
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F4®Solutions in furniture and interior 
design with F4®Design

WorkingSoftware

F4®Solutions in furniture and interior 
design with F4®Design / F4®Guide

F4®Solutions in furniture and interior 
design with F4®Design / F4®Nest

Window and door production 
with F4®Frame

3D free forms with F4®Solid

Your Format4 software 
solutions at a glance
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CNC machining Centers

Format4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

profit H200, page 224 profit H300, page 224 profit H350, page 234 
profit H500, page 236 c-express 920 classic, page 214 creator 950; page 218

profit H200, page 224 profit H300, page 224 profit H350, page 234 
profit H500, page 236 c-express 920 classic, page 214 creator 950, page 218

profit H08, page 258  profit H100/H150, page 270 profit H500MT, page 238
profit H80, page 264

profit H200, page 224 profit H300, page 224 profit H350, page 234 profit H500, page 236

profit H200, page 224 profit H300, page 224 profit H350, page 234 
profit H500, page 236 profit H08, page 258 profit H100/H150, page 270   creator 950, page 218
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Fits like a glove into your business 
and your machines

traditional craft business with standard machines or high-tech 
operation with CNC - F4®Solutions always fits! Completely 

independent of the existing machine equipment.

Industry 4.0 standards made affordable also for the trade.
No investments in cross-linked new machines and high-tech units, no expensive hardware 

purchases - F4®Solutions makes cross-linked production and Industry 4.0 standards affordable 
also for craftman's businesses with standard machines.

THE 360°-solution for the entire 
order process

F4®Solutions is not an isolated solution, it integrates 
seamlessly into the existing production and links all work 

steps into an intelligent and consistent process.

F4®Solutions in furniture 
and interior design
Design - Present - Produce

CUTTING OPTIMISATIO
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All data always available, 
from measurement to installation
traditional craft business with standard machines or high-tech 
operation with CNC - F4®Solutions always fits! Completely 
independent of the existing machine equipment.

Design - Visualize - Sell - Produce
Easiest design of individual pieces of furniture with 
F4®Solutions in the familiar CAD environment, 
photorealistic renderings of sales supporting 3D 
visualizations and detailed data transfer for production - 
that's 4.0 for trade and industry.

Invest today, benefit forever - THE solution that grows with you
No matter what your business looks like in two, five or fifteen years, F4®Solutions is always available 
adaptable when purchasing machines or plant expansions up to Industry 4.0.

FORMAT4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

CNC-Software

PANELSTORAGE

M
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M
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CALCULATIO
N
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- PRESENTATIO

N
-
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F4®Solutions in furniture 
and interior design
Design - Present - Sell

Cutting
optimization

Cutting
optimization

Cutting Storage

Panel saws
cut

Nesting 
cut

Label
printout

assembly

Label printout

CNC machining

Special works

Special works

Edgebanding

mortising Edgebanding

Industry 4.0Craft 4.0
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Design - Present - Sell 
with F4®Design

F4®Design
Design furniture and interior, visualize in 3D and produce at the touch of a button. 

Convincingly easy to draw and construct
Intuitively operable, F4®Design convinces above all with CaD shortcuts and the ability to import 
2D or 3D dxf and dwg files. The 3D planning of rooms and even floors is simple and clear. 
Every single corpus, every single piece of furniture in your F4®Design planning contains materi-
als, fittings or manufacturing information.

Finished design in next to no time.
Elements from the limitless expandable library can be inserted into the design quickly and 
flexibly. Templates also speed up the creation of new drawing content and result in fast, 
professional designs. Due to the parametric structure, customer wishes and possible changes 
can be implemented quickly, even during the sales talk.
 
Present photorealistic and sell easier
With F4®Design, you convince your customers with photorealistic 3D visualizations directly from 
the production drawing. Design and accessory elements from the library make the drawing more 
realistic and your design becomes clear to your customers. You present customized design options 
from different perspectives during your sales talk with your customer. right from the start your 
customer knows what he is buying - thus, there are no misunderstandings.

CNC-programs
Nesting-capable CNC programs, ARDIS transfer and parts lists. At the push of a button, cutting 
lists, material, fittings, and finished parts lists are created and thus made available for the further, 
individual production process. Benefit from the many possibilities with F4®Design.

FORMAT4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

CNC-Software
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F4®Solutions in furniture 
and interior design
Design - Present - Produce with 4.0 work optimization

F4®Guide provides you with 
all necessary information at 

all times for your whole 
machine park.

F4®Guide provides you with all 
necessary information at all times 
at your non-automated machines.

Cutting
optimization

Cutting
optimization

Cutting Storage

Panel saws
cut

Nesting 
cut

Label
printout

assembly

Label printout

CNC machining

Special works

Special works

Edgebanding

mortising Edgebanding

Industry 4.0Craft 4.0
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Industry 4.0
Craft 4.0

With F4®Guide

FORMAT4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

CNC-Software

F4®Guide - your reliable partner
F4®Guide enables work optimization with its 3 Barcode-System 4.0. Understandable for everyone, without 
investing in interlinked new machines and high-tech systems, F4®Solutions makes the step towards networked 
production including Industry 4.0 standards affordable even for craft businesses with standard machines.

as a reliable partner F4®Guide accompanies you through the entire workshop and networks planning, cost-
ing, production and assembly. From the individual piece of furniture up to the planning of entire floors: Each com-
ponent gets a component label, which leads through the entire production process with cutting, special machining, 
mortising and edgebanding - all this directly on the machine. 

revolutionary barcode system
the 3 Barcode-System of the F4®Guide allows an overview of the production process at any time and shows all work 
steps. the simple scanning of the respective barcode brings the data to the F4®Guide and guides you through  
the further processing process with detailed drawings and 3D data. No more enquiries, no additional steps,  
no mountains of paperwork.

all data always available
Directly from the drawing created during planning with F4®Design, all necessary data for the production are 
generated. Turning, zooming, measuring and many other functions guarantee absolute clarity in the manufacturing 
process, in assembly or installation - this is only possible with F4®Design. 
 
All parts can be clearly identified through the combination of parts list and 3D drawing.  
The distinct components name makes reproduction of damaged components quick and easy.  
Thus, there is no confusion or manufacturing errors.
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F4®Nest
Customized F4®Nest strategies allow you to work in full depth or in two passes with different 
Z-depths and even offset to the contour. This guarantees for a high quality of the result.

F4®Solutions in furniture 
and interior design
material-saving panel processing with nesting optimization 

material-saving panel processing with 
nesting optimization with F4®Nest
Saving space, material and time the CNC cutting optimization software F4®Nest interlaces 
furniture and other milled parts. The result is presented in 3D. Cutting of panel material 
in the nesting process is efficient, profitable and reduces cut-off.  Cutout areas can be 
cleared for other components.
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Nesting 
optimization

All parts can be easily identified
The graphical representation of the finished nest with 3D editing capability, rotation 
and individual assignability simplifies operation and guarantees maximum flexibility. 

manual editing of the nest for absolute 
control of the result
The manual control allows finished nests to be customized and adapted  
for cross-project material compositions.

F4 labels shows the labels already in the office 
and on the machine
The label generator offers flexible design options such as the use of any number  
of free fields for naming or integrating images and barcodes. a template database  
and the direct recognition of the label size from the printer setting facilitate and 
accelerate the workflow. 

Clear remaining areas
Intelligent “nesting” of free-form parts ensures the best possible utilization of the panel. 
Various milling strategies and process sequences can be predefined, thus perfectly 
complete the individual 4.0 work optimization.

FORMAT4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

CNC-Software
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F4®Frame 
By entering just a few parameters you can design the frames and fillings of your doors and windows. 
Relevant parameters are for example: Size, corner connections with or without glass beads, fittings and 
much more. With the click of the mouse, the window will be broken down in seconds to individual CNC 
programs. Without any extra work, the machine operator can then load these files from the production 
planning and run them. A material list will be automatically generated with the image of the window.

Window and door production
Every window shape at the click of the mouse
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Wechselfalz
> Directly from F4®Frame
> No rework
> For every thickness
> regardless of the rung width

Counter connections with milled tenons 
> Exceptional stability
> absolutely precise production on the CNC machining center
> Efficient finish without dowel boring and dowels
> Flexible application in all window and door systems

F4®Frame - Get every imaginable frame 
shape with the click of the mouse
Intuitively and quickly you plan individual windows and doors. In a few seconds the F4®Frame  
breaks up the design into individual CNC programs that are transferred to your CNC machine  
free of rework. A complete material and parts list is of course automatically generated. 

Counter connections flexible, precise and efficient
Counter connections with milled spigots can be produced absolutely accurately with F4®Frame and  
Format4 CNC machining centers, offer exceptional stability with efficient production without dowel 
 boring and are flexible applicable in door and window systems. 

modern rabbet joint technology with CNC
Directly out of the F4®Frame, absolutely no rework necessary, in all strengths and regardless of the bar width. 

Working in 3D
Why should you plan two-dimensionally when the product is three-dimensional?  
Impressive visuals help you plan and support your sales pitches. 

FORMAT4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

CNC-Software
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F4®Solid is the 3D solution for all Format4 3, 4, and 5-axis machining centers. With the 
surface generator, the creation of rotation surfaces, TAB - or edge surfaces, extruded 
surfaces or surfaces from sections is very simple.

3D free-forms
3D for 3-, 4- and 5-axis CNC

F4®Solid powered by alphacam – 
the 3D solution for all Format4 machining centers!  
Whether in stairs and staircase construction, for free-forms of all kinds, rotation surface processing 
or 3D engraving - the F4®Solid powerd by alphacam is the perfect complete software solution 
for woodworking and plastics processing. Depending on your needs, you can generate 3D CAM 
programs for 3-, 4- and 5-axis programming just as you have designed and defined components.
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the result 
A high-quality end product and satisfied customers! 

With the integrated 3D simulation you can test prototypes quickly 
and easily in your office. On the machine, the finished products can 
be manufactured in unit number one faster.

Fully automatic creation of milling paths in the 3-, 4- and 
5-axis range brings efficiency into your work process.

CNC-machining in 3 dimensions 
Easily load 3D data, generate surfaces, create high-
end lettering or engrave ornaments with 3D.

In three steps to the finished workpiece
Load 3D file - create toolpaths - check simulation & start production! 

FORMAT4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

CNC-Software
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CNC software from 
a single source
Programming, machine operation, tool management - the trend-
setting software package for continuous CNC machining

F4®Integrate
Years of market analysis, thousands of customer contacts and many successful 
projects all over the world have defined the requirements of a CNC all-in-one 
software in the last 15 years. our in-house software solution F4Integrate therefore 
meets the highest demands of modern CNC machining.

F4®Create – a user-friendly 3D CaD/Cam environment  
for planning and programming with the integrated  
3D component simulator.
The work programs are created in the extensive 3D CAD / CAM environment. In the intuitive inter-
face, drilling, milling and sawing can be quickly planned and customised. Extensive CAD functions, 
interactive help and tutorials as well as the integrated 3D component simulator make F4®Create 
easy to learn, easy to use and provide the highest level of security for a smooth and profitable 
workflow, even in quantities of 1 piece.

F4®operate - the solution for machine operation  
with machine management and all real-time information  
on ongoing processing.
the control and operation of the Format4 CNC machining center is done directly in F4®Operate. 
All created programs are transferred in G-code format directly to the machine. In the cockpit of 
F4®Operate all relevant data for processing are clearly displayed (feed speed, rotating speed, 
vacuum, and much more). The “Realtime” G-Code display (to show the current position in the 
program code in the ongoing processing) with remaining time estimation and an intuitively guided 
machine management guarantee perfect overview and control in the production process at all times. 
The custom library provides space for commonly used configurations and customer-specific macros. 
These can be quickly loaded for new projects and integrated into new programs.

F4®Toolbox – a three-dimensional tool database with touch-
screen function and collision control in the assembly process.
The three-dimensional tool database realistically displays all drill bits, spindle moulders, saw 
blades, knives, dowels or sanding tools in a permanent 3D view. Tools can be assigned individual-
ly to the HSK holder, aggregates or drilling unit, the collision control warns of assignment errors. the 
machine operator can create and edit profiled tools using the CAD and then retrieve all parameters 
in the F4®Create. 
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F4®Integrate – the pioneering CNC software
A well-rounded workflow to reach your goal profitably, no matter which sector -  
F4®Integrate makes it possible. 
Our collected experiences combined with those of our customers result in a very efficient CAD/
CAM all-round system with which even single pieces can be profitably processed. 3D parts- & 
machine-simulator help with prototyping and quoting. the clearly arranged 3D tool database 
meets every need, even in case of complex profile tools. F4®Create, the CAD/CAM system 
offers a variety of helpful functions to make the calculation of the tool path as simple and 
powerful as possible. F4®Integrate is based on G-Code, so external industry programs can be 
easily connected and the transfer of programs smoothly organized. 

additional options
 – Customizable customer library for custom macros and frequently used functions, logical conditions, comments, etc.
 – Project Management - free definition of project variables; unlimited linking in different programs
 – Three-dimensional database with individual tool configuration and parameter transfer in F4®Create
 – CAD Interface, Sketch and G-Code Editor - fast to learn & easy to use; assignment of geometric dependencies; 
assignable moulding, drilling or sawing routines; switchable data input to G-Code

 – User management - create and manage your own users/operators with access rights 
 – Cockpit PRO- Individualized machine functions (loading aids, vacuum, stops); LIVE G-code program display;  
and tools are individually configurable

 – 3D component simulator and machine simulation for real production calculations incl. collision monitoring

FORMAT4 software solutions 
machines and software from one supplier

CNC-Software
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CNC-Editor: intuitive data entry
Saves time and money with every work step.
 > Programming of each component to its final size
 > DXF-Import as a standard solution
 > Variable programming, quick and simple
 > Simple management of subprograms
 > A variety of macros facilitate the programming, 
even with complex design workpieces

Woodflash
3D simulator with collision control
By assigning the tool DXF profile, the 3D simulator displays the 
movement of the axes, feed speeds, passage heights and optional 
equipment such as units, the chip deflector, all rotary tool changers 
and drill heads exactly on the workpiece and calculates exact 
working times. the collision check tests whether any collisions could 
happen and guarantees the working safety on the machine. 

Programming, quick and simple!
With the easy to program Format4 software, router bits can also 
be used for chamfering. Get the most from your 5 axes machine 
and reduce your tooling costs.

Tooling archive and equipment
The tool archive enables simple input of all tool data, such as 
diameter, length, speed, feeds and much more, as well as 
graphically supported tool management and assembly.
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> all machines
> Videos 
> Current offers
> tooling and accessories
> all technical data

Visit us online 
and see:
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0.016–⅜"
(0.4–8 mm)

0.016–¼"
(0.4–6 mm)

0.016–⅛“, ⅜"
(0.4–5 mm, 8 mm)

0.016–⅛“
(0.4–5 mm)

0.016–⅛"
(0.4–3 mm)

0.016–⅛"  
(0.4–3 mm)

0.016–0,787" 
(0.4–2 mm)

tape thickness of coiled 
 material, strip material 

Page 302

Page 325

Page 331

Page 336

Page 338

Page 339

G 500

G 480

G 330

G 220

0.016–⅛"  
(0.4–3 mm, 5 mm)

Page 337

G 360

0.016–½"
(0.4–12 mm)

Page 302

Page 302

tempora F800 series 60.12 

tempora F800 series 60.08

tempora F600 series 60.06

0.016–⅛“
(0.4–3 mm)Page 302

tempora F400 Serie 45.03

G 380
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¼–2⅜"  
(8–60 mm)

39 ft/min
(12 m/min)

33 + 59 ft/min
(10 + 18 m/min)

2 spaces for  
finishing units

3 spaces for  
finishing units

3 spaces for  
finishing units

3 spaces for  
finishing units

36 ft/min  
(11 m/min)

3 spaces for  
finishing units

”Quick-Set“  
inside

¼–2⅜"  
(8–60 mm)

29 ft/min  
(9 m/min)

29 ft/min  
(9 m/min)

2 spaces for  
finishing units

Premilling unit,  
corner rounding unit

”Quick-Set“  
inside

¼–1¾"  
(8–45 mm)

¼–1¾"  
(8–45 mm)

26 ft/min  
 (8 m/min)

1 space for  
finishing units

”Quick-Set“  
inside

⅜–1¾"  
(10–45 mm)

18 ft/min  
(5.5 m/min)

⅜–1¾"  
(10–45 mm)

ControlFeed 
speed

thickness of the wood Units Spaces Price category

OVERVIEW EDGEBANDERS

⅜–1¾"  
(10–45 mm)

⅜–1¾"  
(10–45 mm)

26 ft/min  
(8 m/min)

26 ft/min  
(8 m/min)

2 spaces for  
finishing units

2 spaces for  
finishing units

”Quick-Set“  
inside

”Quick-Set“  
inside

Premilling unit

¼–2⅜"  
(8–60 mm)

¼–2⅜"  
(8–60 mm)

39+ 66 ft/min
 (12 + 20 m/min)

Premilling unit, smartouch 
 + maintenance software, two motor 

double corner rounding unit,  
grooving unit

Premilling unit, smartouch  
+ maintenance software,  

changeable gluepot,  
corner rounding unit

Premilling unit, smartouch  
+ maintenance software,  

changeable gluepot, advantEdge,  
corner rounding unit

x-motion plus 
or e-motion

x-motion plus 
or e-motion

m-motion 
or x-motion plus

m-motion 
or x-motion plus

Side Trimming Unit, smartouch  
+ maintenance software, Gluepot, 
Linear end trimming unit, Corner 

rounding unit

Side Trimming Unit, End 
trimming unit with linear or 

radius trimming
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Many FELDER paths lead to success!
our decision making aid enables you to  
find the right edgebander quickly and simply, 
based on your requirements, demands and  
preferred specification. In our numerous sales 
and service centres, our sales advisors are  
happy any time to help you compile optimal 
product solutions please contact us!
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Edge thickness: What will be the maximum edge band thickness that you will work with?

Panel thickness: What panel thickness should your new machine be able to process?

Formatting: a premilling unit guarantees absolutely tear out free edges of  
laminated workpieces. How high are the requirements of your edgebander?

Finish: The Felder corner rounding unit as well as the finishing aggregates (glue  
scraping unit, radius scraping unit, buffing unit) provide the perfect finish and makes  
any post-processing unnecessary. How important is high productivity for you?

Now tally up the points ............... and read our recommendation from the scale below.

Your edgebander -  
a decision making aid:

Please allocate points in the following categories based on how important the individual features are. 
The more important the equipment feature, the more points it should be allocated.

0.016–⅛" 0.016–⅛" 

–

– Corner rounding unit Corner rounding unit  
+ Finishing units

⅜–1¾" 

Premilling unit  
1⅞" 

⅜–1¾" ⅜–2⅜" 

Premilling unit  
2½" 

Automation: With the Felder control system you can change the edge material quickly and precisely.

Budget: How much are you planning to invest in your machine?

Space requirement: How much space do you have available in your workshop for your new edgebander?

– x-motion plus e-motion"Quick-Set"

small medium large

78¾" 90½" 126" 

131⅞" 141¾" 169¼" 

Points

0.016–⅜" (½" )0.016–¼" (⅜")

Two motor double corner rounding unit 
+ finishing unit 

Edgebanders
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VIDEO

EUS

Edge- and panel thickness
What are the maximum edge and 
board thickness that can be processed? 

Automation
What degree of automation is 
needed? 
 ▪ manual “m-motion”
 ▪ semi-automated “x-motion PLUS”
 ▪ automated “e-motion”

Finish
What are the requirements for a 
perfect “finish”?

Budget
What level of investment is planned?

Space requirement
How much space is available?

For every work-
shop there is the 
perfect tempora

“The format4 tempora was a real stroke of 
luck for us. The gain in quality is incredible, we 
produce great results without having to do any 
rework and it saves us annoying, time-consum-
ing cleaning.”

Construction and Cabinetmaking 
Bernd Spazierer, Germany
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VIDEO
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Processing edges needs to be as 
quick, easy, and efficient as possible. 
To achieve this, the tempora models 
combine the core skills of speed, 
productivity, flexibility and ease of 
use in a convincing overall package. 

Solid edge-processing aggregates 
and an optimized machine chassis 
guarantee absolute stability 
even when running at maximum 
speed. The user-friendly control 
options “m-motion”, “x-motion plus” 
and “e-motion” ensure absolute 
repeatability and allow shortest set-up 
times and fastest material changes 
with individually configurable 
machining programs. 

Edgebanders
tempora F800 60.08/60.12
tempora F600 60.06/L
tempora F400 45.03/L
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Precision at your fingertip

the new generation of edgebanders  
with smartouch technology
the Format4 control systems offer a compact overview of all possible processing 
steps and allow an intuitive and above all fast control of the machine.

e-motion | x-motion plus
 ▪ Easy, self-explanatory representation of the units  
and their functions

 ▪ Aggregate selection and exact fine adjustment of  
the motor positionable aggregates (accuracy of up  
to 1/100 mm) all from the main control panel

 ▪ Self-explanatory symbols and status displays
 ▪ Intelligent software with plain text error messages
 ▪ Unlimited storage space for user-defined  
edge processing programs

 ▪ Glue temperature setting and automatic temperature  
reduction of the glue whilst in standby mode

 ▪ Integrated maintenance software
 ▪ odometer for total meters of material  
used & network connection

m-motion
 ▪ Storage and loading of user-defined  
working programs

 ▪ Setting of the glue parameters (EVA or PUR)
 ▪ Order specific selection of the aggregates
 ▪ Fine adjustment of distance parameters, main-
tenance plan, plain text error messages, linear 
meters counter

edgeControl
 ▪ Zero tolerance with edge materials. 
 ▪ Edge thickness to a hundredth of a millimeter - and workpiece height 
 measurement with the wireless edgeControl measuring unit

 ▪ automatic Bluetooth transmission to the smartouch machine control
 ▪ automatic assignment to edge or workpiece thickness of the measured values
 ▪ Easy selection of setting values   from the last five measured values
 ▪ No more losses in production due to typing or measurement errors
 ▪ Suitable for tempora F400/600/F800 with e-motion and x-motion plus  
control (edge measurement only)

 ▪ Industry 4.0 suitable
Clearly arranged 

visual display  
of the units and 

functions

Intelligent 
software with 

plain text error 
messages

Self-explanatory symbols 
and status displays

Linear meter counter, 
Network connection, 

edgeControl

Simple

intelligent

self  
explanatory

cross-linked
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Aggregate selection and exact fine 
adjustment of the motor positionable ag-
gregates (accuracy of up to 1/100 mm) 
all from the main control panel 

Unlimited storage 
space for user- 

defined edge pro-
cessing programs

Glue temperature setting and au-
tomatic temperature reduction of 
the glue whilst in standby mode

Integrated maintenance 
software

low- 
maintenance

individual

exact

automatic

smartouch
PRECISION AT  

YOUR FINGERTIP

Edgebanders
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Short heating up time, quick-change  
system (tempora F800 / F600)
The tempora requires only 8 minutes to reach operating temperature. 
The Teflon-coated gluepot and its tool-free quick change system is 
suitable for EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate copolymers) and PUR (Polyure-
thane resin) hot melt adhesive granulates. The finely adjustable glue 
roller ensures the correct dosage of the adhesive used and allows 
perfect matching to different edge materials. 

Glue & glue colour change in just 55 seconds

Premelting unit EVA hot-melt adhesive
the granulate is pressed pneumatically through a high performance 
heating plate and flows in liquid form into the gluepot. By using the 
new Format4 premelting unit, there is always fresh, color-fast glue 
in the gluepot. No more unproductive interruptions for additional 
heating up of the glue. Both the granulate container and gluepot are 
equipped with quick-change system.

easy-clean 
(tempora F600 / F400)
the cleaning is additionally facilitated by the newly devel-
oped easy-clean device.

puReady: nitrogen box for 
PUr adhesive
 ▪ Prolonging the processing time of the PUr 
adhesive without reaction; For storing 2 
glue pots

 ▪ Facilitate or avoid the cleaning process by 
increasing the reaction time

 ▪ Flexible application of various colors and 
processing in the area of PUr adhesive

 ▪ Gas pressure in container clearly visible

fg.am/
tempora-
55sec

VIDEO
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glueBox
PUr-edge banding without glue pot

PUr melting unit
 ▪ Process PUR-adhesive longer, more efficient and free of maintenance
 ▪ Airtight construction extends the PUR adhesive durability several times over
 ▪ Efficient adhesive application ensures optimum results at low PUR consumption
 ▪ No machine downtime when changing the adhesive 
(from EVA to PUR) thanks to the PUR tank reservoir 

 ▪ Ideal for processing larger quantities of PUR (2 kg) over a longer period of time
 ▪ Very small cleaning effort
 ▪ Exclusively for tempora F800 series edge banding machines

 ▪ Availabiltiy: Ready to use in just 90 seconds
 ▪ Efficiency: With 3 available coil lengths always suitable and perfectly plannable
 ▪ Flexibility: Free choice - coils with 25, 75, or 100 linear meters  
for 16, 19, or 40 mm workpiece height

 ▪ Comfort: Tool-free glue strip replacement
 ▪ Resource efficiency No additional compressed air supply required
 ▪ Dynamic: Alternating operation, where it is also possible  
to work with a gluepot at any time

 ▪ Time saving: No manual cleaning necessary

“Thought outside the box and improved” - 
that‘s the best way to describe the revolution-
ary Format4 development. Instead of the PUr 
adhesive in the glue pot of edge banding 
machines, a thin PUR adhesive strip in the 
glueBox is fused almost invisibly between the 
edge material and the workpiece.

With glueBox PUR adhesive processing 
becomes easier, cleaner and more effortless 
than ever before. glueBox combines all PUR 
adhesive advantages on top of the revolution-
arily clean processing.  Thanks to glueBox, 
tedious glue pot cleaning, nitrogen tanks and 
much more are a thing of the past.

Taking all costs into account (investment, 
adhesive material consumption and cleaning 
costs / expenditure), in the effective field of 
application the glueBox saves approx. 70% 
in comparison to conventional PUr granulate 
processing. 

Edgebanders
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advantEdge (F600/F800)
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Zero-joint with PUr glue or 
now available with the new 
advantEdge
The patented advantEdge unit from Format4 
enables the optical zero-gap when proces-
sing co-extruded edge and laser edge mate-
rials. The aggregate can be activated and 
deactivated directly from the control unit. 

AdvantEdge offers the homogenized appea-
rance of the panel and edge material, in 
particular with high gloss material. Edging 
matched exactly to the material being pro-
cessed ensures ensures zero glue line and 
without time-consuming glue changes for vari-
ous colours being required, you profit from 
considerably reduced changeover times.

Infrared heating lamp
the edge area is heated in an application-
controlled manner in front of the glue unit, 
thus ensuring better edge adhesion on cold 
workpieces.
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Workpiece transport
Gentle workpiece transport,  
optimized feed rates 
tempora-models: 
tempora F800 60.12 12 m/min (20 m/min)
tempora F800 60.08 12 m/min
tempora F600 60.06/L 10 m/min (18 m/min)
tempora F400 45.03/L  9 m/min 

Premilling

Pressure beam
Setting the workpiece height
“e-motion”
Convenient input of workpiece height on the smartouch color screen. 
the pressure beam positions itself automatically to the settings you 
have entered. 
“x-motion plus” / “m-motion”
the adjustment of the workpiece height is done manually via digital 
counter.

Feed guide
Depth of cut 0–2/3 mm
“e-motion” 
Convenient input of the chip removal on the smartouch color screen. 
the feed guide positions itself automatically and electromotive to the 
settings you have entered. 
“x-motion plus” / “m-motion”
The setting of the chip removal is done manually via digital counter.

absolutely tear-free for 
excellent edge results
With the premilling unit you will achieve splinter-free edges when pro-
cessing laminated material. With exact dimensioning of the blanks, 
the side trimming unit takes care of the dimensionally accurate format-
ting of your workpieces. On the e-motion models, the adjustment of 
the depth of cut is done through motorised positioning control.

Edgebanders
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tape feed and guillotine 
scissors for coiled and strip 
material up to a thickness 
of 60 mm
Depending on the field of application, 
coiled material from 0.4 to 3.0 mm and strip 
material of up to 12 mm thickness can be 
processed for board materials up to 60 mm 
thickness. 

Details that convince

the edge magazine  
for the automatic feeding of strip materials 
(depending on equipment upto 120 mm) 
increases flexibility of the operator for all 
tempora models.
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Spray on lubricant: Spray unit and spray 
for a perfect finish without rework 
operation-controlled spray jets apply antistatic cooling agents or 
lubricants as and when required. These spraying agents ensure a 
clean processing of edges on sensitive material surfaces.

Spraying unit for cleaning agent just 
before the polishing unit

Spraying unit for release agent at the  
machine infeed side (PUR adhesive)

Pressure rollers
Virtually invisible glue joints
The solid and operation controlled first roller presses the edgeing 
material on to the workpiece. The application control ensures that 
there can be no smearing of glue or movement of the edge material 
whilst processing. The two conical pressure rollers close the glue joint 
above and below.

Via the control panel (tempora F800 “e-motion” models) the two 
pneumatic contact pressure settings can be selected: Striped products 
with less pressure, coiled material with more pressure. All e-motion 
models have an electronically positionable pressure roller unit.

For “x-motion plus” and “m-motion” the settings are made via  
the clamping of the edging material.

Edgebanders
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End trimming saws from 0°–10° or 
0°–15° respectively; manually or 

pneumatically pivoted; 45° end trim-
ming unit / with radius equipment

Heavy, solid construction

High frequency motors 
12,000 rpm

End trimming saws
Quality gain with Format4

tempora F400
Linear end trimming unit

Linear end trimming unit
Precise final cuts thanks to optimized unit 
design for smoother running and best extrac-
tion results.

Precise cuts for every  
application repeated 
the end trimming unit consists of two independent saw trim-
ming units with high frequency motors (12,000 rpm). 

Linear guides ensure maximum precision. The top and 
bottom shaper cutters can be swiveled from 0° to 
15° – depending on the equipment, manually or 
pneumatically, controlled via the control panel 
(z.B. end trimming 15°, end trimming only on 
the front of the workpiece, trimming  only 
on the back or front and back).
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Radius-, flush- & bevel trimming

Flush trimming of ABS/PVC-, thin 
edges and coiled material

Bevel trimming of thin edges and 
coiled material (veneer)

Radius trimming (R = 2 mm) from 
aBS/PVC- and veneer edges

“m-motion”
 ▪ absolute accuracy in repeatabilty thanks to 
“m-motion” adjustment system 

 ▪ Fast conversion to different edging materi-
als and machining operations (radius, 
bevel, flush)

 ▪ Compensates for dimensional tolerances of 
edging material

Innovative precision with 
quick settings
The multifunctional unit for flush and radius 
trimming as well as bevel trimming of thin 
edges consists of two independent spindle 
moulder units with high frequency motors 
(12000 rpm). 

Linear guides ensure highest precision and 
lowest maintenance. The structural optimisa-
tion of the adjustment axes for edge strength 
and profile ensures quickest adjustment. The 
multifunction aggregate is moved pneuma-
tically into the position, controlled from the 
control panel.

To process thin edges, the 15" / 21" colour 
touch screen on the “e-motion” and “x-motion 
plus” models enables the settings for radius, 
flush and bevel trimming using an electric 
motor. 

Edgebanders
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Productivity, which you shouldn't do without

Single-motor corner  
 rounding unit 
the Format4 corner rounding unit provides 
the perfect “finish” of workpiece corners (for 
both softforming and postforming materials) 
for edge materials from 0.4 mm to 3.0 mm 
and a processing height of 60 mm at a feed 
speed of 12 m/min. The solid cast iron con-
struction, linear guides and diamond cutters 
with centrifugal clutch ensure long-lasting 
precision. The control of the corner rounding 
unit is done via the control panel - with the 
choice as to which corners are to be roun-
ded (only on the front side of the workpiece, 
only the rear, or the front and rear).

BEFORE

AFTER

No time consuming 
post processing of 
the workpiece!
two-motor double corner  
rounding unit 
Especially in the post and softforming sec-
tor, the tempora F800 60.12 / F600 
60.06 with double corner rounding unit 
offers a new dimension in edgebanding. 
Workpieces can be manufactured in just 
one work step with different profiles and the 
perfect “finish” completely eliminates complex 
rework.
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AFTER

The perfect “finish” – a quality criterion

radius scraping unit
the easy-pulling cut removes any radius-milling marks and creates 
a perfect, smooth “finish”. Depending on the equipment, the radius 
glue scraper unit is controlled manually or by 2-axis motorized posi-
tion control via the smartouch colour screen.

operation controlled  
glue scraping unit
For a perfect workpiece surface “finish”. The easy-pulling cut of the 
glue scraping unit removes all glue residue from the glue joint on the 
workpiece surface. The standard chip extraction system guarantees a 
high quality “finish”.

Edgebanders
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Buffing unit
The unit is made up of two independent electric motors, which are 
equipped with cotton buffers. The task of the buffing unit is to clean and 
polish the top and bottom part of the edge.

Super finish for ABS and PVC edging material. The machine can, 
as an option, be equipped with spraying equipment to apply polish 
onto the workpiece.

The perfect “finish” – a quality criterion

Grooving unit for horizontal 
and vertical grooves
Used in a vertical position for rear wall 
grooves and horizontally for tongue and 
groove connections, it reduces post process-
ing steps on the spindle moulder. The change 
of position (vertical or horizontal), is carried 
out manually and can be done in seconds. 
The settings for the position and depth (0-15 
mm) of the groove can be easily selected on 
the color touch screen and set with 1/100 
millimeter precision. Depending on desired 
groove thickness, (4–7.5 mm) special groov-
ing saw blades can be used.
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Perfectly stowed - fast at hand

storEdge edge storage
Ten storage compartments and a roller support tray for storing, 
processing and fast feeding of edge materials to the machine. 
For different edge thicknesses and heights.

air cushion table
 ▪ Easy and gentle material handling.
 ▪ Easy and careful handling of large-size and  
surface-sensitive workpieces

 ▪ Constant air cushion through powerful blower motor
 ▪ Support surface 1050 x 400 mm
 ▪ Overall total length of 2000 mm and still 
more comfort through an additional air cushion table

 ▪ Suitable for tempora F600/F800

Edgebanders
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EQUIPMENT &  
TECHNICAL DATA

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.08  
“x-motion plus”

tempora F600 60.06/L  
“m-motion” / “x-motion plus” 

tempora F400 45.03/L 
“m-motion” / “x-motion plus” 

Edge- &  
panel thickness

Workpiece height 0.3–2.36 " (8–60 mm) 0.3–2.36 " (8–60 mm) 0.3–2.36 " (8–60 mm) ⅜–1¾ " (10–45 mm)

tape thickness 0.4–3 (12) mm 0.4–3 (8) mm 0.4–3 " (6) mm 0.016–⅛ " (0.4–3 mm)
Min. workpiece length 5½ " (140 mm) 5½ " (140 mm) 5½ " (140 mm) 140 mm

Chain feeder Feed rate 12/20 m/min 12 m/min 10/18 m/min 9 m/min

operation
smartouch control unit 10.4 " Touchscreen 10.4 " Touchscreen 10.4 " Touchscreen 10.4 " Touchscreen
smartouch “x-motion PLUS” control unit 21 " Touchscreen 21 " Touchscreen 15 " Touchscreen 15 " Touchscreen
smartouch “e-motion PLUS” control unit 21 " Touchscreen 21 " Touchscreen x x

Control modules
 “m-motion” x x S S
 “x-motion PLUS” S S o o
 “e-motion” o x x x

Many customers find it a challenge 
to decide which individual units, 
processing possibilities and which 
equipment their future machine should 
have. For this reason, we offer unique 
customer orientated packages on 
the tempora series, which meet the 
general requirements of the majority 
of our customers. Working closely 
together with woodworkers, we have 
gathered experience and information 
and implemented it. This then makes 
it possible to meet the requirements of 
the customer professionally and above 
all quickly.

The x-motion plus and the e-motion 
packages vary slightly. 

Your sales advisor would be happy 
to provide you with more details.

Packages tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.08 
“x-motion plus”

tempora F600 60.06 
tempora F600 60.06 L 

tempora F 400 45.03 
tempora F400 45.03 L 

Professional package Performance package 1 Performance package 2 Complete package Professional package “x-motion plus” package “x-motion plus” package
 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical barrier 
prevents premature feeding

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height 
instead of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ motorised adjustment and 
positioning of the corner 
rounding cutters

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ LED lighting

 ▪ Chain feeder with 12 and  
20 m/min feed speed

 ▪ Preparation for retrofitting of 
a premelter

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical barrier 
prevents premature feeding

 ▪ motorised adjustment and 
positioning of the corner 
rounding cutters

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height 
instead of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting
 ▪ Spraying unit of releasing agent 
on the machine infeed side

 ▪ Spraying unit of lubrication 
agent

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ Chain feeder with 12 and  
20m/min feed speed

 ▪ Preparation for retrofitting 
of a premelter

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical barrier 
prevents premature feeding

 ▪ Corner rounding unit with 2 
independent motors for soft 
and postforming workpieces 
for machining the front and 
long edges with 0.4-3 mm 
Edge thickness and 10-60 mm 
workpiece height

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height 
instead of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting
 ▪ Spraying unit for release agent 
on the machine output side

 ▪ Spraying unit of lubrication 
agent

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ Chain feeder with 12 and 
20 m/min. feed speed

 ▪ Preparation for retrofitting 
of a premelter

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical bar-
rier prevents premature feeding-
Grooving unit for horizontal or 
vertical machining, motorized 
adjustment X + Y axis

 ▪ motorised adjustment and 
positioning of the corner round-
ing cutters

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height instead 
of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting
 ▪ Spraying unit for release agent 
on the machine output side

 ▪ Spraying unit of lubrication 
agent

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical bar-
rier prevents premature feeding

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height instead 
of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ 2-axis motor-positioning-
controlled radius scraper incl. 
pneumatic release function

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting

 ▪ “x-motion plus” control with 
15“ smartouch display and 
integrated maintenance 
software as well as available 
network connection

 ▪ “x-motion plus” end trimming 
unit with 2 pneumatically 
swiveling motors

 ▪ “x-motion plus” Multi-function 
trimming unit for flush, radius 
and bevel trimming on thin 
edges with 2 independent 
motors, motor-positioned edge 
adjustment from the control 
panel

 ▪ 1 or 2 motor corner rounding 
unit, depending on the equip-
ment for soft- and postforming 
profiles

 ▪ 2-axis motor-positioning-
controlled radius scraper incl. 
pneumatic release function

 ▪ “x-motion plus” control with 
15“ smartouch display and 
integrated maintenance 
software as well as available 
network connection

 ▪ “x-motion plus” Multi-function 
trimming unit for flush, radius 
and bevel trimming on thin 
edges with 2 independent 
motors, motor-positioned 
edge adjustment from the 
control panel
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tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.08  
“x-motion plus”

tempora F600 60.06/L  
“m-motion” / “x-motion plus” 

tempora F400 45.03/L 
“m-motion” / “x-motion plus” 

Edge- &  
panel thickness

Workpiece height 0.3–2.36 " (8–60 mm) 0.3–2.36 " (8–60 mm) 0.3–2.36 " (8–60 mm) ⅜–1¾ " (10–45 mm)

tape thickness 0.4–3 (12) mm 0.4–3 (8) mm 0.4–3 " (6) mm 0.016–⅛ " (0.4–3 mm)
Min. workpiece length 5½ " (140 mm) 5½ " (140 mm) 5½ " (140 mm) 140 mm

Chain feeder Feed rate 12/20 m/min 12 m/min 10/18 m/min 9 m/min

operation
smartouch control unit 10.4 " Touchscreen 10.4 " Touchscreen 10.4 " Touchscreen 10.4 " Touchscreen
smartouch “x-motion PLUS” control unit 21 " Touchscreen 21 " Touchscreen 15 " Touchscreen 15 " Touchscreen
smartouch “e-motion PLUS” control unit 21 " Touchscreen 21 " Touchscreen x x

Control modules
 “m-motion” x x S S
 “x-motion PLUS” S S o o
 “e-motion” o x x x

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.12 
“e-motion” / “x-motion plus”

tempora F800 60.08 
“x-motion plus”

tempora F600 60.06 
tempora F600 60.06 L 

tempora F 400 45.03 
tempora F400 45.03 L 

Professional package Performance package 1 Performance package 2 Complete package Professional package “x-motion plus” package “x-motion plus” package
 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical barrier 
prevents premature feeding

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height 
instead of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ motorised adjustment and 
positioning of the corner 
rounding cutters

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ LED lighting

 ▪ Chain feeder with 12 and  
20 m/min feed speed

 ▪ Preparation for retrofitting of 
a premelter

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical barrier 
prevents premature feeding

 ▪ motorised adjustment and 
positioning of the corner 
rounding cutters

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height 
instead of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting
 ▪ Spraying unit of releasing agent 
on the machine infeed side

 ▪ Spraying unit of lubrication 
agent

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ Chain feeder with 12 and  
20m/min feed speed

 ▪ Preparation for retrofitting 
of a premelter

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical barrier 
prevents premature feeding

 ▪ Corner rounding unit with 2 
independent motors for soft 
and postforming workpieces 
for machining the front and 
long edges with 0.4-3 mm 
Edge thickness and 10-60 mm 
workpiece height

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height 
instead of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting
 ▪ Spraying unit for release agent 
on the machine output side

 ▪ Spraying unit of lubrication 
agent

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ Chain feeder with 12 and 
20 m/min. feed speed

 ▪ Preparation for retrofitting 
of a premelter

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical bar-
rier prevents premature feeding-
Grooving unit for horizontal or 
vertical machining, motorized 
adjustment X + Y axis

 ▪ motorised adjustment and 
positioning of the corner round-
ing cutters

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height instead 
of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting
 ▪ Spraying unit for release agent 
on the machine output side

 ▪ Spraying unit of lubrication 
agent

 ▪ Spraying unit for cleaning 
agent before buffing unit

 ▪ Pneumatic / mechanical bar-
rier prevents premature feeding

 ▪ Premillers with replaceable 
cutters 60 mm in height instead 
of 49 mm

 ▪ reverse function for the glue 
applicator roller

 ▪ 2-axis motor-positioning-
controlled radius scraper incl. 
pneumatic release function

 ▪ Flush scraping unit, pneumati-
cally controlled

 ▪ LED lighting

 ▪ “x-motion plus” control with 
15“ smartouch display and 
integrated maintenance 
software as well as available 
network connection

 ▪ “x-motion plus” end trimming 
unit with 2 pneumatically 
swiveling motors

 ▪ “x-motion plus” Multi-function 
trimming unit for flush, radius 
and bevel trimming on thin 
edges with 2 independent 
motors, motor-positioned edge 
adjustment from the control 
panel

 ▪ 1 or 2 motor corner rounding 
unit, depending on the equip-
ment for soft- and postforming 
profiles

 ▪ 2-axis motor-positioning-
controlled radius scraper incl. 
pneumatic release function

 ▪ “x-motion plus” control with 
15“ smartouch display and 
integrated maintenance 
software as well as available 
network connection

 ▪ “x-motion plus” Multi-function 
trimming unit for flush, radius 
and bevel trimming on thin 
edges with 2 independent 
motors, motor-positioned 
edge adjustment from the 
control panel

Option (O) | Option (O*) = depending on machine model | Standard (S) | Free space (F) | not possible (x)

Edgebanders
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tempora F800 60.12  
“e-motion” / “x-motion PLUS”

tempora F800 60.08  
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F600 60.06 L  
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F600 60.06   
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F400 45.03 L  
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F400 45.03   
“x-motion PLUS”

Edge feed rollers and strip material S S S S S S
Strip magazine S S 120 mm capacity 120 mm capacity x x

rough trimming unit

Side trimming unit up to 45 mm processing 
height 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80

Side trimming unit up to 60 mm processing 
height

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

adhesive application

Gluepot Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

advantEdge x x advantEdge advantEdge x x

Bag premelter o o x x x x

air-motion o o x x x x
Cleaning unit easy-clean x x o o o o

End trimming unit

Linear end trimming unit x x x x S S
45° end trimming unit / with radius equip-
ment x x x x o o

End trimming unit with 2 independent motors pneumatically swiveling 0–15° pneumatically swiveling 0–15° pneumatically swiveling 0–10° pneumatically swiveling 0–10° x x
multifunction milling 
aggregate

For flush, radius and bevel milling at thin 
edges

motor-positioning-controlled edge 
adjustment

motor-positioning-controlled edge 
adjustment S S S S

Corner rounding unit
1 motor corner rounding processing unit 60 mm height 60 mm height 60 mm height x 45 mm height x

2 motor corner processing unit motor-positioning-controlled corner 
processing unit x 60 mm height x x x

Grooving unit o x x x x x

Finishing aggregates

radius scraper 2-axis motor-position-controlled 2-axis motor-position-controlled m-motion execution m-motion execution m-motion execution m-motion execution

Glue scraper pneumatically operated pneumatically operated pneumatically operated pneumatically operated o o

Nesting package glue scarping unit o o o o x x

Buffing unit S S S S S S

Spraying units

Spraying unit for releasing agent o o o o o o

Spraying unit for antistatic coolant O* O* x x x x

Spraying unit for lubrication agent O* O* O* O* O* O*

Spraying equipment for cleaning and polishing 
agents o o o o o o

Equipment

Nesting package o o o o o o

LED lighting o o o o o o

Infrared heating lamp o o o o o o

Guillotine shears S S S S S S

Pressure unit S S S S S S

return systems u-motion classic o o o o x x

u-motion professional o o o o x x

EQUIPMENT &  
TECHNICAL DATA
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tempora F800 60.12  
“e-motion” / “x-motion PLUS”

tempora F800 60.08  
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F600 60.06 L  
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F600 60.06   
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F400 45.03 L  
“x-motion PLUS”

tempora F400 45.03   
“x-motion PLUS”

Edge feed rollers and strip material S S S S S S
Strip magazine S S 120 mm capacity 120 mm capacity x x

rough trimming unit

Side trimming unit up to 45 mm processing 
height 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80 45 mm, D 80

Side trimming unit up to 60 mm processing 
height

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

60 mm, D 80 with  
insertable cutter knives

adhesive application

Gluepot Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

Capacity of 1.5 kg,  
375 rm on a 19 mm panel 

advantEdge x x advantEdge advantEdge x x

Bag premelter o o x x x x

air-motion o o x x x x
Cleaning unit easy-clean x x o o o o

End trimming unit

Linear end trimming unit x x x x S S
45° end trimming unit / with radius equip-
ment x x x x o o

End trimming unit with 2 independent motors pneumatically swiveling 0–15° pneumatically swiveling 0–15° pneumatically swiveling 0–10° pneumatically swiveling 0–10° x x
multifunction milling 
aggregate

For flush, radius and bevel milling at thin 
edges

motor-positioning-controlled edge 
adjustment

motor-positioning-controlled edge 
adjustment S S S S

Corner rounding unit
1 motor corner rounding processing unit 60 mm height 60 mm height 60 mm height x 45 mm height x

2 motor corner processing unit motor-positioning-controlled corner 
processing unit x 60 mm height x x x

Grooving unit o x x x x x

Finishing aggregates

radius scraper 2-axis motor-position-controlled 2-axis motor-position-controlled m-motion execution m-motion execution m-motion execution m-motion execution

Glue scraper pneumatically operated pneumatically operated pneumatically operated pneumatically operated o o

Nesting package glue scarping unit o o o o x x

Buffing unit S S S S S S

Spraying units

Spraying unit for releasing agent o o o o o o

Spraying unit for antistatic coolant O* O* x x x x

Spraying unit for lubrication agent O* O* O* O* O* O*

Spraying equipment for cleaning and polishing 
agents o o o o o o

Equipment

Nesting package o o o o o o

LED lighting o o o o o o

Infrared heating lamp o o o o o o

Guillotine shears S S S S S S

Pressure unit S S S S S S

return systems u-motion classic o o o o x x

u-motion professional o o o o x x

Option (O) | Option (O*) = depending on machine model | Standard (S) | Free space (F) | not possible (x)

Edgebanders
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FELDER “Quick-Set”-System
Exact results due to quick, precise aggregate adjustments

FELDER “Quick-Set”: the flexible  
aggregate quick change system
Edge material (regardless of which manufacturer or supplier) can be used during the  
production without constant quality checks of the thickness tolerances1. The Felder  
"Quick-Set" system equals out these tolerances and guarantees perfect processing  
results with simple, quick and precise aggregate adjustments.

1Thickness tolerance (e.g. manufacturer information)

Thickness PVC

0.4 – 0.8 mm – 0.10 / + 0.05 mm

0.9 – 1.0 mm – 0.15 / + 0.10 mm

1.1 – 1.6 mm – 0.20 / + 0.10 mm

1.7 – 2.0 mm – 0.25 / + 0.05 mm

2.1 – 5.0 mm – 0.30 / + 0.05 mm
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How does the FELDER  
“Quick-Set”-System work?
an offcut of the edge material to be used is placed into the 
"Quick-Set" system of the aggregate. The spring pre-tensioning 
of the "Quick-Set", clamps the edge offcut in place and ensures 
exact repeatability of the setting thickness. 
 
The Felder "Quick-Set" System is flexible and takes into account 
any tolerances in the thickness of the material, meaning that the 
workpiece cannot be damaged by wrong settings. Depending  
on the settings, the Felder "Quick-Set" System allows various  
different ways of processing the edge such as flush trimming  
of the edge on the lower side and at the same time radius  
trimming of the upper side of the edge. 
 
The Felder "Quick-Set" System offers maximum precision –  
even on materials with dimensional tolerances - without  
constant adjustments and resetting of the machine. Thanks  
to the Felder "Quick-Set" System you can eliminate time  
consuming measurement and setting work to different edge  
materials with varying thicknesses and can ensure highly  
precise processing results in record time.

"QUICk-SET“  
INSIDE

Edgebanders
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Ideal for straight edgebanding work as well 
as curved pieces with concave or convex 

edge design. Extremely tight inner and outer 
radii can be processed.

Processes edging material 0.016" to⅛" 
(0.4 mm–3.0 mm) thick and ⅜" to 2⅜"  

(10 mm– 60 mm) in height.

ERM 1050 Corner rounding machine 
As easy as 1-2-3, finished rounded  

edges in less than 3 seconds

You can now round off ABS and PVC corner edges in just 3 seconds.  
Load the workpiece – start the operation – finished!  
It really is that simple and precise. The new Felder corner rounding unit 
offers professional processing of all types of workpiece edges  
including edges of post or softforming materials.

Forka 200 ECO plus Manual Edgebander 
Quick setup – fantastic results

Forka 200 ECO plus
Edging thickness 0.016–⅛" (0.4–3.0 mm)
Edge height ⅜“–2⅜“ (10–30 mm)
Inner radius approx.1" (25 mm)
Gluepot 400 cm³
Heating time 4 min / 120° C
temperature 120–200° C

Edge through feed Continuously variable 0,11–
0,33 ft/sec (2–6 m/sec)

Connection 1x 230 V, 60 Hz

ERM 1050
operating pressure 6,5 bar
motor speed 24,000 rpm
motor power 0.37 kW
Tape thickness min.-max.  0,078"–⅛" (2–3 mm)
Workpiece thickness min./max. ⅜"–2" (10–50 mm)

Dimensions (L x W)  30" x 28"  
(780 x 720 mm)

Extraction connection Ø 4" (100 mm)

BEFORE

AFTER
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EUS The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Your productivity as the focus
the entry level machine for professional edge processing combines top 
class performance and quality with a minimum space requirement and 
maximum price performance ratio. Exact workpiece feed speed, centralised 
control panel with LCD display and high quality aggregates guarantee 
maximum productivity and perfect results.

G 500
➔ operating panel with LCD display and keypad
➔ manual unit adjustment
➔ Edge material thickness 0.016“–¼“ 

(0.4–5.0 mm) (⅜" (88 mm) option)
➔ Workpiece height: ⅜"–2 ⅜" 88–60 mm)
➔ Feed speed 36 ft/min (11 m/min)
➔ 3 spaces for finishing units

Control panel with 
LCD display

“Quick-Set“-System Individual finishing 
unit options to suit 
the customer's  
requirements

multifunction 
trimming unit, a true 
all-rounder

Compact and 
stable design for  
optimum and  
efficient processing

“QUICk-SET”  
INSIDE

3 spaces for  
finishing units
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G 500

EUS

operating panel with LCD display 
and keypad

Heated infeed guide ruler (optional) Edge feed for coiled and strip 
 material (Image shown includes strip 
magazine)

End trimming unit multifunction trimming aggregate

Please check the price list for the various machine options.326
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Pressure roller unitGlue roller and gluepot Guillotine scissors – Pneumatic  
pre-sizing (Image shown includes 
strip magazine)

Glue scraperradius scraper Buffing unit

3 spaces for finishing units:

Edgebanders
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EUSDetails relate to the G 500 model

1 Gluepot
➔ Processing of PUR and EVA is possible
➔ 500 running metres (1640 ft) on a 
 ¾“ (19 mm) panel with  

4,4 lbs (2 kg) maximum capacity

2 Edge feed
➔ With a feed speed of 36 ft/min  

(11 m/min), approx 420 running metres 
(1370 ft) per hour can be processed

➔ Automatic feed of 0.016–⅛“  
(0.4–5 mm) edge material

➔ Solid wood edging
➔ Film edges

3 End trimming unit
➔ 45° cut of the end trimming saw
➔ 1 motor 12,000 rpm equipped with  

2 conical saw blades
➔ 20° angled cut for thin edges

4 Multifunction trimming unit (Flush)
➔ 12,000 rpm for optimal operation
➔ 2 flush trimmers each  

with 4 replaceable cutters
➔ "Quick-Set" adjustment for flush  

or radius trimming
➔ Copy rollers copy the surface  

of the workpiece
➔ No manual tool changing necessary
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G 500

All processing possibilities at a glance!  
On the example piece depicted, you can see all of the edgebanding results 
that can be achieved with the available aggregates for this machine.

Control panel with LCD display
➔ a reliable process with  

integrated maintenance unit
➔ regulation of the glue temperature with standby function
➔ aggregates that can be activated/deactivated
➔ Counter for total metres of material used

5 Multifunction trimming unit (Radius)
➔ 12,000 rpm for optimal operation
➔ 2 flush trimmers each  

with 4 replaceable cutters
➔ "Quick-Set" adjustment for flush  

or radius trimming
➔ Copy rollers copy the surface  

of the workpiece
➔ No manual tool changing necessary
➔ Cutters for the radius do not need to be  

resharpened

6 Radius scraper
➔ Removes fine chatter marks  

for a smooth edge result
➔ one of three optional  

finishing units

7 Glue scraping unit
➔ removes any glue residue  

from the workpiece
➔ one of three optional  

finishing units

8 Buffing unit
➔ removes any stress whitening  

from the edge material
➔ only to be recommended when  

taken in combination with  
a cleaning spray unit

➔ one of three optional  
finishing units

Edgebanders
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VIDEO

EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

➔ Edge thickness 0.016"–⅛" 
(0.4–3.0 mm)

➔ Workpiece thickness ⅜"–2 ⅜"  
(8–60 mm)

➔ min. workpiece width1⅛" (30 mm)
➔ min. workpiece length7⅞"   

(200 mm)
➔ Edge through feed 13 + 26 ft/min 

(4 + 8 m/min)

Forka 300 S eco
The ForKa 300 S eco is equipped with a pneumatic 
pre-cutter for coiled material and ensures the high quality 
processing of straight and curved edges. The large, solid 
support table enables the easy processing of large and 
heavy workpieces. It is for these reasons that it is quite 
clear that the ForKa 300 S eco is the universal entry level 
machine in its class.

Perfect for every type of edge
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Your individual requirements  
are our top priority
another highlight is the Felder Quick-Set-System which is included as standard and 
enables the most precise and quickest form of manual edge changing without any 
adjustments. With the two free spaces for additional finishing units, you do not 
need to make any compromises in flexibility! Optionally available with a radius 
scraper, glue scraper or buffing unit, a perfect finish is always guaranteed.

G 480
➔ operating panel with LCD display  

and keypad
➔ Premilling unit with 2 diamond tipped  

cutters rotating in opposite directions
➔ manual unit adjustment
➔ Edge thickness 0.4–3.0 mm (0.016–⅛")
➔ Workpiece height: 8–45 mm (⅜"–1¾")
➔ Feed speed 30 ft/min (9 m/min)
➔ Corner rounding unit
➔ 2 available slots for additional finishing units  

(radius or flush scraping unit or buffing unit)
➔	Spraying equipment (optional)

Quick-Set-SystemControl panel with 
LCD display

Premilling and corner 
rounding unit,  
compact and stable 
for optimum and  
efficient working

Individual finishing 
unit options to suit 
the customer's  
requirements

End trimming unit
“QUICk-SET”  

INSIDE

3 spaces for  
finishing units
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operating panel with LCD display 
and keypad

Premilling unit Edge feed  
for coiled and strip material

Pressure roller unit

Please check the price list for the various machine options.

multifunction top and bottom 
trimming aggregate

Sawing module linear
Sawing module 45° (Optional)
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Infrared heating lamp
(Option)

Glue roller and gluepot Guillotine scissors - Pneumatic pre-sizing

Corner rounding unit Glue scraperradius scraper Buffing unit

2 spaces for finishing units:

G 480

Edgebanders
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1 Premilling unit
➔ Increased life span due to the manual 

height adjustment of the cutter heads
➔ 2 diamond cutters, height 1¾" (45 mm),  

Ø 3⅛" (80 mm)
➔ tear free edges due to the operation  

controlled milling cutters rotating in  
opposing directions and cutting towards  
the centre of the panel

2 Gluepot
➔ Processing of PUR and EVA is possible
➔ 820 ft (250 running metres) on a ¾" 

(19 mm) panel with 2.6 lbs (1.2 kg)  
maximum capacity

3 Edge feed
➔ With a feed speed of 30 ft/min (9 m/min), 

approx 1,115 ft (340 running metres) per 
hour can be processed

➔ Automatic feed of 0.016–⅛"  
edge material (0.4–3 mm)

➔ Solid wood edging
➔ Film edges

4 End trimming unit
➔ aggregate with horizontal and  

vertical movement
➔ 1 motor 9,000 rpm equipped  

with 2 conical saw blades
➔ Independent settings for the  

front and rear cut

Optional:
➔ 45° cut of the end trimming saw
➔ 1 motor 12,000 rpm equipped  

with 2 conical saw blades
➔ 20° angled cut for thin edges

5 Multifunction trimming unit (Flush)
➔ 12,000 rpm for optimal operation
➔ 2 flush trimmers each with  

4 replaceable cutters
➔ “Quick-Set” adjustment for flush  

or radius trimming
➔ Copy rollers copy the surface  

of the workpiece
➔ No manual tool changing necessary

Details relate to the G 480 model334
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All processing possibilities at a glance!
On the example piece depicted, you can see all of the edgebanding 
results that can be achieved with the available aggregates for this machine.

Control panel with LCD display
➔ a reliable process with integrated maintenance unit
➔ regulation of the glue temperature with standby function
➔ aggregates that can be activated/deactivated
➔ Counter for total metres of material used

6 Multifunction trimming unit (Radius)
➔ 12,000 rpm for optimal operation
➔ 2 flush trimmers each with 4 replaceable cutters
➔ ”Quick-Set” adjustment for flush  

or radius trimming
➔ Copy rollers copy the surface  

of the workpiece
➔ No manual tool changing necessary
➔ Cutters for the radius do not need to be  

resharpened

8 Radius scraper
➔ Removes fine chatter marks  

for a smooth edge result
➔ One of three optional finishing units

9 Glue scraping unit
➔ removes any glue residue  

from the workpiece
➔ one of three optional  

finishing units

10 Buffing unit
➔ removes any stress whitening  

from the edge material
➔ only to be recommended when  

taken in combination  
with a cleaning spray unit

➔ one of three optional  
finishing units

7 Corner rounding unit
➔ Equipped with diamond millers
➔ Can be used for straight,  

soft or postforming workpieces
➔ Max. processing height  

of up to 1 ¼“ (30 mm)
➔ Max. radius ½“ (12 mm) 

G 480

Edgebanders
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EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

3 spaces for  
finishing units

The new Felder G 380 edgebander with its extended end trimming 
unit and radius trimming offers the highest flexibility in the edge 
compact class. Individual configuration with two finishing unit spaces 
and extensive all-round equipment in a compact design meet the 
highest quality standards on the smallest footprint.

G 380 
➔ Edge thickness 0.016“–¼“ (0.4–5 mm)
➔ manual unit adjustment
➔ Workpiece height ⅜–1¾“ 

(10–45 mm)
➔ Feed speed 26 ft/min (8 m/min)
➔ teflon-coated changeable gluepot
➔ High frequency motors
➔ End trimming unit with linear or  

radius trimming
➔ 1 available slot for additional finishing 

unit (glue scraping unit or buffing unit)

All-rounder with corner rounding

Control panel with 
LCD display

Side trimming unit for 
splinter-free edges

Individual finish-
ing unit options to 
suit the customer‘s 
requirements

End trimming unit 
with corner rounding

“Quick-Set”-System
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It is above all, with its tried and tested premilling unit, that the 
G 360 convinces in the compact class: Two independent 
high-frequency motors with a rotational speed of 12,000 rpm 
and equipped with diamond cutters, enable an unprecedented 
edge processing quality. Tear-free, industrial quality glue joints 
are the new standard with the G 360.

G 360
➔ Edge thickness 0.016–⅛"  

(0.4–3.0 mm)
➔ manual unit adjustment
➔ Workpiece height ⅜–1¾" 

(10–45 mm)
➔ Feed speed 26 ft/min (8 m/min)
➔ Glue-pot
➔ High frequency motors
➔ Sawing module
➔ 1 available slot for additional 

finishing unit (glue scraping unit or 
buffing unit)

Control panel with 
LCD display

Individual finishing 
unit options to suit the 
customer's requirements

Premilling unit in the 
smallest of dimensions, 
for optimum and  
efficient processing

Quick-Set-System

Formatting is  
worth more to us

3 spaces for  
finishing units
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G 220

EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

“QUICk-SET”  
INSIDE

Increasing quality requirements in the compact  
edgebander range, demand a complete solution  
in the smallest possible of spaces.

G 330
➔ Edge thickness 0.016–⅛"  (0.4–3.0 mm)
➔ manual unit adjustment
➔ Workpiece height: ⅜–1¾“ (10–45 mm)
➔ Feed speed 26 ft/min (8 m/min)
➔ Glue-pot
➔ Chain conveyor
➔ High frequency motors
➔ Sawing module
➔ 1 available slot for additional finishing 

unit (glue scraping unit or buffing unit)

If you have no  
space to waste

Control panel with 
LCD display

Individual finishing 
unit options to suit the 
customer's requirements

Quick-Set-System Space saving design 
for optimum and 
efficient working

3 spaces for  
finishing units
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Extremely quick glue warm up and simple adjustment to 
the workpiece and edge thickness – The Felder G 220 
particularly impresses in its class with detailed solutions and 
proven system components. The solid construction and well 
laid out design ensure that you can use the edgebander 
without restrictions even in smaller workshops.

Enter into the world of  
edge processing ➔ Edge thickness 0.016–0.078" 

(0.4–2.0 mm)
➔ manual unit adjustment
➔ Workpiece height: ⅜–1¾“ (10–45 mm)
➔ Feed speed 18 ft/min (5.5 m/min)
➔ Glue-pot
➔ Belt feed

G 220

Control panel with 
LCD display

Compact dimensions 
for optimum and 
efficient processing

multifunction milling 
aggregate
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Edge feed for coiled  
and strip material

Infrared heating lamp 
(optional)

Premilling unit (G 360)

Sawing module 
(G 360/ G 330)

multifunction milling aggregate

Please check the price list for the various machine options.

Linear end trimming unit with 
two saw blades (G 380)
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Pressure roller unitGlue roller and glue-pot Guillotine scissors -  
Pneumatic pre-sizing

Glue scraperradius scraper Buffing unit

2 spaces for finishing units:

G 380/G 360/G 330

Edgebanders
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EUSDetails relate to the G 360 model

1 Premilling unit (G 360)
➔ Increased life span due to the manual 

height adjustment of the cutter heads
➔ 2 diamond cutters, height 1.77",  

Ø 2.36" (45 mm, Ø 60 mm)
➔ tear free edges due to the operation  

controlled milling cutters rotating  
in opposing directions and cutting towards 
the centre of the panel

2 Glue-pot
➔ Processing of PUR and EVA is possible
➔ 546.8 running yards (500 lfm) on a 

0.75" (19 mm) panel with  
2.64 lbs (1.2 kg) maximum capacity

3 Edge feed
➔ With a feed speed of 8.7 yd/min (8 m/

min, G 360)/6.0 yd/min (5.5 m/min, 
G 220/G 330) (8/5.5 m/min), approx 
300 lfm/h (328 running yards) per hour 
can be processed

➔ Automatic feed of 0.016–⅛" (0.4–3 mm)
➔ Solid wood edges in single feed
➔ Film edges

4 End trimming unit  
(G 360/G 330)
➔ aggregate with horizontal  

and vertical movement
➔	1 motor 9,000 rpm equipped 

with 2 conical saw blades
➔ Independent settings for the 

front and rear cut

5 Multifunction trimming unit (Flush)
➔ 12,000 rpm for optimal operation
➔ 2 flush trimmers each with  

4 replaceable cutters
➔ “Quick-Set” adjustment  

for flush or radius trimming
➔ Copy rollers copy the surface  

of the workpiece
➔ No manual tool changing necessary

4 Linear end trimming unit with 
radius milling (G 380)

 ➔ aggregate with horizontal and  
vertical movement

 ➔ 1 motor with 12,000 rpm and 2 
fitted saw blades

 ➔ Independent settings for flush or radius 
trimming selectable via display
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All processing possibilities at a glance!
On the example piece depicted, you can see all of the edgebanding results 
that can be achieved with the available aggregates for this machine.

Control panel with LCD display
➔ Process reliable running performance with  

integrated maintenance unit
➔ regulation of the glue temperature with standby function
➔ aggregates that can be activated/deactivated
➔ Counter for total yards (meters) of material used

G 380/G 360/G 330

9 Buffing unit
➔ removes any stress whitening  

from the edge material
➔ only to be recommended  

when taken in combination  
with a cleaning spray unit

➔ One of three optional finishing units

6 Multifunction trimming unit (Radius)
➔ 12,000 rpm for optimal operation
➔ 2 flush trimmers each with  

4 replaceable cutters
➔ "Quick-Set" adjustment for flush  

or radius trimming
➔ Copy rollers copy the surface  

of the workpiece
➔ No manual tool changing necessary
➔ Cutters for the radius do not need  

to be resharpened

7 Radius scraper
➔ Removes fine chatter marks  

for a smooth edge result
➔ One of three optional finishing units

8 Glue scraping unit
➔ removes any glue residue  

from the workpiece
➔ One of three optional finishing units

Edgebanders
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

W
1

W
2

L1 L2

Space requirement

Scale

1:50

G 220 G 330 G 360 G 380 G 480 G 500 ForKa 300 S eco

Edge tape thickness min.-max. 0.016“–0,078“ 
(0.4–2.0 mm)

0.016”–⅛”  
(0.4–3.0 mm)

0.016”–⅛”,¼“  
(0.4–3.0 mm (5 mm))

0.016”–¼” 
(0.4–5.0 mm)

0.016”–⅛”  
(0.4–3.0 mm)

0.016”–¼” (⅜”)  
(0.4–5.0 (8) mm)

0.016”–⅛”  
(0.4–3.0 mm)

Workpiece thickness min.-max. ⅜“–1¾“ 
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾”  
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾” 
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾” 
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾”  
(8–45 mm)

⅜”–2⅜”  
(8–60 mm)

⅜”–2⅜”  
(8–60 mm)

Min. workpiece width* 3½“ (90 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 1⅛” (30 mm)

Min. workpiece length 9⅞” (250 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 5½” (140 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm)

Working height 34¼” (870 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 34⅞” (885 mm)

L1 70¾” (1,800 mm) 74¾” (1,900 mm) 74¾” (1,900 mm) 111” (2,830 mm) 106½” (2,706 mm) 110½” (2,814 mm) 31½” (800 mm)

L2 8” (205 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm) 19¾” (494 mm) 9⅞” (249 mm) 52¾” (1,340 mm)

W1 48¾” (1,237 mm) 41⅝” (1,065 mm) 41⅝” (1,065 mm) 41” (1,050 mm) 56⅝” (1,445 mm) 57¾” (1,465 mm) 28⅛” (720 mm)

W2 36¼” (920 mm) 32⅜” (823 mm) 32⅜” (823 mm) 32⅜” (823 mm) 43½” (1,105 mm) 43¾” (1,115 mm) 31” (790 mm)

Extraction connection Ø 4¾” (120 mm) 4¾” (120 mm) 4¾” (120 mm) +  
3” (2x 80 mm)

4¾” (120 mm) +  
3” (2x 80 mm)

4¾” (120 mm) +  
3” (2x 80 mm) 4¾” (120 mm) -

S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available      
* … The minimal workpiece width varies depending on the workpiece length, height and type of surface

Symbolic image G 220, G 330, G 360, G 380, G 480, G 500
1) Power connection G 220, G 330
2) Power connection G 460, G 500
3) Extraction connection G 220, G 330
4) Extraction connection G 460, G 500
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G 220 G 330 G 360 G 380 G 480 G 500 Forka 300 S eco

Edge tape thickness min.-max. 0.016“–0,078“ 
(0.4–2.0 mm)

0.016”–⅛”  
(0.4–3.0 mm)

0.016”–⅛”,¼“  
(0.4–3.0 mm (5 mm))

0.016”–¼” 
(0.4–5.0 mm)

0.016”–⅛”  
(0.4–3.0 mm)

0.016”–¼” (⅜”)  
(0.4–5.0 (8) mm)

0.016”–⅛”  
(0.4–3.0 mm)

Workpiece thickness min.-max. ⅜“–1¾“ 
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾”  
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾” 
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾” 
(10–45 mm)

⅜”–1¾”  
(8–45 mm)

⅜”–2⅜”  
(8–60 mm)

⅜”–2⅜”  
(8–60 mm)

Min. workpiece width* 3½“ (90 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 2¾” (70 mm) 1⅛” (30 mm)

Min. workpiece length 9⅞” (250 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 8¾” (210 mm) 5½” (140 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm)

Working height 34¼” (870 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 37½” (950 mm) 34⅞” (885 mm)

L1 70¾” (1,800 mm) 74¾” (1,900 mm) 74¾” (1,900 mm) 111” (2,830 mm) 106½” (2,706 mm) 110½” (2,814 mm) 31½” (800 mm)

L2 8” (205 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm) 7⅞” (200 mm) 19¾” (494 mm) 9⅞” (249 mm) 52¾” (1,340 mm)

W1 48¾” (1,237 mm) 41⅝” (1,065 mm) 41⅝” (1,065 mm) 41” (1,050 mm) 56⅝” (1,445 mm) 57¾” (1,465 mm) 28⅛” (720 mm)

W2 36¼” (920 mm) 32⅜” (823 mm) 32⅜” (823 mm) 32⅜” (823 mm) 43½” (1,105 mm) 43¾” (1,115 mm) 31” (790 mm)

Extraction connection Ø 4¾” (120 mm) 4¾” (120 mm) 4¾” (120 mm) +  
3” (2x 80 mm)

4¾” (120 mm) +  
3” (2x 80 mm)

4¾” (120 mm) +  
3” (2x 80 mm) 4¾” (120 mm) -

S … Standard configuration     O … Option     - … not available      
* … The minimal workpiece width varies depending on the workpiece length, height and type of surface

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image Forka 300 S eco

W
1

W
2

L1

L2

Edgebanders
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10.0 HP 
(7.5 kW)

11.0–25.0 HP 
(15.0 kW)

4.0 HP 
(3.0 kW)

4.0–5.5 HP 
(3.0–4.0 kW)

motor power

20.0 HP 
(15.0 kW)

20.0 HP 
(15.0 kW)

FW 1102 classic

FW 1102 perform

Page 348

Page 362

Page 362

Page 362

Page 368

Page 370

FW 950 classic

finish 1350 classic
finish 1350 classic gloss

FS 900 kF
FS 900 k

FS 722

5.5–7.5 HP 
(4.0–5.5 kW)

structura 60.02

Page 372

11.0–25.0 HP 
(15.0 kW)

Page 352

Page 356

finish 1352 modular 
finish 1353 modular

findustry 
1352 / 1353 / 1354

15,0–30,0 HP 
(11,0–22,0 kW)
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Combination aggregate  
with sanding pad

Calibration sanding, fine sanding,  
veneer sanding, lacquer sanding,  
brushing equipment, cross sanding

Calibration sanding, fine  
sanding, veneer sanding,  

brushing equipment

Calibration sanding, fine  
sanding, veneer sanding,  

brushing equipment

37½"
(950 mm)

53¼“
(1,350 mm)

Contact roller unit,  
combination super-finish unit  

with electro pneumatic segmented 
sanding pad, cross sanding unit  

(finish 1350 classic gloss)

table tiltable from  
90° to 45°

Sanding height  
 6" (150 mm)

Sanding width  
31½" (800 mm)

Max. sanding height  
23.6" (600 mm)

SANDERS OVERVIEW

Sanding widthScope of application Standard Price category

Contact roller unit,  
sanding cushion unit

43⅜"
(1,100 mm)

43⅜"
(1,100 mm)

Edge sanding

Surface sanding

Calibration sanding, fine sanding, 
veneer sanding, lacquer sanding,  

brushing equipment

Calibration sanding, fine sanding, 
veneer sanding, lacquer sanding, 
brushing equipment, cross sanding

53¼"
(1,350 mm)

53¼"
(1,350 mm)

Optional equipment

Structuring of wood surfaces Brush width
25⅝" (650 mm)

Steel brush brushing aggregate,  
Tynex brush brushing aggregate

Calibration sanding, fine sanding, 
veneer sanding, lacquer sanding, 
brushing equipment, cross sanding

Optional equipment

Contact roller unit, sanding pad  
aggregate with segmented,  

electro-pneumatic sanding shoe
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EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

For a more than convincing finish
Solid design, high quality system components and perfect results – The premium 
model series “finish“ will now be expanded to include two additional wide belt 
sanders: “finish 1350 classic“ and “finish 1350 classic gloss“. The new machines 
convince with maximum processing dimensions combined with the brand new super 
finish unit with chevron belt and electro-pneumatic segmented sanding pad as well 
as touch screen control.

Fixed feeding table 
at 35⅜" (900 mm) 
working height

Sanding belt 
guidance with  
a modular  
light beam

Simple adjustment of 
the aggregates

Table extensionCross sanding 
aggregate for a high 
gloss finish

Brushing unit
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➔ Sanding width 53 ⅛"  
(1,350 mm)

➔ Sanding height ⅛–6¾" 
(3–170 mm)

➔ Contact roller aggregate
➔ Constant working table height
➔ Combination super finish aggregate
➔ touch-screen control
➔ Segmented sanding pad with 

1" (25 mm) segment width

finish 1350 classic
➔ Sanding width 53 ⅛"  

(1,350 mm)
➔ Sanding height ⅛–6¾"  

(3–170 mm)
➔ Constant working table height
➔ Cross sanding aggregate
➔ Combination super finish aggregate
➔ touch-screen control
➔ Segmented sanding pad with 

1" (25 mm) segment width

finish 1350 classic gloss
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Contact roller aggregate
Contact roller aggregate with rubber contact 
roller (55 shore) for fine sanding work.  
motorised grain compensation control  
from the operating panel.

Combination super  
finish aggregate
Additional to the contact roller, the combi-
nation super finish aggregate also has a 
sanding cushion with a felt glide coating 
(chevron belt). This glide belt applies an 
even softer sanding pressure on the work-
piece and is used predominantly for the 
sanding of lacquered workpieces and for 
high-gloss materials. The completely uniform 
pressure, levels out all oscillation marks and 
guarantees a homogenous sanding result.  
The super finish aggregate has a segmented 
electro-pneumatic sanding pad included 
as standard. Excellent sanding results are 
guaranteed even when processing round or 
angled workpieces.

Cross belt sanding  
aggregate for a  
high gloss finish
The cross belt sanding aggregate equipped 
with an electro-pneumatic sanding pad and 
chevron belt as standard is particularly suited 
for the processing of lacquered surfaces and 
high gloss production. Rough wood fibres 
that cross the grain are removed by the san-
ding belt and the subsequent wide belt then 
smoothes the surface. The cross sanding 
direction ensures that there are considerably 
less wood fibres and a noticeably smoother 
end result is achieved.

Aggregates

the feed speed can be continuously  
adjusted from the control panel  
between 9–65 ft/min (2.8–20 m/min) 
as standard.

Feed table
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Table extensions
The table extensions improve the angle at 
which workpieces are fed into the machine 
and also make it easier to work.

Brushing unit
an optional workpiece brushing  
unit is possible on the outfeed  
side of the machine.

Control panel
the clearly structured and intuitive control 
panel provides maximum comfort and ma-
ximum productivity. The machine functions 
that are available are shown graphically 
and controlled using high quality switches. 
the infeed thickness is clearly shown on the 
digital display and can be adjusted to an 
accuracy of a tenth of a millimetre by using 
the push button.

Options

Cleaning/structuring brushes
Different brush types can  
be used for cleaning,  
polishing or structuring.

Control

Sanders
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Cutterblock planing 
head

Contact roller 
 aggregate 

Combination 
sanding aggregate  

Feed tableSanding pad 
 aggregate

roller table 
extension

Wide Belt Sanders with Super Aggregate

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

The new finish 1352 modular and 1353 modular wide-belt sanding machines are 
outstanding due to their unique flexibility. Either as a 2 or 3 belt machine - you can 
decide the individual equipment and configuration of the processing units. The free 
aggregate configuration option enables the optimal adaption to your requirements 
which ensures maximum efficiency and maximum time saving.
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➔ Sanding width 53"
➔ Sanding height ⅛"–7"

Individual configuration

Finish 1352 modular

➔ Sanding width 53"
➔ Sanding height ⅛"–7"

Individual configuration

Finish 1353 modular

Type RR Type Rk Type RP
Contact roller aggregate 85° shore Contact roller aggregate 85° shore Contact roller aggregate 85° shore

Contact roller aggregate 45° shore Combination sanding unit Sanding pad aggregate 
(electro-pneumatic sanding shoe)

Type RRk Type RRP Type RRP Type RPP

Contact roller aggregate 85° shore Contact roller aggregate 85° shore Contact roller aggregate 85° shore Contact roller aggregate 85° shore

Contact roller aggregate 65° shore Contact roller aggregate 65° shore Contact roller aggregate 65° shore Sanding pad aggregate 
(electro-pneumatic sanding shoe)

Contact roller aggregate 45° shore Combination sanding unit Sanding pad aggregate 
(electro-pneumatic sanding shoe)

Sanding pad aggregate 
(electro-pneumatic sanding shoe)
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Aggregates

Contact roller aggregate
The profiled contact roller with 85° shore 
(depending on the position, the shore hard-
ness can vary) guarantees maximum accura-
cy with minimum tolerance when calibrating. 
the rubber coating of the roller ensures an 
optimum power transfer. The grain compen-
sation can be accurately adjusted manually 
by using a read out lens. The aggregate also 
has mechanically pre-tensioned rubber pres-
sure rollers. The electro-pneumatic sanding 
belt oscillation ensures optimal centring and 
smooth running and an electronic sanding 
belt operation safety device guarantees an 
immediate machine stop if necessary.

Combination sanding 
aggregate/sanding pad 
aggregate
The profiled contact roller with 45° shore 
ensures an optimum power transfer due to 
the rubber coating. This is supported by the 
electro-pneumatic sanding shoe combined 
with the operation controlled air cushions. 
the rise and fall of the sanding pad is positi-
on activated ensuring that the contact of the 
sanding belt to the workpiece is controlled 
and that a perfect surface finish is given wit-
hout damage to the fragile workpiece edges. 
the electro-pneumatic sanding belt oscillation 
ensures optimal centring and smooth running 
and an electronic sanding belt operation 
safety device guarantees an immediate 
machine stop if necessary. With the sanding 
pad equipment, the aggregate is equipped 
without a contact roller and the sanding belt 
is tensioned between two rollers.

the electro-pneumatic sanding shoe combined with operation 
controlled air cushions enables perfect veneer sanding. The rise 
and fall of the sanding pad is position activated ensuring that the 
contact of the sanding belt to the workpiece is controlled and 
that a perfect surface finish is given without damage to the fragile 
workpiece edges.

Segmented electro-pneumatic sanding shoe
The segmented, electro-pneumatic sanding shoe is used especially for lacquer sanding with 
a semi gloss finish and for workpieces with round or acute-angled design. The sanding 
shoe consists of 25 segments, each with a width of 2⅛" (55 mm). The control is carried 
out from the touch-screen and is supported by the integrated workpiece recognition sensor.

pneumatic  
pressure shoe

Sanding beltSanding pad

Sanding shoe

Cutterblock planing head
Equipped with a spiral cutterblock with 
8 spirals and 368 replaceable cutters. a 
segmented pressure bar positioned before 
the cutterblock and a kickback guard. The 
activation and deactivation of the aggregate 
is done using the control panel. The motor 
has 15 kW (20 HP) of power and has 
an automatic soft start as well as a cutting 
speed of 30 m/sec.
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Control

The machine can be equipped with a touch screen control either as an option or as  
standard with the segmented sanding pad. All of the settings can be carried out  
intuitively and comfortably from the centrally located control panel. Using the touch screen 
control panel the parameters can be saved as a program and loaded whenever they are 
required, ensuring maximum process reliability.

Control panel of the finish 1352/1353 modular
The clearly structured and intuitive control panel provides maximum user comfort 
and maximum productivity. The machine functions that are available are shown 
graphically and controlled using high quality switches. The infeed thickness is 
clearly shown on the digital display and can be adjusted to an accuracy of a tenth 
of a millimetre by using the push button.

Options

Infeed and outfeed  
roller table
As an option, we are able to equip your  
Format4 wide belt sander with roller extension 
tables both on the infeed and outfeed side.

Pneumatic selection  
of the contact rollers
this option makes it possible to  
switch the contact rollers on/off from the 
control panel. Together with the storable 
programs, the flexible use of the machine  
is made considerably easier.

Wireless thickness 
 measurement
automatic thickness measurement facilitates 
adjustment of the machine to the desired 
workpiece thickness.  
the workpiece is measured directly on the 
machine without additional measuring de-
vices being required. The required sanding 
depth can be set in + or - using the adjust-
ment wheel. This wireless option makes it 
possible to measure the workpiece in front 
of the machine. The thickness is transferred 
wirelessly to the machine. 

Pressure shoe
these can be added to every sanding aggregate and enable a uniform pressure on the 
workpiece against the feed table, which is particularly important for thin workpieces. 
Additionally it also reduces the minimum length of the workpiece that can be processed.

Sanders
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Industrial top performance freely configurable
In industrial use, the new Format4 wide belt sanding machines findustry 1352, 1353 and 
1354 convince above all with their individually configurable unit assembly. the machine 
can be equipped with two, three or four units, precisely adapted to each specific use 
and the respective field of application. a high degree of customization guarantees that all 
requirements are met with regard to surface finish and processing efficiency.

Cutterblock planing 
head

Contact roller 
aggregate

Combination  
sanding aggregate 

Feeder table with 
fixed feeding height

Sanding shoe unit Electro-pneumatic 
segmented sanding 
shoe “silicon-tec”
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➔ Sanding width 1,350 mm
➔ Sanding height: 3–170 (200) mm
➔ Modularly equipped with two, three or four units: 

cross-section unit, contact-bars-module, combina-
tion sanding unit, Superfinish unit, sanding pad 
units (EP/ESC), planer cutterhead unit and various 
varnish packages

findustry 1352/1353/1354
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Contact roller aggregate
A profiled contact roller (Ø 250 mm and 
85° shore) guarantees maximum accuracy 
within minimum tolerance when calibrating.

Combination sanding 
aggregate
the combination unit with a roller diam-
eter of 142 mm is used for the calibration 
of solid wood. the electro-pneumatic 
sanding pad is lowered on to the work-
piece at the exact correct height for the 
sanding process. this prevents veneered 
surfaces from being sanded through, at 
the front and rear. 

Cutterblock planing head
a cutterblock planing head is available as 
an option, as the first processing unit for 
maximum cutting performance. activation 
and deactivation is carried out from the 
central control panel.

Aggregates

Super finish aggregate
In addition to the segmented electro-
pneumatic sanding pad, the super finish 
aggregate is also equipped with a chevron 
belt. this glide belt applies an even softer 
sanding pressure on the workpiece and is 
used predominantly for the sanding of lac-
quered workpieces and for high-gloss mate-
rials. The completely uniform pressure, levels 
out all oscillation marks and guarantees 
a homogenous sanding result. an electro-
pneumatic sanding belt oscillation ensures 
optimal centering and smooth running, 
which is monitored by the electronic sand-
ing belt operation safety device. Cleaning 
fan with timer Cutting speed 2.4–19 m/s, 
sanding belt 1370 x 2620 mm.

Cross belt sanding unit for 
a high gloss finish
The cross belt sanding aggregate equipped 
with an electro-pneumatic sanding pad and 
chevron belt as standard is particularly suited 
for the processing of lacquered surfaces and 
high gloss production. rough wood fibers that 
cross the grain are removed by the sand-
ing belt and the subsequent wild belt then 
smooths the surface. the cross sanding direc-
tion ensures that there are considerably less 
wood fibers and a noticeably smoother end 
result is achieved.
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Options

Wireless thickness  
measurement
automatic thickness measurement facilitates 
adjustment of the machine to the desired 
workpiece thickness. the workpiece is 
measured directly on the machine without 
additional measuring devices being required. 
The required sanding depth can be set in + 
or - using the adjustment wheel. this wireless 
option makes it possible to measure the 
workpiece in front of the machine. the thick-
ness is transferred wirelessly to the machine. 

Pressure shoe
these can be added to every sanding ag-
gregate and enable a uniform pressure on 
the workpiece against the feed table, which 
is particularly important for thin workpieces. 
additionally it also reduces the minimum 
length of the workpiece that can be pro-
cessed.

Brushing unit
an optional workpiece brushing unit is pos-
sible on the outfeed side of the machine. 
Various brushes can be used. Different 
brushes can be inserted and used to clean, 
polish or structure the workpiece surface. 

Electro-pneumatic  
segmented sanding shoe  
“silicon-tec”
With a segment width of 27 mm and innova-
tive silicone technology, the electro-pneumatic 
segmented sanding shoe ensures optimum 
sanding results and lower compressed air 
consumption. the pressure of the sanding pad 
can be individually adjusted in increments of 
0.1 bar from the machine infeed side.

Control
touch-screen control
a touch-screen control is available for 
maximum operating comfort. the clearly 
structured and intuitive control panel pro-
vides maximum productivity. the machine 
functions that are available are shown 
graphically and controlled using high qual-
ity switches. the infeed thickness is clearly 
shown on the digital display and can be 
adjusted to an accuracy of a tenth of a mil-
limeter by using the push button.
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Intermediate  
lacquer sanding

Segmented sanding pad
The segmented, electro-pneumatic sanding 
pad is used especially for lacquer sanding 
with a semi gloss finish and for workpieces 
with round or acute-angled design.

Vacuum table
the optional vacuum table makes it possible for 
small or smooth workpieces to be processed.

Variable feed speed  
adjustment 
the feed speed can be continuously  
adjusted from the control panel between  
12–52 ft/min (3.7–16 m/min) as standard.

Brushing unit
the brushing unit mounted on the outfeed 
side can be fitted with a wide range of 
brushes. The workpieces can be cleaned, 
polished or structured depending on  
the type of brush.

Cleaning air jets
The cooling and cleaning air jets extend the 
life of the sanding belt. The operation control 
ensures economical use of the compressed air.

Variable sanding belt 
speed
the sanding belt speed can be adjusted 
from 7.8–62.3 ft/sec (2.4–19 m/sec) to 
suit different surfaces.

7.8–62.3 
ft/sec 
(2.4–19  
m/sec)
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

finish 1350 classic, 
finish 1350 classic gloss

finish 1352 modular  
finish 1353 modular 

findustry 
1352/1353/1354

Sanding belt motor 11/15 kW 11/18.5 kW 11/15/18,5/22 kW

Motor frequency 50/60 Hz 50/60 Hz 50/60 Hz

ammeter for aggregate load monitoring S S S

Sanding belt
53⅞" x 86⅝"  

(1,370 x 2,200 mm)
53⅞" x 86⅝"  

(1,370 x 2,200 mm)
53⅞" x 103"

(1,370 x 2,620 mm)

Vacuum table with fan 4.5 kW 4.5 kW 5,5 kW

Roller table extension for workpiece infeed
11¾"/35⅜"  

(300/900 mm)
11¾"/35⅜"  

(300/900 mm)
11¾“/35⅜“  

(300/900 mm)

Variable feed speed adjustment inverter
9–65 ft/min  

(2.8–20 m/min)
9–65 ft/min  

(2.8–20 m/min)
9–65 ft/min  

(2.8–20 m/min)

Working height 35⅜" (900 mm) 35⅜" (900 mm) 35⅜“ (900 mm)

Length [L] 86⅝" (2,200 mm) 100" (2,540 mm) 81" (2,059 mm)

Width [W] 82⅝" (2,100 mm) 80⅝" (2,050 mm) 81“ (2,059 mm)

Weight (depending on equipment, without packaging) 5,170 lbs (2,350 kg) 5,070 lbs (2,300 kg) 5,511 ibs (2,500 kg)

Extraction connection (without additional equipment) 2x 200 mm (8") 2x 200 mm (8") 3x 200 mm (8“)

S … Standard

Symbolic image finish 1350 classic, finish 1350 classic gloss,  
finish1352 modular, finish 1353 modular, findustry 1352, 
findustry 1353, findustry 1354

L

W

Further information about the technical  
data, individual configuration options and all 
noise level values can be found  
on the internet at www.felder-group.com

Space requirement
Scale

1:50

Sanders
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Classic surface finishing  
as the focus!
With ultra-modern processing techniques, the furniture industry sets standards so 
high, that they are almost an unreachable level for standard cabinetmakers. To 
remain competitive, workpieces have to be processed to perfection at every stage. 
The FW 950 classic and FW 1102 classic Felder wide belt sanders make the entry 
into professional woodworking affordable and impress with high-quality system  
solutions already included in their standard versions.
The FW 1102 perform also features the complete package for precise lacquer 
 intermediate sanding as standard.

Precise  
sanding results

Sanding belt 
guidance with a 
modular light beam

Saves time when 
changing belts

Maximum ease of 
use, innovative  
technology

Sanding pad for  
fine sanding including 
quick change system

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.362
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➔ Sanding width 43¼" (1,100 mm)
➔ Sanding height ⅛–6¾" (3–170 mm)
➔ Contact roller aggregate
➔ Sanding pad aggregate
➔	Fine and veneer sanding

FW 1102 classic
➔ Sanding width 37⅜" (950 mm)
➔ Sanding height ⅛–6¾" (3–170 mm)
➔ Combination aggregate  

with sanding pad

FW 950 classic
➔ Sanding width 43¼" (1,100 mm)
➔ Sanding height ⅛–6¾" (3–170 mm)
➔ Contact roller aggregate
➔ Sanding pad aggregate

FW 1102 perform
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Aggregates

Contact roller aggregate
The profiled contact roller (with 85° shore) guarantees precision 
without compromise when calibrating. Contact rollers optionally 
available in steel. With its flexible grit compensation, the roller can 
be adjusted to any position for the exact grit size.

Sanding pad aggregate
With a sanding pad aggregate, the sanding belt is tensioned between 
two rollers and is then pressed down from above by the sanding pad 
on to the workpiece. There are three different variations of the sanding 
pad to choose between – fixed, electro-pneumatic and segmented 
electro-pneumatic. The gliding properties are significantly improved with 
a graphite coated sanding pad insert. As a result of the large contact 
surface the sanding surface is larger and ensures a uniform sanding 
pressure, which in turn leaves a better and finer finish on the surface of 
the workpiece.

Combination aggregate  
with sanding shoe
the aggregate is a combination of the rubber contact rollers and 
a sanding pad. The profiled contact roller (also available in steel) 
guarantees maximum precision when calibrating. With its flexible 
grit compensation, the roller can be adjusted to any position for 
the precise sanding belt thickness. A contact free optical sensor 
controls the sanding belt oscillation ensuring an optimal  
centralisation and maximum operating smoothness.
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Sanding pads

Electro-pneumatic sanding pad (EP)  
for fine and veneer sanding
The electro-pneumatic sanding pad (EP) distributes pressure  
uniformly over the whole surface and adapts itself to the surface. 
Surface tolerances are balanced out. The pneumatic engage/ 
disengage function prevents sanding through the veneer and  
also the front as well as the rear side of the workpiece.

pneumatic  
pressure shoe

Sanding pad Sanding belt

Segmented electro-pneumatic  
sanding pad
The segmented, electro-pneumatic sanding pad is used especially 
for lacquer sanding with a semi gloss finish and for workpieces 
with round or acute-angled design. The subdivision of the pressure 
bar into individual parts as well as the touch screen control of the 
engage/disengaging points and segments, enable the exact  
definition of the sanding area. Using the touch screen control panel 
the parameters can be saved as a program and loaded whenever 
they are required, ensuring maximum process reliability.

Sanders
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Intermediate  
lacquer sanding
FW 1102 perform

Segmented sanding pad
The segmented, electro-pneumatic sanding 
pad is used especially for lacquer sanding 
with a semi gloss finish and for workpieces 
with round or acute-angled design.

Vacuum table
the optional vacuum table makes it  
possible for small or smooth workpieces  
to be processed.

Variable feed speed 
adjustment
optionally the feed speed can be variably 
adjusted and set between 12–52 ft/min 
(3.7–16 m/min).

Brushing unit (Option)
the brushing unit mounted on the outfeed 
side can be fitted with a wide range of 
brushes. The workpieces can be cleaned, 
polished or structured depending on the 
type of brush.

Cleaning air jets
The cooling and cleaning air jets extend the 
life of the sanding belt. The operation control 
ensures economical use of the compressed air.

Variable sanding  
belt speed
the sanding belt speed can be adjusted 
from 7.8–62.3 ft/sec (2.4–19 m/sec)  
to suit different surfaces.

7.8–62.3 
ft/sec 
(2.4–19 
m/sec)
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Infeed and outfeed roller table
Optionally, we can equip your Felder wide belt sander with an additional 
roller support, both on the infeed and outfeed side of the machine.

Cleaning/structuring brushes
an optional workpiece brushing unit is possible on the outfeed 
side of the machine. Different brush types can be used for 
cleaning, polishing or structuring.

Conact roller  
aggregate

Combination aggregate 
with sanding shoe

Intermediate lacquer 
sanding

Fine and veneer 
sanding

Equipment

Option

Sanders
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Simple clean edges
The continuously adjustable tilt of the sanding table, table height  
adjustment and sanding belt speed of 36 ft/sec (11 m/sec) enables the 
FS 900 edge sander to be able to process edges  
quickly and easily at a great price/performance ratio.

➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Veneer edge sander
➔ Sanding belt oscillation by means of an  

independent oscillating motor, sanding belt 
length 86⅝" (2.200 mm), sanding belt 
width 5⅞" (150 mm)

➔ Drive wheels with dia. 3⅛" (80 mm) and 
dia. 6¼" (160 mm), sanding belt speed 
36 ft/sec (11 m/sec)

➔ Table tilt 90°–45°
➔ 2 speed main motor, option

FS 900 kF

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.368
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➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Sanding belt oscillation by means of 

an independent oscillating motor,  
sanding belt length 86⅝"  
(2.200 mm), sanding belt width  
5⅞" (150 mm)

➔ Drive wheels with dia. 3⅛" (80 mm) 
and dia. 6¼" (160 mm), sanding belt 
speed 36 ft/sec (11 m/sec)

➔ Table tilt 90°–45°
➔ 2 speed main motor, option

FS 900 k

the sanding table can be  
tilted to any position 
between 90° and 45° for 
mitred sanding work.

the support table and the 
clamping arbor for curved 
work and arcs can be mounted 
in seconds and make it possible 
to sand tight radii (option).

The table extension is 
recessed, can be pulled 
out into position and is 
mounted underneath the 
main table.  
Retrofitting to existing machi-
nes can be done at any 
time (option).

A standard FS 900 KF 
feature: the veneer edge 
sanding unit

Sanders
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Perfect sanding results of 
every shape and size

Not available in the U.S.

With the FS 722 stroke sander, you can effortlessly process workpieces 
up to 169¼" (4,300 mm) in length. Aluminium drive wheels,  
professional sanding pad and the frame sanding device are  
included at no extra cost in the standard equipment.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

➔ Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)
➔ Professional sanding shoe
➔ Sanding length 86⅝" (2.200 mm)
➔ Sanding depth 31½" (800 mm)
➔ Frame sanding device, sanding height 

max 23⅝" (600 mm)
Optional: Professional package
➔ Motor power 5.5 HP (4.0 kW)
➔ Electrical table height adjustment
➔ Light for the working surface

FS 722

Professional sanding shoe 
with asymmetric positioning, 
sanding shoe suspension, ad-
justable 4 point support, rubber 
covered sanding sole, width 
5⅞" (150 mm).

the upper sanding support is 
equipped with a graphite cover. 
this makes it possible to process 
shorter workpiece edges on the 
stroke sander and carry out special 
sanding work with ease.

the Felder stroke sander 
machine chassis has a deep 
frame offset. This makes it 
possible to easily sand extra 
long workpieces with ease.

the Felder stroke sander table has 
a removable middle section. This 
makes it possible to sand frames 
and drawers.
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Maximum flexibility when sanding 
edges at the best price
The Hammer HS 950 is the perfect entry-level machine for demanding edge 
sanding. The connectible sanding belt oscillation makes perfect use of the entire 
sanding belt surface. Together with the height-adjustable cast iron sanding table, 
the HS 950 achieves maximum sanding belt life. Guaranteed flexibility: The 
sanding unit can be tilted continuously to 90° and the open design allows easy 
sanding of long workpieces.

➔ Motor power 3.0 HP (2.2 kW)
➔ Sanding support length 37“ (950 mm)
➔ Sanding belt dimensions 99“ x 6“  

(2515 x 150 mm)
➔ Sanding table tilts from 0°–90°
➔ Setting range of the table height 6“ (150 mm)
➔ Sanding belt oscillation switched on and off
➔ Vacuum connection Ø 4“ (120 mm)

the solid cast iron working table 
can be conveniently adjusted 
manually by 150 mm in height. 
the table has a t-slot over the 
entire lengh of the table.

additional table for radius 
sanding. On the left side of the 
machine there is a supplemen-
tary table for sanding radii (> 
60 mm). The table can also be 
adjusted in height.

the sanding unit can be swivelled 
from 90 degree to table level to 
0 degree to table level.
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The solid machine chassis of the robust structure brushing machine offers maximum stabili-
ty. With a working width of 25 ⅝" (650 mm) and a variable adjustable infeed height of 
⅛" to 7 ⅞", the machine is also suitable for larger workpiece requirements. The single 
sided mounting of the aggregates enables the processing of extra wide workpieces. The 
infeed with a table height of 35 ⅜" and a continuous feeding belt with web structure 
has an adjustable speed of 8.2–33 ft/min (2.5–10 m/min).

Give your workpiece a new face!
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Through feed height of ⅛ - 7 ⅞"Fixed feeding table height

Now available with 
 oscillation of the brushes!

Steel brush aggregate
Both of the brushing units are powered by powerful 4 kW 
(5.5 hp) motors rotating in the opposite direction to the work-
piece feed. The first aggregate is equipped as a standard 
with a steel brush (D=7 ⅞"). The electrical height adjustment 
and the manual fine adjustment of the 2 brushing aggregates 
make it possible to adjust to the required depth of cut quickly 
and accurately.

Tynex brush aggregate
The second aggregate is equipped as a standard with a Tynex 
brush (D=7 ⅞" K60). The electrical height adjustment and the 
manual fine adjustment of the second brushing aggregate 
make it possible to adjust to the required depth of cut quickly 
and accurately. Both of the brushing units are powered by 
powerful 4 kW (5.5 hp) motors rotating in the opposite 
direction to the workpiece feed.

the oscillation is particularly suited for 
facilitating the smooth and fine structuring 
of transverse wood surfaces and for crea-
ting special effects in the wood structure.

Feed table
the infeed with a table height of 
35 ⅜" and a continuous feeding 
belt with web structure has an 
adjustable speed of 8.2–33 ft/
min (2.5–10 m/min).

Brushing machine
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Symbolic image FW 950 classic, FW 1102 classic

L

W
1

W
2

Space requirement

Scale

1:50

Symbolic image FS 722

L

W
1

FW 950 classic FW 1102 classic FW 1102 perform FS 722 FS 900 k FS 900 kF structura 60.02 HS 950
Sanding height ⅛"—6¾" (3—170 mm) ⅛"—6¾" (3—170 mm) ⅛“—6¾“ (3–170 mm) - - - ⅛"—7⅞" (3–200 mm) -

Sanding belt length 66⅞" (1,700 mm) 74¾" (1,900 mm) 74¾“ (1,900 mm) 226⅜" (5,750 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) Ø 8" (200 mm) 99" (2515 mm)

Sanding belt width 38¼" (970 mm) 43¼" (1,110 mm) 43¼" (1,110 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm) 25⅝“ (650 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm)

Sanding belt speed 56 ft/sec (17 m/sec) 56 ft/sec (17 m/sec) Variabel 82 ft/sec (25 m/sec) 36 ft/sec (11 m/sec) 36 ft/sec (11 m/sec) 1,500 U/min 56 ft/sec (17 m/sec)

Feedrate 8–32 ft/min  
(2.5–10 m/min)

8–32 ft/min  
(2.5–10 m/min)

8–59 ft/min 
(2.5–18 m/min) - - -- 8–32 ft/min  

(2.5–10 m/min) -

3.0 HP (2,2 kW) - - - - - - - S

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - S S S - -

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) - - - - - - S -

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) - - - - - - o -

10.0 HP (7.5 kW) S - - - - - - -

15.0 HP (11.0 kW) - - - - - - - -

20.0 HP (15.0 kW) - S S - - - - -

25.0 HP (18.5 kW) - - - - - - - -

Working height 30¾"–34⅝"  
(780–878 mm)

30¾"–34⅝"  
(780–878 mm)

30¾"–34⅝"  
(780–878 mm)

28"–40⅛"  
(710–1,020 mm) 37⅜" (950 mm) 37⅜" (950 mm) 35½" (900 mm) 48" (1235 mm)

Length [L] 52⅜" (1,330 mm) 57⅛" (1,450 mm) 57⅛" (1,450 mm) 117⅜" (2,980 mm) 57⅛" (1,460 mm) 57⅛" (1,460 mm) 57¼“ (1,454 mm) 66" (1540 mm)

Width [W1] 48⅛" (1,223 mm) 52⅝" (1,591 mm) 52⅝" (1,591 mm) 69⅝" (1,778 mm) 28" (710 mm) 28" (710 mm) 25½" (650 mm) 21" (530 mm)

Width [W2] 62¾" (1,595 mm) 77¼" (1,963 mm) 77¼" (1,963 mm) - - - 42" (1,068 mm) -

Extraction connection dia. 120 mm ( 4¾") 2 x 160 mm (6 ¼") 2 x 160 mm (6 ¼")
1 x 100 mm (Vakuum) 160 mm (6 ¼") 120 mm (4 ¾") 120 mm (4 ¾") 2x 120 mm (4 ¾") 120 mm (4 ¾")

S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Not available in the U.S.
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FW 950 classic FW 1102 classic FW 1102 perform FS 722 FS 900 k FS 900 kF structura 60.02 HS 950
Sanding height ⅛"—6¾" (3—170 mm) ⅛"—6¾" (3—170 mm) ⅛“—6¾“ (3–170 mm) - - - ⅛"—7⅞" (3–200 mm) -

Sanding belt length 66⅞" (1,700 mm) 74¾" (1,900 mm) 74¾“ (1,900 mm) 226⅜" (5,750 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) 86⅝" (2,200 mm) Ø 8" (200 mm) 99" (2515 mm)

Sanding belt width 38¼" (970 mm) 43¼" (1,110 mm) 43¼" (1,110 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm) 25⅝“ (650 mm) 5⅞" (150 mm)

Sanding belt speed 56 ft/sec (17 m/sec) 56 ft/sec (17 m/sec) Variabel 82 ft/sec (25 m/sec) 36 ft/sec (11 m/sec) 36 ft/sec (11 m/sec) 1,500 U/min 56 ft/sec (17 m/sec)

Feedrate 8–32 ft/min  
(2.5–10 m/min)

8–32 ft/min  
(2.5–10 m/min)

8–59 ft/min 
(2.5–18 m/min) - - -- 8–32 ft/min  

(2.5–10 m/min) -

3.0 HP (2,2 kW) - - - - - - - S

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - S S S - -

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) - - - - - - S -

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) - - - - - - o -

10.0 HP (7.5 kW) S - - - - - - -

15.0 HP (11.0 kW) - - - - - - - -

20.0 HP (15.0 kW) - S S - - - - -

25.0 HP (18.5 kW) - - - - - - - -

Working height 30¾"–34⅝"  
(780–878 mm)

30¾"–34⅝"  
(780–878 mm)

30¾"–34⅝"  
(780–878 mm)

28"–40⅛"  
(710–1,020 mm) 37⅜" (950 mm) 37⅜" (950 mm) 35½" (900 mm) 48" (1235 mm)

Length [L] 52⅜" (1,330 mm) 57⅛" (1,450 mm) 57⅛" (1,450 mm) 117⅜" (2,980 mm) 57⅛" (1,460 mm) 57⅛" (1,460 mm) 57¼“ (1,454 mm) 66" (1540 mm)

Width [W1] 48⅛" (1,223 mm) 52⅝" (1,591 mm) 52⅝" (1,591 mm) 69⅝" (1,778 mm) 28" (710 mm) 28" (710 mm) 25½" (650 mm) 21" (530 mm)

Width [W2] 62¾" (1,595 mm) 77¼" (1,963 mm) 77¼" (1,963 mm) - - - 42" (1,068 mm) -

Extraction connection dia. 120 mm ( 4¾") 2 x 160 mm (6 ¼") 2 x 160 mm (6 ¼")
1 x 100 mm (Vakuum) 160 mm (6 ¼") 120 mm (4 ¾") 120 mm (4 ¾") 2x 120 mm (4 ¾") 120 mm (4 ¾")

S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Symbolic image FS 900 k, FS 900 kF

L

W
1

Not available in the U.S.

Symbolic image structura 60.02

L

W
1 W
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The classic FELDER 
bandsaw range
➔	Electronically balanced, solid cast iron wheels
➔	Upper and lower blade guides
➔	Saw blade tension indicator
➔	Cast iron bandsaw table, tiltable up to 45°
➔	aluminium fence

➔	Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)  
(Single phase only)

➔	Table size 560 x 850 mm  
(22"x 33½") 

➔	Fly wheel diameter  
600 mm (23¾")

➔ Cutting height 410 mm (16⅛")
➔ Cutting width 575 mm (22 ⅝")
➔	Cutting speed 25 m/sec
➔ Table tilt -5° – +45°

FB 610

➔	Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)  
(Single phase only)

➔	Table size 500 x 640 mm  
(19 ⅝" x 25 ½")

➔	Fly wheel diameter  
500 mm (20")

➔ Cutting height 410 mm (16")
➔ Cutting width 480 mm (18 ⅞")
➔	Cutting speed 25 m/sec
➔ Table tilt -10° – +45°

FB 510

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

➔	Motor power 5.5 HP (4.0 kW)  
(Three phase only)

➔	Table size 700 x 840 mm  
(27½" x 33") 

➔	Fly wheel diameter  
710 mm (28“)

➔ Cutting height 460 mm (17⅛")
➔ Cutting width 690 mm (27¼")
➔	Cutting speed 25 m/sec
➔ Table tilt -10° – +45°

FB 710
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➔	Motor power 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)  
(Single phase only)

➔	Table size 560 x 850 mm  
(22"x 33½") 

➔	Fly wheel diameter  
600 mm (23¾")

➔ Cutting height 410 mm (16⅛")
➔ Cutting width 575 mm (22 ⅝")
➔	Cutting speed 25 m/sec
➔ Table tilt -5° – +45°

Felder bandsaws are 
equipped with upper and 
lower table guides with fine 
adjustable side and rear 
rollers and lockable setting 
screws.

Circle cutting device table  
extension with support leg

Table extensions can be  
mounted on 3 sides

the easily positioned aluminium parallel fence 
can be used on both the left and right hand 
side of the saw blade and easily placed  
on its side for flat workpieces.

˝X-Life˝ ceramic guides
Ceramic guides guarantee excellent cutting 
results and maximum blade stability with four 
guiding blocks positioned directly adjacent 
to the saw blade. With reduced friction and 
less heat generation, ceramic guides are 
practically wear-resistant and enable an  
extremely long useable life and consistent 
cutting quality when compared to conventio-
nal roller guides.

Always ready:  
Tilt away sanding attachment for 
 bandsaws.
From sawing to sanding in seconds - the 
sanding attachment can be tilted away 
easily and remains on the machine even 
whilst sawing. With this attachment, you 
can process edges with different sanding 
pads (flat, round).

Universal linear laser for all bandsaws
the Felder linear laser for bandsaws makes it 
possible to project the cutting line on your work-
piece and serves as an optical aid when cutting. 
this makes it possible to align the workpiece in 
advance and minimized waste. The mounting 
plate allows the linear laser to be retrofitted on to 
any bandsaw.

Bandsaws

Thanks to the pins, a wide variety of polygons 
can be produced. The mitre fence is conti-
nuously adjustable between –75° and +75°. 
Ideal for mitre cuts on your bandsaw!
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The heavy duty  
FELDER bandsaw line
➔	Electronically balanced, solid cast iron wheels
➔	Upper and lower blade guides
➔	Saw blade tension indicator
➔	Cast iron bandsaw table, tiltable up to 20°
➔	Cast iron fence

➔	Motor power 7.5 HP (5.5 kW) 
➔	 Table size 820 x 1,300 mm  

(32¼" x 51¼")
➔ Cutting height 560 mm (22")
➔ Cutting width 910 mm (35⅞")
➔	Total height 2,900 mm (114¼")
➔	Cutting speed 26 m/sec
➔	Table tilts up to 20°
➔	Parallel fence can be tilted away

FB 940

FB 840
➔	Motor power 5.5 HP (4.0 kW) 
➔	 Table size 820 x 1,160 mm  

(32¼" x 45¾")
➔ Cutting height 520 mm (20½")
➔ Cutting width 810 mm (31⅞")
➔	Total height 2,650 mm (104⅜")
➔	Cutting speed 27 m/sec
➔	Table tilts up to 20°
➔	Parallel fence can be tilted away

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.378
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Felder bandsaws are equipped with 
upper and lower table guides with  
fine adjustable side and rear rollers  
and lockable setting screws.

0° to +20° tilt of the cast  
iron table with precisely  
milled and polished surface.

Easy and precise adjustments can be made with the cast iron fence!  
Can be used on both the left and right hand side of the blade and  
can be tilted away under the table, these are details that impress.

the mitre fence can be adjusted to any position  
between –45° and +45°. Ideal for mitre  
cuts on the bandsaw!

the blade tension adjustment 
is dependent on the width  
of the saw blade! The tension 
of the saw blade can be set 
depending on the width.

Upper bandsaw blade guides 
Lower bandsaw blade guides 
replacement rear rollers

Always ready:  
Tilt away sanding attachment for bandsaws.
From sawing to sanding in seconds - the 
sanding attachment can be tilted away easily 
and remains on the machine even whilst sa-
wing. With this attachment, you can process 
edges with different sanding pads  
(flat, round).

Universal linear laser for all 
bandsaws
the Felder linear laser for 
bandsaws makes it possible 
to project the cutting line on 
your workpiece and serves as 
an optical aid when cutting. 
this makes it possible to align 
the workpiece in advance and 
minimized waste. The moun-
ting plate allows the linear 
laser to be retrofitted on to any 
bandsaw.

Bandsaws
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Industrial band resaws that offer  
unbeatable performance, great  
equipment and high feeder  
and cutting speeds
➔	Enclosed sturdy, steel machine chassis
➔	Solid, cambered cast iron fly wheel
➔	Continuous saw blade cleaning
➔	rollers in front of the machine table
➔	Large cutting height
➔	Automatic feed ensures a continuous cut.
➔	4 different power feeders can be used
➔	Feeder speeds of up to 40 m/min (130 ft/min)
➔ Table tilt 20°
➔	Scale for the saw blade tension

➔	Motor power 12.5 HP (9 kW)
➔	Table size 860 x 1,100 mm  

(33⅞“ x 43⅜“)
➔	Fly wheel diameter 740 mm (29⅛")
➔ Cutting height 450 mm (17¾")
➔ Cutting width 710 mm (28")
➔	Cutting speed 29 m/sec
➔	Table tilts up to 20°

➔	Motor power 15 HP (11 kW)
➔	Table size 860 x 1,100 mm  

(33⅞“ x 43⅜“)
➔	Fly wheel diameter 940 mm (37")
➔ Cutting height 550 mm (21⅝")
➔ Cutting width 910 mm (35⅞")
➔	Cutting speed 32 m/sec
➔	Table tilts up to 20°

FB 740 RS

FB 940 RS

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.380
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The right power feeder for every application

RAC 235:
Feeder for the ripping of the workpiece down the centre. Pneumatically  
adjusted opening, continuous feeder speed adjustment up to 40 m/min.

RA 200 CPM:
Continuous speed adjustment up to 115 ft/min (35 m/min.) Pneumatic tilt-away 
mechanism of the feeder, ideal for cutting heights up to 6⅜" (160 mm).

RA 21 CP:
with 10 speeds

RA 260 CPM:
Continuous feed speed  
adjustment up to 35 m/min

RA 21 CP, RA 260 CPM:
Pneumatically adjusted opening between 
automatic feed and fence, ideal for cutting 
heights from 160 mm to 230 mm.

Applications
➔	thin veneers
➔	Solid veneers
➔	roof panels +  

roof framework
➔	Skirting boards
➔	Crown shapings
➔	Handrails
➔	Steps, stair stringers
➔	Boat building
➔	Pencil slats
➔	top layer flooring

Advantages of a band resaw
➔	 Increased productivity
➔	reduced waste when compared 

to multi-blade circular saws  
or panel saws

➔	Large cutting height
➔	automatic feed ensures  

a continuous cut.
➔	High cut quality

Technical specifications of the power feeders RA 200 CPM RA 21 CP RA 260 CPM RAC 235
PoS 13.2.021 13.2.020 13.2.022 13.2.023
Self-centring opening in inch (mm) - - - 9½" (240)
Cutting height in inch (mm) 9" (230) 9" (230) 9¼" (235) 9" (230)
opening between the rollers  
and the saw blade in inch (mm) 7½" (190) 7⅞" (200) 9" (230) 4¾" (120)

Opening from fence to saw blade in inch (mm) 7⅞" (200) 7⅞" (200) 7⅞" (200) 4¾" (120)
Height of the fence in inch (mm) 6¼" (160) 6¼" (160) 6¼" (160) 7⅞" (200)
Height of the feed rollers in inch (mm) 5⅛" (130) 9¼" (235) 9¼" (235) 7⅛" (180)
Motor power (HP/kW) 0.5/0.37 0.4–0.7/0.3–0.5 0.7/0.5 0.5/0.37

Feed speed in ft/sec (m/min) 0.19–1.91 (3.5–35)

0.14–0.22–0.27–0.38–
0.44–0.68–0.77–1.09–
1.37–2.19 (2.5–4–5–7–
8–12.5–14–20–25–40)

0.19–1.91 (3.5–35) 0–2.19 (0–40)

Pressure on fence 4–6 bar 4–6 bar 4–6 bar 4–6 bar
Net weight in lbs (kg) 220 (100) 275 (125) 297 (135) 385 (175)
Information pneumatic pneumatic pneumatic self-centring

Bandsaws
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Symbolic image FB 740 RS, FB 840, FB 940, FB 940 RS

L

W

Space requirement

Scale

1:50

FB 940 RS FB 940 FB 840 FB 740 RS FB 710 FB 610 FB 510
Cutting height 21⅝" (550 mm) 22" (560 mm) 20½" (520 mm) 17¾" (450 mm) 18⅛" (460 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm)

rip capacity 35⅞" (910 mm) 35⅞" (910 mm) 32¼" (820 mm) 28" (710 mm) 27⅛" (690 mm) 22⅝" (575 mm) 18⅞" (480 mm)

Cutting speed 106.6 ft/sec  
(32 m/sec)

88.6 ft/sec  
(26 m/sec)

85 ft/sec  
(27 m/sec)

95 ft/sec  
(29 m/sec)

69.9 ft/sec  
(25 m/sec)

65.6 ft/sec  
(25 m/sec)

60 ft/sec  
(25 m/sec)

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - - - S S

3,0 HP (2,2 kW) - - - - - - -

4,0 HP (3,0 kW) - - - - - - -

5,5 HP (4,0 kW) - - S - S - -

7,5 HP (5,5 kW) - S - - o - -

12,5 HP (9,0 kW) - - - S - - -

15,0 HP (11,0 kW) S - - - - - -

Working height 41¾" (1,060 mm) 41¾" (1,060 mm) 40⅛" (1,020 mm) 38⅝" (980 mm) 36⅜" (925 mm) 33" (839 mm) 33⅞" (859 mm)

table size 33⅞" x 43⅜"  
(860 x 1,100 mm)

32¼“ x 51“  
(820 x 1,300 mm)

32¼" x 45⅝"  
(820 x 1,160 mm)

33⅞“ x 43¼“  
(860 x 1,100 mm)

27½" x 33⅛"  
(700 x 840 mm)

22" x 33½"  
(560 x 850 mm)

19⅝" x 25¼"  
(500 x 640 mm)

Length [L] 33⅞" (860 mm) 36¼" (920 mm) 32¼" (820 mm) 32" (820 mm) 29" (760 mm) 23⅝" (600 mm) 21⅛" (540 mm)

Width [W] 52⅜" (1,320 mm) 61" (1,550 mm) 55½" (1,410 mm) 41⅜" (1,050 mm) 4⅛" (1,222 mm) 47½" (1,205 mm) 39" (992 mm)

Hight 112½" (2,859 mm) 112½" (2,859 mm) 103¼" (2,624 mm) 94⅛" (2,392 mm) 89⅜" (2,270 mm) 80⅜" (2,043 mm) 78½" (1,995 mm)

Extraction connection dia. 140/140 mm (5,5") 140/140 mm (5,5") 140/140 mm (5,5") 140/140 mm (5,5") 120/120 mm (5") 120/120 mm (5") 120/120 mm (5")
S … Standard equipment    - … not available
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FB 940 RS FB 940 FB 840 FB 740 RS FB 710 FB 610 FB 510
Cutting height 21⅝" (550 mm) 22" (560 mm) 20½" (520 mm) 17¾" (450 mm) 18⅛" (460 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm) 16⅛" (410 mm)

rip capacity 35⅞" (910 mm) 35⅞" (910 mm) 32¼" (820 mm) 28" (710 mm) 27⅛" (690 mm) 22⅝" (575 mm) 18⅞" (480 mm)

Cutting speed 106.6 ft/sec  
(32 m/sec)

88.6 ft/sec  
(26 m/sec)

85 ft/sec  
(27 m/sec)

95 ft/sec  
(29 m/sec)

69.9 ft/sec  
(25 m/sec)

65.6 ft/sec  
(25 m/sec)

60 ft/sec  
(25 m/sec)

4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - - - - S S

3,0 HP (2,2 kW) - - - - - - -

4,0 HP (3,0 kW) - - - - - - -

5,5 HP (4,0 kW) - - S - S - -

7,5 HP (5,5 kW) - S - - o - -

12,5 HP (9,0 kW) - - - S - - -

15,0 HP (11,0 kW) S - - - - - -

Working height 41¾" (1,060 mm) 41¾" (1,060 mm) 40⅛" (1,020 mm) 38⅝" (980 mm) 36⅜" (925 mm) 33" (839 mm) 33⅞" (859 mm)

table size 33⅞" x 43⅜"  
(860 x 1,100 mm)

32¼“ x 51“  
(820 x 1,300 mm)

32¼" x 45⅝"  
(820 x 1,160 mm)

33⅞“ x 43¼“  
(860 x 1,100 mm)

27½" x 33⅛"  
(700 x 840 mm)

22" x 33½"  
(560 x 850 mm)

19⅝" x 25¼"  
(500 x 640 mm)

Length [L] 33⅞" (860 mm) 36¼" (920 mm) 32¼" (820 mm) 32" (820 mm) 29" (760 mm) 23⅝" (600 mm) 21⅛" (540 mm)

Width [W] 52⅜" (1,320 mm) 61" (1,550 mm) 55½" (1,410 mm) 41⅜" (1,050 mm) 4⅛" (1,222 mm) 47½" (1,205 mm) 39" (992 mm)

Hight 112½" (2,859 mm) 112½" (2,859 mm) 103¼" (2,624 mm) 94⅛" (2,392 mm) 89⅜" (2,270 mm) 80⅜" (2,043 mm) 78½" (1,995 mm)

Extraction connection dia. 140/140 mm (5,5") 140/140 mm (5,5") 140/140 mm (5,5") 140/140 mm (5,5") 120/120 mm (5") 120/120 mm (5") 120/120 mm (5")
S … Standard equipment    - … not available

Symbolic image FB 610, FB 710, FB 510

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options  
and all noise level values can be found  
on the internet at www.felder-group.com

L

W
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Looking for a bandsaw that is flexible and well equipped?  
Then you are exactly right with the N3800/N4400! Standard  
equipment such as bandsaw blade guides above and below the 
table, bandsaw blade tension indicator, tiltable machine table 
and much more does not have to be expensive!

... impressive features that 
you will only find on the 
HAMMER bandsaws:

N4400
➔	Motor power 1x 230 V/3.5 HP
➔ Cutting height 12¼" (310 mm)
➔ Cutting width 16½" (420 mm)
➔	Table size 16½" x 22⅝" (420 x 575 mm)
➔ Fly-wheel speed 850 rpm
➔ Solid cast iron table
➔ Table tiltable -10° to +45°
➔ Solid fly wheels (dia. 17⅜" (440 mm))
➔ Upper and lower bandsaw guides
➔ Saw blade tension indicator
➔ Optional: Useful accessories:
 Mitre fence, table extensions, rolling carriage, 

˝X-Life˝ Ceramic bandsaw blade guides, 
Linear Laser

˝Making of˝ video: 
Designer chair  
for DIY enthusiasts
We are going to show you step by step, 
how to make this unique object, using just 
a N4400 bandsaw, a few hand tools 
and a passion for woodworking.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.384
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

Space requirement
Scale

1:50

N4400 N3800
Cutting height 12¼" (310 mm) 12¼" (310 mm)

Cutting width 16½" (420 mm) 14⅛" (360 mm)

Fly-wheel speed 1,000 rpm 850 rpm

2.0 HP (1.5 kW) - S

3.5 HP (2.5 kW) S -

Working height 34⅞" (886 mm) 33⅛" (840 mm)

Table size 16½" x 22⅝"  
(420 x 575 mm)

15¾" x 20⅛"  
(400 x 510 mm)

Length [L] 26" (660 mm) 28" (710 mm)

Width [W] 31⅞" (810 mm) 29⅞" (760 mm)

Extraction connection dia. 4¾" (120 mm) 4¾" (120 mm)
S … Standard equipment    - … not available

Symbolic image N4400, N3800

L

W

➔ Motor power 1x 230 V/2.0 HP
➔ Cutting height 12¼" (310 mm)
➔ Cutting width 14⅛" (360 mm)
➔	Table size 15¾" x 20⅛" (400 x 510 mm)
➔ Fly-wheel speed 1,000 rpm
➔ Solid cast iron table
➔ Table tiltable -5° to +45°
➔ Solid fly wheels (dia. 15" (380 mm))
➔ Upper and lower bandsaw guides
➔ Saw blade tension indicator
➔ Optional: Useful accessories:  

mitre fence, rolling carriage,  
˝X-Life˝ ceramic bandsaw guides,  
Linear Laser

N3800

Circular cutting device – for the 
precise completion of curves, 
segmented curves or circles.

“X-Life” ceramic bandsaw guides

Bandsaws
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The multi boring machine for precise 
and accurate operation!
Maximum precision when dowel boring with the Felder FD 21 professional. 
With 21 high quality drilling spindles at a distance of 1¼" (32 mm), for 
drill bits with a diameter of maximum 1⅜" (35 mm), exact dowel and line 
boring holes are guaranteed. The welded chassis in combination with the 
solid cast iron table, rigid side and longitudinal stops, as well as pneumatic 
workpiece holders and ergonomically designed operating elements ensure 
that the FD 21 professional, is a dowel boring machine of the top class.

➔ Motor power 2.0 HP (1.5 kW)
➔ Number of mortising spindles 21  

(11 rotate clockwise right and 10  
anti-clockwise left)

➔ Distance between the mortising  
spindles 1¼" (32 mm)

➔ Max. drilling depth 2¾" (70 mm)
➔ Max. workpiece height  

2 ⅝" (65 mm)
➔ Two 1,500 mm (59") linear fences  

each with 2 stops

FD 21 professional

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Working table can 
be extended on  
3 sides

Side holders for the 
storage of the fences 
and tooling chucks

Fence depth up to 
11⅞" (300 mm)

45° miter fence for 
frame components

Drilling depth  
compensation

Locking system for 
efficient processing
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Drilling depth  
compensation
The 8 mm (⅜") compensation ensures that 
when carrying out corner connections the 
drilling depth only needs to be set once.

Tiltable drilling unit
The drilling unit can be tilted from 0°–90° using compressed air.

Solid side fences left and right with 
a profile of 420 mm. (16½")

11 3/4" (300 mm)

Fence depth adjustable up to 11⅞"  
(300 mm) with a scale.

Two 1,500 mm (59") linear fences each with 
two stops. Maximum precision when dowel 
or line boring is therefore guaranteed.

T–8 mm(5/16")

T

Drilling Machines
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Maximum repeatability
The Felder locking system is mounted to the 
front of the FD 21 professional.  
Variably adjustable stops can be moved into  
position quickly and fixed accurately.  
These can then be used as stops, to  
be able to achieve accurate repeatability 
when using the side fences. The stops can 
also be used on the depth fence and on the 
linear fences. (Not possible to retrofit)

Everything  
in its place
Holders for the side fences,  
fence extensions and two tool 
holders each with the capacity for 
21 tools, ensures that all equipment 
required is always at hand.

Adjust with an accuracy 
of a tenth of a  
millimetre (0,004")
Removable side fences  
with digital displays enable  
comfortable setting adjustment, accurate 
to within a tenth of a millimetre. (0,004") 
Attaches using the Felder coupling system. 
(430–151 – available separately)

Optional equipment
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Flush or at an angle
The 90° fence and the 45° miter fence offer 
comfort and precision with every application.

Massive support surface
Two coupling systems on the side as well 
as a coupling system at the front make it 
possible to use ˝F˝ style table extensions on 
the machine.

Symmetrical adjustment
Gauge for the transferring of the distance of the 
side fences for simple, symmetrical adjustment.

Blum, Hettich or Grass?
The Felder combination drilling segments 
guarantee accurate holes for your preferred 
hinge supplier, in one working process.

Maximum  
load-bearing capacity
Additional pressure cylinders ensure  
maximum clamping force.

Optional equipment

Drilling Machines
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Horizontal Mortising Machine 
with a difference
Extremely versatile, small footprint, maximum durability –  
these are the key highlights of the Felder FD 250! 

➔ Large table size, extendable in all three directions by up to  
1,000 mm (39⅜") without the requirement of tools

➔ Drilling motor mounted on roller bearings, forward  
and reverse run (option)

➔ Single handed lever operation, comfortable and smooth
➔ Heavy duty eccentric clamp, that can be used on both  

the left and right hand side
➔ Fence with locking points on the drilling table for  

–45°; –22.5°; 0°; +22.5°; +45°
➔ Dust extraction
➔ Longitudinal stops (optional)
➔ Dowel drilling device with index grid for drilling  

at a distance of 16, 22, 25 and 32 mm (optional)
➔ Mortising chisel device (optional)

➔ Motor power 3.0 HP (2.2 kW)
➔ Single-hand lever operation
➔ Preparation for chisel mortising with 

the optional chisel attachment

Optional:
➔ Variable speed with 1x 230 V
➔ 2 step motor with 3x 230 V

FD 250

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.390
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4 reference bars with hole distances of 16 mm, 22 mm,  
25 mm and 32 mm are included as standard in the dowel 
drilling equipment. Special sizes with different distances are 
also available on request. The control lock on the handle 
of the single handed lever operation ensures a comfortable 
and simple operation.

Chisel mortising for square and right-angled slots is possible 
with the additional chisel mortising unit. When slot and 
tenoning, the slot does not have to be rounded off as the 
slot is chiselled square. This saves a lot of time-consuming 
handwork.

The double sided adjustable longitudinal stops are an important 
requirement for serial drilling or mortising work. The longitudinal stops 
can be moved to the position required (max. 2,500mm), (98½") and 
locked in place using the large clamping levers.

The miter fence can be fitted within seconds using the single 
hand clamp on the machine table. The most commonly 
used angles, –45°; –22.5°; 0°; 22.5° and 45° can be 
selected by using the index. All other angle settings can be 
carried out by using the scale.

Drilling Machines
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

FD 250 FD 21
Drilling spindles 1 21

Max. drilling depth 160 mm (6⅜") 70 mm (2¾")

Max. drill height - 55 mm (2¼")

Drill length 250 mm (9⅞") -

Distance between the mortising spindles - 32 mm (1¼")

Max. workpiece height - 65 mm (2½")

Compressed air requirement - 6-8 bar

2.0 HP (1.5 kW) - S

2.5 HP (1.8 kW) O -

3.0 HP (2.2 kW) S -

Working height 900–1,030 mm 
(35½" - 40½") 875 mm (34½")

Table size 550 x 300 mm  
(21⅝" - 11⅞")

900 x 380 mm 
 (35½" - 15")

Length [L1] 550 mm (21⅝") 960 mm (37¾")

Length [L2] - 1,061 mm (41¾")

Length [L3] - 1,075 mm (42⅜")

Width [W1] 860 mm (33⅞") 1,125 mm (44¼")

Width [W2] - -

Extraction connection dia. 80 mm (3⅛") 80 mm (3⅛")
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Space requirement

Scale

1:50

Symbolic image FD 250

W
1

L1
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FD 250 FD 21
Drilling spindles 1 21

Max. drilling depth 160 mm (6⅜") 70 mm (2¾")

Max. drill height - 55 mm (2¼")

Drill length 250 mm (9⅞") -

Distance between the mortising spindles - 32 mm (1¼")

Max. workpiece height - 65 mm (2½")

Compressed air requirement - 6-8 bar

2.0 HP (1.5 kW) - S

2.5 HP (1.8 kW) O -

3.0 HP (2.2 kW) S -

Working height 900–1,030 mm 
(35½" - 40½") 875 mm (34½")

Table size 550 x 300 mm  
(21⅝" - 11⅞")

900 x 380 mm 
 (35½" - 15")

Length [L1] 550 mm (21⅝") 960 mm (37¾")

Length [L2] - 1,061 mm (41¾")

Length [L3] - 1,075 mm (42⅜")

Width [W1] 860 mm (33⅞") 1,125 mm (44¼")

Width [W2] - -

Extraction connection dia. 80 mm (3⅛") 80 mm (3⅛")
S … Standard equipment     O … Option     - … not available

Further information about the technical 
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found on the 
internet at www.felder-group.com

L2 L3

Symbolic image FD 21

W
1

L1

Drilling Machines
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Powerful, accurate and space saving
The vertical beam saw from Format4 ensures a large increase in your productivity. 
The solid, single piece frame construction and a saw carriage running on steel rails 
guarantees cuts accurate to one tenth of a millimetre. A wide range of accessories 
that assist the user with improved handling and operation, are already included in 
the standard equipment of the machine.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Saw unit,  
precise cuts

Moveable aluminium 
sliding carriages

Integrated powerful  
TRC dust extraction
(V60 standard/ 
V60 classic optional)

Standard: an extra 
fence

Tilt away centre 
support

Moveable rear wall, 
evasive spacers
(V60 classic manuel)

kappa V60

Cutting length 165⅜" (4200 mm)

Cutting height 86⅝" (2200 mm)

Saw blade-Ø 9⅞" (250 mm)

Cutting depth 2⅜“ (60 mm)
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Saw unit
Guided along steel rails,  
enabling cuts accurate to  
1/10 mm. (0,004") Power 4 kW  
motor, saw blade diameter 
9⅞" (250 mm) (optionally with 
scoring unit) and 2⅜" (60 mm) 
cutting depth.

Additional fence
An additional fence is included 
in the standard equipment for 
the crosscutting of narrow strips.

TRC dust extraction
Integrated, particularly powerful TRC dust extraction.  

Dust emissions considerably below 1 mg/m³. (V60 classic optional)

Moveable rear wall
(Evasive spacers)

When cutting horizontally the spacers move vertically 
to avoid being damaged by the saw blade.

(V60 classic manuel)

Small part support
Moveable aluminium sliding  

carriages: Quick and easy to position.

kappa V60 
16.25 classic

kappa V60 
19.32 classic

kappa V60 
22.42 classic

Cutting length 98⅛" (2500 mm) 126" (3200 mm) 165⅜" (4200 mm)

Cutting height 63" (1600 mm) 74¾" (1900 mm) 86⅝" (2200 mm)

Saw blade-Ø 9⅞" (250 mm) 9⅞" (250 mm) 9⅞" (250 mm)

Cutting depth 2⅜" (60 mm) 2⅜" (60 mm) 2⅜" (60 mm)

Scoring unit with 
two carbide cutters

Beam saws

Centre support
The easy to swing away centre 
support covers the full machine 
length and can be split for 
small workpieces. As an option, 
aluminium supports can also be 
selected for middle and main 
supports. This edition is characte-
rized by a long-lasting dimensio-
nal stability for highest demands.

EasyScore
Scoring system with two 
carbide cutting blades for 
tear-free cutting results. 
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EUSThe machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Saw carriage with 
main and scoring 
unit

Simple operationHighly precise saw 
carriage drive

Roller trackWorkpiece transportDouble measuring 
system on the  
material pusher

The Format4 kappa automatic beam saw fulfills the individual 
requirements of the discerning woodworker with efficient panel 
sizing with an excellent price/performance ratio. Compared to 
other saws with the same cutting length, the kappa automatic 
classic requires less space with a total of two square meters.

The compact beam saw  
for efficient cutting 
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kappa automatic classic

New control panel and  
Format4 software
The new, even clearer control panel with a 15" touch panel 
fits perfectly with the machine design and guarantees ergono-
mic and stress free working.  Alongside ARDIS as a modular 
structured cutting optimization software, the simple and 
intuitively operable Format4 software supports the simple and 
precise operation with maximum productivity. On request, a 
label printer can be added as well.

Perfect process reliability
In combination with the cutting optimiza-
tion software a label can be printed for 
each workpiece with various information 
(order number, intended use, CNC 
program, which side is to be put through 
the edge bander).

Pressure device
The pressure device with rollers presses the 
workpiece against the fence and guaran-
tees an exact 90° angle (for workpiece 
widths 2–47¼" (50–1,200 mm))

Pressure bar
The pressure bar lowers itself before 
making the cut and presses the workpi-
ece onto the saw table. This pressure 
holds the workpiece during the cut and 
can be manually regulated up to max. 3 
bar. The pressure bar also carries out the 
extraction of the dust and chips created 
by the saw blade. 

➔ Cutting length 126“/169¼“ 
(3200/4300 mm)

➔ Saw blade projection of 2⅝“ (68 mm)
➔ 15“ touch screen control
➔ Variable speed from  

0,05–2,19 ft/min (1–40 m/min).

Beam saws
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Redefining productivity
Beam saws are first and foremost in the production process. The Format4 kappa automatic 
beam saws guarantee the shortest cutting cycles combined with perfect cutting results.  
The modular based cutting optimisation program with barcode labelling for further  
processing, guarantees maximum process reliability. Upgrade options offer customer  
specific adaptation to individual working processes.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.

Saw carriage with 
main and scoring 
unit

Perfect cutting results 
– new cutting  
direction

Maximum  
repeatability

Ergonomic control 
panel with  
24" screen

Highly precise saw 
carriage drive

Veneer fences if  
required
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Saw carriage drive
The constant speed of the saw carriage is variable and can be set between 16–328 ft/min 
(5–100 m/min) from the control panel. The rack and pinion system on which the carriage runs 
guarantees a constant cutting quality regardless of the material being processed.

Saw carriage with main  
and scoring unit
The saw carriage with main blade and scoring 
blade running on ground and hardened round 
guides ensures an extremely smooth movement 
and an exact cutting angle. The cutting height 
can be adjusted manually, pneumatically or 
using electro-motors.

Chip free, precise cutting quality

Workpiece transport
Solid steel clamps, pneumatically controlled, guarantee a safe and damage-free  
clamping of panel stacks (opening height 3⅛" (80 mm)) and individual small panels.

kappa automatic
➔ Cutting length 126"/149⅝"/169¼" 

(3200/3800/4300 mm)  
(depending on the model)

➔ Control: 24" TFT display screen

Beam saws
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Automatic cutting length recognition
A laser sensor on the saw carriage identifies the end of the 
panel and stops the carriage automatically once the cut is 
complete. The saw blade and scoring blade drop automatically 
below the level of the table and move back to the starting  
position. Cutting cycles are practically reduced to the time it 
takes to load and unload the material.

Cutting optimisation software
The modular cutting optimisation software uses the material list to calculate 
the most economic cutting process taking the cutting times and amount 
of waste into consideration. Compatible with the majority of construction 
and design programs it is also possible to calculate the amount of material 
and length of edge required, cutting times and/or be connected to a 
warehousing system with material administration.

Short cutting cycles

Cutting stacked panels
The saw blade projection of 2⅛" or 3⅛" 
(55 or 80 mm) in combination with a pow-
erful drive unit offers the possibility to cut se-
veral stacked panels in one run which helps 
to increase production speed significantly.

Pressure device
The pressure device with rollers presses the 
workpiece against the fence and guarantees 
an exact 90° angle (for workpiece widths 
2"–47¼" (50–1,200 mm)).

Simple operation
The simple design of the control panel and the clearly laid out menu guidance 
of the software control with a Windows based system, is intuitive in its operati-
on. Connecting the machine control to existing systems or networks is of course 
possible. The kappa automatic can be equipped with Ardis cutting optimisation 
software. As an option, it can also be equipped with a label printer.

Effective loading  
using a lifting table/panel 
warehousing system
With the lifting table/panel warehousing 
system attached to the rear of the machine, 
it makes it possible to load the saw, panel 
by panel. The panels required can be 
loaded directly from the stack of panels 
onto the saw.
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Maximum repeatability

Double measuring 
system on the  
material pusher
The material positioning unit is 
equipped with two measuring 
systems that constantly monitor 
each other. The combination 
of a highly precise servomo-
tor and solid material grips 
ensures maximum repeatability 
is achieved. The measuring 
system is separate to the drive 
system and is completely free 
from wear and tear.

Saved cutting plans
Cutting plans from previous projects can 
be saved and later recalled. By using the 
“multiplier” function, the workpiece can be 
reproduced as needed.

Label
In combination with the cutting optimisation 
software a label can be printed for each 
workpiece with various information (order 
number, intended use, CNC program, which 
side is to be put through edgebander).

Material compatible handling
Unloading tables with air cushion technology 
guarantee a smooth handling of the material and 
a constant production flow especially when pro-
cessing stacks of panels. Wheel conveyors situ-
ated around the material pusher ensure a gentle 
positioning of the material. For particularly pressure 
sensitive material the clamping pressure of the 
clamps can be adjusted using a manometer.

Perfect process reliability

Safer product movement

Beam saws
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Veneer fences
Pneumatic veneer fences are avail-
able for cutting veneered panels 
which have a veneer projecting edge 
or laminated panels.

Variable speed control  
of the main saw blade  
2,000–6,000 rpm

Electrical cutting height  
adjustment with groove 
function

Additional clampsAdditional unloading table

Flexibility 
Optimised additional equipment enables 
the perfect customisation to the customer 
specific manufacturing process.
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Technical data

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Symbolic image kappa V60, kappa V60 classic, kappa V80Symbolic image kappa automatic 80/100/120/140

L

W
Space requirement
Scale

1:75

Further information about the technical  
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found  
on the internet at www.felder-group.com

L

W

kappa  
automatic classic

kappa  
automatic 80

kappa  
automatic 100

kappa  
automatic 120

kappa  
automatic 140

kappa 
V60

kappa  
V60 classic

kappa 
V80

Cutting length 98“ (2,500 mm) - - - - - - W -

Cutting length 126“ (3,200 mm) W S S S S O W -

Cutting length 149⅝“ (3,800 mm) - O O O O - - -

Cutting length 169¼“ (4,300 mm) W O O O O - - -

Cutting length 165⅜“ (4,200 mm) - - - - - S W W

Cutting length 208¼“ (5,300 mm) - - - - - O - S

Cutting length 239⅜“ (6,080 mm) - - - - - O - O

5.5 HP (4.0 kW) - - - - - S S* -

7.5 HP (5.5 kW) - - - - - - - S*

10.0 HP (7.5 kW) S - - - - - - -

12.0 HP (9.0 kW) - S S - - - - -

18.0 HP (13.5 kW) - - O - - - - -

24,5 HP (18,0 kW) - - - O O - - -

Travelling distance of  
the material pusher

126“/169“ 
(3.200/4.300 mm)

126“/150“/169“
(3.200/3.800/ 

4.300 mm)

126“/150“/169“
(3.200/3.800/ 

4.300 mm)

126“/150“/ 
169“/228“

(3.200/3.800/ 
4.300/5.800 mm)

126“/150“/ 
169“/228“

(3.200/3.800/ 
4.300/5.800 mm)

-
98.4“/126“ 

/169“ 
(3.200/4.300 mm)

-

Saw blade diameter-Ø
14“ (355 mm)  
(protrusion)  

3.1“ (80 mm)  
with performance package

13“ (320 mm)
(protrusion)  

3.1“ (80 mm)

14“ (355 mm)
(protrusion)  

3.9“ (100 mm)

16“ (400 mm)
(protrusion)  

4.6“ (118 mm)

18“ 450 mm
(protrusion)  

5.4“ (138 mm)
9.8“ (250 mm) 9.8“ (250 mm) 9.8“ (250 mm)

Length [L] 203“ (5.150 mm) 214“–257“
(5.430–6.530 mm)

214“–257“
(5.430–6.530 mm)

302“–369“
(7.677–9.379 mm)

302“–369“
(7.677–9.379 mm)

220“  
(5.600 mm) - 259“

(6.570 mm)

Width [W] 260“ (6.600 mm) 260⅛“–303“
(6.607–7.705 mm)

260⅛“–303“
(6.607–7.705 mm)

260“–307“
(6.600–7.800 mm)

260“–307“
(6.600–7.800 mm)

66.9“ 
(1.700 mm) - 66.9“ 

(1.700 mm)

Weight (depending on equip-
ment, without packaging)

7,700 lbs  
(3,500 kg)

11,220 lbs  
(5,100 kg)

13,090 lbs  
(5,950 kg)

14,330 ibs 
(6,500 kg)

15,211 ibs 
(6,900 kg)

2,000 lbs 
(910 kg)

1,653 lbs  
(750 kg)

2,469 ibs 
(1,120 kg)

Extraction connection dia.Ø 4“ (100+100+ 
120 mm)

4“ (100+100+ 
120 mm)

4“ (100+100+ 
120 mm)

4“ (120+100+ 
100 mm)

4“ (120+100+ 
100 mm)

4“ (100+ 
100 mm) 4“ (100 mm) 4“ (100+ 

100 mm)

S … Standard equipment     O … Option     W ... According to requirements     - … not available     *without strip fence

Beam saws
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Highest productivity in single person operation is guaranteed 
with the new Felder material handling system. 
A return system for edgebanders, a loading unit for beam 
saws and CNC machining centers, a vacuum panel lifter and 
a panel warehousing system - significantly increasing the effici-
ency and reducing cycle times of your company. Taking away 
the heavy lifting and being able work putting less stress on the 
back both you and your employees will benefit from a healthy 
workshop with fewer sick days.  

Maximum productivity 
in single person operation

l-motion
Loading unit

> Maximum productivity and reduced production 
costs with single person loading

> The healthy workshop: Fatigue-free working, 
puts no strain on your back - fewer sick days

> Surface neutral vacuum system - no more scratches! 
> Maximum flexibility - Free choice of the number 

and position of the stacks of the material

Your l-motion advantages at a glance:
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v-motion classic
Vacuum panel lifter

u-motion
Return system

> Maximum productivity and reduced production 
costs with  single person loading

> The healthy workshop: Fatigue-free working,  
puts no strain on your back - fewer sick days

> Numerous configuration options make it  
individually  configurable

> Perfect handling of materials - no more scratches!

Your v-motion advantages at a glance:
> Maximum productivity and reduced production  

costs with a single person loading.
> The healthy workshop: Fatigue-free working,  

puts no strain on your back - fewer sick days
> Perfect handling of materials - no more scratches!
> Numerous configuration options make it individually 

configurable

Your u-motion advantages at a glance: 
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High quality 
hydraulic cylinder 
for precise height 
adjustment

Ergonomic foot 
hydraulics easily 
accessible from 
three sides

Panel tilting device 

Machine equipment cart, stacking cart or additional work space, the height adjus-
table Felder. FAT working tables are versatile and always offer maximum stability 
and easy mobility. The solid frame on robust wheels and wheels and easy to 
use foot pump hydraulics ensure that stability, maneuverability and a comfortable 
working height are always guaranteed. The Felder working tabel can, if required, 
be equipped with a working table surface. The FAT 500 S automatically switches 
between quick and heavy load lift.

Robust, manoeuvrable and mobile -  
the height adjustable Felder working table
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FAT 300 FAT 300 S FAT 500 S

Max. load (lbs) 661 (300 kg) 661 (300 kg) 1,102 (500 kg)

Available panel sizes 47¼" x 29" (1,200 x 739 mm)
65" x 37" (1,650 × 940 mm)
81½" x 46" (2,070 × 1,170 mm)

65“ x 37“ (1,650 × 940 mm)
81½“ x 46“ (2,070 × 1,170 mm)

Hydraulic lift using a foot pump via 2 easy to reach foot pedals via 2 easy to reach foot pedals

Working height  
(without worktop) height adjustment (15–39") height adjustment (17–40") height adjustment (18–42")

Rolling carriage for 
increased mobility 4 swivel rollers with locks 2 lockable swivel castors and 2 swivel 

castors with directional lock
2 lockable swivel castors and 2 swivel 
castors with directional lock

Panel tilting device Available as an option Available as an option 

More space for larger workpieces

Ergonomic foot hydraulics easily accessible -  
premium class operating comfort 

Multifunctional worktop surface for clamps 
fence plates and extensions (only FAT 300)

High quality hydraulic cylinder for  
precise height adjustment

Practical  accessories 
can be found from 

Page 471
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F-38

Variofeed 3

F-48

Variofeed 4Power Feeder

EUS

A sanding table is an essential component of a healthy work-
shop. All dust created by manual sanding work and through 
the use of handheld sanders is captured optimally and ext-
racted immediately. Through the remotely positioned working 
area, even edge grinding work can be carried out easily and 
cleanly as well. Whether with hand-held grinding machines or 
for manual processing, the Felder sanding table is the perfect 
solution for grinding work in woodworking.

Our professional tip: Combine the new sanding table  
FST 160 with the height-adjustable FAT 300 Felder working 
table, providing mobility, flexibility and top class individual 
user comfort. 

Clean workplace - clean workpieces - 
key preventive health prevention

FST 160

Dimensions (L x W) 65⅜" x 40" 
(1,660x1,020 mm)

Working surface that is being  extracted (L x W) 60¼" x 31½" 
(1,530x800 mm)

Adjustable working height 28⅝"–40⅜" 
(726–1,026 mm)

Continuously adjustable working height (in)  
with the FAT 300 height adjustable working table 
(option)

28⅝"–52" 
(726–1,326 mm)

Extraction connection 5½" (140 mm)

Required air volume m³/h 1,500

Weight (lbs) 265 (120 kg)

Space requirement mm (L x W x H)
40⅞" x 35⅜" x 76⅜ 

(1,040x898x 
1,940 mm)
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F-38

Variofeed 3

F-48

Variofeed 4Power Feeder
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Power feeders

S308
Standard

F-38
Standard

Variofeed 3
Standard

F-48
Industry

Variofeed 4
Industry

Tilting head Simple Simple Advanced tilting head Advanced tilting head Advanced tilting head

Motor power (kW) 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

Drive rollers (pcs.) 3 3 3 4 4

Roller Ø / Width 4¾"/2¼" (120/60 mm) 4¾“/2¼“ (120/60 mm) 4¾“/2¼“ (120/60 mm) 4¾“/2¼“ (120/60 mm) 4¾“/2¼“ (120/60 mm)

Feed speed (m/min.) 3.2/6.3/8.3/12.5/
16.7/25/32/63

3.2/6.3/8.3/12.5/
16.7/25/32/63 Vario 3–18 3.5/4/6.5/8/

10/12.5/20/25 Vario 3–18

Weight (lbs) 90 (41 kg) 130 (59 kg) 143 (65 kg) 148 (67 kg) 154 (70 kg)

The constant feed rate, the high quality rubber rollers and the exact positioning of 
the workpiece by a power feeder guarantees clean and consistently precise work 
results for every application.

Recommended application: Standard and production work on the spindle moulder 
or edge sander, planing, trimming and parallel cutting. On power feeders with an 
advanced tilting head (Variofeed 3/4, F48), narrow workpieces can be pressed 
against the fence by turning the head by 90 degrees.

practical 
 accessories can be 
found from Page 

496
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AF12 AF14 AF16

Maximum operating comfort with the chip bag quick change system, 
extraction connections for hose and piping and much more.

Mobile, stationary or space saving wall mounted - we have the right 
extraction solution for every requirement. 

Maximum extraction performance 
with minimal space requirement.

AF 22 wall mounted

Practical accessories 
can be found from 

Page 504

Dust  
Extractors
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AF 12 AF 14 AF 16 AF 22 AF 22-200

Extraction connection (Ø) 4¾“
 (120 mm)

5½“
(4¾“/3⅛“)*
(140 (120/ 

80) mm)*

6¼“/3⅛“
(5½“/3⅛“)*

(160 (140/80) mm)*

4¾“+ 3⅛“
(120 + 80 mm)

7⅞“
(1,220 mm)

Chip volume (in3)  6,712 1220 1,220 2x 1220 2x 1220

Max. airflow (m³/m) 22.5 39.17 50 51.67 51.67

Weight (lbs) 71 104 52 154 154

Space requirement mm  
(L x W x H in) 

30⅞" x
16" x 77"
(784x415 

x1,977 
mm)

38" x 22⅝" x 
79⅞"

(965x575x 
2,030 mm)

38⅝" x
22" x 81¼"
(982x570x 

2,063 mm)

51"x22" x84⅝"
(1,300x580x
2,150 mm)

51"x22"x 
84⅝"

(1,300x580x
2,150 mm)

Quick change of  
the dust bags Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

4 seconds:  Open the fasteners and remove  
 the full chip bag
8 seconds:  Attach the new chip bag
3 seconds:  Close the fasteners again
15 seconds:  Record time!

Record time! 
Change the chip bag in just 15 seconds!

Only on the AF 22, AF 16

* with distributor

AF22
mobile

AF22
Stand-mounted

AF22-200
Stand-mounted

Cartridge dust filter sys-
tem with polyester fleece
Special filter material to maxi-
mize airflow
Due to the high dust separati-
on efficiency of the filter (dust 
class M) and a filter surface 
of 13.1 m², the amount of 
dust in the workshop is visibly 
minimized.  Suitable for AF 
22, AF 20, AF 16 and AF 14 
Felder® dust extractors.
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Commercial and industrial woodworkers benefit from wood 
dust tested and BG certified (DGVU) Felder clean air dust 
extractors in different price and performance classes.
All models achieve dust emissions of less than 0.1 mg/m³, 
in accordance with residual dust content level H3.

Clean air for a  
healthy workshop

The Felder briquetting presses reduce the volume of waste by  
90 % and also eliminate the need for investment in a chip 
container or silo High quality briquettes can be used to reduce 
workshop heating cost or alternatively, the briquettes can be 
sold, opening up a new source of income.

FELDER briquetting presses

CLEAN 
AIR DUST 
 EXTRACTORS
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RL 125 RL 140 RL 160 RL 200

Extraction connection (Ø in) 5 5½ 6 12,204

Chip volume (in3) 12,204 12,204 2x 12,204 2x 12,204

Max. airflow (m³/m) 31.67 41.67 53.33 66.67
Dust emission quality  
(mg/m³) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1

Acoustic pressure (dB) 74 74 70 70

Automatic cleaning filter Yes Yes Yes Yes

Filter surface area (sq ft) 54 107 107 215
Space requirement In  
(L x W x H) 

41" x 35"
76" 

41" x 35"
76"

70" x 35" x
79"

70" x 35" x
79"

Practical accessories 
can be found from 

Page 504
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Cartridge filter
 ✓ Large filter area with a 

small space requirement
 ✓ Reduces the load on the 

filters 
 ✓ Maximum filter durability

JET filter cleaning system
Continuous automatic blasts 
of compressed air completely 
cleans the filter and guaran-
tees a long lasting extraction 
with perfect results 

CLEAN 
AIR DUST 
 EXTRACTORS
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The chip collection bins are positioned 
under the machine ensuring an optimised, 
equal filling of the dust bags. The  
optimised clamping system ensures  
a quick dust bag changeover.

Chip collection bins

RL 250 RL 300  RL 350

Extraction connection (Ø in) 10" 12" 14"

Chip volume (in3) 2x 15,256 2x 15,256 2x 15,256

Max. airflow (m³/m) 83.33 100 133.3
Dust emission quality  
(mg/m³) < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1

Acoustic pressure (dB) 75 75 75

Automatic cleaning filter Yes Yes Yes

Cartridge filter Yes Yes Yes

JET filter cleaning system Yes Yes Yes

Filter surface area (sq ft) 538 538 764
Space requirement In  
(L x W x H in) 

104" x 45" x
89"

104" x 45" x
89"

104" x 45" x
89"

Clean air 
in a professional 

format design 

Useful accessories 
can be found on 
 our page 504
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Heated veneer presses  
in every size and performance class
High quality veneer pressing with maximum possible efficiency - no 
problem with the heated veneer presses from Format4. Depending 
on the required use of the press, there are 5 different types to choo-
se between, with up to 12 variations of each type.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.416
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Heating systems

➔ With Elkom® electric heating platens
➔ With warm water heating
➔ With thermal oil heating
➔ With an external water connection

➔ Solid construction
➔ Simple operation
➔ Durable machine construction
➔ High quality components

Control panel
Quick and simple operation without separate pro-
gramming or training being required. The pressure 
required can be read from the pressure table and 
set using the pressure regulator. No need for any 
complicated programming involving the length and 
width. A timer guarantees that the platen open 
after a preset pressing time. The opening width of 
the platen can also be set precisely.

Raised cylinder guide
By raising up the upper lip of the hydraulic 
cylinder casing, the cylinder is constantly 
coated in oil. This prevents the cylinder 
seals from drying out and therefore  
extending their useable life.

Synchronised  
rack and pinion guide
The large dimensioned rail guides and 
torsionally rigid joints guarantee a parallel 
lift of the pressing platen.

Sensor monitoring
Magnetic sensors monitor the parallel lift of the 
pressure platen and prevent uneven pressure 
build-up over the length of the platen.

Presses
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ELKOM electric heating platen
The electrically heated platen has a thick aluminium plate on the 
pressing side, in which the heating coils are thermally encased. 
The encasing ensures an optimal heat flow in the direction of the 
pressing surface. For additional heat stabilisation there is another 
aluminium plate, which is also thermally insulated. These electric 
platen can be used up to a maximum working temperature of 
120°C (250 °F) As an option, the pressing surfaces can also be 
ordered with gold anodizing 

Shaped tube platen
The platen is built in a sandwich design. The core is covered 
above and below with solid steel platen. On the inside, a 
steel tube design forms the channels required to transport the 
water or oil and guarantees the stability required. The pressing 
surface is coated in aluminium and can as an option also be 
equipped with a Mylar film coating. With water, a maximum 
operating temperature of 90°C (190°F)can be achieved. If oil 
is used as the heating medium, then a temperature of up to 
120°C (250° F)can be worked with.

Solid drilled steel platen
The heating channels are drilled into a solid steel body, 
through which warm oil runs bringing the steel body to the 
operating temperature. This heavy duty design enables 
a maximum pressure of up to 40 kg/cm2. The maximum 
operating temperature of these platen is 250 C. (480 F)
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Symbolic image HVP

Technical data

L

H

W

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Space requirement
Scale

1:50

HVP  
60

HVP  
70L

HVP  
90/90L

HVP
120/120L

Press power 60 t 70 t 90 t 120 t

kg/cm² (with 80 % of the platen being used) 2.3 2.2 3.5/2.9 4.6/3.8

Heating platen length 2,500 mm 118⅛"  
(3,000 mm)

98⅜"/118⅛"
(2,500/3,000 mm)

98⅜"/118⅛" 
(2,500/3,000 mm)

Heating platen width 51⅛"  
(1,300 mm)

51⅛"  
(1,300 mm)

51⅛"  
(1,300 mm)

51⅛"  
(1,300 mm)

Stroke
15¾" (400 mm)  
optional: 25⅝"  

(650 mm)

15¾" (400 mm)  
optional: 25⅝"  

(650 mm)

15¾" (400 mm)  
optional: 25⅝"  

(650 mm)

15¾" (400 mm)  
optional: 25⅝"  

(650 mm)

Press cylinders (No.) 4 6 6 6

Press cylinder-dia. 2¾" (70 mm) 2¾" (70 mm) 2¾" (70 mm) 3⅜" (85 mm)

Length [L] 122"  
(3,100 mm) 145⅝" (3,700 mm) 122"/145⅝" 

(3,100/3,700 mm)
122"/145⅝"" 

(3,100/3,700 mm)

Width [W] 63"–69⅝" (1,600–
1,770 mm)

63"–69⅝" (1,600–
1,770 mm)

63"–69⅝"  
(1,600–1,770 mm)

63"–69⅝"  
(1,600–1,770 mm)

Height [H]
78¾"  

(2,000 mm)  
optional: 93¼"  
(2,370 mm)

78¾"  
(2,000 mm)  

optional: 93¼"  
(2,370 mm)

78¾"  
(2,000 mm)  

optional: 93¼"  
(2,370 mm)

78¾"  
(2,000 mm)  

optional: 93¼" 
(2,370 mm) 

Further information about the technical  
data, individual configuration options and 
all noise level values can be found  
on the internet at www.felder-group.com

Presses
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Furniture production with unlimited shape 
diversity – the FELDER vacuum press
The MVP 300 membrane press is ideal for the pressing of  
veneer panels, curved workpieces, laminates and similar.  
The principle of the working process is that vacuum builds up below the 
natural rubber membrane which then forms itself exactly around the  
workpiece providing the exact amount of pressure of the material on to 
the workpiece. The increased temperature under the heating hood  
accelerates the glue hardening process.

➔ 9,000 kg/m² (12,8 psi) pressing force 
for a professional and uniform result

➔ Every conceivable shape can be  
processed with 700 % elasticity  
of the natural rubber

➔ Short setup time

MVP 300

Heating hood
Reduces the drying time 
to a minimum.

The machine illustrations may show optional equipment. Please refer to your individual quotation for clarification on which options are included.420
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A true all-rounder
Veneer and form press

Vacuum pump
Large dimensioned vacuum 
pump that can create a 
negative pressure of 0.9 Bar 
= 9000 kg/m² (12,8psi)

Natural rubber membrane
Robust, natural rubber membrane with an elasticity of 
up to 700%, for a long and durable useable life.

Working surface
Working surface with vacuum channels 

for a uniform negative pressure, even 
when processing larger workpieces.

Vacuum meter
For an exact display of 
the negative pressure.

Temperature  
display
Digital temperature display 
of the heating for a constant, 
optimal glueing temperature.

MVP 300
Working temperature up to 50° C

Working vacuum up to –0.9 bar (12,8 psi) S

Specific pressure (12,8 psi) 9000 kg/m2 S

Thickness of the natural rubber membrane ⅛" (3 mm) S

Elasticity of the membrane 700% S

Pressing cycle with heating at 50° C (122°F(veneer)): 3–5 min. S

Capacity of the vacuum pump 25 m³/h S

Pressing area 118⅛" x 59"  
(3000 x 1500 mm)

L 120⅛" (3050 mm)

W 63" (1600 mm)
S … Standard equipment

Symbolic image MVP 300

Space requirementTechnical data

Further information about the technical data, 
individual configuration options and  
all noise level values can be found  
on the internet at www.felder-group.com

L

W
Scale

1:50

Dimensions given can vary if special options are selected

Presses
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Sawing
Cutting

Trimming

Moulding, 
profi ling

CNC-machining, 
Nesting cut

Software 
solutions

Extraction, 
dust removal

Tools, 
accessories

 FROM THE IDEA TO THE FINISHED PRODUCT ... 

 C-TECH - COURAGE TO INNOVATE 
 With the product series “c-tech”, from Felder, we offer you an especially 
adjusted machine program for processing plastics and composite materials.  
 Individually adapted to your production and manufacturing processes with 
“c-tech” ensures maximum productivity and thus higher yields. 
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 REDEFINING PRODUCTIVITY 
 Absolute performance with the new c-tech 
kappa automatic pressure beam saws. 

Lighting and 
advertising 
technology

Thermoforming 
and tools

Packaging 
technology

Model construction

Yacht and ship building
Façade construction

Tank, air duct and 
systems construction

 Customized 
manufacturing processes 

for plastics and 
composite processing 

425
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AF 22 Stationary AF 22 Mobile AF 22 standAF 22-200 Stand

Shapers

Saw/  
shapers

Bandsaws

ShapersJointers/
Planers

Combination 
Machines

Jointers/
Planers

Wide belt  
sanding machines

Heated veneer 
presses

Edgebanders

Heated veneer press with Elkom® electric heating 
plates, warm water heating, thermal oil heating, 
connection to an existing heating system

Dust collectorHorizontal  
slot mortiser

Edge sanders
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Abbreviations
 FE  = Felder
 F4  = Format-4
 HA  = Hammer
 L  = Length
 H  = Height
 ø  = Bore diameter
 Stk.  = Pieces

Saw blades
       HW  = Tungsten carbide
 Z  = Number of teeth
 ZT  = Tooth depth
 ZF  = Tooth shape
 SZ  = Side teeth, 
    raking cutters
 FZ  = Flat teeth
 WZ  = Alternate top bevel teeth
 koWZ  = Conical alternate top 
   bevel teeth 
 HZ/DZ  = Hollow/inverted V-teeth
 FZ/TZ  = Flat teeth -  
   Trapezoidal teeth
          Ø = Saw blade diameter
 B  = Tooth width
 d  = Main blade thickness
 V  = Number of spurs
 Bb.  = Blade width

Shaping tooling
 Ø  = Tool diameter
 B  = Cutter width, 
    tool cutting width
 Z  = Number of blades
 ZF  = Tooth shape
 V  = Number of spurs
 a  = Angle in degrees
 A  = Limiters to  
   profile knives
 P  = Profile knives
 N  = Grooving cutter
 R  = Radius knives, radius
 T  = Shaping depth
 ZT  = Tooth depth
 TZ  = Trapezoidal tooth
 MZ  = Fingerjoint
 KZ  = Wedge finger
 HW  = Tungsten carbide  
   (HM=previous  
   description)
 HS  = High alloy  
   High speed steel  
   (HSS=previous  
   description)
 WP  = Disposable blades
 WPL  = Rotatable blades
 WR  = Rotatable radius cutters
 WF  = Reversible bevelling cutter
 S  = Cutting width
 F  = Bevelling cutter

Jointer knives
 Q  = Quality
 S  = Cutting width
 B  = Cutter width, 
    tool cutting width
 SS  = Special steel, alloyed  
   tool steel (SP)
 HS  = High performance steel,  
   high-alloyed  
   high speed steel (HSS)

 HS-M42 = High performance steel,  
    high-alloy  
    high speed steel  
    with large cobalt  
    and molybdenum content
 HW  = Tungsten carbide (HM)
 SW  = Spanner opening

Drilling and chiselling
 Q  = Quality
 Ø  = Diameter of the drills
          GL = Total length
 NL  = Usable length
 S  = Shaft-Ø
 S1  = Shaft-Ø
 (R)  = Right cutting
 (L)  = Left cutting
 SP  = Special steel
 HW  = Tungsten Carbide  
   (HM=previous  
   description)
 HS  = High alloy  
   High speed steel  
   (HSS=previous  
   description)

Accessories for sanding
 B  = Width
 K  = Grit
 Ø  = Sanding Cylinder  
   diameter

Workshop accessories
 B  = Cutter width, 
    tool cutting width
 GL  = Tool length
 BL  = Blade length
 SB  = Cutting width
 Bb.  = Blade width

Gluing Accessories
 b x d  = Width x Thickness

Machine accessories
 B  = Cutter width, 
    tool cutting width
 e  = Clamp depth
 h  = Clamp height
 G  = Handle length
 Z  = Number of teeth
 Ø  = Diameter

Dust extractor accessories
 Ø  = Saw blade diameter
 F  = Fassungsvermögen
 B  = Width

All dimensions in inch (mm)
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Sanding accessories 473

Cleaning and maintenance accessories 476

Safety accessories 478

Machine accessories 479

Power feeders 496
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Silent-POWER®

... silenced
“SILVER” chrome-plated
... no hardened resin residues

Anti-vibration
... extreme precision

HW metal quality
... best cutting quality

Sensational quality
... extremely long tool life

Premium quality for professional results



With FELDER you will always  
have the best blade for the job!
Guaranteed the right saw blade 
for every use - the choice is yours.

The NEW professional saw blade range



Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

Sharpening cycle
... long lasting top quality

The premium product, “Silent-POWER® SILVER”  
is chrome laminated which prevents resin  
build up and offers maximum cut quality,  
long tool life and vibration free precision cuts. 

The circular saw blades from the  
˝Silent-POWER® CLASSIC˝ series are  
coated with black Teflon and have  
expansion joints filled with silicone  
to attenuate emerging vibrations  
and thus guarantee a quiet cut.

430
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Index of abbreviations on page 429.
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Saw blades

Professional rip saw blade
The side raking cutters support ease-off, in particular  
for wet and highly resinous solid woods| Length cut:  
hard wood, soft wood | Cross cut: hard wood, soft wood

Sizing rip saw blade
For sizing and ripping solid wood along the grain or to slot  
and tenon in a longitudinal direction | Length cut: Exotic  
wood, hard wood, soft wood | Crosscutting: soft wood Thin line saw blade

The narrow cut saw blade reduces the sawing waste by 0.04" in  
(1.2 mm) per cut in comparison to trimming saw blades! | Length  
cut: hard wood, soft wood | Tip: splitter thickness 0.07" in (2.0 mm)

Universal rip saw blade
For edging, ripping, and trimming the end of solid woods and 
panel materials without coating or for cutting slots and tenons  
in a longitudinal direction: precious wood, exotic species of 
wood, softwood, hardwood | Cross section: softwood

Universal saw blade
For the formatting and crosscutting of solid wood and format cuts  
of laminated panels | Length cut of: High-grade wood, hard wood | 
Crosscutting: High-grade wood, exotic wood, hard wood, soft wood | 
Can also be used for: Laminated wood, chipboard, plywood, blockboard

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.00.31520.2 315 FZ 20+2 3.2/2.2 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.01.30014 300 FZ 14 3.4/2.2 30
03.01.31514 315 FZ 14 3.4/2.2 30
03.01.35016 350 FZ 16 3.7/2.5 30
03.01.40028 400 FZ 28 4.0/2.8 30
03.01.45032 450 FZ 32 4.2/3.0 30
03.01.50036 500 FZ 36 4.4/3.0 30
03.01.55044 550 FZ 44 4.8/3.5 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z B/d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.01.30024 300 FZ 24 2.2/1.6 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® CLASSIC     
03.13.25016 250 WZ 16 3.2/2.2 30
03.13.31522 315 WZ 22 3.2/2.2 30

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.02.31528 315 WZ 28 3.2/2.2 30
03.02.35030 350 WZ 30 3.5/2.5 30
03.02.40034 400 WZ 34 4.0/2.8 30
03.02.45038 450 WZ 38 4.4/3.0 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® CLASSIC     
03.13.16024 160 WZ 24 2.4/1.6 20
03.13.25040 250 WZ 40 3.2/2.2 30
03.13.31548 315 WZ 48 3.2/2.2 30

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.02.25040 250 WZ 40 3.2/2.2 30
03.02.30048 300 WZ 48 3.2/2.2 30
03.02.31548 315 WZ 48 3.2/2.2 30
03.02.35054 350 WZ 54 3.5/2.5 30
03.02.40060 400 WZ 60 4.0/2.8 30
03.02.45066 450 WZ 66 4.4/3.0 30
03.02.50072 500 WZ 72 4.4/3.2 30
03.02.55084 550 WZ 84 4.8/3.5 30

Panel partitioning saw blade

Best.-Nr. Ø ZF Z B/d ø

Silent-POWER® CLASSIC     
03.07.30072 300 TZ/FZ/FZ 72 4.4/3.2 30
03.07.35572 355 TZ/FZ/FZ 72 4.4/3.2 30
03.07.32060 320 TZ/FZ 60 4.4/3.2 30

For format cuts in combination with a scoring unit | Recommended 
for veneered and coated MDF chipboard and blackboard panels |  
Can also be used for: plywood panels, hard and soft fibreboard 

All saw blades available online under www.felder-tooling.com
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Fine sizing saw blade
For the formatting and mitre cuts of solid wood 
as well as format cuts of laminated panels, 
veneer bundles | Crosscutting: High-grade 
wood, exotic wood, hard wood | Can also be 
used for: Veneered panels, hardboard, MDF, 
parquet flooring, layered boards,  
plywood, blockboard, composite panels

Aluminium saw blade with positive hook
For cuts in panel materials, plastic and aluminium profiles with 
a thickness ranging from 5 mm to 30 mm | Closed expansion 
gaps reduce noise emissions | Can also be used for: Wood  
aluminium connections, non-ferrous metals (NE)

Aluminium saw blade with negative hook
For cuts in panel materials, plastic and aluminium 
profiles with a thickness of up to 5 mm | Closed 
expansion gaps reduce noise emissions | Can  
also be used for: Wood aluminium connections,  
non-ferrous metals (NE)

Plastic Saw Blades
For cutting panels of Plexiglass and plastic|  
Closed expansion joints for noise reduction

Multi-tooth sizing saw blade
Highest cutting quality when format or mitre cutting solid wood across 
the grain, for laminated panels, bundled veneer | Can also be used  
for: hardboard, MDF, parquet flooring, laminated wood, Resopal,  
laminated panels, plywood, composite board

Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® CLASSIC     
03.13.16040 160 WZ 40 2.4/1.6 20
03.13.25080 250 WZ 80 3.2/2.2 30
03.13.30096 300 WZ 96 3.2/2.2 30

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.03.25060 250 WZ 60 3.2/2.2 30
03.03.30072 300 WZ 72 3.2/2.2 30
03.03.31572 315 WZ 72 3.2/2.2 30
03.03.31596 315 WZ 96 3.2/2.2 30
03.03.350108 350 WZ 108 3.5/2.5 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.05.30088 300 FZ/TZ 88 3.5/3.0 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.05.30072 300 FZ/TZ 72 3.5/3.0 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.08.250100 250 FZ/WZ 100 2.2/1.6 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.02.25080 250 WZ 80 3.0/2.5 30
03.02.30096 300 WZ 96 3.0/2.5 30

Diamond universal saw blade  
Top class saw blade - average noise reduction by -50% (-10db) com-
pared to conventional sawblades | The high quality diamond tipped 
teeth enable an extremely long useable life and guarantee kickbacks 
- kickbacks free safe operation | Recommended for MDF, HDF and 
blockboards, plywood and multiplex board 

Order no. Ø ZF Z B/d ø

Silent-POWER® DIAMOND     
03.11.30043 300 DZ 43 2.4/1.8 30
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Saw blades

Sizing cut saw blade for laminated boards DZ/THZ
For the formatting of veneered and laminated larger 
workpieces | Other uses: doubled sided plywood 
board, laminated board

Sizing cut saw blade for laminated boards FZ/TZ
For the formatting of veneered and laminated larger workpieces |  
We recommend using a scoring unit on veneered sheets | Other  
uses: doubled sided plywood board, laminated board

EURO splitting wedge
For saw blades with Ø 9.85 to 12.40" 
(250 to 315 mm). The installation 
holes on the EURO-splitter allow the 
installation of the Felder-EURO-II-saw 
blade protection hood. Side position  
markers facilitate the precise adjustment 
of splitter height to the saw table  
and circular saw blades

Standard splitter
For saw blades with Ø 9.84 to 
21.65" (250 to 550 mm); used in 
machines with circular saw upper 
protection and (due to its segment 
form) used for hidden cuts

Splitter 350
For saw blades with Ø 13.77 in (350 mm).  
NOTE: Non CE compliant, therefore used  
only for export to countries with applicable 
security regulations

SplittersSuper fine sizing saw blade
High cut quality when format and length cutting | For solid woods, 
plywood, MDF, veneer laminated panels | Noticeably reduced 
cutting power required, ensured by the 38° axis angle

Splitters keep the kerf open and prevent the workpiece  
or other small components from coming into contact  
with the saw blade and sending them backwards.

All saw blades available online under www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. for Ø d
12.3.121 FE/HA 250–315 2
12.3.122 FE/HA 250–315 2.4
12.3.123 FE/HA 250–315 2.8
600-03-201 F4 250–315 2.8

Order no. for Ø d
12.5.121 FE 250–315 2
12.5.122 FE 250–315 2.4
12.5.123 FE 250–315 2.8
12.7.123 FE 350–400 2.8
600-03-203 F4 350–450 3.2
600-03-205 F4 475–550 3.7

Order no. Ø d
12.6.122 350 2.4
12.6.123 350 2.8

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® CLASSIC     
03.13.25348 253 DZ/HZ 48 3.2/2.2 30
03.13.30360 303 DZ/HZ 60 3.2/2.2 30

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.06.25048 250 DZ/HZ 48 3.2/2.2 30
03.06.30360 303 DZ/HZ 60 3.2/2.2 30
03.06.35072 350 DZ/HZ 72 3.2/2.2 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø
03.13.25060 250 FZ/TZ 60 3.2/2.2 30
03.13.30072 300 FZ/TZ 72 3.2/2.2 30

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.07.25080 250 FZ/TZ 80 3.2/2.2 30
03.07.30096 300 FZ/TZ 96 3.2/2.2 30
03.07.350108 350 FZ/TZ 108 3.5/2.5 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W / d ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.04.30090 300 WZ 90 3.2/2.2 30
03.04.31590 315 WZ 90 3.2/2.2 30
03.04.350108 350 WZ 108 3.5/2.5 30
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2-piece scoring unit saw blades
adjustable using shims, positive hook  
angle | rotates in the opposite  
direction to the main saw blade

Scoring saw blade system "QUICK"  
for incredibly quick cutting width adjustment
Trouble-free and time saving setting of the  
cutting width without using intermediate rings.

Replacement blade for “Quick” system 
and scoring unit Control kappa 550

Conical scoring unit saw blades
One piece scoring saw blade with conical 
teeth | The height setting of each scoring 
unit can be adjusted to the relevant blade 
thickness of the main saw blade | Ideally 
only to be used on sliding table panel  
saws with pressure beam

Diamond tipped scoring blade
With optimum operating conditions, with  
80 to 150-fold operating lifetime compared 
with conventional woodworking tools

Scoring blades

Order no. Ø ZF Z W ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.09.08020 80 WZ 10+10 2.8–3.6 20
03.09.10024 100 WZ 12+12 2.8–3.6 20
03.09.12024 120 WZ 12+12 2.8–3.6 20
03.09.12524 125 WZ 12+12 2.8–3.6 20

Order no. Ø ZF Z W ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
600-03-071 120 WZ 12+12 2.8–3.6 50

Order no. Ø ZF Z W ø
03.10.15028 150 koWZ 28 4.3–5.5 20

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.10.08012 80 koWZ 12 3.1–4.3 20
03.10.10024 100 koWZ 24 3.1–4.3 20
03.10.12024 120 koWZ 24 3.1–4.3 20
03.10.12524 125 koWZ 24 3.1–4.3 20
03.10.15036 150 koWZ 36 4.3–5.5 30

Order no. Ø ZF Z W ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
600-03-070 120 WZ 12+12 2.8–3.6 15

Order no. Ø ZF Z W ø

Silent-POWER® SILVER     
03.11.10024 100 FZ 12+12 2.8–3.6 20
03.11.12024 120 FZ 12+12 2.8–3.6 20
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Saw bladesThe secret of the perfect cut: the right choice of saw blade!
All saw blades available online under www.felder-tooling.com

Silent-POWER® tool starter set

Adaptor rings
Used for tool diameters from Ø 7.87 in  
(200 mm) increases the clamping force  
and prevents fluttering of the spindle  
moulder tool

WPL-HW-Adjustable groove cutter to 
use with the sliding table panel saw
Steel precision moulding tool | Tungsten carbide  
main cutters | For grooving work on the panel saw |  
Replacement cutters for 500-03-019: WPL-HW, 04.1.190 
Replacement cutters for 500-03-020: WPL-HW, 04.0.029

Slotting saw, adjustable grooving cutter

Index of abbreviations on page 429
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

For folding head, Ø 3.93 in (100 mm), cut width 1.96 in (50 mm),  
ø 1.18 in (30 mm), shaping depth 23, Z 2, V 4 (500-04-001) |  
guide rings, Ø 3.93 in (100 mm) (04.2.109) | Ball bearing idle ring 
for shaping spindle diameter 1.18 in (30 mm) (04.0.101) | Securing 
ring shaping spindle diameter 1.18 in (30 mm) (04.0.102) | Universal 
safety measuring head, Ø1 3.66 in (93 mm,) Ø2 3.93 in (100 mm),  
B 1.57 in (40 mm), ø 1.18 in (30 mm) (04.0.057) | Profile knife  
BG-conform (04.4.074) | Limiter (04.A.074) | Profile knife BG- 
conform (04.4.019) | Limiter (04.A.019) | HW-adjustment range,  
Ø 6.29 in (160 mm), groove depth 1.37 in (35 mm), ø 1.18 (30 mm), 
Z 4/4, adjustment range 0.15 - 0.29 in (4–7.5 mm )(04.2.099) |  
Felder roll meter 5.46 yds (5 m) long (12.1.313) | Turntable for  
the optimal cutting speed (12.1.315)

Replacement scoring unit collars
03.0.014 Spare set of shims for scoring saw blade  
Ø 80 mm, 2x 0.1/2x 0.2, part circle 42 mm | 03.1.014 
Spare set of shims for scoring saw blade Ø 100 mm  
+ Ø 120 mm, 1x 0.1/2x 0.2/1x 0.3 mm, part circle  
35 mm | 03.09.014 Spare set of shims for scoring  
saw blade Ø 100 mm + Ø 120 mm, 2x 0.1, 3x 0.2,  
part circle 42 mm

Groove cutter
The slotting saw blades are designed for thin grooves | For tenoning 
and slotting door frames using the circular table saw | Due to the solid 
body of the blade the slotting cutters run quiet and vibration-free

Slotting cutters

Order no. Ø FZ B/d ø

Silent-POWER®      
03.0.031 230 4 4.0/3.0 30
03.0.030 300 6 5.0/4.0 30

Order no. L x W x H kg

Silent-POWER®      
400-107 500 x 425 x 140 8.5

Order no. Ø ø
03.0.010 100 30

Order no. suitable for
03.0.014 03.09.08020, 03.0.013
03.1.014 03.1.013, 03.2.013
03.09.014 03.09.10024, 03.09.12024, 03.09.12524

Replacement cutters for 03.0.032: WPL-HW, 04.0.177
Replacement cutters for 03.0.033: WPL-HW, 04.1.177

Order no. Ø Z/V SQ W ø

Silent-POWER®      
#03.0.032 228 4/8 HW 6.3–12.0 30
$03.0.033 228 4/8 HW 12.0–20.0 30
#+$03.0.034 228 4/8 HW 6.3–20.0 30

Order no. Ø Z/V SQ W ø

HAMMER      
!500-03-019 180 4/4 HW 8.0–15.0 30
"500-03-020 180 2/2 HW 7.65 30
!+"500-03-021 180 4/8 HW 8.0–19.5 30
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Bandsaw blades
FLEX-BACK Bandsaw blades
FLEX-BACK saw blades are manufactured at a high performance toughening 
facility, using a specialized process. Due to the extreme hardness of the 
teeth you profit from increased durability of the blades, even when cutting 
harder workpiece material. The flexible body and specialized tooth shape, 
reduces the bending cycle which reduces in turn the chance of the blade 
breaking. FLEX-BACK saws can be used on all woods and hardwoods

Order no. L Bb. Thickness ZT
for FELDER FB 300, Number-1® RBS-12A
13.7.3006 2,240 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.3010 2,240 10 0.60 6.3
for Number-1® MBS 350, HAMMER N2
13.7.3506 2,630 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.3515 2,630 16 0.50 6.3
13.7.3510 2,630 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.3520 2,630 20 0.50 8.4
for HAMMER N3800
13.7.3806 3,556 6 0.36 4.2
13.7.3810 3,556 10 0.40 4.2
13.7.3815 3,556 16 0.50 6.3
13.7.3820 3,556 20 0.50 8.4
for HAMMER N4300
13.7.4306 3,340 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.4310 3,340 10 0.50 6.3
13.7.4315 3,350 16 0.50 6.3
13.7.4320 3,350 20 0.50 8.4
for HAMMER N4400
13.7.3406 3,980 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.3410 3,980 10 0.50 6.3
13.7.3415 3,980 16 0.50 6.3
13.7.3420 3,980 20 0.50 8.4
13.7.3425 3,980 25 0.60 8.4
for FELDER FB 400, HAMMER N3
13.7.4006 3,585 6 0.36 4.2
13.7.4010 3,585 10 0.50 6.3
13.7.4015 3,585 16 0.50 6.3
13.7.4020 3,585 20 0.50 8.4
for FELDER FB 440
13.7.4406 3,500 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.4410 3,500 10 0.50 6.3
13.7.4415 3,500 16 0.50 6.3
13.7.4420 3,500 20 0.50 8.4
for FELDER FB 450
13.7.4510 3,710 10 0.50 6.3
13.7.4515 3,710 16 0.50 6.3
13.7.4520 3,710 20 0.50 8.4
13.7.4525 3,710 25 0.60 8.4
for FELDER FB 500
13.7.5010 4,080 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.5015 4,080 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.5020 4,080 20 0.50 8.4
13.7.5025 4,080 25 0.60 8.4
for FELDER FB 510 (from 2013)
13.7.5106 4,318 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.5110 4,318 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.5115 4,318 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.5120 4,318 20 0.50 8.4
13.7.5125 4,318 25 0.60 8.4

Order no. L Bb. Thickness ZT
for FELDER FB 540
13.7.5410 4,240 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.5415 4,240 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.5420 4,240 20 0.50 8.4
13.7.5425 4,240 25 0.60 8.4
for FELDER FB 600
13.7.6010 4,600 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.6015 4,600 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.6020 4,600 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.6025 4,600 25 0.90 8.4
for FELDER FB 600 (from 2010)
13.7.6110 4,521 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.6115 4,521 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.6120 4,521 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.6125 4,521 25 0.90 8.4
13.7.6130 4,521 30 0.90 8.4
for FELDER FB 610
13.7.6206 4,546 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.6210 4,546 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.6215 4,546 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.6220 4,546 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.6225 4,546 25 0.90 8.4
13.7.6230 4,546 30 0.90 8.4
for FELDER FB 640
13.7.6410 4,760 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.6415 4,760 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.6420 4,760 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.6425 4,760 25 0.90 8.4
for FELDER FB 710
13.7.7106 5,120 6 0.60 4.2
13.7.7110 5,120 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.7115 5,120 16 0.60 8.4
13.7.7120 5,120 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.7125 5,120 25 0.90 8.4
13.7.7130 5,120 30 0.90 8.4
for FELDER FB 740
13.7.7410 5,365 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.7420 5,365 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.7430 5,365 30 0.90 8.4
for FELDER FB 840
13.7.8410 6,055 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.8420 6,055 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.8430 6,055 30 0.90 8.4
for FELDER FB 940
13.7.9410 6,650 10 0.60 6.3
13.7.9420 6,650 20 0.70 8.4
13.7.9430 6,650 30 0.90 8.4
13.7.9440 6,650 40 0.90 22.0
13.7.9450 6,650 50 0.90 22.0

Radius cut _____blade width (Bb)
 10–15 mm  _________ 6 mm
 15–40 mm  ________10 mm
 40–100 mm  ________16 mm
 100–150 mm ________20 mm
 150–200 mm ________25 mm
 more than 200 mm  ____30 mm
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Saw blades

*Stellite® equipped - Minimum purchase 3 pcs

Stellite® tipped bandsaw blades
Stellite® is a hard alloy based on cobalt-chromium and  
features extreme robustness and resistance to wear.  
Stellite®- bandsaw blades are particularly suited  
to exotic hard woods

Click to enter the world of Felder 
and discover over 2,500 tools and 
accessories, each ensuring perfect 
woodworking.

Order no. L Bb. Thickness ZT
for FELDER FB 740 RS
13.7.7480* 5,365 80 0.90 30
for FELDER FB 940 RS
13.7.9490* 6,630 90 0.90 30
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WPL-HW Spiral cutterheads
Equipped with HW-reversible knives | Axially aligned in  
a spiral form for maximum depth of cut, optimised surface  
and quiet operation | For manual feeding, limited chip  
thickness, reduced kickback

Steel moulding tools | Crowned cutting shape for optimal  
moulding results | Replacement cutters: WPL 04.1.0841 (4 pcs.)

Aluminium moulding tools | hardened anodised surface | 
 Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

Aluminium moulding tools | 2 tungsten carbide cutters (pulling cut) | 
Hardened anodised surface | Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.0.119  
(10 pcs.), 04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

Steel moulding tools | Bronzed surface |  
Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.0.119 (10 pcs.), 04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

Rebate heads

WPL-HW high performance rebating cutter

WPL-HW Rebate head with pulling cut

Aluminium moulding tools | hardened anodised surface |  
Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.0.119 (10 pcs.), 04.0.003  
(10 pcs.)

WPL-HW Rebate Head

•	 For	jointing,	rebating	and	 
flush	trimming	with	guide	ring

•	 Fitted	with	HW	reversible	main	
cutters and  
HW reversible spurs  
(tear free moulding)

•	 For	manual	feeding,	limited	chip	
thickness, reduced kickback

Spiral cutterheads
•	 For	jointing,	flush	moulding,	curve	and	guide	ring	moulding
•	 Ideal	for	high	workpieces	and	narrow	internal	radii

Order no. Ø W ø Z
04.1.084 80 100 30 14

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.2.097 125 50 30 26 2/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
500-04-001 100 50 30 23 2/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
500-04-002 125 50 30 26 2/4

Order no. Ø W ø Z
500-04-080 80 77 30 12
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Bevel cutterhead

WPL-HW Rounding, grooving and bevelling cutterhead
Two-part moulding tool made from aluminium | For jointing,  
rounding off and bevelling of workpiece edges in only one work  
process | Fitted with HW reversible main cutters, HW Radius/ 
bevelling cutters | Hardened anodised surface

Steel moulding tools | 4 tungsten carbide cutters (pulling cut)  
for a fast feed speed | Bronzed surface |  
Replacement cutters: 04.0.119, 04.0.003

Steel moulding tools | Bronzed surface | Adjustable using a shim 
set from 28–55 mm | Replacement cutters: 04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

Steel moulding tools | 2 tungsten carbide cutters (pulling cut) |  
Tenon with 2 moulding tools | Replacement cutters: WPL,  
04.0.098 (10 pcs.), 04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

WPL-HW high performance rebating cutter

WPL-HW Adjustable Universal Cutterhead

Steel moulding tools | Precise angle adjustment using Nonius scale | 
Bronzed surface | Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.0.197 (10 pcs.)

•	 For	jointing,	flush	trimming,	bevelling,	curve	moulding
•	 Ideal	for	spindle	moulders	without	a	tilting	spindle
•	 Fitted	with	HW	reversible	main	cutters
•	 For	manual	feeding,	limited	chip	thickness,	reduced	kickback
•	 Precise	angle	adjustment	with	Nonius	scales

Aluminium moulding tools | Hardened anodised surface | 
Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.1.197 (10 pcs.)

500-04-005

04.0.165

WPL-HW bevel cutter

Replacement cutters: WP, 500-04-03931, 
500-04-03932, each 2 pcs.;  
WPL, 04.0.119 (10 pcs.)

Moulding toolingThe full range online at www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Ø W ø R / a
500-04-039 139 18–50 30 4/45°
Extended range of application:
500-04-03911 2 upper radius knives 2/45°
500-04-03912 2 lower radius knives 2/45°
500-04-03921 2 upper radius knives 3/45°
500-04-03922 2 lower radius knives 3/45°
500-04-03931 2 upper radius knives 4/45°
500-04-03932 2 lower radius knives 4/45°
500-04-03941 2 upper radius knives 5/45°
500-04-03942 2 lower radius knives 5/45°
500-04-03951 2 upper radius knives 6/45°
500-04-03952 2 lower radius knives 6/45°

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.1.160 160 28–55 30 44 8/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.2.098 150 50 30 39 4/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.0.182 220 31 30 74 2/4

Order no. Ø W ø Z a

04.0.165 160 50 30 2 –70°/+70°
500-04-005 120 40 30 2 –45°/+45°
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WP-HW Softline Mini V-teeth cutters
Two-part spindle moulder tool made of steel | For solid wood glue moulding 
work - Ideal for end-to-end-grain joints | Adjustment range 30–96 mm | 
4 HW changeable main cutters in Softline, mini tooth shape (MZ) | Bronzed 
surface | Replacement cutters: WP, 04.0.173 (Trapezoidal, cutter A, 2 Pcs.), 
04.0.174 (Trapezoidal, cutter B, 2 Pcs.), 04.0.1731  
(Softline, cutter A, 2 Pcs.), 04.0.1741 (Softline, cutter B, 2 Pcs.)

WP-HW Mitre glue cutter 45°WP-HW Mitre glue cutter 45°
Aluminium moulding tools | For tear free mitre glue 
cutting of solid wood | Fitted with 2 HW exchangea-
ble main cutters in Softline dovetail shape (1 Softline 
dovetail) | Hardened anodised surface | Replacement 
cutters: WP, 500-04-0401 (2 pcs.)

WP-HW Glue joint cutter with 1 glue joint
Aluminium moulding tools | For solid wood glue moulding 
work | Fitted with 2 HW exchangeable main cutters in trapezoid 
dovetail shape (1 trapezoid dovetail) | Hardened anodised  
surface | Replacement cutters: WP, 501-04-0071 (2 pcs.)

WP-HW Softline glue joint cutter with 2 or 5 softline glue joints
Steel moulding tools | For solid wood processing of soft  
and hard wood | Equipped with 2 or 5 HW exchangeable main  
cutters in trapezoid dovetail shape (dovetail = TZ) | Bronzed surface | 
Replacement cutters for 04.3.122: WP, 04.3.1221 (2 pcs.) 
Replacement cutters for 04.3.123: WP, 04.3.1231 (2 pcs.)

Glue joint cutter heads
•	 For	manual	feeding,	limited	chip	thickness,	reduced	kickback
•	 Increase	the	surface	to	be	glued	and	ensure	maximum	stability
•	 No	slipping	of	the	glued	surface

Steel moulding tools |  
Bronzed surface |  
Replacement cutters: WP, 
04.0.561 (2 pcs.)

Order no. Ø W ø MZ/Z
04.0.172 140 66–96 30 10/4

Order no. Ø W W² ø ZT TZ/Z
500-04-040 140 14–26 29 30 9 1/2

Order no. Ø W W² ø ZT TZ/Z
04.0.560 170 16–35 50 30 10 1/2

Order no. Ø W ø TZ/Z
501-04-007 100 50 30 1/2

Order no. Ø W ø Softline/Z
04.3.122 140 50 30 2/2
04.3.123 135 80 30 5/2

04.3.123

04.3.122
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Tongue and groove cutters
•	 For	manual	feeding,	limited	chip	thickness,	reduced	kickback
•	 Clean	groove	cut	for	every	groove	width

HW Grooving cutter
Steel moulding tools | 2 HW teeth 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 mm, 
flank cutting on both sides for a constant grooving  
depth | Bronzed surface

WPL-HW Grooving Cutter
Steel moulding tools | Groove 
moulding for different tenons, 
back panels, cabinet corner 
joints, counter-profile mouldings | 
Bronzed surface | Equipped with 
HW reversible main cutters and 
HW reversible spurs 

Steel moulding tools | Grooves from 
4.0–7.5 mm (using shim set) | Tungsten 
carbide main cutters and spurs | bronzed 
surface | Replacement cutters: WPL, 
04.1.003 (10 pcs.), 04.0.192 (8 pcs.)

WPL-HW Adjustable Groove Cutter

Extension cutter suitable for 500-04-009
Steel moulding tools | Grooving width up 
to 15 mm | Bronzed surface | Equipped 
with HW reversible main cutters |  
Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.0.190  
(2 pcs.)

WPL-HW Adjustment groover  
with threaded bushing
Steel moulding tools | Groove moulding 
for different tenons, back panels, 
cabinet corner joints, moulding fittings, 
veneer work, sinking inlays (brass, 
stone, plastics) | Bronzed surface | 
Equipped with HW reversible main 
cutters and spurs | Adjustment using 
threaded bushes | Replacement  
cutters: WPL, 04.0.192 (8 pcs.), 
04.1.003 (10 pcs.)

WPL-HW Adjustable Groove Cutter
Steel moulding tools | For moulding of grooves for different tenons,  
rear panels, cabinet corner joints, moulding in fittings, veneer processing, 
embedding material (brass, stones, plastics) | Bronzed surface | Equipped  
with HW reversible main cutters and HW reversible spurs | Adjustable  
with a shim set | Replacement cutters: WPL, 04.1.029.10 (10 pcs.),  
04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

Moulding tools

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
04.1.126 125 4 30 35 2
04.1.127 125 6 30 35 2
04.1.128 125 8 30 35 2
04.1.129 125 10 30 35 2
04.1.131 125 12 30 35 2

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V

04.1.170 140 4 30 34 4/4
04.1.169 140 5 30 34 4/4
04.1.171 140 6 30 34 4/4
04.1.172 140 8 30 34 2/4
04.1.173 140 10 30 34 2/4
04.1.174 140 12 30 34 2/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
500-04-009 140 4–7.5 30 25 4/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
500-04-010 140 7.5 30 – 2

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.0.199 180 4.0–7.5 30 32 8/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.0.520 160 12.5–24 30 30 4/4

The full range online at www.felder-tooling.com
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Steel moulding tools | Groove 
moulding for different tenons, 
back panels, cabinet corner 
joints, moulding fittings, veneer 
work, settings for jewellery 
(brass, stone, plastics) | Bronzed 
surface | Equipped with HW 
main cutters and HW spurs | 
Adjustment with shim set

HW Adjustable  
Groove Cutter

Extension cutter suitable for 04.2.099, 04.2.100

Steel moulding tools | Bronzed  
surface | Equipped with HW main  
cutters and HW spurs
 
04.2.099 + 04.2.190: W= 4.0–13.5 mm
04.2.100 + 04.2.191: W= 7.5–24.0 mm

SET offer: HW Adjustable Groove Cutter
Adjustable grooving cutter + sup-
plementary cutter | Steel moulding 
tools | Groove moulding for  
different tenons, back panels,  
cabinet corner joints, moulding 
fittings, veneer work, settings for 
jewellery (brass, stone, plastics) | 
Bronzed surface | Equipped with 
HW main cutters and HW spurs | 
Adjustment with shim set

Steel moulding tools | For grooving 
depth up to 32 mm | Groove moul-
ding for different tenons, back panels, 
cabinet corner joints, moulding fittings, 
veneer work, sinking inlays (brass, 
stone, plastics) | Bronzed surface | 
Equipped with HW reversible main 
cutters and spurs | Adjustment using 
the included shim set | Replacement 
cutters: WPL,  
04.0.192 (8 pcs.),  
04.1.003 (10 pcs.)

WPL-HW Adjustable Groove Cutter

Steel moulding tools |  
Bronzed surface | Equipped 
with HW reversible main 
cutters | Replacement knives: 
WPL, 04.0.190 (2 pcs.), 
04.0.190.10 (10 pcs.)

Extension cutter suitable 
for 04.0.189

SET offer: WPL-HW Adjustable Groove Cutter
Adjustable grooving cutter +  
supplementary cutter | Steel  
moulding tools | Groove moulding 
for different tongues, back panels, 
cabinet corner joints, moulding 
fittings, veneer work, settings for 
jewellery (brass, stone, plastics) 
| Bronzed surface | Equipped 
with HW reversible main cutters 
and spurs | Adjustment using the 
included shim set | Replacement 
cutters: WPL, 04.0.192 (8 pcs.),  
04.1.003 (10 pcs.)

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.2.099 160 4.0–7.5 30 35 4/4
04.2.100 160 7.5–14.5 30 35 4/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.2.190 160 6.0 30 35 2/2
04.2.191 160 10.0 30 35 2/2

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.3.099 160 4.0–13.5 30 35 6/6
04.3.100 160 7.5–24.0 30 35 6/6

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.0.189 180 4.0–7.5 30 32 8/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.1.189 180 7.5 30 32 2

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.2.189 180 4.0–15.0 30 32 10/4
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Steel moulding tools | For the 
tongue and grooving of corner 
connections | Bronzed surface | 
Equipped with HW reversible 
main cutters and HW rever-
sible spurs | Grooving depth 
65/80 mm | Grooving width 
8–15 mm | Adjustable using  
a shim set (0.1 mm increments) | 
Replacement cutters: WPL, 
04.0.190.10 (10 pcs.), 
04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

WPL-HW Adjustable slot cutter

HW Adjustable slot cutter

	only with 04.3.036

Steel moulding tools | For 
the tongue and grooving of 
corner connections |  
Bronzed surface | Equipped 
with 4 high quality base 
and periphery HW cutters | 
Grooving depth  
65/80 mm | Grooving  
width 8–15 mm |  
Adjustable using a shim set  
(0.1 mm increments)

For particularly thin grooves |  
Two part main section with  
tungsten carbide tipped  
teeth | adjustable using a  
shim set from 1.5–3.0 mm

HW Adjustable groove saw

	only with 04.3.036

Shim set for adjustable slotting 
cutters with 6 auxiliary holes
Consists of:  
2x 0.1 mm, 2x 0.2 mm,  
3x 1.0 mm, 1x 3.0 mm

HW routers for hand held machines

HW Grooving cutter

HW Grooving cutter, Z6

Resin pocket cutter, HW

Standard grooving cutter | For 
moulding of grooves for “Lamello” 
corner connections | Equipped 
with 12 HW main cutters | For 
manual feeding, limited chip  
thickness, reduced kickback

•	 For	shaped	moulding	with	manual	machines

Craftsmans grooving cutter | For 
the routing of grooves for “Lamel-
lo” corner connections | Equipped 
with HW main cutters and spurs 
| for manual feeding, limited chip 
thickness, reduced kickback

cutters are arranged correspondingly | for manual  
feeding, limited chip thickness, reduced kickback

Moulding toolsThe full range online at www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
04.1.200 200 8–15.0 30 65 4
04.1.250 250 8–15.0 30 80 4

Order no. Ø W ø Z
04.0.209 100 3.95 22 12

Order no. Ø W ø Z
04.0.210 100 3.95 22 2/4

Order no. Ø W ø Z
04.0.212 100 8 22 4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z/V
04.2.200 200 8.0–15.0 30 65 4/4
500-04-014 250 8.0–15.0 30 80 4/4

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
04.3.036 – – 30 – –

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
04.0.091 160 1.5–3.0 30 23 12
Extended range of use:

04.0.0911 Replacement saw blade with an  
adjustment range of 1.5–3.0 mm 12

04.0.0912 Replacement saw blade with an  
adjustment range of 3.0-6.0 mm 12
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Board cutter
•	 For	the	moulding	of	tongue	and	groove	profiles
•	 Tungsten	carbide	main	cutters	and	spurs,	 

minimum kickback, chip thickness limiters

Aluminium moulding tools | Production 
of “tongue and groove boards” with 
open or closed “V-joints”, smooth  
shuttering boards, floorboards |  
hard anodised surface | Fitted with 
HW reversible main cutters and HW 
reversible spurs | Variable wood  
thickness from 12–40 mm | For  
manual feeding, chip thickness limiter, 
minimum kickback | Replacement 
cutters: WPL 500-04-0861 (2 pcs.), 
500-04-0862 (2 pcs.), 500-04-0864 
(2 pcs.), 04.2.003 (10 pcs.), 04.0.003 
(10 pcs.); WP, 04.0.161 (2 pcs.), 
04.1.175 (2 pcs.)

SET offer: WP/WPL-HW Board Cutter
1 tool – 3 profiles!

Set offer: WPL-HW Tongue and  
groove cutter 1 tool – 5 profiles!
Steel moulding tools | Production of 
tongue and groove boards with open 
or closed “V-joints”, smooth shuttering 
boards, floorboards | Bronzed surface | 
Fitted with HW reversible main cutters 
and HW reversible spurs | Possible 
wood thickness 10–40 mm | For  
manual feeding, chip thickness  
limitation, minimum kickback |  
Replacement cutters: 04.0.161  
(WPL, 10 pcs.), 04.1.175 (WPL,  
8 pcs.), 04.2.003 (WPL, 10 pcs.),  
04.0.003 (WPL, 10 pcs.)

Additional tongue and groove cutting set, WP-HW
WP-HW extension cutter “Joint and  
chamfering cutter for closed joints” (04.3.132) | 
Extension “Joint and chamfering cutter for open 
joints” (04.3.133) | “Softline” extension cutters 
(04.3.131) | Steel moulding tools | Bronzed  
surface | Equipped with HW exchangeable 
main cutters | For manual feeding, chip  
thickness limitation, minimum kickback | 
Replacement cutters:  
for 04.3.132: WP, 04.0.137 (2 pcs.) 
for 04.3.133: WP, 04.0.137 (2 pcs.) 
for 04.3.131: WP, 04.0.136 (2 pcs.);  
WPL, 04.0.003 (10 pcs.)

Order no.
500-04-086

consists of Ø W ø Z/V a
Rebating cutter 123 20.2 30 2/4 –
Grooving Cutter 138 4–7.5 30 4/4 –
Profile cutter 122 36.4 30 4/4 –
Profile cutter 138 20 30 2/2 30°

Order no.
04.3.130

consists of Ø W ø1/ø2 Z/V a
143 20 50/30 2/2 –
160 6 50/30 4/4 –
142 20 50/30 2/2 –
158 20 50/30 2/2 30°

Order no. Ø W ø1/ø2 Z/V R
04.3.132 129 9.6 50/30 2/– –
04.3.133 105 9.6 50/30 2/– –
04.3.131 156 24.6 50/30 2/2 6
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Moulding tools

Radius cutters
•	 Different	radii	possible
•	 For	the	rounding	off	of	cabinet	edges,	profile	or	glass	
beading,	edge	profiles,	coffered	panelling,	ceiling	strips

•	 Tungsten	carbide	main	cutters,	minimum	 
kickback, chip thickness limiters

WP-HW multi-radius cutter
Aluminium moulding tools | For  
the rounding off of cabinet edges | 
Hardened anodised surface |  
Equipped with HW exchangeable 
main cutters R 3+6, 4+8, 5+10 mm | 
Possible radii: 3+6, 4+8, 5+10 mm | 
For manual feeding, chip thickness 
limiters, minimum kickback | In  
a plastic case | Replacement  
cutters: 500-04-0871 (2 pcs.)

WP-HW Radius Cutter Set
Steel moulding tools | For the 
rounding off of cabinet edges | 
Bronzed surface | Equipped with 
HW exchangeable main cutters 
R= 8 mm | 2 radius cutter of the 
following radius, R= 3, 4, 5,  
6 and 10 mm | For manual  
feeding, chip thickness  
limiter, minimum kickback | 
In a wooden case

List of replacement blades on page 461.
Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

WP-HW Profile Cutter Head
Steel moulding tools | For the moulding of profile or glass 
beading, edge profiles, coffered panelling, ceiling strips | 
Bronzed surface | Equipped with HW exchangeable main 
cutters| For manual feeding, chip thickness limiter, minimum 
kickback | Replacement cutters: WP, 04.0.089 (2 pcs.)

The full range online at www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Ø W ø Z R
04.0.149 132 19.7 30 2 3–6/8/10
Additional	profiles:	(price	per	pair):
04.0.142 Radius knives 3
04.0.143 Radius knives 4
04.0.144 Radius knives 5
04.0.145 Radius knives 6
04.0.146 Radius knives 8
04.0.147 Radius knives 10

Order no. Ø W ø Z R
500-04-087 113 25 30 2 3/6
Additional	profiles:	(price	per	pair):
500-04-0871 Radius knives 3/6
500-04-0872 Radius knives 4/8
500-04-0873 Radius knives 5/10

Order no. Ø W ø Z
04.0.088 140 60 30 2
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Make a sketch on a 1:1 scale, according to the adjacent 
drawing | The blue profile area is the maximum useable 
area of the profile | Send us the sketch, we will produce 
your profile knife including a pair of limiters

HS 60/80 mm profile knives for the Universal 
Professional Safety Cutterhead

Design your own profile knives! Order no. 04.5.012

Order no. 04.5.015

Order no. 04.5.013

Order no. 04.5.014

Order no. 04.5.050 Order no. 04.5.051

Steel moulding tools | Low tool  
costs | bronzed surface | Large  
and heavy profiles can be used | 
Uses HS-profile knives | Simple  
knife change due to the seated  
fittings in the body of the tool |  
For manual feeding, chip thickness 
limiter, minimum kickback |  
Delivery without profile knives! | 
Replacement cutters: look at the 
images on the right, there are  
many different possibilities

Universal professional safety 
cutterhead 60/80 mm

Empty case for universal professional 
safety cutterhead and 10 pairs of 
knives and limiters

Universal cutterheads

M 1:2

Handrail profile (scale 1:2) | HS Rounding and fluting profile 
(scale 1:2) HS

Universal case counter profile 
S2 (scale 1:2) | HS

Universal case counter profile 
S3 (scale 1:2) | HS

Order no. Ø1 Ø2 W ø
04.3.055 115 182 60/80 30

Order no.
04.0.305

Order no.
04.5.050
04.5.051
04.5.012
04.5.013
04.5.014
04.5.015
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Moulding tools

Steel moulding tools | Universal safety cutterhead 
with rebate knives | Bronzed surface | 3 different 
profile knives and limiters (04.4.004/04.A.004, 
04.4.005/04.A.005, 04.4.012/04.A.012) |  
Suitable for all profile knives up to 40 mm in widthUniversal safety cutterhead 

with rebate knives
Steel moulding tools | For profiling  
solid wood edges whilst keeping tool 
costs to a minimum | Bronzed surface |  
2 SP rabbeting knifes and limiters |  
Lots of different possible profiles

Steel moulding  
tools | 6 different  
profile knives and limiters 
(04.4.005/04.A.005, 
04.4.008/04.A.008, 
04.4.009/04.A.009, 
04.4.018/04.A.018, 
04.4.028/04.A.028, 
04.4.031/04.A.031)

Order-No. 04.0.071/072:  
12 different profile knives and  limiters  
(04.4.011/04.A.011, 04.4.016/04.A.016, 04.4.017/04.A.017, 
04.4.066/04.A.066, 04.4.075/04.A.075, 04.4.077/04.A.077, 
04.4.083/04.A.083, 04.4.084/04.A.084, 04.4.094/04.A.094, 
04.4.095/04.A.095, 04.4.202/04.A.202, 04.4.210/04.A.210)

Order-No. 04.0.073:  
12 different profile knives and limiters 
(04.4.501/04.A.501, 04.4.503/04.A.503, 04.4.506/04.A.506, 
04.4.514/04.A.514, 04.4.520/04.A.520, 04.4.522/04.A.522 
04.4.523/04.A.523, 04.4.524/04.A.524, 04.4.543/04.A.543, 
04.4.546/04.A.546, 04.4.576/04.A.576, 04.4.579/04.A.579)

Wooden case set: Universal safety cutterhead 
with rebate knives and 6 profile knives

Wooden case set: Universal safety cutterhead 
with rebate knives and 12 profile knives
Steel moulding tools | For profiling solid wood edges whilst keeping tool 
costs to a minimum | Bronzed surface | 12 different profile knives and 
limiters | 04.0.071: without safety cutterhead 12 pairs knives and  
limiters | 04.0.072 with safety cutterhead 04.0.057 and 12 pairs  
of knives and limiters| 04.0.073 with safety cutterhead 04.2.057  
and 12 pairs of knives and limiters 

•	 For	profiling	solid	wood	edges	 
whilst keeping tool costs to a minimum

•	 For	manual	feeding,	 
chip thickness limiter, minimum kickback

Universal safety cutterhead set  
with rebate knives and 3 profile knives

Universal cutterheads 40/50 mm

The full range online at www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Ø1 Ø2 W ø
501-04-012 93 100 40 30

Order no. Ø1 Ø2 W ø P/A
04.0.057 93 100 40 30 1/1
04.0.057.31 93 100 40 1 ¼“ 1/1
04.2.057 114 155 40/50 30 1/1

Order no. Ø1 Ø2 W ø P/A
04.0.070 93 100 40 30 6/6
04.0.070.31 93 100 40 1 ¼“ 6/6

Order no. Ø1 Ø2 W ø
04.0.071 93 100 40 30
04.0.072 93 100 40 30
04.0.073 114 155 40/50 30
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P 04.4.032
A 04.A.032

P 04.4.028
A 04.A.028

P 04.4.020
A 04.A.020

P 04.4.012
A 04.A.012

P 04.4.024
A 04.A.024

P 04.4.016
A 04.A.016

P 04.4.008
A 04.A.008

P 04.4.031
A 04.A.031

P 04.4.027
A 04.A.027

P 04.4.019
A 04.A.019

P 04.4.011
A 04.A.011

P 04.4.023
A 04.A.023

P 04.4.015
A 04.A.015

R3

P 04.4.007
A 04.A.007

P 04.4.033
A 04.A.033

P 04.4.029
A 04.A.029

P 04.4.021
A 04.A.021

P 04.4.013
A 04.A.013

P 04.4.025
A 04.A.025

P 04.4.017
A 04.A.017

P 04.4.009
A 04.A.009

P 04.4.034
A 04.A.034

P 04.4.030
A 04.A.030

P 04.4.022
A 04.A.022

P 04.4.014
A 04.A.014

11

P 04.4.026
A 04.A.026

P 04.4.010
A 04.A.010

P 04.4.018
A 04.A.018

P 04.4.058
A 04.A.058

P 04.4.046
A 04.A.046

P 04.4.042
A 04.A.042

P 04.4.062
A 04.A.062

P 04.4.054
A 04.A.054

P 04.4.050
A 04.A.050

P 04.4.066
A 04.A.066

P 04.4.055
A 04.A.055

P 04.4.043
A 04.A.043

P 04.4.039
A 04.A.039

P 04.4.059
A 04.A.059

P 04.4.051
A 04.A.051

P 04.4.047
A 04.A.047

P 04.4.063
A 04.A.063

P 04.4.056
A 04.A.056

P 04.4.044
A 04.A.044

P 04.4.040
A 04.A.040

P 04.4.060
A 04.A.060

P 04.4.052
A 04.A.052

P 04.4.048
A 04.A.048

P 04.4.064
A 04.A.064

P 04.4.057
A 04.A.057

P 04.4.045
A 04.A.045

P 04.4.041
A 04.A.041

P 04.4.061
A 04.A.061

P 04.4.053
A 04.A.053

P 04.4.049
A 04.A.049

P 04.4.065
A 04.A.065

P 04.4.00024
A 04.A.00024

P 04.4.00016
A 04.A.00016

P 04.4.00020
A 04.A.00020

P 04.4.036
A 04.A.036

P 04.4.035
A 04.A.035

P 04.4.037
A 04.A.037

P 04.4.038
A 04.A.038

EUS

Profile	knives	for	universal	safety	cutterheads 40 mm
Order no.
Profile knives (P) 2 pieces
Limiters (A) 2 pieces
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P 04.4.032
A 04.A.032

P 04.4.028
A 04.A.028

P 04.4.020
A 04.A.020

P 04.4.012
A 04.A.012

P 04.4.024
A 04.A.024

P 04.4.016
A 04.A.016

P 04.4.008
A 04.A.008

P 04.4.031
A 04.A.031

P 04.4.027
A 04.A.027

P 04.4.019
A 04.A.019

P 04.4.011
A 04.A.011

P 04.4.023
A 04.A.023

P 04.4.015
A 04.A.015

R3

P 04.4.007
A 04.A.007

P 04.4.033
A 04.A.033

P 04.4.029
A 04.A.029

P 04.4.021
A 04.A.021

P 04.4.013
A 04.A.013

P 04.4.025
A 04.A.025

P 04.4.017
A 04.A.017

P 04.4.009
A 04.A.009

P 04.4.034
A 04.A.034

P 04.4.030
A 04.A.030

P 04.4.022
A 04.A.022

P 04.4.014
A 04.A.014

11

P 04.4.026
A 04.A.026

P 04.4.010
A 04.A.010

P 04.4.018
A 04.A.018

P 04.4.058
A 04.A.058

P 04.4.046
A 04.A.046

P 04.4.042
A 04.A.042

P 04.4.062
A 04.A.062

P 04.4.054
A 04.A.054

P 04.4.050
A 04.A.050

P 04.4.066
A 04.A.066

P 04.4.055
A 04.A.055

P 04.4.043
A 04.A.043

P 04.4.039
A 04.A.039

P 04.4.059
A 04.A.059

P 04.4.051
A 04.A.051

P 04.4.047
A 04.A.047

P 04.4.063
A 04.A.063

P 04.4.056
A 04.A.056

P 04.4.044
A 04.A.044

P 04.4.040
A 04.A.040

P 04.4.060
A 04.A.060

P 04.4.052
A 04.A.052

P 04.4.048
A 04.A.048

P 04.4.064
A 04.A.064

P 04.4.057
A 04.A.057

P 04.4.045
A 04.A.045

P 04.4.041
A 04.A.041

P 04.4.061
A 04.A.061

P 04.4.053
A 04.A.053

P 04.4.049
A 04.A.049

P 04.4.065
A 04.A.065

P 04.4.00024
A 04.A.00024

P 04.4.00016
A 04.A.00016

P 04.4.00020
A 04.A.00020

P 04.4.036
A 04.A.036

P 04.4.035
A 04.A.035

P 04.4.037
A 04.A.037

P 04.4.038
A 04.A.038

EUS

Moulding tools

Order no.
Profile knives (P) 2 pieces
Limiters (A) 2 pieces

The full range online at www.felder-tooling.com
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P 04.4.086
A 04.A.086

P 04.4.084
A 04.A.084

P 04.4.077
A 04.A.077

P 04.4.073
A 04.A.073

P 04.4.090
A 04.A.090

P 04.4.095
A 04.A.095

P 04.4.080
A 04.A.080

P 04.4.092
A 04.A.092

P 04.4.074
A 04.A.074

P 04.4.085
A 04.A.085

P 04.4.076
A 04.A.076

P 04.4.072
A 04.A.072

P 04.4.088
A 04.A.088

P 04.4.094
A 04.A.094

P 04.4.083
A  04.A.083

P 04.4.079
A 04.A.079

P 04.4.091
A 04.A.091

P 04.4.081
A 04.A.081

P 04.4.075
A 04.A.075

P 04.4.071
A 04.A.071

P 04.4.087
A 04.A.087

P 04.4.093
A 04.A.093

P 04.4.082
A 04.A.082

P  04.4.078
A  04.A.078

P 04.4.089
A 04.A.089

P 04.4.120
A 04.A.120

P 04.4.108
A 04.A.108

P 04.4.124
A 04.A.124

P 04.4.132
A 04.A.132

P 04.4.116
A 04.A.116

P 04.4.112
A 04.A.112

P 04.4.128
A 04.A.128

P 04.4.117
A 04.A.117

P 04.4.105
A 04.A.105

P 04.4.121
A 04.A.121

P 04.4.129
A 04.A.129

P 04.4.113
A 04.A.113

P 04.4.109
A 04.A.109

P 04.4.125
A 04.A.125

P 04.4.118
A 04.A.118

P 04.4.106
A 04.A.106

P 04.4.122
A 04.A.122

P 04.4.130
A 04.A.130

P 04.4.114
A 04.A.114

P 04.4.110
A 04.A.110

P 04.4.126
A 04.A.126

P 04.4.119
A 04.A.119

P 04.4.107
A 04.A.107

P 04.4.123
A 04.A.123

P 04.4.131
A 04.A.131

P 04.4.115
A 04.A.115

P 04.4.111
A 04.A.111

P 04.4.127
A 04.A.127

P 04.4.174
A 04.A.174

P 04.4.170
A 04.A.170

P 04.4.171
A 04.A.171

P 04.4.133
A 04.A.133

P 04.4.175
A 04.A.175

P 04.4.172
A 04.A.172

P 04.4.134
A 04.A.134

P 04.4.176
A 04.A.176

P 04.4.173
A 04.A.173

P 04.4.135
A 04.A.135

P 04.4.177
A 04.A.177

P 04.4.104
A 04.A.104

P 04.4.101
A 04.A.101

P 04.4.102
A 04.A.102

P 04.4.103
A 04.A.103

P 04.4.070
A 04.A.070

P 04.4.067
A 04.A.067

P 04.4.068
A 04.A.068

P 04.4.069
A 04.A.069

EUS450



P 04.4.086
A 04.A.086

P 04.4.084
A 04.A.084

P 04.4.077
A 04.A.077

P 04.4.073
A 04.A.073

P 04.4.090
A 04.A.090

P 04.4.095
A 04.A.095

P 04.4.080
A 04.A.080

P 04.4.092
A 04.A.092

P 04.4.074
A 04.A.074

P 04.4.085
A 04.A.085

P 04.4.076
A 04.A.076

P 04.4.072
A 04.A.072

P 04.4.088
A 04.A.088

P 04.4.094
A 04.A.094

P 04.4.083
A  04.A.083

P 04.4.079
A 04.A.079

P 04.4.091
A 04.A.091

P 04.4.081
A 04.A.081

P 04.4.075
A 04.A.075

P 04.4.071
A 04.A.071

P 04.4.087
A 04.A.087

P 04.4.093
A 04.A.093

P 04.4.082
A 04.A.082

P  04.4.078
A  04.A.078

P 04.4.089
A 04.A.089

P 04.4.120
A 04.A.120

P 04.4.108
A 04.A.108

P 04.4.124
A 04.A.124

P 04.4.132
A 04.A.132

P 04.4.116
A 04.A.116

P 04.4.112
A 04.A.112

P 04.4.128
A 04.A.128

P 04.4.117
A 04.A.117

P 04.4.105
A 04.A.105

P 04.4.121
A 04.A.121

P 04.4.129
A 04.A.129

P 04.4.113
A 04.A.113

P 04.4.109
A 04.A.109

P 04.4.125
A 04.A.125

P 04.4.118
A 04.A.118

P 04.4.106
A 04.A.106

P 04.4.122
A 04.A.122

P 04.4.130
A 04.A.130

P 04.4.114
A 04.A.114

P 04.4.110
A 04.A.110

P 04.4.126
A 04.A.126

P 04.4.119
A 04.A.119

P 04.4.107
A 04.A.107

P 04.4.123
A 04.A.123

P 04.4.131
A 04.A.131

P 04.4.115
A 04.A.115

P 04.4.111
A 04.A.111

P 04.4.127
A 04.A.127

P 04.4.174
A 04.A.174

P 04.4.170
A 04.A.170

P 04.4.171
A 04.A.171

P 04.4.133
A 04.A.133

P 04.4.175
A 04.A.175

P 04.4.172
A 04.A.172

P 04.4.134
A 04.A.134

P 04.4.176
A 04.A.176

P 04.4.173
A 04.A.173

P 04.4.135
A 04.A.135

P 04.4.177
A 04.A.177

P 04.4.104
A 04.A.104

P 04.4.101
A 04.A.101

P 04.4.102
A 04.A.102

P 04.4.103
A 04.A.103

P 04.4.070
A 04.A.070

P 04.4.067
A 04.A.067

P 04.4.068
A 04.A.068

P 04.4.069
A 04.A.069

EUS

Moulding toolsThe full range online at www.felder-tooling.com
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P 04.4.201
A 04.A.201

P 04.4.210
A 04.A.210

P 04.4.203
A 04.A.203

P 04.4.204
A 04.A.204

P 04.4.202
A 04.A.202

EUS

Panel	raising	profile	knife

Counter	profile	knives

Order no.
FI-973CT50A 50 piece case

Order no.
Profile knives (P) 2 pieces
Limiters (A) 2 pieces

Order no.
Profile knives (P) 2 pieces
Limiters (A) 2 pieces

Extensively equipped with commonly used router profiles |  
presented clearly and practically | the solid aluminium case protects  
the router bits and the integrated window guarantees a clear overview 
 
Router diameter: 8 mm

Contents:
HW Rounding router bit with ball bearing guide ring (1/4“, 3/8“, 1/2“)
Flush trim router bit with ball bearing guide ring (2x 3/8“, 2x 1/2“, 3/4“)
Rebate router bits (1/4“, 5/16“, 3/8“, 1/2“)
Chamfer router bits (3/8“, 1/2“, 5/8“, 3/4“)
Dovetail router bit (1/2“, 9/16“, 1/4“)
Cove router bits (3/8“, 1/2“)
HW edge fluting router bits with ball bearing guide ring (1/4“, 3/8“, 1/2“)
Profile router bits (5x 3/16“, 7/32“, 3x 1/4“, 9/32“, 5/16“, 1/8“, 5/32)
Beading router bit (1/4“)
Grooving router bits (3/16“, 1/4“, 5/16“, 3/8“, 1/2“, 5/8“, 3/4“)

FISCH® Router box set
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P 04.4.201
A 04.A.201

P 04.4.210
A 04.A.210

P 04.4.203
A 04.A.203

P 04.4.204
A 04.A.204

P 04.4.202
A 04.A.202

EUS

Moulding tools

Standard counter profile cutter, WP-HW
Aluminium moulding tools |  
Counter-profiling of any type of solid  
wood frames | Hardened anodised  
surface | Equipped with profile A  
(500-04-020) | Expandable with  
profile B (500-04-021), profile C  
(500-04-022), profile D (500-04-023) | 
Variable wood thickness from 22–25 mm | 
For manual feeding, limited chip thickness, 
reduced kickback

Counter	profile	cutters

Order no. Ø W ø Z
501-04-019 120 40 30 2
Additional	profiles:	(price	each	pair):
500-04-021 Additional profile B
500-04-022 Additional profile C
500-04-023 Additional profile D

Counter profile moulding tools for interior doors WP/WPL-HW
Aluminium moulding tools | For the counter profiling of furniture doors 
and room doors in hard and soft woods | Consisting of: grooving cutter, 
counter profile cutter, additional counter profile cutter WP-HW |  
Hardened anodised surface | Equipped with: profile A  
(500-04-08511/500-04-08512) | The profile cutter can be  
equipped with 4 additional profiles | For manual feeding,  
limited chip thickness, reduced kickback

Door	counter	profiles

Order no. Ø W ø
500-04-085 132 37–48 30
Additional	profiles:	(price	each	pair):
B1 500-04-08521 additional profile
B2 500-04-08522 additional profile
C1 500-04-08531 additional profile
C2 500-04-08532 additional profile
D1 500-04-08541 additional profile
D2 500-04-08542 additional profile
E1 500-04-08551 additional profile
E2 500-04-08552 additional profile
501-04-030 Shim set for 500-04-085
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EUS

Aluminium moulding tools | Hardened anodised surface | Equipped 
with profile A (501-04-031A) | Expandable with profile B (501-04-
031B) or profile C (501-04-031C) | Panel raising depth 55 mm |  
with single use profile plates | For manual feeding, limited chip  
thickness, reduced kickback

Panel-raising cutters
For panel raising of fillings, case fillings, revolving  
and sliding door fillings, profiling of workpiece edges

Aluminium moulding tools | For panel raising of fillings, case filling, 
revolving and sliding door fillings, profiling of workpiece edges. |  
Hardened anodised surface | Panel raising depth 60 mm | With  
single use profile plates | For manual feeding, limited chip  
thickness, reduced kickback

Aluminium moulding tools | For the panel raising of fillings, case fillings, 
revolving and sliding door fillings, profiling of workpiece edges | For 
the counter profiling of every type of solid wood frames | Hardened 
anodised surface | With single use profile knives | For manual feeding, 
limited chip thickness, reduced kickback | in a plastic case

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
501-04-031 160 12.6 30 55 2
Additional	profiles:	(price	each	pair):
501-04-031A Additional profile A
501-04-031B Additional profile B
501-04-031C Additional profile C

Order no.
501-04-034 Consisting of: 501-04-019 + 500-04-035

Order no. Ø W ø T/Z R
500-04-035 183 26 30 60/4 –
Additional	profiles:	(price	each	pair):
500-04-0352 additional periphery cutters 5
500-04-0351 additional main cutters 21/40

Professional counter profile and panel raising cutter, WP-HW

Steel moulding tools | For the panel raising of fillings, case  
fillings, revolving and sliding door fillings | Counter profiling  
of solid wood frames | Bronzed surface | For manual feeding, 
limited chip thickness, reduced kickback | In a wooden case | 
Equipped with profile A/C

Order no. Ø W ø T Z
04.1.230 220 31 30 65 2+2
Additional	profiles:	(price	each	pair):
04.1.231A Profile main cutters A
04.1.231B Profile main cutters B
04.1.232A Profile periphery cutters C
04.1.232A1 Profile periphery cutters D
04.1.232A2 Profile periphery cutters E
04.1.232B Profile periphery cutters F

WP-HW Panel raising cutter

SET offer: Standard counter profile  
cutter and panel raiser, WP-HW
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EUS

Moulding toolsThe full range online at www.felder-tooling.com

Click to enter the world of Felder  
and discover over 2,500 tools  
and accessories ensuring  
perfect woodworking.
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EUS

Door sets
Moulding set for door frame seal groove, WP-HW

House door moulder set with double rebate, WPL-HW
Steel moulding tools | For a door frame and panel, inner and external 
profile | Adjustment range 68-90 mm | Moulding set preset at 78 mm 
for frame interiors | The set can be changed over for the outside of  
the door, clamping height 120 mm, Ø max. 216 mm, ø 30 mm

Gearing moulding tool 
for house door moulding 
set (04.1.381)

Steel moulding tools | Applications: Door frames with T-rubber 
sealing, rebate and cover connection | Bronzed surface | Using  
rings 2, 3 and 4 as well as the ring set 1/10, it is possible to  
produce 4 different profiles and to process 2 different wood  
thicknesses | Equipped with: R3, moulding height 81.3 mm, moulding 
set height including rings 149.3 mm, Ø max. 170 mm, ø 30 mm

Order no. Ø W ø Z
04.2.352 170 50 30 4

Order no. Ø W ø
04.1.380 216 68–90 30

Order no. Ø W ø
04.1.381 190 20.3 30
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Window set: 78 mm Euro groove

FELDER window set

A perfect window in just 7 steps!

Saves a lot of time, all done in just 7 steps | No additional moulding tools 
required | The spindle only has to be set up once and is used for all of the 
processes | Counter profiled corner joints | Simple calculation of the cutting 
lengths thanks to cutting plan software | Cutting out of the glass beading  
possible (saves material) | Disposable blades – no sharpening required |  
Extension set for recessed weather seals (04.2.314) Additional tooling  
set for wood-aluminium windows (04.2.315)

Window set with 78 mm Euro groove, in accordance 
with the German energy standards EnEV 2009

All dimensions in mm
Frame	inner	profile,	inner	and	outer	casement	profile	counter	profile
 WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 141.8 x 24.2 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 206.0 x 69.3 x ø 40, 

WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 169.0 x 39.2 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 197.0 x 59.0 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 162.0 x 59.8 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V2, Ø 142.4 x 69.4 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 195.0 x 54.2 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V2, Ø 161.8 x 29.0 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V2, Ø 133.6 x 59.1 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 192.0 x 60.1 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 182.0 x 16.9 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 136.0 x 24.1 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 196.0 x 60.1 x ø 40, 2 piece shim set (10 mm, 4 mm)

	WP-HW glass bead cutter, Z2, Ø 148.0 x 34.5 x ø 40
 HW dado blade for additional insulation groove (2 knives):  

Additional profile knife for grooving an additional insulation groove
 Drilling jig: drilling jig for window and window frame IV 78 + IV  

90 for easy drilling of dowel holes with a regular power drill
 Replacement knives: for 04.2.310: WP, 04.2.310.01, 04.2.310.02, 04.2.310.03, 

04.2.310.04, 04.2.310.05, 04.2.310.06, 04.2.310.07, 04.2.310.08, 04.2.310.09, 
04.2.310.10, 04.2.310.111, 04.2.310.112, 04.2.310.12, 04.2.310.13, each 2 pcs.; 
for 04.2.312: WP, 04.2.310.14 (2 pcs.)

Moulding toolsThe full range online at www.felder-tooling.com

Download your free video,  
construction plan and planning  
software from www.felder-group.com

Order no.
04.2.313 SET (04.2.310+04.2.312+04.2.311+401-276)

04.2.310 Window tooling set

04.2.312 Glass bead cutter

04.2.311 HW dado blade for additional insulation groove

401-276 Drilling jig
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Window set: 90 mm Euro groove
Window tool set with 90 mm Euro groove for  
the production of insulated glazed windows

A perfect window in just 7 steps!

Saves a lot of time, all done in only 7 steps | No additional 
spindle tooling is required | The spindle only has to be set up 
once and is used for all of the processes | Counter profiled  
corner joints | Simple calculation of the cutting lengths thanks 
to cutting plan software | Cutting out of the glass beading  
possible (saves material) | Disposable blades – no sharpening 
required | Extension set for recessed weather seals (04.2.314) 
Additional tooling set for wood-aluminium windows (04.2.315)

Window set with 90 mm Euro groove, in accordance 
with the German energy standards EnEV 2009

All dimensions in mm
Frame inner profile, inner and outer casement profile counter profile
 WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 141.8 x 24.2 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 206.0 x 69.3 x ø 40, 

WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 169.0 x 39.2 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 197.0 x 59.0 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 162.0 x 59.8 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V2, Ø 142.4 x 69.4 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 195.0 x 54.2 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V2, Ø 161.8 x 29.0 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V2, Ø 133.6 x 59.1 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 192.0 x 60.1 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 182.0 x 16.9 x ø 40, WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 136.0 x 24.1 x ø 40, 
WP-HW, Z2, V4, Ø 196.0 x 60.1 x ø 40, 2 piece shim set (10 mm, 4 mm)

	Glass bead cutter WP-HW, Z2, Ø 148.0 x 34.5 x ø 40
 Drilling jig: drilling jig for window and window frame IV 78 + IV 90  

for easy drilling of dowel holes with a regular power drill

IV 78 and IV 90 for recessed weather 
seals | Lower upright frame counter,  
Ø 185 mm, ø 40 mm Moulding  
tooling set height 115 mm

For dowel holes in combination with drilling jigs

WPL-HW Extension set for windows

HS spiral wood drill with back guide

Suitable for Felder window tooling sets 04.1.310 (IV 68), 
04.2.310 (IV 78), 04.2.316 (IV 90) | Ø 160 mm, ø 40 mm, 
moulding tool set height 131.4 mm

WPL-HW extension set for wood-aluminium 
windows with Euro groove IV 68/78/90

Order no.
04.2.317 SET (04.2.316+04.2.311+04.2.318+ 401-276)

04.2.316 Window tooling set

04.2.318 Glass bead cutter

401-276 Drilling jig

Order no.
04.2.314

Order no. Ø NL GL S
FI-015114008 14 105 180 13

Order no.
04.2.315
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Moulding tools

Guide rings
Compact guide ring set

Steel guide rings to push onto the ball 
bearing ring and to mould using a 
template | Bronzed surface | The 
guide ring diameter to be used 
depends on the tool diameter  
and the size of the template

Guide rings

Ball bearing sleeve, suitable for  
spindle ø 30 mm and 40 mm  
spindle and  Felder guide rings

Ball bearing ring

Suitable for the Felder ball bearing ring and for  
the guide ring to prevent the guide ring from lifting

Starting safety ring

Steel guide ring | For curved moulding work | Bronzed surface |  
Different set sizes | Incl. 1 ball bearing guide ring and 1 safety ring |  
04.2.016/04.2.017 in a wooden case; 04.1.016 in a plastic carry case

Guide ring set

Template for curves and arch moulding 
from highly elastic plastic | Mould 
quickly, precisely and cleanly individual 
curves, arches and special shapes | 
Consists of a highly elastic plastic, 
which is tough but at the same time 
flexible | Standard countersunk  
screws (4 x 30) can be used to screw 
in place | Delivered without fixing  
material (countersunk screws 4 x 30)

Curve template

Steel guide ring |  
For curved moulding  
work | Bronzed surface

Delivery contents:
Guide ring diameter 85, 100, 110, 125 mm |  
Ball bearing ring for spindle diameter 30 mm |  
Guide safety ring for spindle diameter 30 mm

Order no. Ø ø
04.1.015 85, 100, 110, 125 30
04.1.015.31 85, 100, 110, 125 1¼“

Order no. Ø for spindle ø
04.2.103 70 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.104 75 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.105 80 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.106 85 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.107 90 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.108 95 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.109 100 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.209 105 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.110 110 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.210 115 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.111 120 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.211 125 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.112 130 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.212 135 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.113 140 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.213 145 30, 40 mm, 1¼“
04.2.114 150 30, 40 mm, 1¼“

Order no. ø
04.0.102 30
04.0.104 40
04.0.102.31 1¼”

Order no. Ø ø
!04.2.016 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 105, 110 30
"04.1.016 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125 30
"04.1.016.31 95, 100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125 1¼“
!04.2.017 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145, 150 30
04.3.005 Storage case

Order no. Length
400-12-002 1,000
400-12-0022 2,000

Order no. ø
04.0.101 30
04.0.101.31 1¼”
04.0.103 40

The full range online at www.felder-tooling.com
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Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, unless stated otherwise.

HW Replacement cutters for  
WPL and WP moulding tools

WPL-HW main cutters
with 2 cutting edges

WPL-HW main cutters
with 2 cutting edges

WPL-HW main cutters
with 4 cutting edges

WPL-HW spurs
with 4 cutting edges

WPL-HW spurs
with 3 cutting edges

Order no. Pieces L W S F
04.0.177 2 6.0 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.177.10 10 6.0 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.190 2 7.65 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.190.10 10 7.65 12.0 1.5 35°
04.1.176 2 9.6 12.0 1.5 35°
04.1.176.10 10 9.6 12.0 1.5 35°
04.1.177 2 11.6 12.0 1.5 35°
04.1.177.10 10 11.6 12.0 1.5 35°
04.1.029 2 12.0 12.0 1.5 35°
04.1.029.10 10 12.0 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.316 2 24.7 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.316.10 10 24.7 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.4151 2 29.6 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.4151.10 10 29.6 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.200 2 7.65 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.200.10 10 7.65 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.311 2 9.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.311.10 10 9.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.312 2 11.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.312.10 10 11.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.303 2 14.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.303.10 10 14.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.5691 2 24.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.5691.10 10 24.6 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.313 2 24.7 12.0 1.5 45°
04.0.313.10 10 24.7 12.0 1.5 45°

Order no. Pieces L W S F
04.0.161 10 20 12 1.5 35°
04.0.098 10 30 12 1.5 35°
04.1.197 10 40.0 12.0 1.5 35°
04.0.119 10 50 12 1.5 35°
04.1.119 10 50 12 1.5 35°
04.0.086 2 100 13 2.2 35°
04.0.086.10 10 100 13 2.2 35°

Order no. Pieces L W S
04.0.192 8 18 18 1.95
04.1.139 8 18 18 2.45
04.1.175 8 18 18 2.95

Order no. Pieces L W S
04.1.003 10 14 14 1.2
04.2.003 10 14 14 1.7
04.0.003 10 14 14 2.0

Order no. Pieces L W S
04.0.3801 10 22.0 19.0 2.0
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Shaping toolingThe full range online at www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Pieces Name
for 500-03-019
04.0.190 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-03-020
04.1.029 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 03.0.032
04.0.177 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 03.0.033
04.1.177 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-080
04.0.003 10 Main cutters WPL
for 04.1.084
04.1.0841 4 Main cutters WPL
for 500-04-001
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-002
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.2.097
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.098
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.0.182
04.0.098 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.160
04.0.003 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-005
04.1.197 10 Main cutters WPL
for 04.0.165
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
for 500-04-039
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
500-04-03911 2 Upper radius knives 2 mm WP
500-04-03912 2 Lower radius knives 1/16" WP
500-04-03921 2 Upper radius knives ⅞" WP
500-04-03922 2 Lower radius knives ⅞" WP
500-04-03931 2 Upper radius knives ⅛" WP
500-04-03932 2 Lower radius knives ⅛" WP
500-04-03941 2 Upper radius knives 3/16" WP
500-04-03942 2 Lower radius knives 3/16" WP
500-04-03951 2 Upper radius knives ¼" WP
500-04-03952 2 Lower radius knives ¼" WP
for 501-04-007
501-04-0071 2 Main cutters WP
for 04.3.122
04.3.1221 2 Main cutters WP
for 04.3.123
04.3.1231 2 Main cutters WP
for 04.0.172
04.0.173 2 "Upper" trapezoid cutter WP
04.0.174 2 "Lower" trapezoid cutter WP
04.0.1731 2 "Upper" softline cutter WP
04.0.1741 2 "Lower" softline cutter WP
for 500-04-040
500-04-0401 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.560
04.0.561 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.199
04.0.192 8 Main cutter WPL
04.1.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.170
04.0.192 8 Main cutter WPL
04.1.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.169
04.1.139 8 Main cutter WPL
04.2.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.171
04.1.175 8 Main cutter WPL
04.2.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.172
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.173
04.1.176 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.174
04.1.177 8 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL

Order no. Pieces Name
for 500-04-009
04.0.192 8 Main cutter WPL
04.1.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-010
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
for 04.0.520
04.1.029 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.0.189
04.0.192 8 Main cutter WPL
04.1.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.189
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
for 04.2.200
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-014
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-086 (Cutter 1)
04.0.161 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-086 
(cutter 2) grooving cutter
04.0.192 8 Main cutter WPL
04.1.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-086 (cutter 3)
04.0.161 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-086 (cutter 4)
500-04-0861 2 Bevelling cutter 30 ° WP
500-04-0864 2 Bevelling cutters 45° WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-086 (cutter 5)
500-04-0862 2 Radius knives ⅛" WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.3.130 (cutter 1)
04.0.161 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.3.130 
(cutter 2) grooving cutter
04.1.175 8 Main cutter WPL
04.2.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.3.130 (cutter 3)
04.0.161 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.3.130 (cutter 4)
04.0.161 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.3.132
04.0.137 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.3.133
04.0.137 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.136
04.0.136 2 Main cutter WP
for 500-04-087
500-04-0871 2 Radius knives ⅛" + ¼" WP
500-04-0872 2 Radius knives ⅛" + ⅜" WP
500-04-0873 2 Radius knives 3/16" + ⅜" WP
for 04.0.149
for 04.0.142 2 Radius knives ⅛" WP
for 04.0.143 2 Radius knives ⅛" WP
for 04.0.144 2 Radius knives 3/16" WP
04.0.145 2 Radius knives ¼" WP
for 04.0.146 2 Radius knives 5/16" WP
for 04.0.147 2 Radius knives ⅜" WP
for 04.0.088
04.0.089 2 Main cutter WP
for 501-04-019
500-04-020 2 Profile knife A WP
500-04-021 2 Profile knife B WP
500-04-022 2 Profile knife C WP
500-04-023 2 Profile knife D WP
for 500-04-85 (cutter 1)
500-04-08511 2 Profile knife A WP
500-04-08521 2 Profile knife B WP
500-04-08531 2 Profile knife C WP
500-04-08541 2 Profile knife D WP
500-04-08551 2 Profile knife E WP
for 500-04-085 (cutterblock 2)
500-04-08512 2 Profile knife A WP
500-04-08522 2 Profile knife B WP
500-04-08532 2 Profile knife C WP
500-04-08542 2 Profile knife D WP
500-04-08552 2 Profile knife E WP
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Order no. Pieces Name
for 500-04-085 
(cutterblock 3) grooving cutter
04.0.190 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.230
04.1.231A 2 Profile main cutters A WP
04.1.231B 2 Profile main cutters B WP
04.1.232A 2 Profile periphery cutters C WP
04.1.232A1 2 Profile periphery cutters D WP
04.1.232A2 2 Profile periphery cutters E WP
04.1.232B 2 Profile periphery cutters F WP
for 501-04-031
501-04-031A 2 Profile knife A WPL
501-04-031B 2 Profile knife B WPL
501-04-031C 2 Profile knife C WPL
for 500-04-035
500-04-0352 2 Main cutter WP
500-04-0351 2 Periphery cutters WP
for 04.2.352
04.2.352.1 2 "Upper" main cutters WP
04.2.352.2 2 "Lower" main cutters WP
04.2.352.3 2 Grooving cutter ⅛" WPL
04.0.321 2 Radius knives ⅛" WPL
04.0.323 2 Bevelling cutters 45° WPL
for 04.1.380 (cutter 1)
04.0.098 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.322 2 Radius knives ⅛" WPL
for 04.1.380 (cutterblock 2)
04.1.197 10 Main cutter WPL
04.2.310.102 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.2.310.101 2 Grooving cutter 3/16" WPL
for 04.1.380 (cutter 30)
04.1.197 10 Main cutter WPL
04.2.310.102 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.2.310.101 2 Grooving cutter 3/16" WPL
04.0.321 2 Radius knives ⅛" WPL
for 04.1.381
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.310 (cutter 1)
04.2.310.01 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.310 (cutter 2)
04.2.310.02 2 Main cutter WP
for 04. 2.310 (cutter 3)
04.2.310.03 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.310 (cutter 4)
04.2.310.04 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.310 (cutter 5)
04.2.310.05 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.310 (cutter 6)
04.2.310.06 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.310 (cutter 7)
04.2.310.07 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.310 (cutter 8)
04.2.310.08 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.31 (cutter 9)
04.2.310.09 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.310 (cutter 10)
04.2.310.10 2 Main cutter WP
04.2.310.102 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.2.310.101 2 Grooving cutter 3/16" WPL
04.2.311 2 Grooving cutter ⅛" WPL
for 04.2.310 (cutter 11)
04.2.310.111 2 Main cutter WP
04.2.310.112 2 Main cutter "central rebate" WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.310 (cutter 12)
04.2.310.12 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.310 (cutter 13)
04.2.310.13 2 Main cutter WP
04.2.310.101 2 Grooving cutter 3/16" WPL
for 04.2.312
04.2.310.14 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 1)
04.2.316.01 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 2)
04.2.316.02 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 3)
04.2.316.03 2 Main cutter WP
for 0.4.2.316 (cutter 4)
04.2.316.04 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 5)
04.2.316.05 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL

Order no. Pieces Name
for 04.2.316 (cutter 6)
04.2.316.06 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 7)
04.2.316.07 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 8)
04.2.316.08 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.316 (cutter 9)
04.2.316.09 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 10)
04.2.316.10 2 Main cutter WP
04.2.310.102 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.2.310.101 2 Grooving cutter 3/16" WPL
04.2.311 2 Grooving cutter ⅛" WPL
for 04.2.316 (cutter 11)
04.2.316.111 2 Main cutter WP
04.2.316.112 2 Main cutter "central rebate" WP
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.316 (cutter 12)
04.2.316.12 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.2.316 (cutter 13)
04.2.316.13 2 Main cutter WP
04.2.310.101 2 Grooving cutter 3/16" WPL
for 04.0.096
04.1.197 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.0.141
for 04.0.142 2 Radius knives ⅛" WP
for 04.0.143 2 Radius knives ⅛" WP
for 04.0.144 2 Radius knives 3/16" WP
04.0.145 2 Radius knives ¼" WP
for 04.0.146 2 Radius knives 5/16" WP
for 04.0.147 2 Radius knives ⅜" WP
for 04.0.160
04.0.161 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.0.230
04.0.232 2 "Upper" main cutters WP
04.0.233 2 "Lower" main cutters WP
04.0.221 2 Periphery cutters WP
for 04.0.380 (cutter 1)
04.0.3802 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.322 2 Radius knives ⅛" WPL
for 04.0.380 (cutter 2)
04.0.3802 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.3801 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.0.325 2 Grooving cutter 3/16" WPL
04.0.321 2 Radius knives ⅛" WPL
04.0.323 2 Bevelling cutters 45° WPL
for 04.0.381
04.0.3811 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.3812 2 Pre-cutters WPL
for 04.0.382
04.0.3821 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.506 (cutter 1)
04.1.008 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.506 (cutter 2)
04.1.009 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.506 
(cutterblock 3) grooving cutter
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.0.510
04.0.5101 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.540o
04.0.5401 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.540o
04.0.5411 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.020
04.1.027 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.024
04.1.028 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.030
04.1.0301 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.031
04.1.0311 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.045
04.1.0451 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.1.022
04.1.029 2 Main cutter WPL
04.1.080
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
04.1.047
04.0.190 2 Main cutter WPL
04.1.023
04.0.098 10 Main cutter WPL
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Order no. Pieces Name
for 04.1.058
04.0.119 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.353.50
04.0.098 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.0.326 2 Grooving cutter ⅛" WPL
for 04.1.355.50
04.0.316 2 Main cutter WPL
04.0.322 2 Radius knives ⅛" WPL
for 04.0.132
04.0.133 2 Main cutter WPL
for 04.0.134
04.0.135 2 Main cutter WPL
for 04.0.151
04.0.152 2 Radius knives 3/16" WP
04.0.153 2 Radius knives ¼" WP
04.0.154 2 Radius knives 5/16" WP
04.0.155 2 Radius knives ⅜" WP
for 04.0.170
04.0.171 2 Trapezoid cutter WPL
04.0.1711 2 Softline cutter WPL
for 04.0.175
04.0.176 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.220
04.0.222 2 "Upper" main cutters WP
04.0.223 2 "Lower" main cutters WP
04.0.221 2 Periphery cutters WP
04.0.515
04.0.5151 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.530
04.0.5301 2 Profile knife 5 WP
04.0.5302 2 Profile knife 6 WP
04.0.562
04.0.563 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.565
04.0.119 10 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.0.580
04.0.5801 3 Main cutter WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.035
04.1.0351 2 Main cutter WP
04.1.065
04.1.0651 2 Profile knife A WP
04.1.0652 2 Profile knife B WP
04.0.328 2 Grooving cutter ⅛" WPL
04.0.327 2 Radius knives 1/16" WPL
04.1.087
04.1.088 2 Profile knife 1 WP
04.1.089 2 Profile knife 2 WP
04.1.090 2 Profile knife 3 WP
04.2.122
04.2.1221 2 Main cutter WP
04.0.091
04.0.0911 1 Main cutter 1/16" - ⅛" WP
04.0.0912 1 Main cutter ⅛ - ¼" WP
for 500-04-031
500-04-032 2 Profile knife A WP
500-04-033 2 Profile knife B WP
for 501-04-008
501-04-0081 2 Main cutter WP
for 500-04-038
500-04-0381 2 "Upper" main cutters WP
500-04-0382 2 "Lower" main cutters WP
for 500-04-007
500-04-008 2 Main cutter WP
for 500-04-017
500-04-018 2 Main cutter WP
for 500-04-024
500-04-026 2 Profile knife A WP
500-04-028 2 Profile knife B WP
for 500-04-025
500-04-027 2 Profile knife A WP
500-04-029 2 Profile knife B WP
for 500-04-019
500-04-0201 2 Profile knife A WP
500-04-0211 2 Profile knife B WP
for 500-03-019
04.0.190 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-03-020
04.1.029 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL

Order no. Pieces Name
for 03.0.032
04.0.177 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 03.0.033
04.1.177 2 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-080
04.0.003 10 Main cutters WPL
for 04.1.084
04.1.0841 4 Main cutters WPL
for 500-04-001
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-002
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
04.2.097
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.2.098
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.0.182
04.0.098 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.160
04.0.003 10 Main cutters WPL
04.0.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 500-04-005
04.1.197 10 Main cutters WPL
for 04.0.165
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
for 500-04-039
04.0.119 10 Main cutters WPL
500-04-03911 2 Upper radius knives 2 mm WP
500-04-03912 2 Lower radius knives 1/16" WP
500-04-03921 2 Upper radius knives ⅞" WP
500-04-03922 2 Lower radius knives ⅞" WP
500-04-03931 2 Upper radius knives ⅛" WP
500-04-03932 2 Lower radius knives ⅛" WP
500-04-03941 2 Upper radius knives 3/16" WP
500-04-03942 2 Lower radius knives 3/16" WP
500-04-03951 2 Upper radius knives ¼" WP
500-04-03952 2 Lower radius knives ¼" WP
for 501-04-007
501-04-0071 2 Main cutters WP
for 04.3.122
04.3.1221 2 Main cutters WP
for 04.3.123
04.3.1231 2 Main cutters WP
for 04.0.172
04.0.173 2 "Upper" trapezoid cutter WP
04.0.174 2 "Lower" trapezoid cutter WP
04.0.1731 2 "Upper" softline cutter WP
04.0.1741 2 "Lower" softline cutter WP
for 500-04-040
500-04-0401 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.560
04.0.561 2 Main cutter WP
for 04.0.199
04.0.192 8 Main cutter WPL
04.1.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.170
04.0.192 8 Main cutter WPL
04.1.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.169
04.1.139 8 Main cutter WPL
04.2.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
for 04.1.171
04.1.175 8 Main cutter WPL
04.2.003 10 Pre-cutter WPL
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System planer knife

Blade-holder screws for 
system planer knives
M8 x 22 mm with 4 mm 
hexagon socket (DIN 915)

Suitable for: all Felder cutterblocks from machine model BF 5  
(as from construction year 1988) | All Format-4 cutterblocks

Allen key with T shaped handle 
for the blade-holder screws
Chrome-vanadium-steel (50CrV4) | 
Nickel plated blades | Polyamide 
handle

Silent-POWER®  
Spiral cutterblock

Replacement screws for Silent-POWER® 
spiral blade cutterblock

Torque screwdriver for the  
Silent-POWER® spiral cutterblock
Tightly set to 5 Nm with  
fitted TX-profile T20

Maintenance and cleaning set 
for the Silent-POWER® spiral 
blade cutterblock including 
torque screwdriver
10 HW replacement knives |  
10 replacement screws | Torque 
screwdriver, 5 Nm | 9.84"  
(250 mm) resin remover | Cleaning 
container and brush | In a practical 
tool box

Suitable for all sizes of Silent-POWER® 
cutterblock | M5 x 10, TX 20

Suitable for all sizes of 
Silent-POWER® cutterblock | 
With 4 cutting edges and  
8 ground radii

HW replacement knives for  
Silent-POWER® spiral cutterblock

Suitable for:
All Hammer cutterblocks from  
machine model series 3 (as from  
construction year 1997) | Felder  
BF 6–26 as from construction  
year 1990

Due to the high proportion of cobalt and molybdenum, the cutting durability 
is up to 75 % more in comparison to conventional HS quality tools.

Double sided ground disposable rotatable knives | Alignment  
holes for easy positioning of the blade-holder screws in the  
cutterblock without adjustments

Order no. for Pcs. L Q
07.1.131 FE 6 310 SS
07.1.141 FE 6 410 SS
07.1.151 FE/F4 6 510 SS
07.1.231 FE 6 310 HS-M42
07.1.241 FE 6 410 HS-M42
07.1.251 FE/F4 6 510 HS-M42
07.1.263 FE/F4 6 635 HS-M42

Order no. for Pcs. L Q
500-07-010 FE/HA 3 260 SS
500-07-001 HA 3 310 SS
500-07-004 HA 3 410 SS
500-07-011 FE/HA 3 260 HS-M42
500-07-002 HA 3 310 HS-M42
500-07-005 HA 3 410 HS-M42

Order no. for Pcs.
07.0.021 FE/F4/HA 10 M5 x 10, TX20

Order no. for
12.0.324 FE/F4/HA TX-Profile T20

Order no. for Pcs. L W S Q
07.0.020 FE/F4/HA 10 13.8 13.8 2.5 HW
07.0.02050 FE/F4/HA 500 13.8 13.8 2.5 HW

Order no. for Pcs.
12.0.321 FE/F4/HA 10 M8 x 22

SW L
12.0.303 4 100

Order no. for
400-106 FE/F4/HA
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Planer knives

Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

Standard planer knives
Suitable for all Felder and Format-4 
standard knife planer cutterblocks | 
Ground on one side | Can be 
resharpened

Suitable for:
All Hammer cutterblocks with standard 
knife planer cutterblocks from  
machine model series 3  
(as from construction  
year 1997)

Knife holder screws for standard planer knives
For cutterblock knife holders with flat screw heads  
for maximum support | With hexagonal SW 0.51  
in (13 mm) head | The hardened screw head  
guarantees maximum strength

Special fork spanner for the knife holder screws
Spanner opening 13/13 mm | Width 4 mm

Suitable for Format-4 spiral  
cutterblocks | Ground on  
one side | Disposable knives

TERSA reversible knives
Suitable for TERSA cutterblocks |  
Ground on two sides |  
Disposable knives 

Spiral planer knives

All planing knives can also be found at www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. for Pcs. L W S Q
07.0.013 FE 1 260 30 3 HS
07.0.003 FE 1 310 30 3 HS
07.0.004 FE 1 410 30 3 HS
07.0.105 FE/F4 1 510 30 3 HS
07.0.106 FE/F4 1 635 30 3 HS
07.4.226 FE/HA 1 260 25 3 HW
07.4.231 FE/HA 1 310 25 3 HW
07.4.241 FE/HA 1 410 25 3 HW
07.4.251 FE/F4 1 510 25 3 HW
07.4.263 FE/F4 1 635 25 3 HW

Order no. for Pcs. L W S Q
500-07-006 HA 1 260 25 3 HS
500-07-007 HA 1 310 25 3 HS
500-07-008 HA 1 410 25 3 HS

Order no. for Pcs.
12.0.320 FE/F4/HA 10 M8 x 12

Order no.
12.1.301 13/13

Order no. for Pcs. L Q
07.0.015 FE 1 310 SS
07.0.014 FE 1 410 SS
07.0.115 FE/F4 1 510 SS
07.1.015 FE 1 310 HS
07.1.014 FE 1 410 HS
07.1.115 FE/F4 1 510 HS
07.1.116 FE/F4 1 635 HS
07.2.015 FE 1 310 HW
07.2.014 FE 1 410 HW
07.2.115 FE/F4 1 510 HW
07.2.116 FE/F4 1 635 HW

Order no. for Pcs. L Q
07.1.117 F4 1 635 HS
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Woodworking drill, SP
For the production of accurate  
through-holes and blind holes | Version 
with 2 main cutters, 2 pre-cutters and 
centering point | Back bevel ensures 
exact drilling to the required diameter | 
SP version for soft wood | Recommended 
rotating speed 1,500–3,000 rpm |  
Shaft 0.315" x 1.18" (30 mm)

Spiral drill set for wood, SP
Equipped with 2 main cutters, 2 pre-cutters 
and centering point | Centering point and 
2 cutters for accurate drilling | Back bevel 
ensures exact drilling to the required  
diameter | SP equipment for soft wood | 
Recommended rotating speed 1,500– 
3,000 rpm | 0.315" x 1.18" (30 mm)  
shaft | In a wooden case

Twist drill magazine, HS
19 pieces | Ideal for wood, plastics  
and ferrous metals | Polished professional  
quality | Ø 1, 15, 2, 25, 3, 35, 4, 45, 5, 55, 
6, 65, 7, 75, 8, 85, 9, 95, 10 |  
In a metal case

Depth stop for the twist drill, SP

Depth stop  
for the twist drill, SP

Can also be used as a depth stop | 
Right-hand cutting

To set the mortising depth |  
Setting ring with locking screw
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Combined auger bit, SP
6 pieces | made from unalloyed steel |  
For installation holes in stair frames,  
through glue joints and thick-walled  
woods | In a wooden case
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Order no. Ø GL (R)/(L)
06.0.035 14 140 (R)
06.3.035 14 140 (L)
06.0.036 16 140 (R)
06.3.036 16 140 (L)
06.0.037 18 140 (R)
06.3.037 18 140 (L)
06.0.038 20 140 (R)
06.3.038 20 140 (L)

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)
06.0.071 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 (R)
06.0.070 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12 (L)

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)
06.0.141 1–10 (R)

Order no. Ø
06.0.073 4, 5, 6, 8, 10

Order no. Ø
06.0.074 4, 5, 6, 8, 10

Order no. Ø GL (R)/(L)
06.0.090 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 460 (R)

SP-Wood spiral drill set 
For stationary drilling machines and 
hand Drills | Recommended rotati-
on speed 800–3,500 rpm | - Ideal 
for soft wood and European, hard 
wood | shaft diameter maximal  
10 mm | in a wooden box | 
Ø 4 (⅛"), 5 (¼"), 6 (¼"), 
7 (⅜"), 8 (⅜"), 9 (⅜"), 
10 (½"),12 (½"), 13 (⅝"), 
14 (⅝") and 15 mm (⅝")

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)
06.0.063 4–10 & 12–15 (R)
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Dowel bit, HW
For the drilling of tear out free blind 
holes | Roughing tap with negative  
cut off angle for pulling cut | Spiral drill 
with centering point and guiding groove rig
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)For the drilling of tear  
out free through holes  
on both sides of larger 
workpieces | Spiral  
drills with V shape tip  
and guiding groove

Through hole drill, HW
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Hinge drill bits, HW
For the drilling of tear out free 
hinge drills | Equipped  
with 2 main cutters, 
2 pre-cutters and a  
centering point

Click to enter the world of Felder 
and discover over 2,500 tools 
and accessories ensuring perfect 
woodworking.

All drills can also be found at www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Ø S GL NL (R)/(L)
06.0.148 3 10 x 20 57.5 30 (R)
06.3.148 3 10 x 20 57.5 30 (L)
06.0.150 5 10 x 20 57.5 30 (R)
06.3.150 5 10 x 20 57.5 30 (L)
06.0.151 6 10 x 20 57.5 30 (R)
06.3.151 6 10 x 20 57.5 30 (L)
06.0.152 8 10 x 20 57.5 30 (R)
06.3.152 8 10 x 20 57.5 30 (L)
06.0.153 10 10 x 20 57.5 30 (R)
06.3.153 10 10 x 20 57.5 30 (L)
600-04-SR01 4 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL01 4 10 x 20 70 43 (L)
600-04-SR02 5 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL02 5 10 x 20 70 43 (L)
600-04-SR03 6 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL03 6 10 x 20 70 43 (L)
600-04-SR04 7 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL04 7 10 x 20 70 43 (L)
600-04-SR05 8 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL05 8 10 x 20 70 43 (L)
600-04-SR06 9 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL06 9 10 x 20 70 43 (L)
600-04-SR07 10 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL07 10 10 x 20 70 43 (L)
600-04-SR08 12 10 x 20 70 43 (R)
600-04-SL08 12 10 x 20 70 43 (L)

Order no. Ø S GL NL (R)/(L)
600-04-SR10 5 10 x 20 70 40 (R)
600-04-SL10 5 10 x 20 70 40 (L)
600-04-SR11 6 10 x 20 70 40 (R)
600-04-SL11 6 10 x 20 70 40 (L)
600-04-SR12 8 10 x 20 70 40 (R)
600-04-SL12 8 10 x 20 70 40 (L)
600-04-SR13 10 10 x 20 70 40 (R)
600-04-SL13 10 10 x 20 70 40 (L)

Order no. Ø S GL (R)/(L)
06.0.160 35 10 x 25 57.5 (R)
06.3.160 35 10 x 25 57.5 (L)
600-04-SR14 15 10 x 38 70 (R)
600-04-SL14 15 10 x 38 70 (L)
600-04-SR15 16 10 x 38 70 (R)
600-04-SL15 16 10 x 38 70 (L)
600-04-SR16 18 10 x 38 70 (R)
600-04-SL16 18 10 x 38 70 (L)
600-04-SR17 20 10 x 38 70 (R)
600-04-SL17 20 10 x 38 70 (L)
600-04-SR18 25 10 x 38 70 (R)
600-04-SL18 25 10 x 38 70 (L)
600-04-SR19 35 10 x 38 70 (R)
600-04-SL19 35 10 x 38 70 (L)
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Dowel drill for combination adapter unit, HW
Shaft-Ø 10 x 20 mm

Tooling socket  
with bayonet lock
For tool free chuck change |  
For Felder drilling machines  
FD 921/FD 969/FD 21  
professional

Knothole removal drilling set, SP
For the drilling of clean and exact 
holes in all types of wood, e.g. for 
the boring of various hinges and 
patching up of knot holes and the 
removal of knots and resin and 
producing plugs for removed  
knots and resin galls | In  
a wooden case

Special drill bits

Standard forstner bit set, HW
With centering point | 2 pre-cutters and 2 main cutters | 
With offset shaft | Shaft diameter 8 mm/10 mm |  
For drilling clean and exact holes in all types of wood,  
e.g. recessing hardware or repairing loose knots |  
In a wooden case

Wave cutter® forstner bit set with serrated edge, HW
With centering point, peripheral cutters with patent registered 
wave cutter | For the drilling of tear out free, accurate sized blind 
holes, for marginal holes as well as for angled drills in soft and 
hard wood | No wearing out of the cutters | Light, strong cutters 
with optimized cutting geometry | in a wooden case | Order no. 
06.0.085 including extension: L = 9.05" (230 mm)

Combination adapter unit for cabinet hinges
For FD 21 professional/FD 921/FD 969 line boring machines  
without drills and without tool collets with bayonet lock | Combination 
adapter unit for BLUM hinges, distance between the side holes 45/9.5 | 
Combination adapter unit for HETTICH hinges, distance between the 
side holes 52/5.5 | Combination adapter unit for GRASS hinges, 
distance between the side holes 42/11 | Drills not included

Order no. Ø GL (R)/(L)
06.3.154 8 38.5 (L)
06.3.155 10 38.5 (L)
06.0.161 35 38.5 (R)

Order no.
15.0.310 Price/piece

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)
06.0.104 15, 20, 25 (R)

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)
06.0.080 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 (R)

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)
06.0.081 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 (R)
06.0.085 35, 40, 50, 60, 68 (R)

Order no.
15.0.313 BLUM hinge 45/9.5
15.0.314 HETTICH hinge 52/5.5
15.0.315 GRASS hinge 42/11
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Drilling and chisel mortising

Hole cutting set
13 pieces | Enables large-caliber, accurate drilling for pipes, plug 
and switch sockets in wood, insulation and plasterboard | Consists of 
bi-metal hole saws | 2 pcs reversible shanks | 3 pcs centering drills |  
In a practical aluminum case

Adjustable circular cutter, HS
To drill holes for wall sockets and spotlights | To drill in walls or ceilings. 
Appropriate for wood, polystyrene, plastic panels, chipboard and  
plaster boards. | Adjustment range 30–120 mm | Centering point  
8 x 50 mm | Total length 150 mm | Shaft 10 mm | Recommended  
rotation speed: Ø 30–49 mm: 900 rpm Ø 50–120 mm: 400 rpm

Plug cutters, SP
Plug cutters with spiral shape teeth, made from first class special 
steel for the producing of plugs of drilled out branch holes | Multiple 
blades with peripheral cutters and cylindrical shaft in accordance 
with DIN 7489 | For the drilling of very large patch dowels. The  
cutters are manufactured to be slightly too large, this allows the 
dowel to fit comfortably inside. To be used with a forstner bit  
or a cylinder borer

Slit mortising bits, SP
Cutting of first class special steel | Equipped with chip breakers  
for improved chip removal | With mortising bits the serrations in the 
hardened metal are ground. This results in a clean processing surface 
and a high useable life of the tool | Ideal for the mortising of slots in 
solid woods, mortising door locks, flush mortising of fittings for furniture | 
Particularly quiet passing cut | Suitable for soft and hard wood | 
Rotation speed 3,000–5,000 rpm
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Slit mortising bit

Slot mortising bits, SP
Cutters made from first class special steel | Ideal for the mortising of 
slots in solid woods, mortising door locks, flush mortising of fittings for 
furniture | Equipped with chip breakers for an improved chip removal  
| Shaft diameter 0.51" (13 mm) | In a wooden case

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)

06.0.084 19, 22, 29, 35,
38, 44, 51, 57, 68 (R)

Order no. Ø
06.0.083 30–120

06.0.0831 HSS spare blades

06.0.0832 Replacement center drill

Order no. Ø NL GL (R)/(L)
06.0.049 15 80 140 (R)
06.0.050 20 80 140 (R)
06.0.051 25 80 140 (R)
06.0.052 30 80 140 (R)
06.0.053 35 100 140 (R)

Order no. Ø NL GL (R)/(L)
06.0.114 14 95 190 (R)
06.3.114 14 95 190 (L)
06.0.016 16 80 170 (R)
06.3.016 16 80 170 (L)
06.0.116 16 115 210 (R)
06.3.116 16 115 210 (L)
06.0.018 18 80 180 (R)
06.3.018 18 80 180 (L)
06.0.020 20 80 185 (R)
06.3.020 20 80 185 (L)

Order no. Ø (R)/(L)
06.3.101 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 (L)
06.1.100 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 (R)

All drills can also be found at www.felder-tooling.com
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Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

Precision slot cutter with 2 cutting edges for the shaping of slots.  
The design of the precision slot cutter allows it to center itself and  
ensures an incredibly precise work result | Convenient rotation  
speeds between 2,800 and 6,000 rpm | Working principle:  
2 centering points and the side cutters of the set area,  
go step for step deeper, out of the workpiece |  
Shaft diameter 13 mm

HS/HW Precision slot cutter

Chisel mortising

Mortising chisel with side chip ejection apertures | For the chisel  
mortising of "four sided holes", for the mortising of fittings | For Felder 
drilling and chisel mortising machines FD 250, PM12, M and HML

Mortising chisel and bit

For Felder drill and mortising machines  
FD 250, PM12, M and HML

Replacement mortising chisel bit

Cone-shaped sharpener with insertable centering pins to  
accurately sharpen gouges | Centering pins clamped with  
Allen key socket | Exact centering of the chisel sharpening  
body on the gouge

Metal sharpening tool with manual knob for mortising chisels

HS Precision slot cutter,  
HS set in a wooden case
5 pieces | Precision slot cutter with two cutting edges for the shaping 
of slots. The design of the precision slot cutter allows it to center itself 
and ensures an incredibly precise result | Convenient rotation speeds 
between 2,800 and 6,000 rpm | Working principle: 2 centering 
points and the side cutters of the set area, go step for step deeper,  
out of the workpiece | In a wooden case | Shaft diameter 13 mm

Order no. Ø NL GL Q
06.1.006 6 45 90 HS
06.1.008 8 50 95 HS
06.1.010 10 60 105 HS
06.1.012 12 70 115 HS
06.1.014 14 95 140 HS
06.1.114 14 145 190 HS
06.1.016 16 110 160 HS
06.1.116 16 160 210 HS
06.1.018 18 110 160 HS
06.1.020 20 110 165 HS
06.2.006 6 45 90 HW
06.2.008 8 50 95 HW
06.2.010 10 60 105 HW
06.2.012 12 70 115 HW
06.2.014 14 95 140 HW
06.2.016 16 110 160 HW
06.2.018 18 110 160 HW
06.2.020 20 110 165 HW

Order no. Ø NL GL S S1
15.2.006 6x6 45 155 15.88 4.4
15.2.008 8x8 45 155 15.88 5.8
15.2.010 10x10 75 183 15.88 6.8
15.2.012 12x12 75 183 15.88 9.9
15.3.014 14x14 140 310 20.64 10
15.3.016 16x16 140 310 20.64 10

Order no. Ø NL GL S1
15.2.106 6 53 155 4.4
15.2.108 8 83 185 5.8
15.2.110 10 75 183 6.8
15.2.112 12 75 183 9.9
15.3.114 14 138 310 10
15.3.116 16 138 310 10

Order no. suitable for
15.0.130 Ø 6, 8, 10, 12
15.0.131 Ø 14, 16, 18

Order no. Ø Q
06.2.102 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 HS
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EUS

Workshop accessories

Working height is continuously adjustable | simple navigation | 
Possible to combine with various different panels |  
FAT 300 S and FAT 500 S available with panel tilting device  
(in combination with 420-245)

Suitable for the FAT 300 only in combi-
nation with article 420-223. Allows you 
to significantly increase the size of the 
support surface. This locking system has a 
tool-free quick release function.  

Suitable for FAT 300, only in combination with article: 
420-233 By rotating the eccentric clamp it is possible 
to hold workpieces in place cleanly and tool-free 
which is particularly useful for gluing work. 

The clamping force is adjustable 
and offers a maximum of 2500 Nm. 
For mounting on the perforated 
grid or function panel without tools.  
Alternatively, it can also be mounted 
with screws.

Made completely out of steel | 
for ¾" holes | for table groove 
¼" x ½"

Order no.
420-247 Panel tilting device
420-248 Cross struts for 420-247

Order no. suitable for FAT 300 S & FAT 500 S L x W
420-245 Multiplex worktop surface 3"x 5"

420-246 Multiplex perforated grid panel 2,070 x 1,170 
(81½ x 46⅛")

Order no. suitable for FAT 300 L x W
420-243 Multiplex worktop surface 2⅜" x 4"
420-244 Multiplex perforated grid panel 2⅜" x 4"
420-233 Multiplex function panel 2" x 4"

Order no. Name Load capacity Working 
height

420-241 FAT 300 300 (661 lbs) 15"–39"
420-239 FAT 300 S 300 (661 lbs) 17"–40"
420-238 FAT 500 S 500 (1102 lbs) 18"–42"

Order no.
420-232 

Order no.
.set-exspan

Order no. Alignment Clamping range
12.1.039 Vertical 0–1½"
12.1.040 Horizontal 0–½"

Order no. Clamping force
12.1.037 up to 1.800 N 120 x 60
12.1.038 up to 2.400 N 160 x 60

Machine equipment cart, stacking cart or additional work space 
- the height adjustable FELDER® FAT working tables are versatile 
and always offer maximum stability and easy mobility. 

All work surfaces are birch | perforated grid panel 
lacquered 3 times with 3¾" between the holes | holes ¾"
Function panel with grooves (5/16") and holes (¾") 

Robust, maneuverable and mobile -  
the height adjustable FELDER® working table 

FAT 300 | 300 S | 500 S

Fence plate with anti-slip surface

Eccentric clamping SET

Ratchet grip with ¾" locking 
bolts. 

Table & lever clamp

Panel tilting device  
for FELDER® working tables

Work surface for FELDER® working tables

Comfortable tilting of large 
dimensioned panels | simple 
loading and unloading due 
to the multi directional panels 
|0° horizontal and 80° vertical 
locking mechanism |  
For FAT 300 S and FAT 500 S 
(in combination with 420-245)

FAT 300 | 300 S | 500 S
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EUS

Accessories for the  
ForKa 200 ECO plus
Vacuum column for holding the 
workpiece in place when  
edgebanding, flush and radius 
planing and radius trimming. 
Excellent grip of smooth surfaces.

Order no.
16.2.009

Order no.
16.0.090 Edge finishing set

consists of: 1 flush scraper 1 inner radius knife and 1 outer radius knife

16.1.092 Guillotine unit for end trimming

400-095 Vacuum column

16.0.093 Replacement knife radius scraper R= 2 mm, 1 pc.

16.0.094 Replacement knife flush scraper, 1 pc

Robust, nickel-plated metal construction |  
For the smooth clamping, tilting and  
lowering using foot pressure | Even  
heavy door units can be managed  
with ease by only one person

Indispensable assistance in 
every professional workshop | 
Very easy on your back | Sim-
ple handling facilitates the trans-
port of the panels regardless of 
their size | Bulky items and even 
glass panels can be carried 
comfortably and  
with minimum effort

Door lifter

Panel supportsSTUBAI handle panel carrier
Can be used on the left and right 
hand side | With an ergonomic 
2K handle

Order no. Lifting capacity
12.0.091 120 kg

Order no. Panel thickness Pcs.
12.0.090 0–80 2

Order no. Panel thickness Pcs.
12.0.0892 0–35 2

ForKa 200 ECO plus manual edgebander
Flexible manual edgebander with gluepot for stationary and  
mobile application and assembly work. The ForKa 200 ECO plus 
manual edgebander is suited for both straight workpieces and also 
for curved workpieces with concave and convex edge designs. 

Processing of ABS, PVC and wooden edge material | Depending on 
the type of edge material, a minimum inner radius of 1" (25 mm) is 
possible | Scale setting used for edge thickness adjustment | Quick 
warm-up time with quick heat up gluepot | Flexibility through the use 
of melting glue granulate | Fine adjustable glue application | Edge 
band thickness between 0.016–⅛” (0.4–3.0 mm)

NEW
Up to 2⅜" (60 mm) workpiece height |  
Digital temperature adjustment |  
Variable feed speed with comfort control |  
Quick heat up time
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Grain size information
“Very fine”/“fine  
as dust” grain
280–600

For re-sanding of watered,  
grounded and painted surfaces

“Fine” grain
150–240

For fine-sanding  
coarser wood surfaces

“Course” grain
30–60

For removing  
layers of glue and paint

“Medium” grain
70–120

For the course pre-sanding of 
rougher wood surfaces

FELDER-Schleiffix
With eccentric voltage for clamping  
endless sanding paper | Precise  
sanding of workpiece edges,  
inclinations and curves |  
Insertion hole for  
shaper spindle is  
ø 1.18 in (30 mm)

Sanding paper roll for “Schleiffix”
The sanding grain has been applied in 
two coats, at right angles and inclined 
against the running direction | Perfect 
sanding result | Optimum sanding  
removal | Maximum service life

Paper backed sanding belts 
for belt and edge sander
High tensile strength | Stable surface |  
Different sizes and grains

Increases the service life of the belts  
by up to 400% | Increases quality  
and sanding uniformity of used  
sanding belts

Sanding belt cleaner

Order no. Ø ø H
423-028 45 30 110
423-029 60 30 110
423-030 80 30 110

Order no. L W G
09.1.041 20,000 110 80
09.1.042 20,000 110 100
09.1.043 20,000 110 120

Order no. Pcs. for L W G
14.2.0625 5 FS 900 2,200 150 60
14.2.0635 5 FS 900 2,200 150 80
14.2.0645 5 FS 900 2,200 150 100
14.2.0655 5 FS 900 2,200 150 120
14.2.0735 5 KST 150 2,250 150 80
14.2.0755 5 KST 150 2,250 150 120
14.2.0835 5 KS 150 2,515 150 80
14.2.0845 5 KS 150 2,515 150 100
14.2.0855 5 KS 150 2,515 150 120
14.2.0865 5 KS 150 2,515 150 150
14.2.0935 5 KSM 2600 2,600 150 80
14.2.0945 5 KSM 2600 2,600 150 100
14.2.0955 5 KSM 2600 2,600 150 120
14.2.0965 5 KSM 2600 2,600 150 150
14.0.0225 5 FS 2000 5,500 150 60
14.0.0235 5 FS 2000 5,500 150 80
14.0.0245 5 FS 2000 5,500 150 100
14.0.0255 5 FS 2000 5,500 150 120
14.0.0535 5 FS 722 5,750 150 80
14.0.0545 5 FS 722 5,750 150 100
14.0.0555 5 FS 722 5,750 150 120
14.0.0565 5 FS 722 5,750 150 150
500-14-5908 5 HS 2200 6,000 150 80
500-14-5910 5 HS 2200 6,000 150 100
500-14-5912 5 HS 2200 6,000 150 120
14.0.0725 5 FS 2200 6,200 150 60
14.0.0735 5 FS 2200 6,200 150 80
14.0.0745 5 FS 2200 6,200 150 100
14.0.0755 5 FS 2200 6,200 150 120
14.0.0765 5 FS 2200 6,200 150 150
14.0.0775 5 FS 2200 6,200 150 240

Order no.
10.0.100

Accessories for sanding
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Professional sanding shoe for belt sanders
Asymmetric storage |  
Sanding shoe suspension |  
Adjustable 4-point support|  
Rubber covered sanding pad

Wide sanding belts for  
wide belt sanders
Corundum grain, semi-open  
dispersion, anti-static |  
Different sizes and granulation

Order no. Pcs. for L W G
14.0.0025 5 FS 2500 6,800 150 60
14.0.0035 5 FS 2500 6,800 150 80
14.0.0045 5 FS 2500 6,800 150 100
14.0.0055 5 FS 2500 6,800 150 120
14.0.0065 5 FS 2500 6,800 150 150
14.0.0075 5 FS 2500 6,800 150 240
14.0.0825 5 FS 2800 7,400 150 60
14.0.0835 5 FS 2800 7,400 150 80
14.0.0845 5 FS 2800 7,400 150 100
14.0.0855 5 FS 2800 7,400 150 120
14.0.0865 5 FS 2800 7,400 150 150
14.0.0875 5 FS 2800 7,400 150 240

Order no. W
14.2.150 150

Order no. Pcs. for L W G
14.3.0515 12 FW 650 1,900 670 60
14.3.0525 12 FW 650 1,900 670 80
14.3.0535 12 FW 650 1,900 670 100
14.3.0545 12 FW 650 1,900 670 120
14.3.0555 12 FW 650 1,900 670 150
14.3.0565 12 FW 650 1,900 670 180
14.3.0575 12 FW 650 1,900 670 220
14.3.0615 12 FW 950c 1,700 970 60
14.3.0625 12 FW 950c 1,700 970 80
14.3.0635 12 FW 950c 1,700 970 100
14.3.0645 12 FW 950c 1,700 970 120
14.3.0655 12 FW 950c 1,700 970 150
14.3.0665 12 FW 950c 1,700 970 180
14.3.0675 12 FW 950c 1,700 970 220
14.3.0685 1 The set contains:

4 FW 950c 1,700 970 80
4 FW 950c 1,700 970 120
4 FW 950c 1,700 970 150

14.3.0015 12 FW 950 1,900 970 60
14.3.0025 12 FW 950 1,900 970 80
14.3.0035 12 FW 950 1,900 970 100
14.3.0045 12 FW 950 1,900 970 120
14.3.0055 12 FW 950 1,900 970 150
14.3.0065 12 FW 950 1,900 970 180
14.3.0075 12 FW 950 1,900 970 220
14.3.0115 12 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 60
14.3.0125 12 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 80
14.3.0135 12 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 100
14.3.0145 12 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 120
14.3.0155 12 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 150
14.3.0165 12 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 180
14.3.0175 12 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 220

Order no. Pcs. for L W G
14.3.0185 1 The set contains:

4 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 80
4 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 120
4 FW 1100 1,900 1,110 150

14.3.0215 12 FW 1300 1,900 1,310 60
14.3.0225 12 FW 1300 1,900 1,310 80
14.3.0235 12 FW 1300 1,900 1,310 100
14.3.0245 12 FW 1300 1,900 1,310 120
14.3.0255 12 FW 1300 1,900 1,310 150
14.3.0265 12 FW 1300 1,900 1,310 180
14.3.0275 12 FW 1300 1,900 1,310 220
14.3.0315 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 60
14.3.0325 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 80
14.3.0335 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 100
14.3.0345 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 120
14.3.0355 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 150
14.3.0365 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 180
14.3.0375 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 220
14.3.0385 12 finish 1102 2,200 1,120 320
14.3.0415 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 60
14.3.0425 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 80
14.3.0435 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 100
14.3.0445 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 120
14.3.0455 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 150
14.3.0465 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 180
14.3.0475 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 220
14.3.0485 12 finish 1302 2,200 1,320 320
14.3.0705 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 60
14.3.0710 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 80
14.3.0715 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 100
14.3.0720 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 120
14.3.0725 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 150
14.3.0730 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 180
14.3.0735 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 220
14.3.0740 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 320
14.3.0745 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 400
14.3.0750 12 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 600
14.3.0755 1 The set contains:

4 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 80
4 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 120
4 finish 1350c 2,200 1,370 150

14.4.0715 12 finish 1350c 4,560 140 150
14.4.0725 12 finish 1350c 4,560 140 220
14.4.0735 12 finish 1350c 4,560 140 320
14.4.0745 12 finish 1350c 4,560 140 400
14.4.0755 12 finish 1350c 4,560 140 800
14.4.0765 12 finish 1350c 4,560 140 1200
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Sanding belts for bandsaws

"Woodflex" antistatic | Sanding paper with semi open distribution | 
Maximum cutting performance, even on solid wood

Additional sanding table with under  
table extraction for the FELDER FS 900

Graphite surface for 
FELDER FS 722

Sanding shaft for the FELDER FS 900

Table extension with roller  
block for FELDER FS 900

Sanding table for processing narrow radii with sanding  
tools | Can be combined with sanding shaft/drum

Graphite sanding support  
for retrofitting*

Sanding shaft for sanding tooling with 
Ø 1.8 in (30 mm) | Can be combined  
with an additional table

The table extension can be extracted and is mounted on the  
underside of the machine. Retrofitting to existing machines  
is possible at any time. | Table extension with roller for an  
additional support surface for larger workpieces

*Delivery without core chip

Sanding attachment for bandsaws
The sanding attachment is  
an accessory that can be 
mounted to any bandsaw  
in the shortest possible time. 
With this device, you can  
process edges with different  
sanding pads (flat, round)

Order no. Pcs. for L W G
13.S.3821 5 N3800 3,556 30 80
13.S.4420 5 N4400 3,980 30 80
13.S.4021 5 FB 400 3,585 30 80
13.S.4421 5 FB 440 3,500 30 80
13.S.4521 5 FB 450 3,710 30 80
13.S.5021 5 FB 500 4,080 30 80
13.S.5121 5 FB 510 4,318 30 80
13.S.5421 5 FB 540 4,175 30 80

13.S.6021 5
FB 600 
FB 610

4,540 30 80

13.S.6421 5 FB 640 4,760 30 80
13.S.7121 5 FB 710 5,120 30 80
13.S.7421 5 FB 740 5,365 30 80

Order no.
14.0.951

Order no. L
401-860* 2,200

Order no. Ø
14.0.952 30

Order no.
14.0.950

Order no.
423-041

Accessories for sanding
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Reduces the gliding resistance of wood when planing, 
thicknessing and shaping | Has no water or silicone 
particles which ensue that no residues remain on the 
wood | Stable spray bottle | Adjustable spray head

Super glide FELDER

For the best cleaning results |  
Multi-purpose cleaner for decorative 
chipboard, laminated panels, car  
interiors and exteriors, plastic at  
home and in the office | Stable  
spray bottle | Adjustable  
spray head

Plastic cleaner  
("Resopal Cleaner") FELDER

With a extremely strong cleaning 
effect | Removes dirt, grease  
and oil from treated surfaces |  
Non-aggressive against textiles,  
plastics, rubber and paints |  
Stable spray bottle | Adjustable  
spray head

Universal cleaner FELDER

Metal shine is a high performance corrosion protection | 
Free of silicones and not electrically conductive | Cares 
for and protects corrosion-vulnerable metal surfaces | 
Non-aggressive against textiles, plastics, rubber and 
paints | Stable spray bottle | Adjustable spray head

Metal shine FELDER

Removes resin residues from tools and 
machines | Stable spray bottle |  
Adjustable spray head

Resin remover FELDER

Ideal for all slides, roller bearings and movement spindles | The fluid is 
transparent and behaves neutral against dust and chips | Does not contain 
any silicone and has a low coefficient of friction, which guarantees an 
easy movement of all treated guides

Spindle fluid FELDER

Order no. Capacity
10.0.006 0.5 l
10.0.007 3 l refill container

Order no. Capacity
10.3.004 0.25 l
10.3.005 1 l refill container

Order no. Capacity
10.0.010 0.5 l
10.0.011 3 l refill container

Order no. Capacity
10.0.106 0.5 l
10.0.107 3 l refill container

Order no. Capacity
10.5.003 0.5 l
10.3.003 3 l refill container

Order no. Capacity
10.0.022 0.5 l
10.0.023 3 l refill container
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Workshop equipment

For 400-gram grease cartridges | 
Test pressure 800 bar | High  
pressure cylinder without seal |  
Filling with cartridges or  
bulk grease | Connection  
thread R1/8" or M10 x 1 mm

Hand lever grease gun in accordance with DIN 1283

Silber-Gleit® is a dry lubricant which can be 
used in all fields of industrial wood processing 
as well as for trades and crafts | Silber-Gleit® 
stands out due to its simple application and is 
very long-lasting effect

Silber-Gleit®

A synthetic lubricant which ensures a  
particularly long working life for the lubricated 
bearing. This high-quality synthetic grease must 
never be mixed with cheap lubricants |

Special grease for spindles
High temperature, all purpose grease to 
lubricate the spindles (height adjustment 
of the thicknesser table) | The grease 
can be applied along the entire length 
of the spindle

Synthetic specialized grease 
BP Energrease LS-EP 2

Click to enter the world of Felder 
and discover over 2,500 tools 
and accessories ensuring perfect 
woodworking.

Cleaning & maintenance accessories  
online under www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Pcs.
12.1.312 1

Order no. Capacity
10.0.002 1,000 g

Order no. Capacity
10.2.001 400 g

Order no. Capacity
10.2.002 400 g

Order no. Pcs.
400-301 2

The spray bottle holder is fitted with 
magnets which allows it to be mounted wit-
hout tools to ferrous components. The holder 
can be used to hold spray bottles, bandsaw 
blades, saw blades or other items. This 
makes it possible to keep tools and other 
articles close at hand and in view.

FELDER® Spray bottle holder
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Manufactured from plastic with center and support tips | 
Short clamping times for production work | Important  
protection device for shaping and planing

For the safe feeding of narrow  
workpieces on table and panel saws

Pushing grip

Pushstick

Available in 2 versions:
Plastic | Wood with two strong 
holding magnets ensures that it is 
always accessible and ready for 
use on your machine

To deflect short workpieces away from 
the circular saw blade | Two strong 
fixing magnets allow easy, safe and fast 
fixing of the limiter to the machine table 
in any required position

Limiter with holding magnets

Sound proofing 29 dB | 29 dB NRR certification 
according to ANSI S3.19-1974 | 33 dB SNR 
certification according to CE EN-352-
1 | Ideal for workshop, industry, 
construction and using a lawnmower 
| Low weight

Capsule ear protectors

Saw guard EURO II

EURO-comfort planer bridge guard Workpiece holder

Made from transparent polycarbonate | Chips are removed 
via removable extraction connection (Ø 1.96" (50 mm) | 
Installed on the EURO splitting wedge (see page 409)

Foldable on two sides| No limitations when jointing For quick and safe shaping of short workpieces | Stable, lightweight 
workpiece holder in anodized aluminum, allows the clamping of  
workpieces with lengths of 0.78 to 21.65" (20 to 550 mm) | Total length 
31.49" (800 mm) | The large handle grip ensures a precise feeding of 
the workpiece to the spindle moulder tool particularly with small and 
short workpieces

Safety goggles for people that wear glasses
Safety glasses with hardened, 
shatter-proof polycarbonate lenses 
and additional side shields to 
ensure optimal eye protection. | 
4-stage strap length adjustment | 
Low weight | 99.9 % UV-protection 
| Suitable for wearers of glasses

Order no.
11.1.009

Order no.
11.0.010 Plastic
11.0.012 Wood with magnet holder

Order no.
11.0.024

Order no. W suitable for
11.0.393 410 Felder from construction year 1997
11.0.493 510 Felder from construction year 1997

Order no.
11.0.023

Order no.
420-260

Order no.
420-708 Saw guard EURO II
420-709 Scoring unit cover hood 

Order no.
01.0.019 ! Workpiece holder for counter profile cutters
01.0.020 " Workpiece holder
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Table extension for the ˝X-Roll˝  
sliding table, aluminum andonized
Single lever clamping system for quick and easy assembly  
without tools | Suitable for: Felder and Format-4 format  
sliding table ˝X-roll˝ with prism intake (P = prism)

Solid cast iron table extension

Table extension, aluminum andonized

Single lever clamping system  
for fast and simple assembly  
without tools | Suitable for 
Felder machine types with flat  
intake (F = flat) or dovetail intake (S)

Two lever clamping system for tool-free mounting | Suitable for 
Felder machine types with flat intake (F = flat) or dovetail intake (S)

Increase the usable surface of your woodworking machines with  
table extensions and additional supports from Felder. These ensure  
that you can process heavy and large workpieces with ease,  
without the need of any assistance.

Table extension with support leg, length 
39.37"(1,000 mm), aluminum andonized
The large dimensioned, thick profiled anodized aluminum  
profile is 39⅜" (1,000 mm) in length allowing maximum load 
bearing capacity |The support foot can be adjusted in seconds 
to a variety of working heights from 17¾"–39⅜" in (450–1,000 
mm) in seconds | Suitable for: Felder machine  
types with flat intake (F = flat)

With production work, as well as work on the drilling  
and chiseling machine FD 250 the kickback guard  
is a useful accessory | Length 22" (560 mm)

Kickback guard for table extension

Additional supports

The link segment allows  
for continuous adjusting and clamping  
of the rip fence on BF 741 +  
CF 741 machines with F-coupling

Link segment for rip fence

Order no. Coupling W L
01.1.001 F 150 500
01.0.001 S 150 500

Order no. Coupling W L
01.2.140 F 300 500

Order no. Coupling W L
430-104 P 150 400

Order no. W L
400-104 150 1,000

Order no. suitable for

400-105 in combination with 400–104,  
anodized aluminum table

430-120 Fixed table shaping: FE F 700 M, F 900 M,  
F4 profile 45 M with table extension

Order no.
423-100
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Additional supports

Coupling system for table  
extensions F-Coupling
For assembling Felder table extensions  
with flat coupling and Felder planer and 
parallel fences with flat coupling onto 
every type of machine

Trouble-free installation of the 
table extension with the table 
extension set | Suitable for: table 
extensions 500-101, 501-129

Trouble-free installation of the table extension with the table 
extension set | For mounting on bandsaw table right and rear | 
Suitable for: table extensions 500-101, 501-129

Mounting rail for table extension  
for HAMMER Machine Series 3

Mounting rail for table extension  
for HAMMER bandsaw N4400

Table extension, aluminum andonized

Table extension with support  
leg, length 31½" in (800 mm),  
aluminum andonized

Single lever clamping system  
for fast and simple assembly 
without tools | Suitable for: 
Hammer machine types

"Single lever" clamping system: fast and 
simple assembly without tools | Height 
adjustable support foot 20⅛"–36⅝" 
(510–930 mm)| Suitable for:  
Hammer machine types

Table extends, steel, steel-powder coated
Matches to: Hammer 
models on the ˝X-Roll˝ For-
mat sliding table  
(excluding the K4)

Table extension for round guiding  
bar, steel, steel-powder coated
Installed on round guiding bar (Ø min.= 1⅝" (40 mm), 
Ø max.= 2" ( 50 mm)) | Height adjustable support foot 
26¾"–46" in (510–930 mm| Suitable for:  
Felder, Format-4 and Hammer machine types

Order no. Pcs. L suitable for
01.0.150 1 300 Universal

01.0.151 1 600 Universal

430-150 1 510
FE AD/A 951, 
D 951, F 500; 
F4 exact 51,  

dual 51, plan 51

430-151 2 160 FE F 900, F 700 Z, 
FD 21 professional

430-152 1 400 FE AD/A 741

440-104 1 306
FE AD 531, 

CF 531, D 963;
F4 exact 63

Order no. W L
501-129 150 800

Order no. Coupling W L
500-101 HA 150 400

Order no. suitable for
500-156 N4400

Order no. L
500-157 260
500-102 310
500-151 410

Order no.
503-137

Order no. B L
503-156 150 800
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Table extension with workpiece roller for  
the thicknesser table, extraction side

Installation on the outfeed side | Steel,  
steel-powder coated | Suitable for:  
Felder and Format-4 machines with  
planing width 20⅛" (510 mm)

Installation on the input side | Steel,  
steel-powder coated | Only suitable  
for thicknessers with electrical thicknessing  
bed adjustment

Thicknesser table workpiece roller

Installation on the outfeed side | Steel, 
steel-powder coated | Installation 
adapter (Item no. 600-151) required 
for use on Felder D 951 or Format-4  
exact 51 | Suitable for: Felder and  
Format-4 planers- D 951/D 963,  
exact 51/63

Height-adjustable scissor table with  
workpiece roller for thicknessers

Precision miter guide index system outrigger table
Outrigger table 51⅛" (1,300 mm) with supporting arm, Price 
without crosscut fence for outrigger table | Ball bearing sup-
porting arm and outrigger frame with workpiece roller and 
miter index system.  
The outrigger frame has an integrated quick clamp  
attachment for the outrigger crosscut fence in both the front  
and rear position| The precision miter guide index system is 
equipped with locking points at 5.625° (32eck), 11.25° 
(16eck), 22.5° (8eck), 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 
40° and 45° |  
Suitable for: Felder models 
built after 1990

For rip and formatting cuts of large panel material | Floor rail  
vertically adjustable, total length 14¾ feet (4.5 m) – consisting  
of 3 segments | Suitable for: Felder ˝X-Roll˝ Format sliding table

Outrigger table with floor support roller

Additional load support 
bar on outrigger table
Offers an additional support 
surface on the outrigger table 
when cross or miter cutting  
of short or large surfaced 
workpieces | Suitable for: 
Felder outrigger table  
1300, 1500

Machine accessoriesMachine accessories also on our webshop www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. suitable for
600-152 FE AD 951 + D 951, F4 exact 51 + dual 51

Order no. suitable for

432-103 FE AD 951/D 951,  
F4 exact 51/dual 51 from construction year 2013

600-155 FE D 963, F4 exact 63

600-156
Workpiece roller for the thicknesser with 

automatic lubrication applicator 
suitable for the FE D 963, F 4 exact 63

Order no. HB/L

600-153 20⅛" + 24¾" in /length 45¼" in  
(510 + 630/length 1,170 mm)

600-151 Mounting adapter 20.07 in (510 mm)

Order no. suitable for FELDER
430-218 „X-Roll“ (CF 741, KF 700, K 700) built after 05/2013
430-216+1 „X-Roll“ (CF 741, KF 700, K 700) built before 04/2013
430-215+1 700 series built before 05/2003
430-217+1 6+7 series built before 1999
402-111 6+7 series tilt mounting

Order no. L
601-124 1,100

Order no.
601-128 Outrigger table with floor support roller
601-129 Floor rail, length 14¾ feet (4.5 m)

Full surface support on the outrigger

Quick and easy magnetic mountable 
support for the gaps on the outrigger 
table| Guaranteed secure hold and 
stable support surface when processing 
smaller workpieces.

Order no. suitable for

430-213 Format-4 and Felder 1500 outrigger 
(without precision miter guide)

430-214 Format-4 "X-Roll" outrigger and 1300 Felder 
 outrigger with workpiece roller
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503-168

503-136
440-103

503-133

503-132

604-116

604-118

604-131

430-132+604-132 430-133

EUS

Index of abbreviations on page 397.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

At last: Quick, comfortable and 
effortless, removal and mounting  
of your outrigger table using the 
transport and mounting unit. And 
another positive aspect: your  
outrigger can be conveniently  
stored away! The transport and 
mounting unit has been designed  
to be used for all Felder  
woodworking machines.

Transport and assembly vehicle for outrigger table

1100 outrigger table
Ball bearing supporting arm and outrigger frame with workpiece roller 
and miter index system. The outrigger has an integrated quick lock 
attachment for the outrigger crosscut fence in both the front and rear 
position | For installation on sliding tables of 78¾" (2,000 mm)  
a crosscut adapter (item no. 500-162) is required | Suitable for:  
Hammer models series 3

Extension with workpiece roller 
for the outrigger table

35⅜"/51⅛" (900/1,300 mm) crosscut fence

Extension for crosscut fence 
35⅜"/51⅛" (900/1,300 mm)

Crosscut fence stops for 
crosscut fence 35⅜"/51⅛" 
(900/1,300 mm)

Integrated read-off optics | without coupling set | 
Suitable for Felder and Hammer "X-Roll" format  
sliding table in combination with a coupling system

Expands the adjustment range to 
29½" (750 mm) | Without crosscut 
fence stops | Suitable for: crosscut 
fence item.no. 503-170 and  
Hammer 35⅜" (900 mm)  
crosscut fence

With integrated read-off optic| 
Suitable for: crosscut fence item.
no. 503-170 and Hammer 35⅜" 
(900 mm) crosscut fence

Coupling system on the outrigger for the crosscut fence   
for crosscut fence 35.43/51.18" (900/1,300 mm)
Suitable for: crosscut fence item no.  
503-170 and Hammer 35.43/51.18  
in (900/1,300 mm) crosscut fence  
on the 1100 Hammer outrigger

Coupling system on the sliding  
table for crosscut fence  
35.43/51.18" (900/1,300 mm)
Suitable for: Crosscut fence item no. 
503-170 and Hammer crosscut fence 
35.43" (900 mm) | Miter cuts  
between +45° and –45° are an  
absolute must for professionals.  
With the double miter quick clamping 
system you can move the crosscut 
fence quickly and precisely into any 
position required and lock it in place | 
The miter-scale included in the  
delivery is divided in 1°-steps

Additional supports, crosscut fences

Order no. suitable for
420-230 FE/F4

Order no. suitable for
503-113 31½"/49¼" (800/1,250 mm) sliding tables (C3, F3)
503-108 78¾" (2,000 mm) sliding table (C3, B3, K3)
500-162 Adapter for 78¾" (2,000 mm) sliding tables

Order no. suitable for
503-132 HA 1,100 mm outrigger table

503-133 1300 outrigger table for Felder 500 series  
made after 06/2014, HA K4

Order no.
503-169 35" crosscut fence
503-170 51⅛" (1,300 mm) crosscut fence
503-111 Extension by 29½" (750 mm)
503-144 Crosscut stop
440-106 Large crosscut fence stop, 500 series

Order no.
500-160

Order no. suitable for
503-168 HA sliding tables
503-136 HA sliding table K4
440-103 FE sliding table "X-Roll"
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Crosscut fence accessories  
for the FORMAT-4 kappa 550
Additional digital crosscut fence stop| Replaceable backing piece 
from plywood | All suitable for: sliding table "X-Roll" kappa 550

Crosscut fence 102⅜", 126" (2,600, 3,200 mm)

43¼" (1,100 mm) crosscut fence

Items 430-048+1 with one, item 430-049 with two crosscut fence stops | 
The extendable outrigger crosscut fence stops has an addition workpiece 
part, can be clamped at any required position and enables precise 
crosscut sections | Without coupling system | Suitable for: Felder and 
Format-4 outrigger tables with "X-Roll" Format sliding table in conjunction 
with coupling system

With crosscut fence stops and integrated read-off optics |  
Without coupling set | Suitable for Felder and Hammer  
Format-4 "X-Roll" format sliding table in combination  
with Felder coupling system

Crosscut fence extension
Expands the adjustment range up to 
78¾" (2,000 mm) | Without crosscut 
fence stops | Suitable for: crosscut 
fence item.no. 430-130+1

With integrated read-off optic | 
Suitable for: crosscut fence item 
no. 430-130+1,  
430-048+1, 430-049

Crosscut fence stops

Coupling system on the sliding table "X-Roll"
Suitable for: crosscut fence item no. 430-
130+1 | Miter cuts between +45° and –45° 
are an  
absolute must for professionals. With the  
double miter quick clamping system you  
can move the crosscut 
fence quickly and  
precisely into any posi-
tion required and lock it 
in place| The miter-scale 
included in the delivery  
is divided in 1°-steps

Suitable for: sliding table 
saw and planer fences

Rip fence

Saw rip fence | Straight edge length 31½" in (800 mm) |  
Fine adjustment for the variable fine adjustment of the rip fence

Saw rip fence for HAMMER Series 3

Machine accessories
Parallel cutting devices

Order no.

604-116 Crosscut fence stops  
F4 kappa 550

604-118 Crosscut fence stops digital  
F4 kappa 550

604-131 Replaceable backing piece F4 kappa 550

Order no.
430-048+1 102⅜" (2,600 mm) crosscut fence
430-049 Crosscut fence 126" (3,200 mm)
430-130+1 43¼" (1,100 mm) crosscut fence
430-134 Crosscut fence extension
430-135+1 Crosscut stop

Order no. suitable for
430-132 FE, sliding table "X-Roll"
604-132 F4 kappa 550
430-133 FE Series 6/7/700

Order no. L x H
410-099 500 x 92
600-101 1,200 x 92
410-102 1,150 x 150

Order no.
501-135 Saw rip fence
500-124 Fine adjustment
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Rip fence for ˝X-Roll˝ sliding tables

Tool-free quick-change system ˝Easy-Lock˝

The ideal accessory for parallel cuts on the "X-Roll" 
Format sliding table You use the support surface of the 
sliding table and outrigger in combination with the rip 
fence and in doing so guarantee perfect support of the 
workpiece to be processed. The rip fence is attached to 
the sliding table, the integrated scale from 1"–39⅜" 
(25–1,000 mm) can be read easily using the integrated 
magnifying glass.

Change your saw blades safely and without any tools in record  
time: the maintenance-free ˝Easy-Lock˝ quick-change saw blade  
system offers unique user comfort that is unmatched worldwide!

The clamping system is maintenance free and offers premium comfort for 
many years: Change saw blades effortlessly in literally no time at all.

Clamping unit for slotting cutters

Circular saw parallel guides, double miter gauge

Order no.
604-105 for Format-4 kappa 550

604-109
for Format-4 kappa 400  and Felder K 940 S  

from construction year 07/2014

Order no.
430-149

Order no.

601-130 for Format-4 kappa 550

Quick-Lock 
saw blade quick change system

Order no.

604-106 for Format-4 kappa 550

604-107
for Format-4 kappa 400  and Felder K 940 S  

from construction year 07/2014

Additional fence for the rip fence

Sägeboy

Order no.
01.0.022

Changing the saw blade effortlessly and 
safely. The saw blade clamping system with 
just one tool. This in turn reduces the risk of 
 injury caused by slipping The alternative to  
conventional saw blade changing.
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With the double cut miter gauge DGL 690 accurate miter cuts are  
now child's play. Two grade scales working in opposite directions  
and readable via the magnifier allow the precise adjusting of any angle 
cut between 0°–90°. Square edge frame corner joints with different frame 
piece widths, after the angle setting is calculated (using the formula tana 
= B/A), c can be processed with only one setting on the double cut miter 
gauge DGL 690 The double cut miter gauge can be fitted to any sliding 
table using the respective coupling system.

DGL 690 double cut miter gauge

The fence stops on the  fences can be adjusted up to  
27⅛" (690 mm) using the scale.

Couplings for other machines available upon request.

Order no.
400-155 DGL 690

Clamping sets
430-154 Felder-coupling ˝P˝
601-120 Format-4 coupling ˝Pro-Glide˝
401-154 Felder-coupling ˝F˝

Electronic double-cut miter gauge EGL 1350

Clamping sets
˝F˝ = Flat coupling for Felder 6 and 7 series built before 04/2007
˝P˝ = Prism coupling for ˝X-Roll˝ sliding tables  
Pro-Glide for Format-4 kappa 450

The patented Felder double cut miter gauge enables you 
to make miter cuts on various workpiece widths at any 
conceivable angle.

UNIQUE – SIMPLE – PRECISE
Solves all your mitre problems.

The crosscut fence stops on the fence guides can be adjusted up 
to 53⅛" (1,350 mm) using the scale. Vernier scales are available 
to compensate the length, depending on the set angle. You can 
set the workpiece length exactly with angular cuts.

Order no. suitable for
401-152 EGL 1350

Clamping sets
430-154 Felder-coupling ˝P˝
601-120 Format-4 coupling ˝Pro-Glide˝
401-154 Felder-coupling ˝F˝

Machine accessories
Parallel cutting devices
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Aluminum andonized| Installation on the T-profile rail | 
Suitable for: Hammer shaper fence

Shaper fence unit

Safety bar guides – DIY kit for aluminum  
crosscut fence stop and wood fence plates
Consisting of: 2 pieces safety bar  
Guides 0.11" (3 mm) | 2 pieces  
safety bar guides 0.23" (6 mm) |  
Installation material for wood and  
aluminum fence plates

Shaper fence plate set with safety bar guides
Aluminum andonized, length 21⅝" (550 mm )| Installed on the T-profile 
rail | Quick and easy height setting using clamping screws | Incl. 2 pcs 
0.07 and 0.23" (3 mm and 6 mm) thick safety bar guides | Optimum safety 
for short workpieces | Suitable for: Felder shaper fence 240

Hard-coat laminated | Suitable for Felder shaper fence 180 and 230| 
Infinitely variable adjustability to different tool dimensions | Continuous 
workpiece guide through integrated guide rods | Shaper fence plate length 
19⅝" in (500 mm) | Installation and adjustment without tools

"Integral" shaper fence kit AIGNER

Spacer for the "Integral"  
shaper fence plate set
Clamping into the desired groove  
on the "integral" shaper fence | 
Profile depth 0.04"–1.57"  
(1–40 mm) | Prevents workpieces  
with a smaller surface from tipping

Hard anodic laminated surface, 
to guide thinner workpieces 
safely on the “Integral” shaper 
fence, closes the recess in the 
lowest left fence

Safety bar for the "Integral" 
spindle fence plate set

Shaper fence “230”, MULTI-fine adjustment system
Shaper fence from cast | Fine adjustment of the outputting  
fence rails -0.19 to + 0.98" (–5 bis +25 mm)| Dust extraction via an inte-
grated vacuum connection | Max. tool Ø 9" (230 mm), max. tool height 
above the table 4¾" (120 mm), Ø vacuum connection 4¾" (120 mm) | 
Checked By Inspection institute BG
automatic repeatability | Quick and fine adjustment| Shaper fence 
always parallel to the front edge of the table

Shaper fences

Order no.
500-128

Order no.
501-116

Order no.
01.1.250 Cutter fence unit
01.0.251 Safety bar guides 0.07 in (3 mm), 1 piece
01.0.252 Safety bar guides 0.23 in (6 mm), 1 piece
01.0.253 DIY set for the shaper fence plates (without plates)

Order no.

01.0.258 “Integral“ shaper fence kit AIGNER

01.0.257 Spacer for  
the “Integral“ shaper fence plate set

01.0.256 Safety bar for the “Integral” spindle fence plate set

Order no.
424-140 without fence plates
424-141 MULTI-fine adjustment system

Order no. suitable for
01.0.242 FELDER ˝X-Roll˝ sliding table
01.0.243 kappa 550 sliding table

Clamping and saw system set
Clamping and saw system set. Safe and 
efficient cutting of angled, short, narrow 
and wedge shaped workpieces | For 
˝X-Roll˝ sliding tables | Set with 1x infeed 
fence with handle, 1 auxiliary fence 
angled, 2x auxiliary fence narrow, 2x 
swing panels, 1 x storage panel
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Separate height adjustment support stand with rollers | Adjustable 
length 82⅝" (2,100 mm), height 34¼"–37¾" in (870–960 mm)

Additional support stands for edgebanders

Separate cleaning trolley with pre-heating 
function for a quick glue change and 
maximum user comfort when cleaning the 
unit | Incl. glue roller drive for circulation 
of the adhesive or cleaning work on the 
glue roller | Supporting arm for  
pre-melting systems including pneumatic  
connector | Freely selectable temperature 
control for gluepot and pre-melter

Mobile cleaning trolley for the gluepot

Separate, airtight storage containers for quick exchange of the pot of 
the Perfect series | Includes an air dryer and can be used to extend the 
setting time, especially for PU reactive glue | Refer to the technical data 
sheet of the adhesive for processing and storage instructions 

Storage tank for the gluepot

Filter unit with water separator and two post fine filters with contaminant 
indicator for the maintenance unit – wall mounted | Serves to achieve 
the prescribed quality of compressed air according to ISO 8573-1  
in following classes
• Rest particles: maximum class 5
• Pressure condensation point:  

maximum class 4
• Oil content: maximum class 3

Filter unit with water separator

Order no.
200-105

Order no.
200-106

Order no.
200-107

Order no.
200-102

storEdge edge storage 
including support

Best.-Nr.
202-122 including support plate
202-123 without support

Ten insert compartments and  
a roller support tray for storing, 
processing and fast feeding 
of edge materials into the 
 machine. For different edge 
thicknesses and heights.

Order no.
200-110

Support arm
For storing 2 glue basins

Machine accessories
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For EURO curve shaping guard, tool 
Ø 3⅞"–7⅛" (100–180 mm), smallest  
possible workpiece inner radius  
Ø 6¼" (160 mm)

Workpiece guide

EURO curve shaping guard
Complies with the CE safety standards and is compliant with GS  
regulations | Extraction connection diameter 4¾" (120 mm) |  
Transparent sight protection is height adjustable to the required 
height of the workpiece | Workpiece feed assistance and chip 
deflector can be set for right and left rotation | Tool diameter 3⅞"–
7⅛" (100–180 mm) | Prepared for mounting the workpiece guide

Aluminum with hard-coat coating | Transparent sight protection can be 
adjusted to the required height of the workpiece | Extraction connection 
diameter 4¾" (120 mm) | Height adjustment of the curve shaping stop is 
carried out by adjusting the shaper spindle height | Infinitely  
variable adjustment of the shaping depth (3⅞") (100 mm), scale  
for adjustment value | Tool-Ø up to max. 8⅝" (220 mm), minimum  
workpiece inner radius Ø 7⅝" (195 mm) | Mounting holes are  
to be self drilled using the drilling template

Exclusive curve shaping device AIGNER

Curved shaping stop for 
curve shaping device AIGNER

Tenoning hood and moulding guard
Suitable for "X-Roll" Format sliding table  
(Integrated slot and tenoning table) | Chip extraction 
connection Ø 4¾" (120 mm)

Tenoning hood, moulding guard 
and tenoning plate

Tenoning plate for slot and tenoning work
Aluminum andonized | Can be used on both sides: for right 
angled and slot and tenon joints | Suitable for integrated 
slot and tenoning table (format sliding table) “X-Roll“

Depending on which one is used (there are  
2 shaper spindles available) they can be  
simply attached to the spindle itself (Ø 30 mm,  
Ø 1¼"). The height adjustment of the  
curved shaping stop is carried out by by  
adjusting the shaper spindle height | The  
adjustment of the shaping depth is infinitely  
variable (adjustment range 3⅞" (100 mm)) | 
The exact adjustment value can be read  from  
the scale | Tool-Ø to max. 8⅝" (220 mm),  
minimum workpiece inner radius Ø 7⅝" (195 mm)

Tenoning plate aluminum andonized | 
Can be used on both sides: for right 
angled and slot and tenon joints | Suitable 
for integrated slot and tenoning table  
(Format sliding table) Hammer

Pressure module
With adjustable, sprung roller|  
Adjustment range 115" (380 mm) | 
Height adjustment 3⅛" (80 mm) | 
Allows it be mounted quickly and  
easily and without tools to Felder  
sliding tables (slot and tenoning tables) 
with P coupling | Ideal for shaping 
straight and circular workpieces

Roller pressure device
For shaper fence “240“ | Easy to 
attach | Spring-mounted, slanted rollers 
take over the function of holding down 
and putting pressure on the workpiece | 
Height and depth continuously  
adjustable up to fence

Spindle moulder fences

Order no.
400-610 EURO curve shaping guard
400-611 Workpiece guide

Order no.
01.0.280

Order no.
01.0.281 30
01.0.282 1¼"

Order no.
430-123 FE Series 700/500

Max. tool diameter 10⅝" (270 mm)
430-124 FE Series 900, F4 profile 45

Max. tool diameter 13¾" (350 mm)
430-620 Tenoning plate

Order no.
503-114 Hammer

Order no.
01.1.286

Order no.
423-261
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Machine accessories

Slot nut M10
For all Aluminum “X-Roll“ 
format sliding tables |  
For core thread M10

Handle for "X-Roll" aluminum sliding tables

Recommended for all machines 
with rolling carriages and cut 
lengths from 78¾" (2,000 mm)

Support leg for sliding table

Made from a solid steel plate, it can be mounted into the T groove  
on both the “X-Roll“ and Hammer sliding tables | The edging shoe  
can be used also as a kickback guard during insertion cutting

Edging shoe

Trimming equipment HAMMER

Turn table accessories, adjustment aid

System handwheel and aluminum system 
handwheel are prepared for the mount-
ing of digital displays for the height and 
angle adjustment. | The mounting hole 
-Ø in the hand wheel is ¾" (20 mm) for 
the motion spindle

FELDER system handwheel
The digital gauge is inserted and fixed onto the 
system handwheel | Digital gauges are available 
for the circular saw height as well as shaping 
heights and mortising height adjustments | The 
reading accuracy is at one-tenth of a millimeter | 
The digital gauges have been dimensioned for a 
spindle increment of 0.07" (2 mm) per rotation | 
Used for planing height suitable for: Felder Series 
500/700, Hammer, FD 250 | Used for sliding 
table saw-height adjustment suitable for: Felder 
Series 700 | Used for height adjustment for shaper 
spindle  suitable for: Felder Series 500/700,  
Hammer | Used for mortising unit height  
adjustment suitable for: Felder heavy horizontal 
mortiser (01.1.200), FD 250 (01.1.202)The digital gauge is inserted and fixed in the 

system handwheel | The reading of  
respective setting is exactly 0.5 degrees | 
Suitable for Felder sliding table saws and 
milling machines Series 700 from  
construction year 04/2007

Display for the angle tilt in the hand wheel

Digital display for system handwheels

Suitable for: Hammer® sliding tables

Order no.
400-220

Order no.
430-030

Order no.
440-101

Order no. suitable for
431-031+1 FE, F4 “X-Roll“ sliding table
500-109 HA sliding tables

Order no. L
500-110 3,000 mm

Order no.
12.1.311

Order no.

423-101 Digital gauge for the saw blade tilt between 90°–45°

423-102 Digital gauge for the display of the spindle tilt 90°–45°

Order no.

01.1.202 Digital gauge for the thicknessing height,  
display in mm

01.2.202 Digital gauge for the thicknessing height,  
display in inch

01.1.200 Digital gauge for displaying the circular saw, milling 
height and mortising heights_Display in mm

01.2.200 Digital gauge for displaying the circular saw, milling 
height and mortising heights_Display in inch
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FELDER and FORMAT-4 shaper spindles
Changing the shaper spindles with fixed spindle moulder tools: Several 
shaper spindles with firmly clamped spindle moulder tools allow production 
work with one shaper spindle setting in just a few seconds. | Spindles  
with a different diameter can also be changed quickly: A variety of  
shaping work is often only possible with the expanded shaper spindle.

HAMMER, FELDER and FORMAT-4 high speed shaper spindles

FELDER and HAMMER shaper spindle

Can be used in Felder machines with poly-V belt drive rather  
than the standard spindle. The inserted router bits are held by the  
interchangeable collet chucks. The speed of 15,000 rpm is suitable  
for the mounting of router buts of all types with a shank diameter  
of 0.23 in (6 mm) to 0.62" (16 mm)

Suitable for Hammer and Felder 500 series machines with spindle 
shaft exchange system | Speeds 3,000/6,000/8,000/10,000 rpm

Precision collet chucks
In addition these collets chucks are fed in the coupling 
nut with a ring. This supplementary feed automatically 
releases the collet check when opened with the  
terminal key

Item 500-04-065, extension rings for shaper spindle-Ø 1⅛" 
(30 mm) on -Ø 2" (50 mm) consisting of: 1x  
L = ¾" (18 mm) with bundle, 1x L = 10/11.6 
/16/20/25 mm, 1x closing ring | Item  500-136, 
extension cap suitable for Hammer 
shaper spindle-Ø 1⅛" (30 mm), 
extends the clamping length to  
4¾" (120 mm)

Extension ring sets for spindles

"Order no. Ø Usable height
FE Series 700 ab 04/2007, 4 rotating speeds
424-112 30 115
424-121 32 115
424-113 35 115
424-114 50 115
424-115 25 105
424-116 1¼" 90
424-117 ¾" 115
424-118 30 140
424-119 40 160
424-120 50 163
FE Series 900, F4 profile 45 5 rotating speed, from construction year 
09/2007 and Ser. no. beginning with 431... or 61...
431-113 30 140
431-114 40 160
431-115 50 160
431-116 1¼" 140
431-118 35 140
431-119 32 140
FE Series 900, F4 profile 45 5 rotating speed, up to construction year 2007
430-113 30 140
430-114 40 160
430-115 50 160
430-116 1¼" 140
430-118 35 140
430-119 32 140
FE Series 6 and 7, 3 rotating speed
401-113 30 115
401-114 1¼" 115
401-116 40 115

#Order no. Ø Clamping height
503-116 30 100
503-117 32 100
503-118 35 100
503-121 50 100
503-119 1 1/4" 100
$503-120 router shaft (Hammer, 500 series)

Order no.
500-04-065 Ø ⅛" (30 mm) to Ø 2" in (50 mm) spindle shafts

500-136 Extension cap

!Order no.
FE Series 700 from build year. 04/2007
424-111 15,000 rpm – 60HZ
FE Series 900, F4 profile 45
430-117 15,000 rpm
FE Series 6 from construction year 1990
401-136 15,000rpm – 60HZ

Shaper spindle

FE Serie 700/900, F4 profil 45 FE Serie 500, HA Serie 3

Ø Best.-Nr. Best.-Nr.
6 01.4.217 500-04-066
6,35 (¼") 01.4.218 500-04-067
8 01.4.219 500-04-068
9,53 (⅜") 01.4.222 500-04-071
10 01.4.223 500-04-072
11 – 500-04-073
12 01.4.225 500-04-074
12,70 (½") 01.4.226 500-04-075
14 01.4.228 –
16 01.4.229 –

Quick-Lock D-30 spindle
The “Quick-Lock“ clamping system allows a 
convenient change of cutters on the table router 
and reduces the risk of injury from slipping.

Best.-Nr.

604-108 for Format-4 and FELDER spindle moulders 
from the 700 and 900 series
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For core thread M20 | Clamp height max. 4¾" (117 mm) 
clamp depth max. 6¼" (160 mm)

The eccentric clamp can be adjusted both horizontally and vertically, to 
any desired workpiece size. The high clamping pressure and the simple 
operation ensure comfortable and safe operation. The eccentric clamp 
can also be used in an M20 threaded mount. When used on aluminum 
sliding tables, the corresponding clamping set is required for that type  
of table. Maximum clamping height: 5½"(140 mm), maximum clamping 
depth: 11¾" (300 mm), eccentric clamp M20 without clamping set |  
For mounting thread M20

Eccentric clamp

Rotating clamp
Easy clamping of workpieces with maximum flexibility, can be used 
on all panel saws and panel saws that are equipped with a sliding 
table | Simple retrofit thanks to the magnetic bracket | Safety  
cylinder for maximum work safety | Pressure beam function possible 
at each sliding table length | Clamping height: 3¾" (95 mm), Clamp-
ing force: approx. 264 lbs (120 kg) at 6 bar

Pneumatic workpiece holder

Order no.
400-108 Eccentric clamp with threaded seat

Mounting set for the eccentric clamp on the sliding table
01.0.036 FE/F4 Roller bearing guiding system ("X-Roll")
410-190 HA ball bearing guiding system

Order no.
01.5.001 Handwheel screw clamp with clamping shaft

Order no.

430-139 Pneumatic workpiece holder,  
manual operation

430-140 Pneumatic workpiece holder, operation,  
remote control operation

430-141 Second pneumatic locking clamp,  
can be combined with 430-139 or 430-140

Tensioning and clamping devices
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410-160, 410-162

420-161

410-163410-163

503-131/134/142

500-149
13.E.008

13.1.008

13.1.009

13.0.009

13.0.008

EUS

Ideal for small workshops | Made of cast iron, vertical  
support coupling for lifting bar | Lifting bar | Lifting  
bar with guiding wheel

The rolling carriage for your comfort

Necessary for Felder Series-700-S-model

Necessary for Felder AD 741, AD 941,  
CF 741 and G 300 models built after 2013

Turntable stop for 700 series machines

Mounting plate for the lifting bar

Circular cutting and moulding device
Producing exact curves, segment curves or circles with  
Ø 9⅞"–32¼" (250–820 mm) (63" (1,600 mm)) |  
Prepared for assembly on Felder table extensions  
400-104 (F-coupling) and 430-104 (P-coupling) |  
Mounting on bandsaws with Item no. 01.0.150 |  
Can be mounted to all machine types

Rolling carriages, adjustment aid

Order no.
Suitable for all Felder machines built after 11/1998
410-160 Rolling carriage with lifting bar

410-162 Rolling carriage without lifting bar

420-161 Turntable stop for 700 series machines

410-163
Mounting plate for the lifting bar 
for the rolling carriage, AD 941

AD 741, G 320/330/460,  
CF 741

Suitable for Felder FD 250
400-824 Rolling carriage without lifting bar

Suitable for Felder FB 400–710
400-750 Rolling carriage without lifting bar

Suitable for Felder FB510/610/710
503-142 Rolling carriage

500-149 Lifting bar

Suitable for Hammer machines manufactured after 1999
503-131 C3 31 without lifting bar

503-134 A3/B3/K3/F3 without lifting bar

503-142 N4400/N3800/FB 510/FB 610/FB 710 without lifting bar

500-153 D3 without lifting bar

Order no.
01.1.300
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Machine accessories

Bandsaw blade guides
Precision Euro guide, suitable for all wood band saws | 
With fine adjustable side and rear roller bearings  
and lockable setting screws.

Lateral guiding for 
“X-Life“ bandsaw blade 
guiding with ceramic 
insert

Rear support for “X-Life“ 
for saw blade guide with  
ceramic insert

Rear roller “X-Life“ with ceramic insert

Long-lasting precision with ceramic guides
Ceramic guides guarantee excellent cutting 
results and maximum blade stability with 
four guiding blocks positioned directly to 
the saw blade. The flat surface ensures 
reduced noise emissions and considerably 
less friction resistance. With reduced friction 
and less heat generation, ceramic guides 
are practically wear-resistant and enable 
an extremely long usable life and con-
sistent cutting quality when compared to 
conventional roller guides. X-Life® ceramic 
bandsaw blade guides have been devel-
oped exclusively for Hammer and Felder 
bandsaws and can be retrofitted as an 
accessory at any time.

For retrofit | Hood for 90° and 45° | Height adjustable |  
Can be swung away from the working area | Saw blade  
diameter 12⅜" (315 mm) | Extraction connection 3⅛" (80 mm)

Overhead saw guard

Bandsaw accessories

Order no. Size suitable for
Upper bandsaw guide
13.0.008 1 Rollers-Ø 300–550
13.1.008 2 Rollers-Ø 550–850
Lower bandsaw blade guides
13.0.009 1 Rollers-Ø 300–700
13.1.009 2 Rollers-Ø 740–940
Lockable adjustment screw

13.E.008 – FE FB 510/610,  
HA N3800, N4400,

Order no. suitable for
Upper bandsaw guide
423-035 HA N3800, N4400
423-037 FE FB 510, FB 610, FB 710
Lower bandsaw blade guides
423-036 HA N3800, N4400
423-038 FE FB 510, FB 610, FB 710

Order no. suitable for
Ø 1⅜" in (35 mm), connection Ø ¾ x 1¾"  (20 x 45 mm)
423-033 13.0.008, 13.0.009
Ø 2" in ( 50 mm), connection Ø ¾ x 2⅜" in (20 x 60 mm)
423-034 13.1.008, 13.1.009

Order no.
423-040 1 pieces

Order no.
423-039

Order no. suitable for

424-100
FE K 700 from Mach.no. 423...,  

rip capacity 31½" (800 mm)

424-101
FE K 700 from Mach.no. 423...,  
rip capacity 49¼" (1,250 mm)

424-102
FE KF 700, with Mach.no. 423...,  
rip capacity 31½" in (800 mm)

424-103
FE KF 700, with Mach.no. 423...,  
rip capacity 47¼" in (1250 mm)

424-107
FE KF 700, from Mach.no. 424...,  
rip capacity 31½" in (800 mm)

424-108
FE KF 700, from Mach.no. 424...,  

rip capacity 49¼" (1,250 mm)
Best.-Nr.
423-042

Linear laser for bandsaws
The Felder linear laser for bandsaws 
makes it possible to project the cut-
ting line on to your workpiece and 
serves as an optical aid when cutting. 
This makes it possible to align the 
workpiece in advance and minimizes 
waste. The mounting plate allows the 
linear laser to be retrofitted on to any 
bandsaw.
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Mortising depth 6¼" (160 mm) | Mortise width 9⅞" (250 mm) |  
Mortising height adjustment 5⅛" (130 mm) | Suitable for all Felder 
machines, Felder Series 500 machine adapter (Item no. 440-800)  
necessary for installation

Heavy duty horizontal mortiser

Coupling and rolling carriage for the mortiser
The slit mortising bit and press support are is firmly installed on the 
rolling carriage | Suitable for the heavy duty horizontal mortiser

Mortising chuck, clamping range 0-0.62 in 
(0–16 mm) | Suitable for both left  
and right cutting drill bits 

2-jaw drilling chuck

4 spacing bars with the following hole distances 16; 22; 25 and 
32 are delivered as a standard with the dowel drilling equipment | 
Additional spacing templates are available on special order |  
Convenient single-hand lever operation and ergonomically designed 
features ensure easy operation | Suitable for heavy duty horizontal 
mortiser, FD 250 horizontal mortiser and press machine

Dowel boring unit

Mortising unit with control 
handle and end stops

Suitable for Felder Series 500 machines 
with adapter (Item no. 440-801) |  
Suitable for Hammer machines  
(without adapter) | mortising depth 
2⅜" (60 mm) | mortise width 9⅞" 
(250 mm) | Mortising height adjustment 
5⅛" (130 mm)

Mortising unit attachment

Plugs and sockets with phase-inverter

Mortising accessories

Order no.
400-800 Slot mortising device

440-800 Adapter for the mortising unit,  
required for the Felder 500 series

400-805 Coupling and rolling carriage

Order no.
01.0.801 FE BF5, BF6, BF7 up to construction year 2000
423-800 FE AD/CF 741 from construction year 04/2000
440-802 FE AD/CF 531
500-118 HA all models

Order no.
401-821 Dowel boring unit

Order no.
501-117 Slot mortising device

440-801 Adapter for the mortising unit,  
required for the Felder 500 series

Order no.
Plugs with phase inverter
500-01-001 3x 400 V 5x 16 A "Notch at the 6 o'clock position"

500-01-013 3x 400 V 5x 32 A "Notch at the 6 o'clock position"

500-01-002 3x 230 V 5x 16 A "Notch at the 9 o'clock position"
Plugs without phase inverter
500-01-011 1x 230 V 3x 16 A "Notch at the 6 o'clock position"

Socket
500-01-003 3x 400 V 5x 16 A "Notch at the 6 o'clock position"

500-01-004 3x 230 V 5x 16 A "Notch at the 9 o'clock position"

500-01-012 1x 230 V 3x 16 A "Notch at the 6 o'clock position"
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Machine accessories

Suitable for Felder FD 921 and FD 21 professional

90° and 45° miter fence

Fence accessories for FD 250
The miter fence can be fitted within seconds using the single hand clamp 
on the machine table. The most commonly used angles, –45°; –22.5°; 0°; 
22.5° and 45° can be selected by using the index. All other angle settings 
can be carried out by using the scale | The longitudinal stops adjustable 
at both sides are an important part in of mortising or chisel work. The 
longitudinal stops can be moved to the position required (max. 98⅜" 
(2,500 mm)), and locked in place using the large clamping levers.

Clamp height max. 2½" (65 m) | 
Suitable for Felder FD 921 
and FD 21 professional, 1 piece

Pneumatic workpiece holder

Fence stops for the fence or the 
fence extension)| Suitable for Felder 
FD 921/ 21 professional

Setting via digital indicator | Shaper fence 
plate can be swiveled | Suitable for  
Felder FD 921 | FD 21 professional

Rear fence

Lateral fence with digital display

Order no.
15.0.312 suitable for FD 921
432-311 suitable for FD 21 professional

Order no.
400-823 fence
400-825 Longitudinal stop

Order no.
15.0.311 suitable for FD 921
432-310 suitable for FD 21 professional

Order no. for FD 921

15.0.316 Fence carrier
15.0.317 Fence extension to the left
15.0.318 Fence extension to the right

for FD 21 professional

432-312 Fence carrier
432-313 Fence extension to the left
432-314 Fence extension to the right

Order no. for FD 921

15.0.319 lateral stop left (FD 921)
15.0.320 lateral stop right (FD 921)

432-315 Side fences (2 pieces) with digital  
display excluding coupling rail (FD 21 professional)

Suitable for the Felder FD 21 professional

Additional accessories

Order no.
432-316 Bracket to hold the side fences
432-317 Gauge for setting the distance
432-318 10 stops for the locking system incl. marking points
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Simple tilting head | Power 0.18 kW |  
3 driven rollers Ø 3.14" (80 mm), width 
1.18"(30 mm) | 4 feed speeds 4/8/9/18 m/
min (forwards/backwards) | Weight 32 kg

H32 Standard power feeder

Simple tilting head | Power 0.75 kW | 
3 driven rollers Ø 4.71" (120 mm), 
width 2.26" (60 mm) | 8 feed speeds 
2.5/5.5/7/11/14/21/27/54 m/min,  
(forwards/backwards) | Weight 41 kg

S308 Standard power feeder

Simple tilting head | Power 0.75 kW | 3 soft rub-
ber feed rollers, Rollers-Ø 4.71" (120 mm), width 
2.36" (60 mm) | 8 feed speeds 3.2/6.3/8.3/12.5
/16.7/2,0/3.0/63.0 m/min, (forwards/backwards) 
| Weight 59 kg

F38 Professional power feeder

Advanced tilting head for every feed position | 
Power 0.75 kW | 3 soft rubber feed rollers, 
Rollers -Ø 4.71 in (120 mm), width  
2.36" (60 mm) | Variofeed from 3–18 m/min, 
(forwards/backwards) | Weight 65 kg

Variofeed 3 Profi-power feeder

Advanced tilting head for every feed position 
| Power 0,75 kW | 4 soft rubber feed rollers, 
Rollers-Ø 4.71" (120 mm), width 2.36"  
(60 mm) | 8 feed speeds 3.5/4.0/6.5/8.0/ 
10.0/12.5/20.0/2,0 m/min,  
(forwards/backwards) |  
Weight 67 kg 

F-48 Industrial power feeder

Advanced tilting head for every feed position| 
Power 0.75 kW | 4 soft rubber feed rollers,  
Rollers -Ø 4.71" (120 mm), width  
2.36" (60 mm) | Variofeed from 3–18 m/min, 
(forwards/backwards) | Weight 70 kg

Variofeed 4 industrial power feeder

• Application area: Standard tasks on the shaper or edge sanding  
machine, jointing, trimming and parallel cut

• Advantages: Precise and clean work, constant  
feed speed, exact and precise results

Order no.

501-05-009 1x 230 V, 50 Hz; 0.18 kW
501-05-010 1x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0.18 kW

Order no.
05.3.011 1x 230 V, 50 Hz; 0.45 kW
05.4.011 1x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0.45 kW

Order no.
05.2.010 3x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0.75 kW
05.3.010 1x 230 V, 50 Hz; 0.45 kW
05.4.010 1x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0.45 kW

Order no.
05.0.005 3x 400 V, 50 Hz; 0.75 kW

Order no.
05.1.006 3x 230 V, 50 Hz; 0,45 kW
05.2.006 3x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0,45 kW
05.3.006 1x 230 V, 50 Hz; 0,45 kW
05.4.006 1x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0,45 kW

Order no.
05.1.105 3x 230 V, 50 Hz; 0,45 kW
05.2.105 3x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0,45 kW
05.3.105 1x 230 V, 50 Hz; 0,45 kW
05.4.105 1x 230 V, 60 Hz; 0,45 kW
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Replacement rollers for power feeders
Standardized drive roller outer diameter

For power feeder F-34, F-38,  
F-48, Variofeed-3, Variofeed-4  
(+345 mm large jib length)

Extended horizontal bar

S or F coupling | Power feed remains on the machine and 
no longer needs to be disassembled| With just a few hand 
movements the feeder can be tilted easily above or below the 
working height level | Item no. 430-017: Gas spring assisted 
for even easier opening up and closing

Power feeder tilt-away device FELDER

Swingaway device for power feeder
Feeder unit remains on the machine  
and does not need to be removed

For serial planing work 
using a power feeder

Power feeder mount

41.33 in (1,050 mm)

Power feedersAll power feeders with just one click: www.felder-tooling.com

Order no. Pcs. Ø Width suitable for
!05.1.020 3 80 29 F32, HC32, H32
@05.0.022 3 100 50 HC308
#05.1.022 3 100 50 S3/8, S308
$05.1.023 3 120 60 F38, S308
%05.1.021 3 120 60 F34, F48, V3, V4

Order no. L
05.0.030 1,050

Order no. suitable for
11.2.014 Felder machines up to Series 6, construction year 1999

11.3.014 Felder machines from Series 7, construction year 1996 + Series 500

430-017 Felder machines from Series 700, construction year 2007

Order no. suitable for
430-112 Felder AD/A 951, Format-4 plan/dual 51

Order no. suitable for
Set: Swingaway device for power feeder + extended horizontal pipe
430-015 FE F 900, F4 profile 45 - up to construction year 03/2014

430-016 FE F 700 M, F 900 M, F4 profile 45 M
FE F 900 Z, F4 profile 45 Z - from construction year 04/2014

HAMMER Power feeder tilt away device
The power feeder remains on the machine and does not need to be 
removed. | In just a few seconds, the feeder can be tilted easily above 
or below the working height level.

Order no. suitable for
503-127 Hammer C3 31, basic models
501-127 Hammer B 3, K3 models
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DI=160 mm  
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DA = 80 mm

DI=160 mm  

EUS

AF 14 Mobile dust extractor 
with steel impeller

AF 16 Mobile dust extractor with steel impeller

Special filter material to maximize  
airflow (dust category L) | Dust port  
140 mm | Airflow capacity 2350 m³/h | 
Operating vacuum 2140 Pa | Chip bag 
content 53 gal. | Dimensions 965 x  
575 x 2,030 mm (L x W x H)

Special material dust bag for a large dust density in the extracted air 
(dust class L) | Dust port 160 mm | Airflow capacity 3,000 m³/h 
| Operating vacuum 2,150 Pa | Chip bag capacity 53 gal. | 
Dimensions 982 x 570 x 2,063 mm (L x W x H)

Record time! Change the chip  
bag in just 15 seconds!  
(AF 16, AF 22)

4 seconds: to open the fasteners and remove the full chip bag
8 seconds: to attach a new chip bag
3 seconds: to close the fasteners again
15 seconds: record time!

AF 12 Mobile dust extractor with steel impeller
Special material dust bag for a large  
dust density in the extracted air (standard) |  
Dust port Ø 120 mm | Airflow capacity  
1,350 m³/h | Operating vacuum 1,800 Pa | 
Chip bag quick change system | Chip bag  
capacity 29 gal. | Dimensions 784 x 415 x  
1,977 mm (L x W x H)

Order no.
401-254 3x 230 V, 60 Hz, 3.0 HP
401-255 1x 230 V, 60 Hz, 3.0 HP

Inner connection Ø 140 mm outer connection Ø 120 mm  
and 80 mm for hose connection

400-258 for AF 14

Order no.
401-246 3x 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 3.0 HP

Inner connection Ø 160 mm outer connection Ø 140 mm  
and 80 mm for hose connection

401-249 for AF 16

Order no.
401-241 3x 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1,5 HP
401-242 1x 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1,5 HP

Connection options
Ø 140 mm (5⅝") connection, smooth for hose 
Ø 140 mm (5⅝") connection, smooth for hose

400-258
Connection Ø 120 mm (4¾") Ø 80 mm 
(3¼") connection is included, allowing 
the Ø 120 mm (4¾") connection to be 
used by itself)

Connection options
Ø 160 mm connection smooth 
for hose

401-249
Connection Ø 140 mm (5½") & Ø 80 mm (3¼"), smooth 
for hose (a cover for the Ø 80 mm (3¼") connection is 
included, allowing the Ø 140 mm (5½") connection to be 
used by itself)

401-249 + 02.2.026
Connection Ø 120 mm (4¾") & Ø 80 mm (3¼"), 
smooth for hose (a cover for the Ø 80 mm (3¼") 
connection is included, allowing the Ø 120 mm (4¾") 
connection to be used by itself)
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Dust extractors

AF 22 Dust extractors

The AF 22 is the top seller among the standard extraction
units and is available as a mobile or stationary model.
With a footprint of only 1,300 x 580 mm, the AF 22 is a 
true space-saver. Its vacuum power measures
an exceptional 1,800 CFM, which means the AF 22 is
unmatched in this price/performance class. The two chip
bags can hold up to 106 gallons and are especially easy
to change thanks to the double-bag system. As required,
the AF 22 can be ordered configured a vacuum hose or
vacuum pipe connection.

Airflow capacity 3,100 m³/h | Max. depression 2,510 Pa |
Chip bag capacity 2x 200 liters | Dimensions
1,300 x 580 x 2,150 mm (L x W x H) | Special filter
material to maximize airflow (dust category L)

Stationary dust extraction
equipment with steel  
impeller (wall fitting) |  
Pipe Connector for  
dia. 160 mm

AF 22 Wall Fitting

Mobile Dust Extractor with  
Steel Impeller (Mobile base  
with 4 rollers) | Hose  
Connectors for dia   
120 mm and 80 mm

AF 22 Mobile

Stationary dust extraction
equipment with steel impeller
(mounting legs) | Hose
Connectors for dia 120 mm 
and 80 mm

AF 22 Stand
Stationary extractor with steel  
fan impeller (mounting legs) |
Standard dust filter and
Ø 200 mm extraction port

AF 22-200 Stand Order no.
402-S-251 3x 230 V, 60 Hz, 3.0 HP
402-S-252 1x 230 V, 60 Hz, 3.0 HP

Order no.
402-M-251 3x 230 V, 60 Hz, 3.0 HP
402-M-252 1x 230 V, 60 Hz, 4.0 HP

Order no.
Not available in the U.S.
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H3-Clean air dust extractors
Commercial and industrial woodworkers benefit from wood dust tested Felder clean air dust extractors 
in different price and performance classes. Mobile and space saving, all models offer flexibility 
and maximum performance in the smallest of spaces. All models achieve dust emissions of less 
than 0.1 mg/m³ and are in accordance with H3 residual dust content levels.  
Unlike conventional extractors, the fan is positioned at the clean air side.  
This creates negative pressure throughout and prevents any dust from escaping.

 ✓ Minimal space requirement
 ✓ Maximum negative pressure
 ✓ Sensational value for money
 ✓ Integrated noise reducer
 ✓ Optimised chip distribution between  

the chip collection bins
 ✓ Best performing unit in its size class

RL 160 and RL 200  
now available with the option 
of automatic filter cleaning!

Model RL 125 RL 140 RL 160 RL 200 RL 250 RL 300 RL 350
Extraction connection Ø mm 125 140 160 200 250 300 350

Max. airflow (m³/h) 1,900  
(1,118 cfm)

2,500  
(1,471 cfm)

3,200  
(1,883 cfm)

4,000  
(2,354 cfm)

5,000  
(2,943 cfm)

6,000  
(3,531 cfm)

8,000  
(4,709 cfm)

Dust emission quality (mg/m³) <0.1 <0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1

Filter surface area (m²) 5 10 10 20 50 50 71

Acoustic pressure (dB) 74 74 70 70 75 75 75

Chip volume (l) 200 200 400 400 500 500 500

Space requirement mm  
(L x W x H)

1,040 x 898 
x 1,940

1,040 x 898 
x 1,940

1,775 x 898 
x 2,005

1,775 x 898 
x 2,005

2,640 x 
1.140 x 
2,260

2,640 x 
1,140 x 
2,260

2,640 x 
1,140 x 
2,260
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Dust extractors

Cartridge filter
 ✓ Large filter area with small 

space requirement
 ✓ Reduced load on the filters
 ✓ Maximum filter durability

Exclusively for the: RL 250/RL 300/RL 350
JET filter cleaning system
Continuous automatic blasts of compressed 
air clean the filter completely and guarantee 
long lasting perfect extraction results

The chip collection bins are positioned 
lengthwise under the machine ensuring an 
optimized, equal filing of the dust bags. 
The optimized clamping system ensures a 
quick dust bag changeover.

Chip collection bins
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*An allowance must be made to compensate for tolerances with the specified emission values. K= 4 dB (A). Measured by  
nominal volume flow in an open sound field. The measurement results are in accordance to EN ISO 11201 (without chip extraction).

RL 125 RL 140 RL 160 RL 200 RL 250 RL 300 RL 350
POS Electrics

001 3x 400 V motor voltage S S S S S S S

002 3x 230 V motor voltage W W W W W W W

003 1x 230 V, 4.0 HP (3.0 kW)* O O O - - - -

004 50 Hz motor frequency S S S S S S S

005 60 Hz motor frequency W W W W W W W

006 3.0 HP (2.2 kW) S S

006 4.0 HP (3.0 kW) - - S - - - -

007 5.5 HP (4.0 kW) - - - S - - -

008 7.5 HP (5.5 kW) - - - O S - -

009 11 HP (8.2 kW) - - - - - S -

009 15 HP (11 kW) - - - - - - S

10 Antistatic filter O O O O O O O

20 Preperation for briquetting press - - W W W W W

25 Configured with the extraction  
connection on the left - - W W W W W

26 Powder extinguisher instead  
of water extinguisher - - O O W W W

30 Automatic filter cleaning - - O O S S S

General

Max. airflow m³/h 1,900  
(1,118 cfm)

2,500  
(1,471 cfm)

3,200  
(1,883 cfm)

4,000  
(2,354 cfm)

5,000  
(2,943 cfm)

6,000  
(3,531 cfm)

8,000  
(4,709 cfm)

Nominal air flow capacity  
20 m/sec. m³/h 884 1,108 1,448 2,300 3,540 5,090 6,950

Nominal negative pressure  
at 20 m/sec. Pa 2,350 2,200 2,400 2,380 2,500 2,680 2,630

Dimensions mm (L x W x H)
1,040 x  
898 x  
1,940

1,040 x  
898 x  
1,940

1,775 x  
898 x  
2,005

1,775 x  
898 x  
2,005

2,640 x 
1,140 x 
2,260

2,640 x 
1,140 x 
2,260

2,640 x 
1,140 x 
2,260

Filter surface area (m²) 5 10 10 20 50 50 71

Extraction connection Ø mm 125 140 160 200 250 300 350

Dust emission quality mg/m³ <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1

Acoustic pressure dB* 74 74 70 70 75 75 75

Chip collection bin volume (litres) 200 200 2x 200 2x 200 2x 250 2x 250 2x 250

Compressed air requirement  
for automatic cleaning - - 6–8 bar/ 

20 l/h
6–8 bar/ 

20 l/h
7–12 bar/ 
2,400 l/h

7–12 bar/ 
2,400 l/h

7–12 bar/ 
2,400 l/h

Weight kg  
(with standard configuration)

210  
(462 lbs)

210  
(462 lbs)

370  
(814 lbs)

380  
(836 lbs)

785  
(1727 lbs)

785  
(1727 lbs)

825  
(1815 lbs)

Automatic start

02.0.340 Automatic start for 1-8 machines O O O O O O O

02.0.345 Automatic start for 1-8 machines  
and 8 sliding gate controls O O O O O O O

02.0.344
Automatic start for 1-8 machines  
and 8 sliding gate controls,  
freely programmable

O O O O O O O

02.0.346 Transformer coils for automatic start O O O O O O O

Important accessories

02.0.170 Pipe reduction from pipe Ø 125 mm  
to hose Ø 120 mm O - - - - - -

02.0.036 10 dust bags  
(740/630 x 1,300 x 0.15) O O O O - - -

02.0.037 10 dust bags for RL 250/300  
(1,200 x 500 x 1,300 x 0.1 mm) - - - - O O O

403-275 Sound absorber for RL 250/300/350 - - - O O O
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Dust extractors

Click to enter the world of Felder 
and discover over 2,500 tools 
and accessories ensuring perfect 
woodworking.

All dust created is optimally collected and extracted immediately, 
simple connection to existing extraction system, slatted frame made 
from solid beech wood, large support with integrated extraction, 
offset working field for edge sanding, extraction connection (can 
be mounted to the left or right). The Felder FST 160 sanding table 
is equipped with solid table legs and can be adjusted from 28 ⅝" - 
40 ⅜"  (726 mm–1026 mm)

Order no.
420-250 with adjustable feet, can be combined with the FAT 300

Our Professional tip: 
Combining the new sanding table FST 160 with the height-adjustable  
FAT 300 Felder working table, provides mobility, flexibility and top class 
individual user comfort. The maneuverable working table, which can also 
be used for storing as a stacking cart or a machine equipment cart,  
is the perfect helper for your workshop. (420-241)
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Wheel unit for the FST 160

FAT 300
For details see page 378 

Order no.

420-251

Dimensions (L x W) 65⅜" x 40⅛"  
(1660 x 1020 mm)

Working surface that is being 
extracted (L x B) 60¼" x 31" (1530 x 800 mm)

Adjustable working height 28⅝“–40⅜“ (726–1026 mm)
Infinitely adjustable working height  
with the FAT 300 adjustable work 
table (option)

28⅝“–52“  
(726–1026 mm)

Extraction connection 5½“ (140 mm)
Required air volume 882 cfm (1500 m³/h)

Weight 120 kg
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Chip Bags

Replacement filter bag for dust filter system

Tightening strap for the clamping of the dust filter

Tensioning strap with quick clamp

Filter plates

Material: galvanised steel | Additional sound absorber |  
Volume 5,000/6,000/8,000 m³/h | -6 db noise emissions values

Splitter attenuator

Dust filter

Material: Polyethylene (LDPE) | Colour: 
transparent | New, highly tear resistant 
dust collection bags in top quality 
design, suitable for repeat use |  
Thickness 0.1 mm

Material: Polyester needle felt (350 g/m²) | 
Colour: white | Dust class L

Material: Steel | Tension clamps with screw adjustment for  
the clamping of dust filters | Nominal tensioning Ø 1,200 mm

Material: Steel | Galvanised lock set | Nominal tensioning-Ø 
1,000 mm | Band width 18 mm | Band thickness 0.75 mm

Material: Polyester fleece for wooden 
material | For plastic dust (aluminium  
coating) | Dust class M (category C) 

RL 125/160 - surface 5 m²
RL 140/200 - surface 10 m²
RL 160/200 - 2 pieces are required for 
each machine

Material:  
Polyester fleece (02.0.467)
Aluminised polyester fleece  
(02.0.468)

RL 250/300 - 16 piece are required for each machine - (from 2012)
RL 350 - 23 piece are required for each machine

Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.

Replacement filters for chip connection boxes 
RL 250/RL 300/RL 350

*from December 2011

Order no.
suitable for 3A/B, ASG/FSG 10/AF 10 or AF 14
401-271 for the AF 12

401-273 for the 3A/B, ASG/FSC 10

Order no.
02.0.038

Order no.
suitable for AF 16, AF 20, AF 22, F3A/B, ASG/FSG 10
02.1.126

Order no. Ø L
Replacement dust filter cartridge for RL 250/RL 300/RL 350
02.0.467 160 1,000
“Antistatic” replacement dust filter cartridge for RL 250/RL 300/RL 350
02.0.468 160 1,000

Order no. W x H F Pcs.
suitable for S01, AF 10, AF 12
02.2.013 650 x 1,150 170 l 10
suitable for AF 14, AF 16, AF 22
02.1.015 850 x 1,150 230 l 10
suitable for RL 125, RL 140, RL 160, RL 200
02.0.036 740 x 1,300 200 l 10
suitable for RL 250, RL 300, RL 350
02.0.037 250 l 10

Order no. Ø L
suitable for AF 14, AF 16, AF 22
02.1.125 480 1,000
suitable for AF 10, AF 12, S1, S01, S3
02.1.127 380 1,000

Order no.
suitable for RL 250, RL 300, RL 350
403-275

Order no. L x W x H suitable for

for wooden materials
02.1.134 725 x 725 x 55 RL 125/160
02.1.136 725 x 725 x 128 RL 200
02.1.138 725 x 725 x 128 RL 140/200*
for plastic materials
02.1.135 725 x 725 x 55 RL 125/160
02.1.137 725 x 725 x 128 RL 200
02.1.139 725 x 725 x 128 RL 140/200*
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Dust extraction accessories

Automatic start for one machine
Suitable for all woodworking machines 
with a motor power of up to 4 kW 
(Extractor connection AC3 - 3x 400 V). 
With the automatic start your dust extrac-
tor will start automatically 4 seconds after 
you start your woodworking machine.

Automatic start for 1–8 machines
Delayed shut down time 10 sec. | 
Note: Do not forget transformer coils

Automatic start for 1–8 machines
with valve shut off regulator
Control of the sliding gates for 
machines that are either running or 
have stopped | Delayed start time 
adjustable between 10 and 60 sec | 
Note: Do not forget transformer coils

Automatic start for 1–8 machines
with valve shut off regulator
Control of the sliding gates for 
machines that are either running or 
have stopped | Control of the cleaning 
devices of filters and extractors |  
Start and switch off times can be  
programmed to what is required | 
Note: Do not forget transformer coils

Transformer coils for automatic start
Connection of machines to automatic 
start | One converter coil is required 
for each machine

FELDER-extraction hose

Industrial extraction hose | Highly flexible and lightweight spiral  
hose made from transparent polyurethane | Hose thickness 0.6 mm
Application: Extraction and movement of dust and fine chips  
in the woodworking industry

H/SE High performance industrial extraction hose | H/SE extraction 
hose improves the performance of your dust extractor by up to 40 %! 
Dissipative in accordance with BGI 739 when the coil is grounded | 
hydrolysis and microbe resistant | Hose thickness 0.7 mm
Application: Extraction and movement of abrasive, granulate  
forming materials, in particular in the woodworking industry

Flame resistant in accordance with DIN 4102 B1 | smooth  
flow channel | hard wearing | good low temperature flexibility |  
Oil and petrol resistant | Plasticiser and halogen free |  
Temperature resistance –40 °C to +100 °C | damage resistant

Application: Cold water connections | 
unpressurised and pressurised fuel lines 
and air vents | Oil pipelines |  
Connections of piping in sanitation |  
Connections of piping in machine  
manufacturing | Piping for the household 
appliance industry | Hose connections  
in the motor vehicle industry

Hose Clamps

! Connection to woodworking machines
" Connection for dust extractor,  

switches on 4 sec after starting  
your woodworking machine

# 1x 230 V, constant supply
$ 1x 230 V, switches on (4 seconds) after 

you start your woodworking machine

high band tension and high fracture torque point |  
Evenly distributed clamping force | Galvanised steel  
band for increased corrosion resistance

Order no.
Not available in the U.S.

Order no.
02.0.340 3x400 V / 3x230 V / / USA (2 pole, 220 V–240 V)

Order no.
02.0.345 3x400 V / 3x230 V / / USA (2 pole, 220 V - 240 V)

Order no.
02.0.344 3x400 V / 3x230 V / / USA (2 pole, 220 V - 240 V)

Order no.
02.0.346 3x 400 V/3x 230 V

Order no. Ø
Industrial extraction hose - H/SE, high performance
02.0.405 50
02.0.406 60
02.0.408 80
02.0.410 100
02.0.412 120
02.0.414 140
02.0.416 160
02.0.420 200
02.0.425 250
02.0.430 300
02.0.435 350

Order no. Ø
02.0.112 40–60
02.0.110 70–90
02.0.115 90–110
02.0.010 120–140
02.0.122 130–150
02.0.116 150–170
02.0.118 190–210
02.0.119 240–260
02.0.121 290–310
02.0.128 340–360
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Extraction nozzle

Material: galvanised thin metal sheet | The ideal 
workshop cleaner | The floor extraction funnel is 
directly coupled to your dust extractor (connection 
Ø120 mm) and sucks up all dust and wood chips | 
Width 310 mm | Hose thickness 1 mm

Material: galvanised thin metal sheet | 
Suction funnel for easy removal of dust 
and chips, directly from your machine | 
Edges are flanged | Handle: Plastic | 
Hose thickness 1.5 mm

Material: galvanised thin metal sheet |  
The floor extraction funnel is connected 
directly to the extraction (connection  
Ø 120 mm) and extracts all  
wood chips and dust | To be  
installed and placed on the floor

Material: Plastic | The extraction nozzle can be connected directly  
to your extractor and is especially suitable for narrow spaces |  
Length 250 mm

Floor extraction funnel

Extraction funnel with handle

Floor extraction funnel

Transition hopper

Exit duct for return air

Pipe cover

For the RL 250/300/350 connected with  
pipes | Flanged edges on all sides

Material: Perforated sheet 
metal | flanged on both sides

Order no. Ø
02.1.022 120

Order no. Ø
02.0.041 120

Order no. Ø
02.1.023 120

Order no. Ø
02.0.040 50

Order no. Ø
02.0.1681 300

Order no. Ø
02.0.1674 80
02.0.1675 100
02.0.1676 120
02.0.1677 140
02.0.1678 160
02.0.1679 200
02.0.1680 250
02.0.1683 300

Order no. Ø L
02.0.1682 300 1,000

With hose connection Ø 120/120/80 mm | Sliding gate 
with hose connection Ø 80 mm | Material: galvanised  
thin metal sheet | Width 220 mm | Length 200 mm

Divider box for the extraction

Ø 120 mm

Ø 120 mmØ 80 mm

Order no.
500-133
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Dust extraction accessoriesThe full range of extraction accessories are available 
online at www.felder-tooling.com

Reduction for quick connectors, quick 
and simple attachment of the extraction 
hose to your machine | Material: plastic

Reduction for quick connectors, quick and 
simple attachment of the extraction hose  
to your machine | Material: plastic

Reductions

Quick connectors

Elbow quick connector

Fire protection shutter in accordance with EN 1366-2
For workshops with planning permission obtained AFTER September 2012 |  
Activation temperature 72° C | Galvanised steel housing | only in 
 horizontal pipes (vertical assembly)

Quick connectors for quick and easy  
connection of the extraction hose to  
your machine | Material: Plastic

Quick connectors for quick and 
easy connection of the extraction 
hose to your machine | Material: 
Plastic

Pipe reduction
Pipe reduction from pipe Ø 125 to hose 
Ø 120 mm | Material: galvanised steel

H

Ø1

Ø2

Ø1

Ø2

Ø1

Ø2

Ø1 Ø2

ØOrder no. Ø1 outer Ø2 inner
02.0.029 50 80
02.2.021 100 120
02.2.026 120 140

Order no. Ø1 outer Ø2 outer
02.1.029 50 80

Order no. Ø1 inner Ø2 outer
02.0.028 80 80
02.2.022 100 100
02.1.020 120 120
02.2.025 140 140

Order no. Ø1 inner Ø2 outer
02.0.020 120 120

Order no. Ø H
02.1.16720 200 765
02.1.16725 250 865
02.1.16730 300 965

Order no.
suitable for RL 125
02.0.170

Ø 200 mm

Ø 250 mm

Ø 250 mm

2x Ø 60 mm

3x Ø 60 mm

3x Ø 60 mm2x Ø 60 mmØ 120 mm

Ø 120 mm + Ø 60 mm

5x Ø 60 mm

2x Ø 60 mm

2x Ø 60 mm

Pipe distribution set for the connection to G 480, tempora 60.6, tempo-
ra 60.12 edgebanders |For connection to the machines, the following 
additional extraction hose is required ø 60 mm (2⅜") - 02, 0, 406 and 
120 mm (4¾") - 02, 0, 412 | order at the same time Art No, : 02, 0, 
1616 set of screws, set consists of 50 M 8 x 35 screw,  50 M 8 nuts, 
100 washers | Sets can be used for an extraction connection on either 
the left or right hand side.

Distributor SET for edgebanders

Order no. Suitable for
02.0.200 FE G 480 
02.0.201 F4 tempora 60.08
02.0.202 F4 tempora 60.12
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Pipes both sides with flange

Pipe reductions both sides with flange

45°-bends both sides with flange

90°-bends both sides with flange

Pipe collars for pipe-extension

Material: galvanised steel

Material: galvanised steel

Material: galvanised steel

Material: galvanised steel

Material: galvanised steel |The sleeve can  
be closed using four M8 x 35 mm screws

Order now! | Art.-No.: 02.0.1611 set of screws,  
Set consists of: 100 pcs. screws M8 x 35,  
100 pcs. nuts M8, 200 pcs. washers

Index of abbreviations on page 429.
All dimensions in mm, if not stated otherwise.
(*) not in stock, specially made to order

Pipe systems

Order no. Ø L
02.0.16008 80 1,000
02.0.15008 80 1,500
02.0.16010 100 1,000
02.0.15010 100 1,500
02.0.16012 120 1,000
02.0.15012 120 1,500
02.0.16014 140 1,000
02.0.15014 140 1,500
02.0.16016 160 1,000
02.0.15016 160 1,500
02.0.16020* 200 1,000
02.0.15020* 200 1,500
02.0.16025* 250 1,000
02.0.15025* 250 1,500
02.0.16030* 300 1,000
02.0.15030* 300 1,500
02.0.16035* 350 1,000
02.0.15035* 350 1,500

Order no. Ø L
02.0.1579 350/300 180
02.0.1580 350/250 210
02.0.1581 350/200 260
02.0.1582 300/250 180
02.0.1583 300/200 210
02.0.1584 300/160 260
02.0.1585 250/200 180
02.0.1586 250/160 210
02.0.1587 200/160 180
02.0.1588 200/140 180
02.0.1589 200/120 210
02.0.1594 160/140 180
02.0.1595 160/120 180
02.0.1596 140/120 180
02.0.1597 120/100 180
02.0.1598 120/80 180
02.0.1599 100/80 180
02.1.160 80/50 180

Order no. Ø R
02.0.15208 80 150
02.0.15210 100 150
02.0.15212 120 180
02.0.15214 140 210
02.0.15216 160 240
02.0.15220* 200 300
02.0.15225* 250 375
02.0.15230* 300 450
02.0.15235* 350 525

Order no. Ø L
02.0.15108 80 150
02.0.15110 100 155
02.0.15112 120 185
02.0.15114 140 220
02.0.15116 160 255
02.0.15120* 200 310
02.0.15125* 250 380
02.0.15130* 300 440
02.0.15135* 350 525

Order no. Ø L
02.0.15508 80 160
02.0.15510 100 200
02.0.15512 120 240
02.0.15514 140 280
02.0.15516 160 320
02.0.15520* 200 400
02.0.15525* 250 500
02.0.15530* 300 500
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Dust Extraction

45°-branches all sides with flange

Hose connectors one side with flange

Y-connector part flanged on all sides

Pipe clamps for pipes with flange, without screws

Material: galvanised steel | With rubber insert 
for noise reduction | No attachment pack 
required

Not suitable for connecting pipes

Pipe clamps for wall assembly, sound proof

Material: galvanised steel

Material: galvanised steel

Material: galvanised steel

Material: galvanised steel |  
The sleeve can be closed using  
two M8 x 35 mm screws

Order now! | Art.-No.: 02.0.1616  
set of screws, Set consists of:  
50 M8 x 35 screws, 50  
M8 nuts, 100 washersOrder no. Ø1 Ø2 Ø3 L

02.0.15308 80 80 80 310
02.0.15310 100 100 100 310
02.0.15312 120 120 120 410
02.0.15314 140 140 140 410
02.0.15316 160 160 160 460
02.0.15320* 200 200 200 510
02.0.15325* 250 250 250 560
02.0.15330* 300 300 300 710
02.0.15335* 350 350 350 700
02.1.171 160 160 80 360
02.1.172 160 160 120 360
02.1.173 120 120 80 360
02.1.174 120 120 50 300
02.1.177 160 120 80 400
02.1.178 160 120 100 400
02.1.179 160 120 120 400
02.1.180 160 160 100 350
02.1.181 160 160 140 350
02.1.182 200 200 100 500
02.1.183 200 200 120 500
02.1.184 200 200 140 500
02.1.185 200 200 160 500
02.1.186 250 250 100 450
02.1.187 250 250 120 450
02.1.188 250 250 140 450
02.1.189 250 250 160 450
02.1.190 250 250 200 450
02.1.191 300 300 100 500
02.1.192 300 300 120 500
02.1.193 300 300 140 500
02.1.194 300 300 160 500
02.1.195 300 300 200 500
02.1.196 300 300 250 500
02.1.197 350 350 100 500
02.1.198 350 350 120 500
02.1.199 350 350 140 500
02.1.200 350 350 160 500
02.1.201 350 350 200 500
02.1.202 350 350 250 600
02.1.203 350 350 300 600

Order no. Ø L
02.0.15408 80 80
02.0.15410 100 90
02.0.15412 120 100
02.0.15414 140 110
02.0.15416 160 120
02.0.15420* 200 120
02.0.15425* 250 120
02.0.15430* 300 120
02.0.15435* 350 120

Order no. Ø1 Ø2

02.1.170 160/160 200
02.1.169 80/80 120

Order no. Ø
02.0.15808 80
02.0.15810 100
02.0.15812 120
02.0.15814 140
02.0.15816 160
02.0.15820* 200
02.0.15825* 250
02.0.15830* 300
02.0.15835* 350

Order no. Ø
02.1.16808 80
02.1.16810 100
02.1.16812 120
02.1.16814 140
02.1.16816 160
02.1.16820 200
02.1.16825 250
02.1.16830 300
02.1.16835 350

Galvanised parts doen order by order - Estimated 8 weeks delivery time to the USA
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Standard gates for pipes
Material: galvanised steel | The position  
of the sliding gate can be fixed using  
the locking screw.

Material: galvanised steel | Power supply 220 V | Sliding part with 
pneumatic drive | 5/2 directional control valve | Compressed air 
6–10 bar | Controlled from the machine or by separate control | 
Quick closing and opening speed | 6 mm Compressed  
air supply connection

Electronic/Pneumatically operated Gate

Hardware for dust extractor pipe systems

Material: galvanised metal plate | 
Width 30 mm | Thickness 1 mm | 
Hole Ø 10/5 mm | 50 metres

Selbstklebend | Breite 15 mm |  
Stärke 2 mm | 20 Laufmeter pro Band

Material: galvanised steel | 
Threaded rod M8, 1,000 mm

Material: Steel | Galvanised 
threaded rod | Thread M8 | 
Length 80 mm

Material: galvanised steel | Thread 
M8 | Length 24 mm

Set consists of: 50 pcs. screws  
M8 x 35, 50 pcs. nuts M8,  
100 pcs. washers

Set of screws

Perforated strip

Sealing strip, self-adhesive

Tree rod

Wall mount screws

Extension nuts

Order no. Ø H
02.0.15608 80 300
02.0.15610 100 360
02.0.15612 120 420
02.0.15614 140 480
02.0.15616 160 540
02.0.15620* 200 660
02.0.15625* 250 800
02.0.15630* 300 960

Order no. Ø H
02.2.16608 80 250
02.2.16610 100 290
02.2.16612 120 340
02.2.16614 140 390
02.2.16616 160 410
02.2.16620 200 490
02.2.16625 250 595
02.2.16630 300 730
02.2.16635 350 800

Order no. Pcs.
02.0.1716 10

Order no. Pcs.
02.0.1715 10

Order no. Pcs.
02.0.1712 1
02.0.1713 10

Order no. Pcs.
02.0.16195 5

Order no. Pcs.
02.0.1615 1

Order no.
02.0.1616

Material: galvanised steel | Power supply 230 V, 
50 Hz, 160 W | Tractive and compressive force 
450 N | Movement speed 24 mm/s

Electronic operated, automatic gate

Order no. Ø H
02.0.16612 120 550
02.0.16614 140 605
02.0.16616 160 660
02.0.16620* 200 795
02.0.16625* 250 950
02.0.16630* 300 1,095
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> all machines
> Videos 
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Visit us Online 
where you'll find:
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